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A REVISION OF THE STARFISH GENUS UNIOPHORA
(ASTEROIDEA; ASTERIIDAE)

byS. A. Shepherd*

Summary

The genus Uniophora which is widely distributed in temperate Australian seas is reviewed.

Uniophora globifera, U. fungifera, U. sinusoida, U. tnultispina, U. obesa, U. uniserialis are placed

in the synonymy of U. granifera, and U. gymnonota is considered to be a synonym of U. nuda.

Population samples from Spencer and St. Vincent Gulfs, South Australia, are analysed and

statistical differences noted. Specimens from New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania are

compared and observations are made upon the ecology and distribution of the South Australian

forms.
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SUMMARY
The genus Uniophora winch is widely distributed in temperate Australian

seas is reviewed* Uniophora glvbifcra, V, fungifera, U. sinwioiaa, U. multispina,
U. obesa, U. unkserialia are placed in the synonymy of U. granifp-ra, and V.
gymnonota is considered to be a synonyin of V, ntida. Population samples from
Spencer and St, Vincent Gulfs. South Australia, are analysed and statistical

differences noted. Specimens from New South Wales. Victoria and Tasmania
are compared and observations are made upon the ecology and distribution of
the South Australian forms.

INTRODUCTION

The genus Uniophora is a prominent and distinctive representative of the
seastars of temperate Australian waters having a distribution around the coast

of the southerly half of the continent from Collaroy Reef near Sydney on the
east coast to Lancelin Island in Western Australia,

The members of the genus are extremely variable and have long been a

source of perplexity to taxonomists. Lamarck (1816) described Asterias grani-

fera. from Tasmania and Cray (1841) created the genus Uniophora naming 17,

globifera from New South Wales. Perrier (1875) described Asterias nuda from
Pt. Lincoln, South Australia, Asterias fungifera from "Nouvelle Hollande" and
Asterias sinusoida from Hobart, Tasmania. The species of Lamarck and Perrier

were all subsequently placed in the genus Uniophora. In 1923 Clark added C7.

dyscrita from Western Australia and in 1928 U. gymnanota, U. multispiria,

U. obesa and U r ttniserialis all from Spencer or St. Vincent Gulfs, South Aus-
tralia. Subsequent shore collecting (Cotton and Godfrey, 1942) showed that

of the ten species, certainly eight and probably nine were to be found in the

gulfs of South Australia.

This paper is largely the result of collecting by the author with SCUBA
diving apparatus over a number of years. The examination of the considerable

material so gathered shows that the supposed speciation of the genus in the
South Australian gulfs does not exist, and it is believed that there are only two
species in South Australian seas.

The collections of the Australian Museum, the National Museum of Victoria

and the Western Australian Museum have been examined; the forms from
Victoria, New South Wales and Tasmania are considered conspccific with
U. granifera but the Western Australian form U, dyscrita is regarded as specific-

ally distinct. Differences between the several forms are discussed and spine

* c/- South Australian Museum. North Terrace, Adelaide. South Australia,
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counts are used lo determine statistical differences between population samples.

This method is believed to be novel in the study of asteroids. Geographical and
ecological notes are also givea and a map showing the distributions of the

various forms in the gulf regions is added,

Tn tin's paper the following abbreviations are used: A.M., Australian Museum;
N.M.V., National Museum of Victoria; S.A.M., South Australian Museum.
W.A.M., Western Australian Museum,

UNIOPHOHA CHANtFEfiA Lamarck

Asterias grani/era Lamarck, 1816, p. 560.

Vniophora glohifem Cray, 1840, p. 288,

Arteritis fungifera Perrier, 1875, p. 337.

Aslc/my sitntsoida Perrier. 1875, p. 338.

Uniophora sinusoida Clark, 192S, p. 411.

Vniophora obesa Clark, 1928, p. 400,
Uniophora uniserialis Clark, 1928, p. 413.

Vniopliora multispina Clark. 1928 a p. 407.

Uniophora multispina nndiispina Staoh, 183$; p. &i2.

Vniophora multispina uniserialis Stack 1938, p. 332,

Material Examined, "Granifera
7

" g*oup. S.A.VI. (117 specimens) K174-6,

KJ9I, K597-8, K600, K629-K041. A.M. (16 specimens) from X.SAV. J.127-&.

J. 144! J.744-L J.6884. J.7008. From Tas, J.141, J. 143, J. 168-9, J.5110-54U.
N.M.V., 5 specimens labelled Port Phillip Survey. "VfnlHspina" group (98 speci-

mens) S.A.M. K181-3, KIS5, K1S7-9, K190, K193. K520-1, K601-2. K605, K626.

K635, K643-651.

In 1875 Perrier (1875, p. 342) noted the puzzling diversity of the specimens
before him and considered them to comprise lour distinct species. Later Fisher

( 1923, p. .597) referred Gray's glabifera to the species £ranifnra. It is now clear

that there is only one species which shows considerable morphological variation

both between and within its component populations. The differences in mor-
phology relate principally to the frequency, size and regularity of arrangement of

the dursal spines. The populations examined fall into two groups each of which
has its own preferred habitat and finds a distinctive phenotypic expression. One
group is called "granifera" as specimens of it have predominantly the charac-

teristics formerly ascribed to V. granifera and the other group is termed ''multi-

spina" to indicate a similar relationship with the former species U, nnttlispiaa.

"Granifera
v Group

This group is polymorphic, and falls into three more or less conspicuous

forms. Historically these forms have been treated as three species, namely.
Uniphora granifcta, U. ainusoida and V. jungijera. A given population of the

group may contain representatives of all three forms but usually there is a

preponderance of one form with a few representatives of one. or both of the

other forms. Where two of the forms are represented in a population there

arc usually numbers of specimens of intermediate form, and on occasions speci-

mens of one form have been seen with a regenerated arm of another form.

The form first described as U. glohifi'W is most commonly encountered anil

is characterised by swollen and capitate carinal spines'. A typical specimen is

figured by Clark (1928, p. 404 1, The carinal series of plates carries up to 25

enlarged capitate spines, frequently placed singly at the apex of each zigzag

formed by the outline of the plates. Interspersed between these enlarged spines

are a variable number of much smaller capitate spines either .singly or in small

groups. The dorso-latetal plates have numerous spines of varying size usually
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about as large as the smaller spines of the carina! scries and these ;ue often
irregularly placed. Here and there the spines of the superu-marginal plates

arc as large as those along the carina! lines.

Specimens from New South Wales which have this form are remarl.able for

the .size of their enlarged capitate carinal spines which arc larger than tltose seen
in South Australian specimens. They also differ from the latter in possessing a.

larger number of smaller capitate spinelets dorsally and on the intermargioal
plates. The aerino-latcra! spines are quite variable; sometimes they are typical

but at others more like those in ^multispina" group. The specimens were all

taken apparently on rocky bottoms and are either from Long Reef, Collaroy, or
Sydney Harbour.

A second form which was formerly designated U, sirwsoida possesses a
markedly Trigzag carinal series of plates bearing spines which are capitate but not
uearly as conspicuous as the globose spines or the previous form. In some
specimens it is difficult to detect a carinal scries of plates at all and dorsally the
spines appear to form the margins of a series of discontinuous polygonal papular
areas. The figures of Clark (.1928, p, 412) and Stach ( 1U3S, p. 332) are quite
typical of this kind of specimen,

A number of such specimens have been examined from Fort Phillip Bay.
Victoria and have less conspicuous dorsal spines than the Smith Australian
specimens while several rather resemble those in "multispina" group, Specimens
from the Australian Museum taken in Tasmania arc placed hi this group with
some hesitation. The arrangement of the spines and the general appearance of
these specimens are typically siuuxoiduA&e but the dorsal spines of some speci-

mens, particularly those taken in l.VEntreeasteaux Channel, Tasmania, are fine and
pointed as is sometimes the case in "multispina" group.

In some localities there commonly appears a third form which is remarkable
for the proliferation of spines dorsally. Instead of enlarged capitate spines
occurring singly or in groups of two or three along the carinal series, there are
groups of It) to 20 small and closely apprcsscd, capitate spines, often with the
centra! one much larger than the surrounding ones. These groups of spines are
usually contiguous and together appear to Form an almost flat dorsal surface.
In other respects the specimens do not differ significantly from those previously
mentioned. These specimens conform to such a striking degree with Perrier's
description of Astcrias fungijera (1875) that no doubt this form, or soiviethim/
very close to it, is that which is so described. It is to be noted also that Fisher
(1926, p, 198) who compared the type specimens of Arenas fungifeta and
Asicrias ainusoida thought the latter to be a "slenderer and stouter spined
example of the same species".

1 have only unserved "granifera" populations on reefs and rocky bottom.
Stach (19.38) however, reports several specimens from Ptmdonki beds 'in the Sir

Joseph Banks Group, Spencer Culf. South Australia, but it is possible that these
specimens came from a granitic reef nearby. Some of the specimens from Port
rhillip Bay, Victoria, and also from D'Entrceasteaux Channel, Tasmania, alau
appear to occur on sandy bottom but as indicated previously these specimens arc
atypical The form ranges from low water down to about '20 m in depth but is

found in greatest ahunddncc in depths between 5 and 10 m; in favourable con-
ditions where the wave action is moderate but not severe two or three spechneas
may occur to the square metre.

The favourite diet is a small tunicate which abounds on shallow reefs.

Very frequently the scastai is found with its rays encircling the tunicate and
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protuding its everted stomach into the animal's oral apertuie. How it achieves

this is not known. Its tube feet clearly could not exert the same force on the
tunicate as they could upon the shells of a bivalve. In the latter case thfe force

exerted by each tube-foot on the shell would be cumulative; whereas in the
former case, the aperture appears to be controlled by musculature immediately
surrounding it and the seastar could bring very few of its tube feet to bear upon
these muscles, and hence would exert little force on them, It is possible that the

animal discharges a stomach enzyme or toxin which paralyses or narcotizes its

prey so enabling it to gain entry. Certainly when the starfish is removed the
tunicate is unusually sluggish in closing its aperture. To a lesser degree the

seastar lias been observed to feed on reef-dwelling univalves and bivalves and
on various encrusting ascidians. Specimens taken from shallow water are usually

brick-red in colour but occasional ones are seeu in which the papular areas are

a dark blue. Specimens from deeper water between 15 and 20 in are usually

more brightly coloured, ranging from bright red to orange. Orally specimens are

red to orange.

"Multispina* Group
Specimens from these populations are distinguishable from those of "gruui-

fera* populations by the comparatively regular arrangement of the carina! and
dorsolateral plates and the spines on them. The carinal series carries from 1 to

4 rather small capitate spines to each plate and the scries forms a straight line

medially on die dorsal surface with a tendency in some specimens to zigzag

distally. On each side of this scries and parallel with it are two regular dorso-

lateral series carrying similar but smaller spines. In some populations the latter

series bear spines only sporadically and tie supcro-marginal series bear them
irregularly. The spines themselves Vary considerably from being capitate or

bhintly pointed to being fine and sharp- Where "m'ultispina" and "granifera"

populations intergrade, as is not uncommonly the case, the characteristic dif-

ferences tend to become obscured.

The forms described by Clark as U. obem and Lr
. uniseriulis are both well

within the range of variability shown by
r<

multispina" races and there can be no
doubt as to their synonymy. ' The figures of Clark (1928* pp. 407, 410 and 4)2)
indicate the remarkable diversity existing in the appearance of specimens.

"Multispina" populations are abundant on the angiosperm beds of Cymo-
docia antarctica Endlicher, Posidonia austmlis Hooker, and Zostera nmelfcri

Irmisch characteristic of the coastal margins of the South Australian Gulfs par-

ticularly in the less exposed regions. Their principal diet is bivalves and uni-

valves which are abundant in the sand among tl\c fibrous aneiospcrm roots.

Most specimens are dark red in colour but some are lighter, tenoing to become
fawn. This form is commonly found down to 10 tti but occasionally specimens

have been taken from deeper water and there is an unusual recurd of S specimens

from 30 m taken by Mr. R. C. Sprigg off Carickalinga Head in St. Vincent Gulf.

South Australia.

UNIOPUORA NUDA Perrier

Astcrias nutla Perrier, 1875, p. 335.

Vfiiophoro- gijmnunotu Clark, 1938, p. 405.

Material Examined SAM (80 specimens) K 178-9, K522. K599, K636,

KG42, K652.

Perrier s f\pe was stated to have come from "Port Lincoln, (derruit de
Torres)". A series of specimens taken oflF Cape Donnington just outside Pt.
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Lincoln Harbour South Australia conforms exactly with Perrier's description and

confirms Clark's view (1928, p, 417) of the place of origin of the species,

The species is distinguishable from the "rnultispinu" group by the very small

number and size of its spines, and manv specimens, .save for the adamholnerals.,

ate quite denuded of spines. It is without exception,, covered by a thick skin

which tends to conceal the existing spines but does not obscure the prominent

pla^s forming ffa earinal, dorsolateral and marginal series.

Examination ot Clark's type of U. gymnonttta shows no significant differences

between it and the specimens from Cape Donningtori. Clark purported to dis-

tinguish i>. nuda from U. ^ifmnonota on the ground that die hitter did not haw
any pedicel lariae corresponding to those observed by Pcrrier in the ambulacral

groove and which he described in these terms "droit, court, laree, on forme <le

triangle". . . . However there are similar pedieellariae in Clark's type and hi

many other specimens from the north coast of Kangaroo Island and Spencer Gutt.

South Australia and it is concluded that Clark's differentiation was in error.

This species has* a greater depth range and diversity of habitat than lr grani-

fi'iit. The specimens from Cape Donnington were taken in 16 m from thick

beds of the hammer oyster Malleus mendianus Cotton. Several specimens were
observed feeding on the oyster and tliis no doubt constituted their principal diet.

In Nepean Bay near Kingscote, South Australia in 5-8 m there are large colonics

inhabiting the beds of the angiosperms Zostem sp. and Halophila ovalis (K.

Brown) Hooker. There it feeds on bivalves and on small Umicates which find

a ready attachment to debris and rocks scattered on the bottom. It also occurs

in deeper water off the north coast of Kangaroo Island and in Backstairs Passage,

South Australia, in 20 to 40 m on rocky or shell grit bottoms. In colour the species

varies from reddish brown to fawn, the specimens from deeper water being
invariably the lighter in colour.

VNIOPHORA DYSCRtTA Clark

Vniophora dyscrita Clark. 1923, x^.
-244.

A total of 15 specimens have been examined from the private collection of

Dr. E. P. Hodgldn all uf which arc referred to this species. There are 5 juvenile

.specimens numbered U.D. 9-13 bom deep water (120 to 200 m) and the remain-

der are from shallow water. The specimens show considerable diversity and on**

pl two approach U, gronlfera (sinusoida form) in appearance-, but in the main
the species is quite distinctive.

In four specimens numbered U.D. 1-4 from Rockingham and Woodman's
Point near Frernantle, Western Australia, the spines on the caxinal scries arc

stout at the base and eonically pointed. These spines are often 2-3 mm long

and 0-54)'7 mm in diameter at then- base, and number frum 25-30 along the

earinal line. There are also 20 or more much smaller spinelets along the same
3me. Elsewhere on the dorsal surface there are many fine spinelets up to

0-5 mm long tin the plates. One of these (U.D. 1) is shown in Plate 1, These
specimens conform to Clark's description except that the earinal series is more
evident than appears to be so in the type- In four other specimens numbered
U.D. 6*8 from Woodman's Point, Cockbu rn Sound and. Caxnae Island, Western
Australia, the dorsal spines on the earinal series and elsewhere are predominantly
capitate and globose. A few of the spines are rather bluntly pointed. Apparently
there is considerable variation in colour in the species. The coloar dursalty

ranges from dark red to fawn and in some specimen* the papular areas arc a

jrjeenish-hrown. Below the colour is orange. Most of the specimens were taken

On rocky bottom but several are reported from muddy or sandy boUom.
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Two specimeua numbered U.D. 14 and 15 present some difficult by reason
of their extraordinary spirjulatton. One of these, U.D. 14 is shown in Plate 1.
They were both taken at the Naval Base, Cuekbnrn Sound. Western Australia

.

These specimens differ from those described earlier in having few stout spines
but many more fine bluntly pointed spinclets often about 1 mm long and
0-5-0-6 mm in diameter, some of which are slightly flattened at their distal ends
anil somewhat chisel-like. The carina! plates are very sinuuus and obscure and
with the dorsolateral plates enclose large polygonal areas devoid of spines. The
spines on the carinal plates number from 80-iUO on each arm. The marginal
spines and aetino-lateral spines are not as flattened or as chisel-like as the
specimens described above. A few or the aetino-lateral spines are divided into
two or three short branches but this is not fl distinctive feature of the species
as Clark asserts (1928, p. 417). It is not considered that the differences in
these two specimens are of sufficient magnitude to justify separation and in view
of the diversity shown by the other specimen, thev are believed to represent at
mOAl a variant form. They were reported to have been taken at 3 m depth on
Pinna from which it may be inferred that their habitat is a sandv or mnddy
buUorri.

The juvenile specimens, the largest uf which has R/r = 22/4 mm were all
dredged off Rottnest Island, Lanceiin Island or Cape Natnraliste, Western Aus-
tralia, It is uoteworthy that in one specimen (U.D- 9) the innermost series uf
aetinal plates nearest the adambulacral armature carries 3 spines on each plate-
In the other 4 specimens there arc only 2 tu each such plate. Otherwise there are
no notable differences other than those one would expect from juvenile specimens.

The absence of adult specimens from deep water off Western Australia as
for South Australia lends credence to the view that this is a shallow water species
and that the specimens from deep water are expatriates which having settled
there as larvae, do not find favourable conditions for survival to maturity.

The adult specimens show considerable variation in the character of the
spines but there is no doubt that they are conspccific. Having regard to their
diversity which at one estreine approaches U. granifem "granifcra" group there
exists some doubt whether this form should be given specific status. Taken
individually, none of the characters used by Clark ( 1923, p. 244 and p. 246) in
creating trie species are reliable and each' of them is shown at least in some
degree by one or other of the South Australian forms. On the other hand the
overall appearance of the majority of specimens is unlike that of any seen from
South Australia or elsewhere. The occurrence in some specimens of larger and
relatively long pointed spines on the rays and disk is distinctive and the clusters
of fine and pointed spinclets on the carinal and durso-lateral plates in utliers
arc unique in the genus. On the whole the species is considered valid.

An endemic distribution in the temperate waters of the lower west coast
of Western Australia is indicated from the present material No specimens have
been recorded from the Great Australian Bight From the brief notes accom-
panying the specimens the species showy some variability in habitat and mav
occur on rock, sand, or muddy bottom in depths to 20 ra'

Distribution in the South Australian Gulfs
Vniop/tutv Qrantfera is seldom found on exposed coastlines; it prefers pro-

tected waters and occurs predominantly along the coastal ftinge of gulfs and bays
down to about 15 m, Occasionally juveniles with R up tn 10 mm have been taken
in deeper water of 40-50 ju but tins environment is apparently unsuitable as
larger specimens have never been taken at such depth despite extensive collecting
and dredging.
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Uniophora nuda is found in the protected parts of more open waters but so

Car has not been taken in St, Vincent Gulf.

Figure 1 indicates the distribution of the species in the Gulfs.

Populations of "granifera" group occur in abundance on the reefs of the

eastern coastal margin of St. Vincent Gulf southwards from Glenelg. These reefs

are not continuous and colonies of the seastar are geographically separated by

Fig. 1. The distribution of the species in Spencer and St. Vincent Gulfs showing the occurrence
of the dominant forms.
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stretches of sandy bottom. There are not many representatives of the '"slnusoida*
form here; the '''fungilera" form is dominant at Glcnclg, in Holdfast Ray and
Hal lefts Clove but furiher south the "globifera" form is more common. The
population samples are not sufficient to assess accurately the proportions in which
(he three forms occur, It is noted however that the specimens of the dominant
form from any one locality ate fairly homogeneous and that there arc minor hut
recognizable morphological differences when a population sample from one place
is compared with one from an adjacent colony, The inter-population differences
do not appear to follow any pattern of variation and no dines have heen detected.
The distribution of populations of "multispiua" group corresponds with the
extent ol the beds or Posidonia and Cijmuduc'w on the coastal margins of St.

Vincent Gulf, It is found along much of the western margin of the Cnlf hut on
the eastern margin it is common only to the north of Holdfast Bay; specimen.*
are seldom taken to the south.

Some intergradation between U. nuda and 'multispina" forms of V. granifcra
has heen observed on the north coast of Kangaroo Island near Cape Marsdeii and
about Eastern Cove (Clark, J 928, p. 411) but its extent is not known, The
evidence does not suggest that it is at all frequent* or widespread. No hUer*
gradation has been observed anywhere between V% nuda and any forms of
"panifcra" group even where the two species are found in the same geographical
area, although in different ecological niches.

The distribution in Spencer Gulf is still sketchily known. Despite extensive
diving no specimens have been taken around the Gambier Islands, the Neptnnes.
or Thistle Island but they .seem to be common enough in the quieter waters
further north. In the Sir Joseph Banks- Group it appears that Unlophom
granijera occurs commonly both with the 'grainfcra" and "multispina" kind of
spinulation (Staeh, 1938, p. 3S&% and li nuda has also been dredged in deeper
water off Spilsby Island.

No specimens of U. ^ranifera have been taken west of Spencer Culf but as
little* collecting has been done on the west coast of Eyre Peninsula its discovery
In suitable localities along that coast would not be surprising. As yet only
Ut gmnifera "granifera" group has been taken off the coasts of New South Wales,
Victoria and Tasmania.

Differences in Unhphora Colonies

The forms differ basically from each other in the number and nature of the
spines, notably those dorsally on the rays, vSpine counts therefore seem to differ

tfm best method of presenting Ihe differences statistically despite the irregularity

nl arrangement of the srjines. The spines along the plates of the carina! scries

from the base of the ray to the lip were conn led and the results are expressed in
spines per cm to compensate for size variations.

Because of the unpredictable local occurrence of colonies there arc not
many collections which are sufficiently comprehensive to give reliable statistical

definitions of the several populations. For the sake of completeness even small
series axe analysed so that the data in the following table and Figure 2 compti.se

the figures for all scries of five or more specimens.

The purpose of the statistical record is firstly to show the close relationship
between the several forms and secondly to determine the variability within a
population and so complete the empirical description of the- material. Analysis
of the larger population samples shows that the spine-counts follow a normal
distribution curve and a comparison of population samples indicates a gradual
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TABLE 1

Geographical occurrence of Uniophora colonics sampled.

11

Mean size

Form Locality + Depth (in metres) No. of of sample
specimens (R) in cm.

(1) U. nuda Cape Donnington—15m. 5 8-3

(2) „ Sir Joseph Banks Group—30m. 6 4-3

(3) Kingscote—Nepean Bay—5m. 57 4-5

(4) „ Backstairs Passage—30m, 5 8-8

(5) U. granifera
("multispina" group) Edithburgh—5m. 28 4-5

(6) Outer Harbour—5m, 10 4-7

1 ::

Semaphore—10m. 17 10-2
Pt. Turton—7m. 14 6-8

(9) U. granifera
("granifera" group) Glcnclg Breakwater—5m. 17 7-5

(10) Halletts Cove—7m. 7 60
(11) Pt. Noarlunga—7m. 34 4-6
(12) Pt. Willunga—8m. 21 4-0

(13) Snapper Rock off Cape Donnington—5m. i> 6-4

(14) Pt. Hughes—5m. 6 4-6

2 =^=

U. nuda

8

U granifera (granifera gp} 9

12

U granifera <multispina gp.)

IO

13

14

IO 12 14 16

Spines per cm.

\e 20 22 24 26

Fig. 2. The graph is a summary of Uniophora carinal spine-counts. In each case the single
line represents the range, the rectangle in block one Standard Deviation on either side of the

mean, and the vertical line the mean.
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increase in spine counts from U. nuda to U, granifera. Despite the slight overlap
between U. nuda and (/« granifera it is considered that the combination of the
differences between the two is sufficient to justify specific differentiation. Tabic
2 summarises the characters which are useful in discriminating between the
forms. It is evident at once, that there are no diagnostic characters which can
be relied upon as absolute determinants; the characters arc all variable and can
be used only in conjunction with others to distinguish the forms. Even then the
degree of overlap may in seme cases cause difficulty. Another problem is that
Table 2 is based" primarily on the South Australian material so that when the

specimens from other States are examined it is foimd that the character com-
binations are not quite the same and intermediate degrees of relationship exist

Other characters are referred to in the literature which have been used from
time to time as determinants, for example the presence of pedicellariac and
pebbled areas in the intermarginal plates, but these are now ignored as they
have not been found to be of any significance.

TABLE i'

Major differences between TTuipbora sperms

U. dyscrita U. nuda
Vj <\ff ntfcni

"granifcra" gp. "mull isptna" gr>-

Carinal series.

i.e. central series

of plates dor-
Hfllly mi ray*

Zig-itag^ Straight, some-
times zi;z-7,ag

din tally

Zui-zag sometimes
irregular

Straight, some-
times zig-zoji

tl istally

Ciumal opines
Frequency
(per era.)

Capital'* or

bluntly pointer!

0-15

IiKMmspieuons
fine and
pointud.

U-o

Capitate, singly or
in urniips:

S-io

Capitate some
limes bluntly
pointed singly or

in proups:-

4-I3

Dor.-Ki-lafrral

spines

Jj-rogularly

arranged, often

in groups.
Smaller ami
finer than
carina] ^

Absent Trrpgnlai'ly

Hrranged, or
arranged to form
polygonal papular
areas

?umi I or 2
regular swifi eauli

hide of rannnJs

Kupern-
marginal spines

Capitate or

flattened

terminally

Rare or absent Capitate Slightly capitate.

Often in groups
of M

Ae-tiuo-latoml Present Rare or absent Fiesunt rro^eut

The considerable increase in spine numbers per cm along tbe carinal line

in "granifera" group as shown in Figure '2 is due partly to the exaggerated
development oT the characteristic zigzag carinal plates and partly to the increase

in spines on the plates. Of the series from St. Vincent Cuff it is noteworthy
that the specimens from Fort Noarlunga southwards are generally smaller and
have fewer and more capitate spines than those further north. The series from
Halletts Cove and Glenelg Breakwater shows some intcrgradation with "multi-

spina" group,
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Table 1 also shows the variation in the mean size of adult specimens from

the populations sampled. The reason for the diversity in size is not known. It

does not appear to be related directly to age as there is no difference in maximum
size of specimens collected in one locality at different times of the year and in

different years. The seastaxs are sedentary in habit and it is probable that the

type and quantity of food available is an important factor. It is noted for example
that the specimens of U. nuda from the rich hammer oyster beds off Cape Don-
nington are considerably larger than the specimens of the same species from the
rruiet waters of Nepean Bay, Kangaroo Island.

U. dytcrila U. nuda U. granifcra

gram f era gp. multispinq gp.

Q Q Q Q
I ^—i I

Fig. 8. Lateral ^ew of promiueiil carina! spines oil rays.

CONCLUSION

The greater amount of material now available reveals thai in the South
Australian Gulfs there are two species of Uniophora, One of these U. zrantfera
contains two component groups of populations, each of which has some pecu-
liarities of behaviour, distribution and morphology. The populations called

"granifera" arc found on rocky bottom along coasts of moderate wave action

whereas "multispina" populations occur on sandy bottom and in calmer water.
Specimens having eharacteristies of both

fcC

grunifera
w
and "multispina" have been

taken on bottoms of a mixed character. The interesting problem is raised whether
the differences hi morphology are genetically or ecologically determined, but this

cannot be resolved without experimental work,

The existing evidence suggests that [/. nuda is a distinct species but this

view may require reconsideration should intermediate populations be discovered,

Whatever the case is, the two species have succeeded in occupying a variety of

habitats and so been able to flourish in the Gulf regions in an abundance, which
is without rival among the asteroids, There is nu evidence of the species

achieving the same success elsewhere on the Australian coast.

Uniophora dijscriia must be retained as a valid species for the present.

There is no record of the species from the Great Australian Bight. It is quite
likely that the exposed coasts and long stretches of sandy shore of that region
constitute a natural barrier sufficient to prevent gene flow between the South
Australian and Western Australian species. (See Womersley and Edmonds,
1953* p. 221, and Jennings, 1963. p. 45.) In view of the known ecological
requirements of the species much of this coast would not provide favourable
conditions for survival. The differences already visible indicate genetic variation
and hence the evolution of separate species.
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S. A. Shepherd Plate 1

Plate 1

(L) Dorsal view of specimen of Vui-

ophora dyscrita numbered U.D. 1

\\ = 54 mm. Collected R. Hewlett
on muddy, sandy bottom. Depth
25 ft. Palm Beach Jetty 3/3/60.

Rockingham, W.A. (Photo E. P.

Hodgkin.

)

(2) Dorsal view of specimen of Uni-

ophora dyscrita numbered U.D.
14 R = 55 mm.

Collected Stn. 61 Naval Base, Cockbum
Sound, W.A., anions Pinna 10 ft.

deep by Marine Gp W.A. Naturalists

10/4/60. (Photo E. P. Ilodgkin.)



PRELIMINARY PALAEOMAGNETIC RESULTS FROM THE ADELAIDE
SYSTEM AND CAMBRIAN OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

BY J. C. BRIDEN*

Summary

The natural remanent magnetization (NRM) of some sediments from the Adelaide System and

Cambrian of South Australia is reported. In some of the formations, which were studied, notably the

Cambrian sequence on Kangaroo Island and the Billy Creek Formation in the Flinders Ranges,

directions were consistent with an NRM of Mesozoic or early Tertiary age. It is suggested the NRM
in the Cambrian of Kangaroo Island was acquired during a period of slightly elevated rock

temperatures and stabilised by cooling to near present day temperatures. In the Marinoan and

Cambrian sediments of the Flinders Ranges, the secondary NRM may be due to a surface effect,

which resulted in increased grain size of the magnetic fraction.
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SUMMARY
The natural remanent magnetization (NRM) of avnne sediments from the

Adelaide System and Caml>riau of South Australia is reported. In some of the

formations which were studied, notably (he Cambrian sequence on Kangaroo
Island and the Billy Creek Formation in the Flinders Ranges, directions were
consistent with an NRM of Mesozofc or early Tertiary age. It is suggested the

NR\f in the Cambrian of Kangaroo Island .vas acquired during a period o(

slightly elevated rock temperatures and stabilised by cooling to near present day
temperatures* In the Marimum and Cambrian sediments of the Flinders Ranges,
the secondary NRM may be due to a surface effect which resulted in increased

tfiain size of tire magnetic fraction.

INTRODUCTION

Tile natural remanent magnetization (NRM) of some sediments From the

Adelaide System and Cambrian of South Australia is reported. In some of the

formations which were studied, notably the Cambrian sequence? on Kangaroo
Island, and the Billy Creek Formation in the Flinders Ranges, directions were
consistent with an NRM of Mesozoic or early Tertiary age. It is suggested that

the NRM in the Cambrian of Kangaroo Island was acquired during a period

of slightly elevated rock temperatures, possibly connected with early Tertiary

igneous activity, and was stabilised by cooling to near present-day temperatures

In the Marinoan and Cambrian sediments of the Flinders Ranges, the secondary

NRM may be due to a surface effect which resulted in increased grainsizc of the

magnetic fraction. Results from other formations, in which NRM is weak in

intensity and scattered in direction, are reported in brief, because consistency of

direction was evident in isolated portions of the sequences; although ibeir

significance cannot be assessed with such limited data, they may be important

in [he light of further work which is in progress in the State.

SURFACE COLLECTIONS

Tlie procedure in the field was to collect from J ro 6 samples from each
site, Up to 4 specimens were cut from each sample, in wThieh direction and
intensity of NRM were measured in the laboratory using an astatic magnetometer,
Direction is quoted in terms of declination (D) and inclination (I, regarded as

positive downward from the horizontal) relative to two sets of axes: (1) relative

to the present horizontal and meridian ("uncorrected") and (2) after unwinding

* Present address.- Geology Department. University of Binritngham. KngLmd.

Trims. Roy. Sov. S. Ami. (1967), Vol. 91.
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the folding of the beds on the assumption that each phase of folding has been
purely rotational ("corrected"). Directions are analysed by the method of Fisher
(1953). Stability of NRM is assessed (1) by comparison of the uncorrected
mean direction with the present field, (2) by comparing the estimate of pre-
cision (fc) of grouping of directions before and after correction for folding (if

corrected directions are more precise, then NRM may be presumed to be older
than the folding), and (3) by interpreting the thermal demagnetization charac-
teristics of specimens in the laboratory.

TABLE 1

Summary of palacornagnctic measurements in the Adelaide System.

Series Formation Locality
Number 1

ftf Comments
Samples

MARINOAN

Pound Quart zito,

equivalent
ABC Range
Quartztte equivalent
Upper Glacial

Sequence 1

Railway cuttings
through South
Huuuuocks Kan<*ctf

14

a

5

Weak, and widely
scattered XRK With
negative inclinations

relative to the
present horizontal

Sandstone* and
arkosos

rlslleft Cove
(14 *ites)

30 3 sites near middle of
sequence consistent.
CorreeLed mean after
cleaning at 40U°C
D = 191 %l ==- -f-3i)

£

,

A- - 5

Sandstone-; Keynella Quarries
(5 Mtes)

10 4 site? eonsisitp.iir,

initial corrected mean
/>- r\i --

h ii fe

,

h - 35

fSTUimAN

Brighton Limestone

Tnplt-y Hill Slates

Brurr Tillife

Reyuella Quarries
Happy Volley

Tapley Hill

Alt. Barker Road

Ltieklet Road Quarry

3

2

5

fi

1

Weak and widely
scattered NRM with
negative (upward)
inclinations relative

io the present
horizontal

TOBREXSIAN Stonyfell Quartziic Oreenhill Quarries O No detectable KRAI

Adelaide System: Results are summarised in Tabic 1. Only Si isolated
portions of the sections were NKMs consistent. In a small face at the east end
of Reynella Quarries, 4 sites in about 5 m of the lowest Marinoun sandstones
have a mean direction D = 7°, J — 11° after correction with k = 32. A fifth

site, only a few metres away in another face, was not in agreement The coastal
section north and south of Hallett Cove was sampled thoroughly, but only at
Ihrce sites near the northern end of the cove were directions consistent. The
increase in precision after thermal cleaning at 400°C and correction for folding
(D — 191

y
, I = f-39°> k= 5) compared with the uncorrected mean direction of

total NRM (k ~ 1) suggests that a relic of stable NRM which is older than the
folding may have been preserved.
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Cambrian: Twenty-three sites were sampled in the Cambrian sequence on

the north coast of Kangaroo Island (Daily, 1957). The distinction between the

Emu Bay Shale and the equivalent of the White Point Conglomerate near Emu
Bay depends on the recognition of a Redllchia horizon which also occurs in the

Flinders Ranges, not far below the base of the Hilly Creek Formation. Because,

the author did not find the Bcdlichia horizon, 3 sites included with the White
taint Conglomerate might strictly belong to the overlying formation. In this

content, tlit* distinction is not important because the palacomagnetism of the

Kangaroo Island Group does not vary from formation to formation. All Mte

m^n directions except one (near Point Marsden) were significant with 95 per

cent probability. Before correction for folding all inclinations were steep, and

at all except three sites were directed upwards (in the same sense as the present

field, and referred to as "normal"). At 2 sites, however, in the Emu Bay Shale

in its eastern section, steep downward inclinations were observed (called

"reversed" ), and at a third site, nearby, both normal and reversed samples were
found. The mean direction after adjustment for the reversed directions, is

.slightly steeper than the present field (Figure 1) and is ruore precisely defined

than when correction is made for folding (Table 2).

TABLE 2

AnolvM-v of NKM (lueotiona in Cambrian scdnm-'ols from Kangaroo Tal-MicK

uncorrected
t:<jnectuLi

B

2*1

1

; ft n

:i57 |
75 27* fi

22 289 -73 7-9 U

pal©

m\V fi4N

B is t*ho miraber of significant sites (05 per f;*nT probability);

q js Ihe semi-angle of Xhn 95 per cent cone of eonfidenr.o. (fli, A) is Uld palarinnugnutie polw.

Initial directions of NRM in the Billy Creek Formation are steeply upwards
(Figure 2.) Upon thermal demagnetisation, direction changes at most sites (at

the north of Lake Torrens, in the Copley-Mount Scott district and between
Wurealpa and Martin Well) are irregular, but tend in general towards a

.southwesterly direction. At Balcoracana Creek (Figure 3) directions change

systematically until, after heating to 500 CC and correcting for folding, the mean
i.s horizontal and southwesterly, which is in agreement With that found in other

Cambrian rocks in Australia by Irving and Green (1058). This suggests that,

although the dominant component of NRM is secondary, in at Vast part of the

formation a refie of more stable NRM is preserved, and it is possible that this

is of Cambrian age.

BORECORE SAMPLES
Measurements of NRM of boreeorc samples are limited by lack of azimuthal

orientation; inclination but not declination can be measured. Nevertheless such

measurements arc useful for estimating inclination in areas where rocks at the

surface have been remagnetized, since it is possible that primary magnetization

might have been preserved at depth. Brideii and Ward (1966) devised a

method of estimating mean inclination and Fisherian precision from a collection

of borccores, which has been used in analysing results from South Australia and
the Northern Territory (Table 3). A vertical mark was made cm each sample,

and two discs were cut from eaclu so that consistency of NRM direction within

a sample could be tested; when differences exceeded 30 f

\ results were discarded.
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TABLE 3

Analysis of inclination of NRM in borecores,

B is the number of consistent samples; Xp is the palaeolatitude.

Borehole and location

BMR/GRGXo. 7 (136-1°E
( 22-3*S)

BMR/GKG No. G (135-2°E, 21 -3 S)

Mmlaton Xo. 1 (137-7<\E, 34.8°S)

1340-1750 ft.

Wilkatana Xo. 1 (138-0 CE, 32-2°S) 1750-1845 ft,

Clarence River No. 1 {136 -S^E, 31 -US)

Age

Upper
Cambrian

Upper
Cambrian

Lower
Cambrian

Upper
Marinoan

Lower
Marinoan

B / k

8 -15 85

8 -42 21

13 — 55 5

21 -85 25
5 -41 20

23 -36 §

21

35

80
24

20

Fig. 1. Site mean directions
and thermal demagnetization of
NRM in Cambrian sediments
from Kangaroo Island, (a)
Stereographic projections of
uncorrected (left) and correc-
ted (right) directions. At one
site where polarity is mixed,
the means of both normal and
reversely magnetized samples
are shown, and are joined by
the broken line. The mean
NRM direction is denoted by a
star, with the circle of 95 per
cent confidence around it. The
directions of the present and
axial dipole fields are denoted
by P and D, (b) Thermal de-
magnetization curves of samples
KI5, KI19, KI57; intensities

(in) are normalized by divid-
ing by the total NRM intensity

(

M

) . Open symbols denote

upward and solid symbols
downward inclinations.
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In the Wilkatana No. 1 bore, there is an abrupt change in inclination at

about 1,750 ft, so the groups above and below that level have been analysed

separately. In Clarence River No. 1 5
inclinations are hi two groups (Figure 4)

with moderate positive and negative inclinations respectively. This suggests not

merely a large scatter of directions, but rather that some of the cores have been

marked the wrong way up. (An alternative explanation in terms of reversals

of NRM is not considered plausible because there is no discernible stratigraphic

pattern in the distribution of the two groups. ) From the mean inclinations, the

palacolatitude (A
1( ) of each borehole is calculated on the assumption of a

geocentric dipole field from the relation

tan/,, - 2tanAP

and ihe results are compared on a map of palacomagnetic poles (Figure 5) with

results from other Australian rocks,

55
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DISCUSSION OF THE ORIGIN OF SECONDARY NRMs

Thermal demagnetization curves of the Billy Creek Formation and Emu
Bay Shale (Figures 1 and 3) are similar to those of ancient secondary magnetiza-

tions in the Bloomsburg red beds (Trving and Opdyke, 1965) and the Old Red
Sandstone (Chamalaun, 1964). The hypothesis which is proposed for their

origin is that they were acquired in the Earth's field over a long period (say IQP

years) after which the effective relaxation times of the magnetic grains were
increased. This has the effect of "frcezing-in * the NRM so that it may be stable

over millions of years at normal temperatures. Increase in relaxation time may
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Fig. 2. Thermal cleaning of Billy Creek Formation. Initial directions, and directions after

heating to 200°C and 400 °C, both before and after correction for folding. Sites are NEW
(northeast of Wirreafpa)- YC (Yarra Wurta Creek); LT (edge of Lake Torrens); CI and C3
(Copley-Mount Scott); Bl and B2 (Balcoracana Creek); TMC (Ten Mile Creek) and E
(Eregunda Creek). Open symbols denote upward and solid symbols downward inclinations.
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M xlO 6e.m.u./gm

2-|

IOO 300 500°C

Fig. 3. Thermal demagnetiza-
tion of two specimens from
Balcoracana Creek, in steps,

at room temperature, lOO°C,
200 "C, 300"C, 400°C, 450°C,
and 500*C The stereogram
(above) shows the change of
uncorrected directions (circles)
with regressive demagnetiza-
tion in the sequence indicated
by the arrows, and ( squares

)

after demagnetization to 500°C
and correction for the tilt of
the beds, which is also shown.
The demagnetization curves
(below) show vectorial mean
intensity of the two specimens.
Open symbols denote upward
and solid symbols downward

inclinations.

be due to fall in temperature, (due to uplift during folding, or at the close of a

phase of igneous activity), change in grainsize, or chemical change. For the

Bloomshurg Formation and the Old Red Sandstone, fall in temperature has

been proposed.

On Kangaroo Island, Lower Tertiary basalts outcrop on the low hills inland

from the palaeomagnetic sampling sites. It is not unreasonable to suppose that

they were formerly more extensive, and that temperatures in the Cambrian rocks

were elevated at the time of their extrusion. The mean direction of NRM in

these rocks is similar to that found in early Tertiary rocks in Australia (Irving,

1964) and hence the NRM may be the same age as the basalts. The most
reasonable interpretation is that only the reversed rocks retain their NRM from
that time, and that the normal rocks have NRM of recent origin.
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HORIZONTAL-

Fig. 4. Inclinations of NRM in

Clarence River No. 1 ( Woomera

)

bore,

The inclinations in borecorc samples are, for the most part not inconsistent
with NRM of comparable age to their host rocks. But in the Wilkatana No. 1
bore, the upper part of the sequence appears to have been remagnetized in a
direction steeper than the present field. This may be due to a surface effect

operative in the Mesozoie or early Tertiary (Figure 5), and it is possible that this

was a regional effect which involved the* Billy Creek Formation also. There is

no geological evidence of elevated temperatures in these rocks, and it may be
that chemical or grainsize changes were responsible for stabilising the NRM.

The acquisition of viscous magnetization (which increases with the time
of application of a magnetic field) at various temperatures by specimens of Billy
Creek Formation and Emu Bay Shale has been investigated in the laboratory
and is described by Briden (1965).
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Fig. 5. Loci of palaeomagnetie poles, calculated from horecore measurements, by
drawing circles of radius £

,
centred on the drilling sites. 1 ; Clarence River.

2: Wilkatana (a = upper, b - lower). 3: Minlaton. 4: CRG5. 5: GRG7.
The curve is the approximate polar wandering curve for Australia, constructed
from trie A-group data of Irving ( 1964): dashes for late Precambrian to Devonian,
dots for the Carboniferous, solid line for the Mesozoie and dot-dash for the

Cainozoic.
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ON THE RADIOACTIVITY AND RELATED FLUORESCENT PROPERTIES
OF SEDIMENTARY AUSTRALIAN ZIRCONS

byL A. Mumme*

Summary

The natural radioactivity of sedimentary zircons from various placer deposits in Australia was

investigated with a gamma-ray spectrometer.

The radioactivity of the zircon samples was generally weak, and was shown to be due to uranium

series; however, in one sample traces of thorium series were also detected.

Under ultraviolet light many of the colourless to lemon brownish zircons fluoresced with a brilliant

yellow colour which was attributed to the presence of uranium in solid solution.
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INTRODUCTION

The natural radioactivity of sedimentary zircons from various placer/ deposits

in Australia was investigated with a gamma-ray spectrometer.

The radioactivity of the zircon samples was generally weak, and was
shown to be due to uranium series; however, in one sample traces of thorium

series were also detected.

Under ultraviolet light many of the colourless Io Iernon brownish zircons

fluoresced with a brilliant yellow colour which was attributed to the presence

of uranium in solid solution.

OCCURRENCE AND NATURE OF RADIOACTIVITY OF ZIRCONS

Zircon is widely distributed in Australia as an accessory constituent of

igneous and metamorphic rocks being especially common in the granitic rocks

and only occurring sparingly in the basic rocks. It is one of die earliest minerals

to crystallize out of a magma.
It is apparently more abundant in plutonic than volcanic rocks*.

By disintegration of these rock types it is concentrated by the action of

water in sedimentary deposits along with other characteristic minerals including

magnetite, garnet, ilmenite, corundum.

As the mineral zircon (ZrSi0 4 ) may contain uranium and thorium as sub-

stitution solid solutions up to 01 per cent and even higher amounts as crystal

inclusions, the radioactivity of sedimentary zircons from various placer deposits

in Australia was measured with a gamma-ray spectrometer, and the uranium
and thorium contents estimated by calibration with standard samples.

THE GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER

The gamma-ray spectrometer offered a rapid and accurate method of

analysis of the uranium and thorium contents of the zircon concentrates.

The spectrometer employed an electronic means of differentiating between
the energies of the various intercepted gamma-rays.

Essentially the gamma-ray spectrometer consisted of a scintillation detector

which converted an intercepted gamma-ray to an electrical impulse, the voltage

of whfch was proportional to the energy of the absorbed gamma-ray.

* Australian Atomic J£uergy Cojninission. Lucas Heights, Sydney, N.S.W.

Trans. Roy. Sue. S. Aust. (1967), Vol. 91.
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This impulse was amplified and passed through an electronic gating circuit
which allowed only ffufees of a specific voltage to"actuate a scaler,"

Gamma-rays emitted by radioactive nuclides arc of characteristic energies
and the intensity of the gamma-radiation emitted by a specific nuclide is pro-
portional to the quantity of the nuclide present in the sample.

The gamma-ray spectrum graphs were obtained by sweeping the spectrum
with a pulse height analyser.

The individual samples of zircon concentrates were weighed and packed in
perspex cups and counted close to the face of a thallium activated sodium iodide
scintillation crystal which was shielded by a lead castle.

RESULTS OF THE RADIOMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS

An examination of the gamma-ray spectra for the various zircon samples
investigated showed that the uranium series were in equilibrium in each case.

This is to be expected as the zircons resist alteration to a marked degree,
and also the age of the zircons are greater than 3*5 x 10" years—the time required
for radioactive equilibrium to be set up by the contained uranium.

The results of the radiometric measurements are presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Uranium content. Thorium content
Locality (% U aO R ) (%Th0 2 )

1, Rocky River, Uralla (15A62) N.SAV. 0-101 0-01
2 Anakie, Queensland (1)21364) <i-o:t7 <0*001
jf!

Strangway'b -Range, Central Australia (D40160) 0*0021 <0-001
i. Bunging Rock Head of Duncan *s Creek, 4 miles

along Xiangula Road (D40400) XS.W. 0-0108 <0>001
K Tnverell (D16261) X.S.W. 0-0124 <0«001
6. 100 miles X.W. of Augathella (D40IK2) 0-0071 <0-001
7. Bald Nob Creek, Clen Innes (1)10814) 0-0054 <0-001
8, Oban (12 miles SJ5.) (DSTfM) X.S.W. 0-0241 < 0-001
J). Sapphire, JnvoreJI (D26298) X.^.W- 0-0153 <0001

10. Back Creek, 27 milea from Armidulo (D10:*fi5)

N.SAV- 0-087 <o-00i
11. Oban (1)16237) X.S.W. 0-057 <0-OOl

Tingha (1)37997) N.S.W. 0-047 <0*001
13- Trunkey (D 10108) N.S.W. 0-043 <0-001

RESULTS OF THE ULTRAVIOLET LAMP TESTS

As zircons arc frequently fluorescent, the samples were rested for this
property with an ultraviolet lamp. The sedimentary zircon samples show a wide
variation of luminosity from fluorescence under ultraviolet light ranging from
very weak fluorescence to brilliant yellow hues. The activator for the yellow
fluorescence is attributed to the presence of uranium,

The details of these tests ure brought together in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

1. Rocky River, UralJa (D 15662). Crystals water worn reddish colour. 0*5 cm average

diamctcr fluorescence dull yellow.

2,. Auakie, Queensland (D21.164). Crystals water worn pale reddish colour; 0-6 eni

average diameter, one crystal vivid reel; fluorescence yellow, few crystals bright yellow.

I. Strnngway's Range. Central Australia (D40I60). Crystal fragments angular up to 3 can

diameter, Crey lemon to pale reddish colour; Huorescenee generally dull yellow with

patches of bright yellow.

4. Hanging Rock (D40400). Water worn crystals up to 1 cn» diameter. Brown-lemon
colour; fluorescence bright yeUow,

5. lnverell (D16261). Water worn crystals, pule lemuu few deep red; 0*5 cm average
diameter, few 1-5 cm diameter, Huorescenee bright yellow hue.

6. Angalhella Region (100 miles NW of Augatuella) (D40162). Water worn crystals.

colourless, brownish-yellow, associated with black sapphires; fluorescence bright yellow

and spotty yellow-

7. Raid Nob Glen Innes (D 16314). Reddish zucons Few colourless, average diameter 4
cm, associated with black sapphires; fluorescence dull to bright-yellow hues,

H. Oban { D27764 ) (12 miles SE of Obaa). Water worn crystals, deep red colour, trans-

lucent, up to 2 em diameter, fluorescence few bright yellow.

i). Sapphire. lnverell district (D2G298). Colourless, reddish and deep red, up to 1 Cm,
fluorescence bright yellow.

10. Back Creek (27 miles from Armidale) (D19355). Colourless lemon and pale reddish

zircons up to 0-5 cm diameter; associated with blue and black sapphires; fluorescence

bright yellow.

11. Oban (D16257), Deep red crystals water worn 0*3 cm diameter (on average); not

fluorescent.

12. Tingha (D37907). Crystals water worn; colourless, yellowish, reddish and deep red;

some crystals tetragonal square prisms, most crystals water worn. Diameter up to 1-3

cm; fluorescence bright yellow.

13. Tnmkcy (D10108). Crystals water' worn. Translucent red. one crystal bright red,

average diameter 0-5 cm, one crystal fluorescent bright yellow, rest of crystals non-

fluorescent.

CONCLUSIONS

Gamma-ray spectrometry measurements on zircon samples from a number of

sedimentary deposits in Australia showed that they were all weakly radioaetivc.

The radioactivity was shown to be due to the presence of contained uranium

series in solid solution. The zircon concentrates from Uralla (Rocky River)

were considerably more radioactive than the other samples and were also shown
to contain detectable amounts of the thorium series.

In samples containing both colourless to yellow-brown zircons and red

zircons, the latter were considerably more radioactive than the former group.

The red colour apparently has resulted from alpha radiation damage from

the contained uranium series held in solid solution, for on heating the red

zircons, the red colour disappeared very rapidly.

Under the ultraviolet lamp it was observed that the colourless to yellowish

brown zircons fluoresced brightly with a brilliant yellow colour, whereas the

red zircons were non-fluorescent or only weakly so. The decolourized zircons,

however, did not regain their fluorescent properties,
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CRUSTAL THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS IN THE SOUTH EAST OF
SOUTH AUSTRALIA BASED ON THE REGIONAL GRAVITY VALUES

byL A. Mumme

Summary

In the course of this project, regional gravity stations were established along the main highway from

Adelaide to Bordertown. In most cases, these stations were close to gravimeter stations previously

occupied by the South Australian Department of Mines, and the Commonwealth Bureau of Mineral

Resources.

The gravimeter measurements were conducted with a Carter Y2 gravimeter, and the gravity values

determined on this traverse are based on an absolute gravity value of 979-7237 gals at the gravity

base station in the New Observatory, which is located in the grounds of the University of Adelaide

(Mumme, 1960; Dooley and Williams, 1960).

The results of this survey were applied to various equations and graphical methods relating crustal

thickness, and Bouguer anomaly, or elevation. Based on this data, an average crustal thickness of 33

kilometres was determined for this general region investigated.



CRUSTAL THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS IN THE SOUTH EAST OF

SOUTH AUSTRALIA BASED ON THE REGIONAL GRAVITY VALUES

by I. A. Mtjmme

[Read 11 May 3967]

In the course of this project, regional gravity stations were established along

the main highway from Adelaide to Bordertowm In most eases, these stations

were close to gravimeter stations previously occupied by the South Australian

Department of Mines, and the Commonwealth Bureau of Mineral Resources.

The gravimeter measurements were conducted with a Carter Y2 gravimeter,

and the gravity values determined on tins traverse arc based on an absolute

gravity value of 979-7237 gals at the gravity base station in the New Obser-

vatory, which is located in the grounds of the University of Adelaide (Mumme,
1960;'Dooley and Williams, 1960).

The results of this survey were applied to various equations and graphical

methods relating erustal thickness, and Bougucr anomaly, or elevation. Based

on this data, an average erustal thickness of 33 kilometres was determined for

this general region investigated.

PREVIOUS GEOPHYSICAL WORK
Regional gravity work had previously been conducted in this general area

by the. Geophysical Section of the South Australian Department of Mines
(O'Drisooll, 1961), and also a gravity traA'erse had been run by the Bureau of

Mineral Resources between Adelaide and Melbourne (Marshall and Narain >

1954). Before commencing the survey, the writer calibrated the gravimeter by
measuring the gravity interval between the New Observatory and the Mount
Lofty gravity station which was established by Muckenfuss on behalf of the

Wood's hole Oceanographic Institute while carrying out world wide gravimeter

observations with a geodetic Worden gravimeter.

METHODS USED
The Carter Y2 gravimeter was calibrated by measuring the dial interval

(allowing for instrumental drift) between the New Observatory and the Mount
Lofty gravity station, assuming a gravity interval of 0-1326 gals, and hence a

factor of 0-0809 milligals per division for the Sensitivity factor. Gravity dif-

ferences between the New Observatory gravity station and the gravity stations

occupied were obtained by establishing a number of intermediate gravity

stations, measuring the gravity intervals oetween successive stations., and thus

obtaining the total gravity interval between the New Observatory gravity station

and the particular gravity station measured. Repeat readings were taken in

measuring the gravity intervals, and curves drawn up to allow for instrumental

drift.

Trails. Roy, Soc. S. Aust. (1967), Vol. 91.
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The gravity stations were generally occupied close lo raiJwav stations nr
railway crossings for which accurate reduced level data was available from the
Records section of the Department of Railways, Levels were transferred from
the Hailway survey data to the site of the gravity stations with an Armey clino-
meter and staff. The Railway datum levels were based on a datum level 100 ft
below Low Water Ordinary Spring Tide, and a correction of 105-7 ft were
subtracted to correct the levels to mean sea level.

REDUCTION OF RESULTS
The observed gravity values for the gravity stations were reduced to mean

sea level by applying the following corrections; namely, an elevation correction
and a topographic correction.

(1) Elevation Correction

There are two components in the elevation correction, namelv the free-air
correction and the Bouguer correction.

(a) The Free Air Correction-. This correction docs not consider the grasity
effect of topography but only the increased distance from the centre o£ the
c-arrh of the gravity station. Due to this effect, gravity decreases bv 0-0000$406
(1 4 0*0071 Cos- 0) milligals per fool above the surface of the earth providing
there is? nothing but air between the earth's surface and the point where gravity
is measured (Hciland, 1964). Thus, the elevation correction merely compensates
the gravity readings without altering their sites,

(li) Bouguer Correction: This correction allows for the attraction of the
material between the reference station

r viz mean sea-level, and that of the actual
gravity station. The term "IJonguex correction" is used here in a restricted sense
to designate the correction for the attraction as approximated by considering the
material as an infinite horizontal slab. The attraction due to gravity for a point
on the surface of such a slab is 0*0127&r h milligals, where a is trie densitv of
the rock between the reference level (which is mean sea-level) and the gravity
station under consideration, and h is the elevation of th** gravity station.

(2) 'Topographic Correction

A gravity graticule devised by Sigmund Hammer (1939) was used to correct
for the actual topographic features associated with each gravity station occupied
along this traverse. The 1930 International Gravity Formula was used to obtain
the theoretical gravity value Go for each gravity station at mean sea-level
where Go - 978-049 (I

|
<) 0052884 Sin- — OOOOOOTO Sin- 0) gals.

Bouguer anomalies for the gravity stations were calculated hv subtracting
theoretical gravity values, lor the gravity stations, from the reduced gravity
values obtained by applying elevation and topographic corrections. As the
gravity measurements were conducted on a regional scale, an elevation correction
ol O-Oo'O milligals per vertical foot was usee) (which corresponds to a density
of 2'M7 grammes per cc) for the following reasons; (a) for this type of investi-
gation geological effects appear as random disturbances, (b) there is no need
I'or a high degree of refinement in the method of data reduction in so far as
the elimination of these effects is concerned, (e) a value, of 2-n7 grammes per cc
would appear to be a reasonable value over the entire length of the traverse
for the density of the rock material occurring above mean sea-level, Hie results
are given in Tables 1 and 2,
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GEOLOGY OF THE AREA

Between Murray Bridge and Bordertown, the gravimeter traverse passes over

a veneer of Quaternary and recent deposits generally masking any evidence of

subsurface structure. The structural pattern of this area is complicated and
bore hole data suggest that the area north of the traverse forms part of the

Murray Basin Proper, while the area south of a line between Kingston and
Naracoorle belongs to the Gambier Sunklands with a zone of structural highs

between the two areas known as the Padthaway Horst comprising mctamorpnic
rocks. A broad belt of Palaeozoic granitic rocks outcropping along the north-

west to southeast ridge of the Padthaway Horst from Murray Bridge to

Bordertown includes granites of 3 types.

TABLE 1

Latitude Longitude Location Elevation ft. Observed gravity

:U Q 55-2' i3&a 36 -;v New Observatory 108 979-7237 gals

35° 0-6' 138c 42-5' Mount Loi'tv station 1613 979-6448
3*° 58-5' 138c 42-7' Mount Lofty Tower 2334 979 5911

3a
? o-o' 138C 44-0' Aldgatp 1386*8 979-6627

3fi
q 2-2' 13S" 54-4' Nairn*} 1238 6 979-6081

3oa 7 0' 139" ifl -2' Murray Brid-go 40-5 979-7376
35° 15-5' 139° 27-1' Tuilmn Bend 55-7 979-7625

35a 17-7' 139* 39 -i' Moorlands :12 4 979-7795
35 ~ 28^8' %&&u 40-4' Ooomandook 33-3 979-7977
89° 34-7' 139° 45-8' Kiki 85 -3 979 • 8034
35 c 4*2-4' 139" 50-2' Conrwlpyn 66-0 979-8058
•So

J 49-3' 139' 1 55-5' C'ulhuiTa m'A 979-8131
35° 62 4' 14U C

' 0-5' Tintiuara 54-0 979-8152
35^ 57*8' 140° 10-5' Coornbe 87-3 979-8295
36^ 6 '2' 140 J

SO -2' Keith 94-3 979-8566
3G" 12-0' H0° 40-1' Wirrcga 202-3 979-8183
36° 18-8* U\V 45-2' iJordortown 261-7 979-8347

TABLE 2

Elevation Topo^ray>hio Reduced Theoretical Bouguer
Correction Correction Gravity Gi'aia iLy Anomaly
(inilligals) (milHgals) (gals) (gals) (gals)

6-48 019 979-7304 979 -7394 —0-0090
9H-78 1 - 30 979-7429 979-7469 -0-0040
200-40 3 14 979-7342 979-7441 -0-0099
82-21 0-78 979-7467 979-7472 — 0-0005
74*32 0-85 979-7434 979-749S -0-0064
2-79 0*07 979-7405 979-7502 -001 57
3-34 0-05 979-7659 979-7682 -0-0023
194 0-04 979-7815 979-7713 0-0102
2-00 01 979-7997 979-7871 0126
5-12 0-01 979-8085 979-795o 0-0130
3-96 0-01 979-8098 979-8065 0-0033
3-44 02 979-8165 979-8104 0*0001
3-24 0-02 979-8184 979-8223 -0 0039
5-24 112 979-8347 979-8381 -0-0034
5-66 0-02 979-8623 979-8388 0235
12-14 0-02 979-S304 979-8488 -0-0184
15-70 0-02 979-8504 979-8587 -0-0083
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INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The regional Bouguer anomaly shows a gravity low at Murray Bridge which

is possibly due to the presence of the Murray Bridge granite, which has a rela-
tively lower density than the intruded country rock, or due to structural effects
(Mumme, 1963). A large regional gravity anomaly occurs between Murray
Bridge and Coombe with a maximum value' occurring at Kiki. This is probably
due to basement structures associated with igneous intrusions. Another impor-
tant feature of the plan is a sharp gravity anomaly centred on the township of
Keith. It is of interest to note that the gravity highs along this traverse roughly
correspond to magnetic highs (O'Driseoil, I960) (Fig. 7), and suggest that they
are due to basement highs in the Archaean metasediments whereas the gravity
lows are due to granitic intrusions and possibly increased depths of the surface
Tertiary sediments.

On the basis of an elementary concept of isostasy, the following equation
holds:

Bouguer Anomalies equal —gravitational attraction of the topography
—constant C (Marshall and Narain, 1954).

Assuming that the topography could be regarded as an infinite, level plane at
the altitude of the gravity station, we have;

Bouguer anomalies equal —0-034 h —constant C.
The observed regression curve of Bouguer anomaly against elevation h for the
area investigated (Fig, 1) suggests that the following relationship holds:

Bouguer anomalies equal —0-0375 h —constant C.
This equation does not differ very much from the theoretical equation and this

then suggests that the general area is isostatically compensated in a regional
Sense.

The average Bouguer anomaly obtained for this traverse was —0-00.112 gals
and the average elevation approximately 456 ft.

The Bouguer anomaly values were then applied in various equations and by
graphical methods relating elevation and erustal thickness, and gravity anomaly
and erustal thickness with the following results:

(1) Applying the equation relating gravity anomaly and erustal thickness-

used bv the Russian and Chinese seismologists, namely
H = 35(1 + tan h 0037 Ag)

where II is the erustal thickness and Ag the gravity anomaly, we obtain
H = 35(1 + tan h 0-0037(—M))
^ 35(1 — 0-0041)
— 35 kilometres.
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(2) Applying the equation relating gravity anomaly and elevation used by

the Russian and Chinese seismologists, namely

II = 33 tan h(0-38 Ah — 018) + 38

where H is the crustal thickness and Ah is the elevation

H = 33 tan h(0-38 x 0-16 — 0-18) + 38
» 33 tan h(—0-12) + 38
= —3-96 + 38 = 34 Icilometres.

(3) Applying Andreevs formula, namely

H = _0-l Ag + 30
= _(0-l)(—1-1) + 30
= 30 kilometres.

(4) Applying Woollard's graphical method relating depth of the Mohorovieie

discontinuity as a function of the Bougucr anomaly, we obtain a value of the

crustal thickness of 32 kilometres.

(5) Applying Woollard's graphical method relating depth of the Mohoro-
vieie discontinuity as a function of elevation, we obtain a value of the crustal

thickness of 32 kilometres.

From these various methods an average value of 33 kilometres for the crustal

thickness is obtained. Now according to Cooke (1962) the average crustal

thickness for a region can be expressed in the form:

H = —62-9 + 0-435 Ag + 15-65 <V>
where <V> is the mean crustal velocity, Ag is the average Bouguer anomaly
and H is the crustal thickness.

Applying the values of 33 kilometres, and —1*1 milligals for H and Ag,
wc obtain a value for <V> of 6-16 kms/scc.
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AN AEROLITE FROM COCKBURN, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

by J. E. Johnson* and D. H. McCoLLf

Summary

A small aerolite, found in deflated sandy country near Cockburn, on the New South Wales

South Australian border, is described and classified as an olivine-hypersthene chondrite.
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by J. E. Johnson* am> D. H. McCollj
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SUMMARY
A small aerolite, found in deflated sandy country near Cockburn, on the

New South Wales -South Australian border, is described and classified as un
olivine—hypersthene chondrite.

This meteorite was found during 1952 by the senior author on an aboriginal

campsite on Ophara Blocks Station (now abandoned), at a point where the

Cockburn-Egebek road erosses Ophara Creek. This is just inside New South

Wales (lalitude 32°8'S.
r
longitude 141°4'E.) and is approximately six miles

southeast of Cockburn, South Australia. Hence, in accordance with the estab-

lished practice of naming meteorites after the nearest landmark to appear on
current survey maps, it has been called the Cockburn meteorite. The locality

is typical of many such aboriginal campsites, located in a region of low sand-

hills which in places have been wind eroded, leaving a residuum of australitcs,

aboriginal artifacts, and indeterminate chalcedonic flakes probably also originat-

ing from aboriginal occupation.

DESCRIPTION

The meteorite has the form of a bipyramid based upon what was probably

a near-trapezoid shape, from which one corner has peep recently broken away,

probably by aboriginals, so as to remove an estimated 20 per cent of the mass

of the meteorite. The length along the long diagonal of the trapezoid is 2*78

centimetres, the breadth when unbroken, across the short diagonal is estimated

to have been 2'0 centimetres, and the thickness between the apices of the

pyramids is 1-48 centimetres.

The faces of the steeper pyramid are all slightly concave, in contradistinc-

tion to those of the flatter pyramid which are convex, showing that the latter

was the anterior surface and the former the posterior during oriented transit

through the atmosphere.

The mass of the meteorite, prior to study, was 10-13 grams and when
entire it would have been little more than 12 grams. The overall specific gravity-

is 3-47 which, although within the range, for such meteorites, is rather low

indicating the weathering that has taken place.

The surface bears the weathered remains of a fusion crust, now almost

entirely converted to limonite. The thickness of tliis crust varies from 0-1 to

10 millimetres, and is thickest over the convex anterior surface. Extent and

depth of weathering is further indicated by scattered warty excrescences of

° Technical Assistant. Miues Dept. of South Australia.

f Adelaide University, Geology Department.

Trans. Roy. Soc- S. Aust. (19C7), Vol. 91.
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limonite up to 1-3 millimetres in diameter, through the fusion crust These
seem where observable to coincide, with underlying grains of troilite and/or
nickel-iron.

MICROSCOPIC

Transmitted I^ighl: The meteorite is composed of an aggregate of grains
of olivine, orthopyroxcuc, plagioelase and opaques, The chondritic texture is

present although much obscured by brecciation and rccrystallisation. Weather-
ing has also stained the more permeable parts with limonite.

Olivine: Js present as clear colourless grains to the extent of 30 to 40 per
cent of the total. The composition of it estimated by X-ray diffraction measure-
ment of the 130 d-spacing is 25 ± 3 mol, per cent of Fe^SiO*.

Orthopyroxcne: Occurs as slightly turbid, often yellow stained grains com-
prising approximately 40 per cent of the total. The value of 2V was estimated
only with difficulty as between 60° and 70°, corresponding to 25 to 30 rnol.

per cent. FeSiQ:^

Plogiocla.se: Constitutes no more than 5 per cent of the meteorite, occur-
ring as colourless, clear, untwinned crystals, RUing spaces between the other
silicates. It has a very low refractive index, some orientations being less than
balsam, indicating it to be in the albite-oligoclase range.

Reflected Light: The opaque minerals are shown to be nickel-iron, troilite,

minor iron oxides (including ehromite), and veins of secondary goethite penetrat-
ing along zones of weathering. The nickel-iron shows regular graphic inter-

growths of Kaniacite and taenite (i.e. plessite), indicating a nickel content of
10-15 per cent, which is typical of this class of jneteorite. From this section,

which covered the entire cut face of the specimen, a micromctric estimation was
made of the percentage composition, counting at 20 micron intervals. This gave
the following results.

Calculated

Percentage Percentage

( Area

)

by Weight

Silicates 8S.I4 S2.5

Nickel-iron 3.87 8.3

Troilite 5.45 7.1

Iron oxides 1.54 2.1

Total 100.0

CONCLUSION

All evidence obtained concerning the composition of this meteorite places

it among the olivine-hypersthene chondrites (Classification of Mason, 1962),- the

most common classification of the aerolites.

Tli at this stone may be related to the Silverton meteorite,'1 is a possibility,

as they are similar in composition and appearance, and were found about twenty
miles apart, They differ only in degree of weathering and cohesion of consti-

tuent minerals, which effects may be related and consequent upon the sixty

years which intervened between their discoveries.
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B

A. General view of Cncklmm Meteorite. B. Thin section in polarised light to show chondrale

and silicate texture (x60). C. Polished section showing troilite (grey) and plessitie structure

in the nickel-iron (white) (\250).



PARACANTHORHYNCHUS GALAXIASUS, A NEW GENUS AND SPECIES
OF ACANTHOCEPHALA FROM A FISH.

AUSTRALIAN ACANTHOCEPHALA NO. 12.

byS. 7. Edmonds*

Summary

About 40 specimens of a fish Galaxias attenuatus (Jenyns) that were collected in some fresh water

streams and pools on the property of Mr. B. S. Hyde near Port Lincoln, South Australia, were

brought to me for identification by Dr. P. G. Martin of the University of Adelaide. The fish were

found to be heavily infested with acanthocephalans which differ from previously described genera

and species. If one uses Golvan's key (Golvan, 1960b: 713) they fall into the class

Palaeacanthocephala and the family Cavisomidae.



t'ARACAXTHORHYNCHUS GALAXIASUS, A NEW CENUS AND
SPECIES OF ACANTHOCEPHALA FROM A FISH.

AUSTRALIAN ACANTHOCEPHALA No. 12

by S. J. Edmonds*

[Read 18 April 1967]

About 40 specimens of a fish Galaxias altenuaius (Jenyns) that were col-

lected in some fresh water streams arid pools on the property of Mr. B. S. Hyde
near Port Lincoln, South Australia, were brought to me for identification by
Dr. P. G. Martin of the University of Adelaide. The fish were found to be heavily

infested witli acanthocephalans wliich differ from previously described genera

and species. If one uses Golvar/s key (Golvan, 1960b: 713) they fall into the

class Palaeacanthoccphala and the family Cavisomidae.

Faracanthorhyncluts n.g.

Diagnosis; Acauthoccphala with characteristics of the subfamily Vanclea-

veinae Golvan, 1960a. Parasitic in small intestine of fresh water fish. Body
small. Trunk subcylindrieal or fusiform. Body spines restricted to a small

triangular area on the anterior and ventral surface of the trunk. Arrangement

of body spines same in both sexes, Introvert of short to moderate length, cylin-

drical and with hooks that are not differentiated dorso-ventrally. Hooks with

simple rooting processes. Sheath double-walled and cerebral ganglion placed

in its middle. Lcmnisci as long as or a little longer than the sheath. Male
organs occupy posterior half or two-thirds of the trunk. Testes ellipsoidal and

placed behind each other. Four cement glands, short and pyriform. Eggs
slender with polar prolongations of the middle shell Type species: Paracan-

thorhtjnehus galaxiasus,

Paracanfhorhijnchufi go/o.vioiW n.g., n.s.p.: figs- 1-6

Small slender worms. Trunk subcylindrieal with maximum width in the

anterior third of worm. Body of preserved specimens may be straight but body

of living specimens usually slightly S-shaped. Female noticeably larger than

male and die posterior part of its trunk more slender.

Trunk: Length of male 2-7-4*2 mm and maximum width 0-5-0-6 mm;
length of female 4 -5"8"0 mm and maximum width 0-5-0 -9 mm. Small triangular

area of body spines on anterior ventral region of trunk of both sexes, the spina-

tion scarcely extending to the dorsal surface of the tnmk. Spines comparatively

large, 0-2 0-3 mm long. No genital spines.

Introvert: Cylindrical and not long. Length of armed section in male 0-32-

0"36 mm and maximum width 0-12-0*15 mm. Corresponding measurements in

female are 0.32-0.38 mm and 003-0*18 mm. Unarmed truncated collar or neck

* Department of Zoology
s
University of Adelaide.

Trans. Boy. Soc. S. Aust, (1967), Vol. 91.
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Figs. 1-6, Paracanthorhynchus galaxiasus. 1 male, 2 female. 3 introvert, 4 some hooks from
the introvert, 5 body spines, 6 eggs.
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10-0 -15 mm long. Armed with 12 rows of 7 hooks per row,, the sfee and

shape of some of the hooks is shown in Fig. 4. Last hook of each row is smallest.

No marked difference observed in size of hooks on dorsal and ventral surfaces

of introvert.

Sheath: Arises just posterior to introvert hooks. Double walled, Length

about 0-6-0-8 mm and maximum width 0- 19-0 -23 mm. Ganglion present in

mid-region of sheath.

Lemnisci: Rather stout about one to one and a half times as long as sheath,

Male structures: Testes, ellipsoidal 0-35-0-45 mm long and in tandem.

Cement glands: Four, club-shaped and pressed closely together.

Male aperture: Appears to be subterminal in some but terminal in fully

extended specimens.

Female structures: Uterine bell about 0-4 mm long and uterus and vagina

about 2 -0-2 '5 mm long.

Eggs: Slender. Outermost covering very thin and collapses easily 55-67 ti

long and 7-11 p wide with polar prolongations of the middle shell.

Type host: Gahrxias attenuatus (Jenyns).

Type locality: Coomunga, near Port Lincoln, South Australia.

Holotype and paratypes: Australian Museum, Sydney.

Manter (1955: 67) reported the presence of acanthocephalans of the genus

Acanthocephalus from GaJaxias attemiatxis in New Zealand. Parasites of this

genus possess six cements glands and lack body spines. Consequently Master's

specimens must be different from the South Australian specimens.
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SUBDIVISION AND STRUCTURE OF THE PRECAMBRIAN
(WILLYAMA COMPLEX AND ADELAIDE SYSTEM), WEEKEROO,

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

by J. L Talbot*

Summary

The basement complex at Weekeroo can be subdivided into 6 major units of schists and gneisses.

Only one of these units shows undoubted sedimentary features although other of the units may be

sedimentary in origin. The basement complex has been deformed at least twice prior to the

deposition of younger Precambrian sediments. High grade metamorphism with associated

pegmatites and granites accompanied the first phase of deformation and a lower grade of

metamorphism appears to have been imposed in the second phase of deformation. The younger

Precambrian sediments consist of the Burra Group overlain unconformably by the glacial

Umberatana Group. The sediments and the underlying basement were deformed in the Palaeozoic

orogeny and metamorphosed to the biotite grade.
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COMPLEX AND ADELAIDE SYSTEM), WEEKEROO, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
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SUMMARY
The basement complex at Weekeroo can be subdivided into 6 major units

of schists and gneisses. Only one of these units shows undoubted sedimentary
features although other of the units may be .sedimentary in origin. The basement
complex has been deformed at least twice prior to the deposition of younger
Precambrian sediments. High grade metamorphism with associated pegmatites

and granites accompanied the nrst phase of deformation and ;i lower grade of

metamorphism appears to have been imposed in the second phase of deformation.

The yotmeer Precamhrian sediments consist of the Burra Group overlain uncon-
formablv V>y the glacial Umberatana Groups The sediments and the underlying
basement were deformed in the Palaeozoic orogeny and metamorphosed to the

hiotite grade.

INTRODUCTION

In the Olary region of South Australia two distinct .sequences of Frecambrian

rocks are exposed (Fig. 1), an older basement of schists and gneisses named
the Willyama Complex (Mavvson, 1912) and younger Frecambrian sediments

referred 'to the Torrensian and Sturtian Series of the Adelaide System (Campana
and King, 1958). The Olary Province (Campana, 1956; Glaessner and Parkin,

1958) is one of a number of areas within the Adelaide geosyncliue in which die

basement is exposed. The age of these basement outcrops is unknown but

granitic rocks within them have ages ranging from 1,700-1,400 million years

(Compslon et. ah, 1966).

This paper describes the geology of a small area in the Olary Province.

Detailed mapping was undertaken to investigate the relationships between the

basement and overlying sedimentary mantle. The results of this mapping arc

summarised in Fig. 2 which shows the distribution of rock units in the area

studied, A considerable modification of the rock units and structure reported by
Campana and King (up. tit,), is suggested as a basis for extension of the mapping

to other areas.

General Relationships

The distribution of rock types in Fig. 2 shows the younger Frecambrian

Burra Croup resting with marked unconformity on a folded sequence of schists

and gneisses. The "structure in the Willyama Complex is dominated by a large

antiform* in the central outcrop and a series of antiforms in the western outcrop.

On the two simplifying assumptions that the units recognised in the Willyama

Complex reflect original sedimentary units and that the central antiform is in

ft Department of Geology, University of Adelaide. Present address; Department of

Geology. Lake Head University, Port Arthur, Ontario, Canada.
* Campana and King interpreted this central antiform as a syncliue and hence concluded

that tlie gneisses were younger than the schists. (Auriform is a descriptive term for an arch-

like structure. It does not contain the stratigraphic implications of anticline,

)

Trans. Roy. Sot. S. Aust, (1967), Vol. 91.
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tact an anticline, a succession can be erected for the Willyama Complex in which
the "leueognei.ss* is the lowest and the "bedded mica schist" the highest recog-
nisable unit. Six mappable units have been recognised, their relationships being
shown in the map and legend of Fig. 2. A discussion of the validity of the
assumptions and hence the origin and significance of the rock units is given in
the final section of this paper,

iff /Bmm
Fig. l r Locality Map. Ares
mapped outlined in solid blftcld

north of MiiTinahilL

MANN*' M'L-. /

The younger sequence occurs in four prominent tongues protruding into
the outcrop of the Willyama Complex. The structure of the tongues is complex
but the north-south trends arc in marked contrast to the EXE trends of the
Olary Arc in this general region. Explanations for this anomaly may be sought
in the relationships to the basement structures but such a discussion is beyond
the scope of this paper.

The Willyama Complex
The six units of the Willyama Complex consist of 4 lower units which are

essentially gneissic and 2 upper units which are schistose. Each unit is auite
variable but an attempt is made to describe the essential characteristics by which
the unit may be recognised in other areas. The lowest unit is described first.

Layered and Foliated Lcucogneiss

The lowermost structural unit is exposed in the core of the anriformal struc-

ture which dominates the southern central outcrop of the Willyama Complex.
The unit is composed nf a lower sequence of massive to macro layered leuco-
gneisscs, granofels* and migmatites, a middle group of more migniatitie gneisses
and an upper series of layered gneisses. These layered gneisses show remark-
ably planar layering 1-10 cm thick and form a distinctive marker horizon. The
base of the unit is not exposed.

The mineralogieal composition of the Ieucogneisses is simple, consisting
essentially of acid plagioelase with less quartz and with accessory lo minor pale-
olive biotite. Muscovite may also occur in minor amounts and some rocks with
a granitic appearance also contain microcliue. The pegmatitic segregations in the
tniginatites also show abundant microcline. The preferred orientation of micas
is normally parallel to the layering but in the cores of some small folds is parallel
to the axial surface of the folds. The layering in the upper part consists of
alternations of plagioelase-quartz-minor biotite layers with coarser layers of
plagioclase-biotite with minor muscovite, (Plate 1, Fig. 1.)

* Crattoie-!s, Medium to coarse metnmorplik' rdfiK wilh no obvious foliation (Goldsmith.
1959).
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Migmatitic Schist

Structurally overlying the layered gneiss is a quai+z-feldspar-rniea schist
crowded with pegmatitic schlicrcn. The pegmatites are commonly only a few
centimetres- wide, are lensoid and generally parallel to the foliation. Small
isoclinal folds in the pegmatites are common even in the cores of the large folds,
and a eremilation cleavage is developed parallel to their axial surfaces.

Compositional layering within the migmatitic schists is comparatively rare
and where observed is thin and parallel to the cleavage. There are, however,
two bands of calc-silicate schists about 25 m thick which show well developed
layering. The layering in these schists conforms to the large scale structures,
the layering commonly being at a high angle to the cleavage". The relationship
between the structures shown by the calc-silicate schists and the migmatitic
schists is shown schematically in Fig. 3. The layering in the migmatitic schists
is said to be transposed (e.g. Turner and Weiss, 1963, p. 94).

Pig. 3. Skelcli showing the relationship
between Lhe transposed migmatitic schist
unit (lined) and gneiss band (stippled).

The uppermost part of the migmatitic schist unit consists of a distinctive
layered biotite-gneiss 20 m thick.

In thin section the migmatitic schists show coarse relics of quartz, inicroclme,
museovitc and biotite in a highly foliated serieitie matrix. Plagioclase appears to
be uncommon in these schists but the presence of large amounts of serieite may
indicate that any original plagioclase may have been completely replaced. The
calc-silicate schists vary from layered two-mica schists to dark-brown biotite
schists with up to 30& cpidote. A blne-grecn hornblende and calcite occur in
some .sections.

Granitoid Gneiss

Granitoid gneisses occur in the central part of the area and along most of
the eastern border. A wide variety of rock types have been included in this unit;
weakly foliated grauoiels, gneissic migmatites, layered leucogneiss and some minor
schists. The lack of characteristic markers within this unit makes correlations
across faults and the delineation of macroscopic structures extremely difficult.

The gneisses along the eastern margin arc particularly unsatisfactory in these
respects. A number of mappable sub-units can be distinguished in this area but
they are sufficiently repetitious to make it impossible to decide whether a major
structure corresponding to the central antiJorm is present in this region. Similarly
a definite correlation between these gneisses and those of the central region must
be regarded as tentative. An extension of the mapping to the east may solve
some of these problems,
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The mineralogy of die gneisses is relatively simple, quartz and pkjEioe-Iasc

(An 15) being the most important constituents with small amounts of biotitc

and/or muscovitc Miamline occurs in some specimens and sphenn and opaques
are ubiquitous accessories.

Layered gneisses and sdiists

In contrast with the non-layered nature of the previous unit the next highest

unit is layered on all .scales. Macroscopic layering is clearly visible on aerial

photographs and is an expression of alternations of leucocratic poorly layered

gneisses with layered mica-gneisses and schists. The rocks are also well layered

on a small scale and where sufficient biotitc is present a foliation parallel to the

lithologic layering is well developed. In a number of localities the more leiirn-

erratic phases of the gneisses grade laterally into dense, unlayered "apliric" and
pegmatitle rocks. Campana and King (1958. p. 30) interpreted these changes

as a result of "blastic rcorystallization" of pre-existing feldspathic rock.

The leueogneisses are composed of varying proportions of quartz and plag»o-

clase with small amounts of K feldspar in sonic specimens. Trains of accessory

sphere, zircon and apatite commonly outline the only layering visible in the

rocks. Variable amounts of mica rrmv be present in the rocks and forms an
essential constituent of the schistose phases.

Mica Schist and Bedded Mjat Schist

The four units described above are predominantly gncissic with some granitic

and minor schistose phases. Micas do not average above 20X in these units and
normally arc considerably lower. In marked contrast to these gneisses is a group

of brown and grey mica-schists which crop out in the northern and western part

of the mapped Willyama Complex These schists have been referred to a< the

Wecfceroa-Sehists by Campana and King (1958). In this study these schists

hav*e been subdivided into a lower "Mica-Schist^ unit and an upper "Bedded
Mica-Schist" aud are described separately. Campana and Kina (1958) recog-

nised an Ethiudna Calc-Silicate Group between the gneiss units already described

and these schist units. The present author docs not recognise this as valid

regional unit for reasons to be discussed later.

\!itxi ScJusts

The contact of the Weekeroo Schists with die structurally lower gneisses is

gTadational. The thickness and number of leucogneiss bands decreases rapidly

over a distance of 50 m to a dominant rock type of silky muscovitorich schist.

Most of the "Mica Schist"
1

outcrops arc monotonous unlayered quart* muscovitc

schists with muscovitc commonly making up over 50$ of the rock. Some of the

outcrops contain abundant layers of quartz-rich schist which may be transposed

.scdimentarv layers. These layers are however never sufficiently thick or persis-

tent to outline large scale structures.

The most common mineral assemblage of the schists is quartz-muscovite with

minor feldspar, biotitc and/or chlorite. Garnet occurs in some specimens and a

light brown to blue pleoehroic tourmaline is a common accessor}'. Some
localities show large white porphyrob lasts with a tetragonal outline. Although

these porphyroblasts are now predominantly composed of a white mica, relict

andalusile occurs in some. Barely, slaurohte and chloritoid occur within the

porphyroblasb and in one specimen sillimanitc occurred with them. No mutual

replacement textures were observed between these three minerals although all

three appear to be replacing the andalusite.
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Bedded Mica Schists

To the north of the 'Mica Schists'* are n sequence nf schists and granofcls
which show maerosopically folded layering visible on aerial photographs. The
maerosenpio layering is parallel to a small scale layering which in places shows
cross-bedded ripple structures (Plate 1, Fig, 2). There appears to be litrle

duuht therefore that (lie lavering in diis unit represents heckling. Consistent
jorcset truncations indicate ihat the bedding and structures north of the western
atnphlholitc are right way up, It is probable therefore that the ^Bedded Mica
Schist" unit is younger than the "Mica Schist*" unit unless there is some
unsuspected structural complication,

The mineral assemblages of the bedded mica schists are similar to those in
the "Mica Schist*' unit, Garnet and andahisite are however rare. The rocks are

HtUT grained and contain more quartz.

O/nVr Precamhrian Maiamorp1\ism and Igneous ActfcUy

There arc a number of metumnrphie episodes affecting the Willyama Com-
plex and there arc considerable problems in outlining a metamorphic history.

The general appearance, of the rocks* especially the gneisses, suggests the meta-
morphic grade was quite high. Abundant migmatites, j-jegmalitcs and foliated

granites are suggestive of at least lower amphibolite faeies. Relicts of silliinanilc

and andalusite in the schists confirm this impression.

Most of the rocks however contain assemblages which arc consistent with
the grcenschist faeies, that is, muscovitc-chlorite-garnet in the schists and albite-

muscovite in the gneisses, It appears therefore that an earlier phase of higher
grade metamorphism has been overprinted by a later phase of lower grade
metamorphism.

Structural evidence supports this hypothesis, and suggests the second phase
of metamorphism occurred before the deposition of the Adelaide System rocks.

An early phase of tcctonistn resulted in an essentially planar or at least isoclinal

attitude of layering wifh a foliation parallel to this layering. The large develop-
ment of migmatites and pegmatites also appear to be associated with this phase
of tectonism.

The pegmatites which are commonly parallel to the foliation vary in thick-

ness from a few centimetres to over .100 metres. The distribution of pegmatites

shows a high degree of correlation with rock type, pcgmatilcs being most
abundant in the migmatitic schist and layered gneiss units and somewhat less

abundant in the mica sehist unit. On a smaller scale bands of mica sehist and
calc-silieate schist within the migmatitic sehist unit are remarkably free of
pegmatile although the surrounding schists arc crowded with pegmatites. Such
field occurrences suggest an intimale genetic relationship between the formation
of the pegmatites and metamorphism rather than an introduction of material

from outside. Such processes are typical of the middle of upper umphibolite
faeies rather than grcenschist faeies.

The second phase of metamorphism is related to the second phase of defor-

mation of the rocks in the Willyama Complex. This phase of folding has resulted

in the general outlines of the large scale structures now visibly in the Willyama
Complex, The pegmatites are folded conformably with the lithologic layering.

During this phase of deformation most of the rocks were recrystallized and the

present mineral assemblages established. Most direct evidence of tbc previous

higher grade of metamorphism appears to have been obliterated during this

tectonic episode.
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Tlie granites marked on the map (Fig. 2-) are foliated to some degree but

differ from the granitic gneisses in their lack of marked compositional variation

across* die bodies. The granites arc composed of varying proportions of quartz,

microebne, alhitc, muscovitc and hiotite. A weak preferred orientation of the

micas defines a poor foliation in some specimen*.

The texture is coarse-grained hypidiomorphie and the minerals show abun-

dant strain shadows in thin section. These textural features contrast strongly

with the unstrained granular texture of most of the gneisses,

Amphibolites are quite common in the Willyama Complex, the more impor-
tant bodies being indicated in Fig. 2. Large amphibolies occur within the schist

sequences at several localities. The rocks are massive amphibole-albite-epidotc

rocks with no well pronounced foliation. Although metamorphosed, relict

igneous textures are common. It seems clear therefore that they represent altered

basic igneous rocks Some structural features are suggestive of a volcanic origin

(Jones, Talbot and McBriar, 1962) but more recent work has brought to light

intrusive contacts and breccias and the rocks are more reasonably interpreted

as doleiite plugs. Albitization of die surrounding country rock is also a
characteristic feature of these amphibolites

Campana and King
(
op. vsL ) interpreted these amphibolites as sedimentary

and equivalent to the Ethiudna Talc-Silicate Group. The present author, how-
ever, can find no evidence of sedimentary amphibolites in the Wcekcroo area

although other types of calc-silicate occur within the mtginatitie schist unit. An-
other group of dark green amphibolites occur as long, narrow nearly vertical

dykes generally with a north-south trend. In a number of localities the dyke*

are folded on a large scale and in many places the margins of the dykes are now
chlorite schists with the foliation parallel to the dyke margins. In some instances

the dykes follow faults. None of these dykes cut the Adelaide System rocks and
a number of them arc cut off by the unconformity.* The dykes, however, cut

across the large folds in the Willyama Complex and are therefore later than the

second phase of deformation. It is not known whether the dykes are related to

the large amphibolite bodies but the generally massive nature of the latter

suggests they were formed after the metamorphism associated with the second

deformation.

The Younger Precambrian Metasediments

Lying with marked unconformity upon the Willyama Complex are meta-

morphosed sediments of the Adelaide System. Two sequences arc represented.

a lower group believed to be the equivalent of the Burra Croup (Torrcnsian)

and an upper group which is corrected with the Umberatana Group of Sturtian

age (for a discussion of correlations within the Adelaide Geosyiicliiie see

Thomsun, 1966).

The original sedimentary nature of the younger sequence of rocks is readily

apparent. The rocks are well-layered and show an abundance of small scale

sedimentary features such as ripple marks, cross bedding and convolute lamina-

tions, and in the basal hpds rare suncracks. Faeies changes in many horizons

can be distinguished easily and original variations in the quartzites and glacial

horizons are particularly prominent. The macroscopic structures are relatively

simple and individual marker horizons can be followed for comparatively large

distances.

* A single example iaf a. li,ctit £reeu urciUtized dolexite is seen cutting the folded Burm
Gtoup in die northeast tongue. This dyke has nu* been distinguished on the map front the
t'reeambnan amphibolite dykes but it is dearly Liter.
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Many of the original sedimentary features, however, have becu modified
by deformation and the overall simplicity of the large scale structures is some-
what misleading. Bedding in the .schist units is largely subparallel to the foliation

and is heavily transposed (Plate J, Fig. 3). Thinning of the schist units is also

readily apparent (Plate 1, Fig. 4) and so calculated sedimentary thicknesses arc

unreliable. Tectonic thinning or thickening lias not been allowed for in con-
struction of the fence diagram in Fig. 4 so the thicknesses can only be regarded
as relative.

Burnt Group
A generalised stratigraphic column for the Rurra Group in the northeastern

outcrops is shown in Fig. 4. The relative positions of prominent marker beds in

the other three outcrop areas is also shown. Detailed columns could not be con-
structed in these other areas on account of poor outcrops. No attempt has been
made to subdivide the sequence into formations as the dominant rock type.

mica schist, is similar throughout the sequence.

Fig, 4. Stratigraphic column for
the Burra Group of the northeast
tongue (right hand pillar) and
fence diagram lo slum' variations

over the whole area. The other
three uprights represent sections

measured in the other three

tongues of the Burra Croup. The
n umbered marker bed.*; are:— 1.

Basal conglomerate 2. Major dolo-

mite 3. White rruartzite 4, Croys
bedded siltv sandstone 5. Sandstone
6, Tfllite 7. Festoon ripple sand-
stone. Markers 1-4 are in the
Burra Group and 5-7 in the Um-

horutana Group.

The contact between the Burra Group and the Willyarna Complex is well

cvpoM-d over most of the area mapped and along all western contacts of the
Rurra Group tongues is an unsheared sedimentary contact

The rocks lying directly above the unconformity are for the most part meta-
morphosed conglomerates. In a few localities impure quartzites rest on the
Willyarna rocks. The conglomerate is quite variable in particle size, composition
and thickness, and these variations show a correlation with variations in (he
underlying Willyarna Complex.

The maximum thickness of the conglomerate is about 15 m and the maximum
pebble size about 10 cm diameter. In general the thicker, coarser conglomerates
arc found in contact with the more schistose rock types of the Willyarna Complex;
conglomerate may be absent altogether in contact with the more massive gneisses.

These differences appear to represent lows and highs respectively in the
unconformity surface.

The composition of the basal beds varies sympathetically with the rocks in

the underlying Willyarna Complex. In all the outcrops pebbles of vein quartz
are prominent. Adjacent to die gneisses, pebbles of quartz-feldspar gneiss are
very common and pebbles of quartz-feldspar-biatite gneiss are also present.

Adjacent to the schists, gneiss pebbles arc less common and vein quartz pebbles
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predominate, but as might be expected schist pebbles arc not abundant. Pebbles

of ampbibolite and alhite rock arc found in the conglomerate resting on the

amphibolite and to some exposures epidotc (from the amphibolite) is abundant

in the matrix*

The conglomerate is interpreted as a reworked regolitlr The correlation of

pebble type with underlying rock type in the Willyama Complex suggests that

there has been little transportation of the pebbles.

The higher beds of the basal unit consist of fairly uniform impure quartzitcs.

metagreywackes\ minor conglomerates and interlayered mica schists. The quart-

zites commonly show cross-bedding heavy mineral laminations, and ripple marks;

.vnncraeks were observed in two localities.

Above this basal sequence the rocks are predominantly mica schists. The

most common mineral assemblage is quartz-biorite-chlonte (museovite) and

quurtz-biotite-actinolite (dolomite, chlorite), Most of the rocks have a pro-

nounced preferred orientation of biotitcs although in many specimens a schistosity

Is not obvious on casual inspection.

In the lower part of the sequence, bands of dolomite marble are common..

ftflH sedimentary magnesite occurs in some horizons. The most common assem-

blages are quartz-dolomite, quartz-dolomitc-talc. The assemblage quarU-

dolornite-tremolite occurs in a number of localities.

Metasandstones are also common throughout the sequence, two prominent

horizons being a white ripple marked quartzite in the middle of the sequence

anil a finer grained impure sandstone near the top of the sequence. In the two

southern tongues a light grey quartzite with festoon cross-bedding occurs directly

beneath the "Umberatana ^tillite".

Umberatuntt Croup

Books of the Umberatana Group rest with apparent conformity on the

Burra Group over much of the area but a distinct angular unconformity of x\p

to 40° occurs in the northwestern part of the area. In this latter region the

Umberatana Group overlaps all parts of the Buna Group and rests directly on

the Willyama Complex. Where an unconformity cannot be recognised the base

of the Umberatana Group has been placed at the first appearance of large

boulders in the schists. The incoming of large boulders also corresponds to a

general change in the appearance of die mica schists. In contrast wilh the -schists

of the Burra Croup which axe soft and show a good schistosity, the schists of

the Umberatana Group are hard dense brown rocks commonly with only a

poorly developed schistosity.

The basal unit of the Umberatana Group, interpreted as B tillite by Campurm
and King (m>. cif.) is a quartz-rich biotite granofels with large boulders and
with bedding completely absent in most outcrops. The horizon is very variable,

containing numerous large boulders in some parts and being almost free of

boulders in other parts. The boulders range, in size up to 50 cm diameter and

are most commonly well-rounded, although boulders less than 5 cm diameter

tend to be sub-angular. The composition of the boulders is very variable, in

some outcrops boulders from the Willyama Complex arc dominant whist in

others dolomites and quartzites from the Burra Group predominate. The matrix

of the "tillitts"** is a characteristic dark grey structureless fine-grained biotite

* The sedimentary term "UllRe" Is u.«*i to describe this ruck as no satisfactory rnetn-

morphic term is available.
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granofda which no longer .shows sedimentary characteristics- Orginal grains
larger (ban 0-1 mm arc however still pieserved. These grains, mostly of quartz
but" also of aggregates of dolomite or quartz (and feldspar) vary from rounded
to sub-angular and shew a wide variation fn grain size. The reconstituted matrix
in which these fragments ncciu- has a grain size varying from 02-0 05 mm and
consists essentially of quaTtz, olive-green biotite and carbonate, with accessory
muscovitc and granular opaques.

The rocks above the basal "tillite" are dominantly fine-eraincd quartz-rich
mica schists and granofels with minor dolomite marbles 'and rjnartzites. Scapolite
occurs as porpbyroblasts up to 5 em in diameter in some horizons in the mica
schists in the northern part of the area. Scattered boulders (most commonly
granite) up to one metre in diameter occur in all parts of the sequence but
are uncommon in the upper part. Sedimentary structures, such as convolute
laminations and small scale cross-bedding, arc common in the quartz-rich mica
schists.

In contrast to rocks of the Burra Group, biotite shows a rather poor pre-
ferred orientation in the Umberatana Croup rocks, with a consequent tack or
foliation in most outcrops. This lack of foliation is not regarded as a fundamental
metamorphic difference between the two groups but rather due to differences in

lithology.

Palaeozoic Mctamorphivm and Icneous- Activity

The mineral assemblages in the Adelaide System rocks are indicative of
biotite grade (middle ureenschist fades) of metamoq>hism. No granitic rocks
or pegmatites are found within the Adelaide System rocks and the only evidence
of large scale metamorphie differentiation is the presence of quartz veins in some
localities. Quartz in pebbles and in quartzites show strong preferred orientatiuns

which are related symmetrically to the axial plane schistosity (Talbot. 1962).
The metamorpbisin and large scale folding and deformation appear therefore to

be related and correlation witir the major orogeny which affected the whole of
the Adelaide Geosyncline, indicates it to be Palaeozoic in age. A single light

ureen dyke occurs cutting the folded Burra Group NNW from the Wcckeroo
Station shearing shed. The rock is now largely an assemblage of albite, chlorite,

epidote and magnetite, showing relict lathes of plagioclase. It therefore appears
that this dyke was intruded after the peak of the Palaeozoic metarnorphism and
certainly after folding had ceased.

Structural History

A detailed analysis of the structural geology ts beyond the scope of this

paper and only a brief outline of the structural history will be presented here.

As noted previously the overall distribution of rock types within the Willy-
arna Complex is largely the result of the second recognizable tectonic event,

This period of deformation affected rocks which already possessed a well defined
schistosity and which were already high grade metamorphie rocks, that is,

gneisses and migmatites, Large scale folds were formed with a new foliation,

a crenulation cleavage, parallel to the axial surface. The trend of this steep
foliation is roughly NE to ENE and the associated large scale folds commonly
plunge at moderate angles to the NK although a wide range of plunges has been
observed. The majority of the amphibolite dykes were intruded after this phase
of delormation and it is also possible that the large amphibolite bodies were also

formed at this time.

* Latest information suggests the ago of tiiu Tnctamorplusni of the AuMaicte Geosviieliite

rocks is 490 ni. years. (Compston et. al
y
1966.)
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The younger Preeambrian sequence was deposited on the already multiple

deformed Willyama Complex Some movements must have occurred after the

deposition of the Buna Group but the next major tectonic episode is the lower

Palaeozoic orogeny which affected the whole Adelaide Geosynelhm The major
trends of this Palaeozoic folding in the Olary region are ENE-WSW hut highly

divergent trends are apparent in the vicinity of the areas of basement outcrop.

Only minor modifications of the fold patterns w the Willyama Complex have
occurred during the Palaeozoic orogeny but a number of large vertical slip

faults have altered the distribution of rock types.

Nomenclature and correlation

The area mapped appears lo lie critical to a discussion of the stratigraphte

relationships in both the older and younger Precambrian, Campana and King
(op. cil.) reeogni/ed four main groups of rocks in the Willyama Complex, namely
Archaean Mctascdhncnts As"; "Felrlspathised Archaean Metasedimeurs At

1
";

"Migmatites and Granite Gneisses Am* and "Anatectic Granites. Granodioritcs*

and Granulitcs Ag'\ The last group docs not occur in the area mapped anil \s

not discussed former, Gampana envisaged the first three units as representing

different stages of granitization of similar sediments and his map shuws cores of

Am surrounded by zones of Af and finally As, although a number of important
excerptions do occur (e.g. near Old Roulcoomata Homestead).

The ^metasedimcnls** were divided into a lower group (Weekeroo Schists)

a Middle Group (Ethiudna Gale-silicate Croup) and an Upper Group fOutalpa
Aikosic quartzites passing to granite gneisses)* (Campana and King. 1958,

pi 21/. The Ethiudna Group is said to occupy "a well defined stratigruplijc

horizon within the schistose succession". The relationship between the "Weekeroo
Schists" and the "Outalpa cjuartzites''" can be seen in a number of localities, e.g.

Weekeroo, Old Koolcoomata and Ameroo Hill, where schists are in contact with

gneisses., the contact being parallel to the layering in the gneisses. The middle
or Ethiudna Group is shown by Campana to lie within the schist sequence, in

all localities shown on the map except in the type locality of Ethiudna Mines.

In this locality, near Plumbago Head Station, the group consists of calc-silicates

and dolomites in an isolated gneissic terrain whose "stratigraphic
1

position is

unknown. The "stratigraphic* position of the Ethiudna Group as the Middle
Group of melasedirneuts is however determined by the position of amphiboh'tes

at Weekeroo, Amexoo Hill and Old Boolcoomata. In none of these localities do
the rocks resemble the Ethiudna rocks and in fact in two of them the calc-silicates

arc intrusive igneous rocks. In addition, calc-silicates occur in other parts of the
section (e.g. in die migmatitic schist unit at Weekeroo) and it is considered

unwise to make long range correlations pi' this sort in gneissic terrains

It is therefore proposed that use of the term Ethiudna Calc-silicate Group
as a regional unit be discontinued.

The remaining rock types in the Weekeroo section were grouped by Cam-
pana and King inlo "Migmatite and Granitic Gneiss unit Am" with the genetic
implication that thev are more altered than the "Archaean Metasediments As*.

These have been subdivided in this study into S units which are recognised as

part of the overall scqueuee and not as more inetasumahzed rocks •

• On Campana's map of the Weekeroo region this unit is included with the "MLimuaUtes
atid Granitic Gneisses Auf\ instead of with the 'Metasediments As". This is clearly a
drafting error.
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A comparison of Campana and Kings units and the units proposed for this
study is shown in Table 1. The sequence proposed for this paper is not neces-
sarily a sedimentary sequence although many of the rocks are sedimentary in
origin. The origin of the layering and of the boundaries of the gross lithologic
units is of special importance lo this problem. In all ihe schist nnits except
the bedded mica schist unit, layering, whether originally sedimentary or not. is

now heavily transposed parallel to the second generation 'cleavage. Hence strati-
graphic relationships within these units have been completely destroyed Never-
theless, the gross relationship between the major lithologic units lias not been
profoundly altered by this second phase of deformation which resulted in the
large scale folds now visible in the Willyama Complex.

TABLE 1

Wilfi/itma Comphr Sequence

Sequence of
Cainpana & Kinp (J95S)* inverted

Informal sequence
UHfd in this Paper

''Archaean' 1

Mfii asedimentis*

r

W^elteroo Schist
Bedded mica schist.

L Mica- Sdiitft

Ethiudna Oa-lc-Siheate flrtmp

<A*> Outalpa Quattzitest Layered gneiss

Mtgmatit.es

und
Grftnitfi-CfneUses

(Am)

< ITndifferenfciatod$ <

Granitoid £iieisH

Mtgmatftio >vhHt

Leucognriss

* tampana** sequence ha.s beuu inverted as i he evidence from the present, study suggests that
the £tchist» are the youngest part of the. Willyama Oomjricx fipqvenofri

t This unit is Called
:w
Arkorac Q.uartzites, Passing l.o Q^CUUti^stftfQ**' In the text (Campana &

King 1958 p. 18) but is referred to hy name in the map legend and also m Campana (1957).

I This unit wan not recognised by Oampona as a * k

»tratigraphic unit
1 ' hut o^ iocUs in a particular

statu of alteration.

In contrast to the schist nnits the more massive gneissic units show relatively
little transposition parallel to the new cleavage and even where folded show a
foliation parallel to visible layering in the rocks, (Exceptionally a new foliation
is developed in some rocks parallel to the axial surface of small folds.) In the
more massive gneisses the foliation is discontinuous or defined by a preferred
orientation of micas. In the layered gneisses foliation is well developed in the
mica rich portions and is invariably parallel to the layering. In the quartzo-
feldspathic layers trains of accessory minerals such as zircon and sphene arc
observed parallel lo the gross Iithological layering.

The evidence suggests that although the foliation is parallel, to layering the
presence of layering is not a necessary condition for the formation of the
foliation. It seems unlikely therefore that the foliation represents a simple
"bedding plane foliation'" imposed on relatively undisturbed planar bedding. It

is more likely that the gneissic units have been heavily deformed and that the
parallelism of foliation and layering arc the result of large scale isoclinal folds
with possibly large amounts of transposition on a small scale. This phase of
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deformation resulted In as essentially planar Attitude t>i layering tfnd foliation

and was accompanied In Itfgri gr&de metamorphism and the formation of

negmfl^tes. This planar layering was llien folded by the .second phase ol

deformation to give I lie observed major folds.

Tlie sneeession of units in the Willyaina Complex may not therefore have

am sttatigraphlo significance (with exception of (he bedded mica schist. This

unit appears anomalous in the general context of the Willyania Complex and it

was enleilained that there could be an unconformity between it and the remain-

ing units, No direct < \ idenee could be lonnd to support this suggestion),

The pit sent study confirms the recognized stratigraphie relationships of the

overlying Adelaide System. Campana einphasi/ed the Iransgressive nature ol

ili' Umheratana Croup and in Hie Weekeroo area an angular unconformity

between the Hurra and Umheratana Group is now well established. Recent

mapping bv the S,A, Mines Department has demonstrated this unconformity in

many other parts of South Australia. Differences of interpretation however arise

w it J i structure and melamorphism. The differences in structural interpretation

t \vv of limited interest but the failure by Campnna to reeognise the metamorphism
in (lie Adelaide System rocks may lead to an incorrect assessment of the economic

potentialities of the younger group ol rocks. Recognition that the rocks have

U-rn metamorphosed to the biotite grade also removes some of the limitations

to the tectonic interpretation of the area, and also imposes strict limitations to

age determinations in the VVillyama Complex,
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PHERETIMA TUMULIFACIENS (OLIGOCHAETA, MEGASCOLECIDAE)
A NEW SPECIES OF EARTHWORM FROM THE SEPIK DISTRICT, NEW

GUINEA

byK. E. Lee*

Summary

Pheretima tumulifaciens, a new species of earthworm, belonging to the family Megascolecidae, is

described. It was found in the Sepik River Valley, northern New Guinea, where it is associated with

unusual forms of micro relief that have been attributed to the earthworms' burrowing and casting.

The species is most closely related to P. sangirensis (Michaelsen), from Indonesia, but in some

respects resembles Megascolex. The inadequacy of generic distinctions and of the criteria for

distinction of groups of genera are discussed.
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A NEW SPECIES OF EARTHWORM FROM THE SEPIK DISTRICT,
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SUMMARY

Pheretima iumuliffwiens? a new species of earthworm, belonging to the
family Megiiseolecidae, is described- It was fount] in the Sepik River Valley
northern New Ouinea. where it is associated with unusual forms of micro-
relief that have been attributed to the earthworms* burrowing and casting. The
species in most closely related to Z\ sangirenm ( Michaelsen). from Indonesia,

but in some respects resembles Mcgaseolex. The inadequacy of generic distinc-

tions and of the criteria for distinction of groups of genera are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Haantjens (1965) recorded micro-relief in the form of irregular pits,

trenches, mounds and ridges, not unlike some periglaeial phenomena, from the

humid tropical grass-covered plains bordering the Sepik River valley, south of

Wewak, in New Guinea. Populations of a large earthworm species were always
associated with the micro-relief and Haantjens (1965) considered that they were
responsible for the formation of the micro-relief features.

Tn October, 1965, the author visited four sites in the vicinity of Yangoru,
where Haantjens had observed micro-relief features, to collect earthworms and
examine the relationship between their activities and the micro-relief features

attributed to them. At each of the sites, large earthworms belonging to an

uncleseribed species of Pheretima Kinbcrg were collected. The earthworms
were closely associated with the micro-relief features, as recorded by Haantjens,

but it seemed unlikely that they were directly responsible for the micro-relief.

A discussion of the micro-relief features and their possible origin will be pub-
lished elsewhere (Lee (in press)). The large earthworm associated with the

micro-relief features has been named Pheretima tumulifaciens, and is described

below.
Pheretima iumulifaciens n.sp.

Collection Data. ( 1 ) About 1/2 mi S of Kworo Village, 20 mi SW of Yangoru,

District, New Guinea; 0-33 cm in soil under kunai grassland; 2 clitellates; K.E.L.

22/10/65. (2) About fc mi SW of Watibi no. 2 Village, 15 mi SW of Yangoru;
0-30 cm in soil under secondary forest; I aclitcllatc; K.E.L. 22/10/65. (3) About
1 mi N of Watibi no. 2 Village, 14 mi SW of Yangoru; 0-55 cm in soil at edge
of deep trenches, under kunai grassland; 1 clitcllatc; K.EX. 22/10/65. (4)
About 1 mi SW of Haripmor Village, 15 mi SE of Yangoru; 0-45 cm in and
under low mounds and ridges covered by kunai grassland; 6 cliteHates; K.E.L.

23/10/65.

* Division of Soils, C.S.I.R.O., Adelaide.

Trans. Roy. Soc S. Aust. (1967), Vol. 91.
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Type Material Holotypti and two syutypes lodged in South Australian

Museum.
Dimensions. Mature specimens are 500-600 mm nil length, 9-10 mm in

diameter (in ediyl alcohol) and have 550-600 segments. Detailed measurements
of die hololype are; Length 590 mm; segments 587; diameter 10-5 mm at vHa
9-5 ami at xiii, 9*5 mm at clitellum, tapering gradually to 6 mm at about half

length and fairly uniform to posterior end. Posterior to iii the segments have
secondary annulattons, two to five per segment.

Colour. Pale greyish-brown with pale brownish-red clitellum.

Chaelac. Absent on i, otherwise about M0 per segment, evenly spaced on
& .slight ridge around each segment, nearer the anterior than the posterior margin

of the segments; without a mid-dorsal gap, but with a small mid-ventral gap,

about twice the normal ehactal interspace; a few chaetae missing immediately

adjacent to each male pore, on xviii, and across the mid-ventral line adjacent to

the female pores, on xiv.

Prostomium prolobous.

First dorsal pore at 10/11.

Clitellum covering entire body surface from slightly posterior to the chaetal

ring on xiii to the line of the chaetal ring on wit,

Spermath&ial pores: one pair, at 7/8, each on a prominent, transversely

elongate papilla, about 2 mm x 1 mm, the pore.s each about 3 mm from the

ventral midline,

Female pores: one pair of small pores on xiv, about 0-75 mm apart, one

each side of the ventral mid-line, surrounded by a pale elliptical area> in line

with the chaetal ring.

Male pores: ventral on xviii, one on each side, each about 35 mm from

ventral mid-line, in line with chaetal ring, not on papillae; each pore medial to

a deep longitudinal groove, overhung by a prominent ventro-lateral ridge that

runs longitudinally from xvii to xix (Figs. 1, 2).

Tubercida pubertatis: two pairs of prominent, flattened papillae, a pair on

xvii and a pair on xix. each papilla about 3 mm diameter, forming, together with

the prominent ventro-lateral ridges on xviii, the edges of a deep depression that

occupies the ventral surface of xviii (Figs. 1 7 2).

Septa v/vi, vi/viL vii/viii and viii/ix are thickened and strongly muscular.

Thick muscle fibres arise from the body wall in segments vi-ix and run forward

to nn insertion on the posterior surfaces of the muscular septa; some of the fibres

are attached anteriorly to the pharynx and not to the septa. Similar muscles

have been observed previously in many earthworms, especially in large species;

their purpose is apparently to produce unusually powerful contractions of the

anterior segments, probably to facilitate burrowing and provide the traction

necessary to move the large bulk of the earthworm's body. In most species of

Pherctima, septa viii/ix or ix/x, or both of them, are absent or greatly reduced in

size. This is not so in P. iuinulijaciens.

The pharynx occupies most of i-iv, and has a diffuse glandular coatiug. with

many fine muscle fibres attached to the bodv wall. In v-vii the alimentary

canul is a thin-wallcd tube with large finely lobatc salivary glands King beside

it and opening by narrow ducts into the pharynx. Gizzard strongly muscular,

in vHJ. Oesophagus extends from ix to xv where it expands abruptly into the

intestine, close to the anterior end of w. There is no typhlosole. Many species

of Pheretima have a pair of rounded or conical intestinal caeca, arising in x\vi
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Fia. /

Ficr. 4

Fir. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

FiQ.2

Fia. 5

V.h.Y.

Pheretima tumulifaciens, ventral aspect, segments xiii-xx.

P. tumulifaciens, diagrammatic transverse section at segment xviii,

to show position of male pores in relation to ventro-lateral ridges.

F, tumulifaciens, arrangement of hearts of segment xiii in relation

to dorsal and ventral blood vessels ( diagrammatic )

.

P. tumulifaciens, left prostate, medial aspect.

P. tumulifaciens, left spermatheea, medial aspect.

Abbreviations

cl. = clitellum; d.b.v. == dorsal blood vessel; div. = spermathecal diverticulum; f.p. =
female pore; li, = heart; l.r. * ventro-lateral ridge: m.p. — male pore: p.d. = prostatic duct;

p.gl. = prostatic gland; sac = spermathecal sac; sp.d. = spermathecal duct; sp.p. — sperma-
thecal pore; t.p. = tubereulum pubertatis; v.b.v. = ventral blood vessel.



or thereabouts, and ptoj££tiitg forwards, sometimes throng!) several segments
usually greased tightly against the ventrolateral or lateral aspects of the intestine.

There arc no such caeca in P. tumulifacums.

Dorset blood vessel unpaired; it can he traced forward to the posterior end
of the pharynx, where it divides into several brunches, Stout commissural
vessels (hearts) in x-xtii, une pair in each scgmenl, connecting the dorsal and
vejitral blood vessels; the two vessels of each pair bavc a short transverse con-
nection across the oesophagus, independent of the connection of the two vessels

to the dorsal vessel (Fig. 3). There is no independent supra-intestinal vessel
connecting the hearts longitudinally. In vii-ix similar lateral vessels arise from
the dorsal vessels, but divide into a number of branches leading to segmental
organs and are not "hearts" The testes are in x, xi; those of xi are in testis *acs

that occupy much of the coelomie cavity in the segment Ovaritis- in tfifi. One
pair of small, racemose vzsiculae sentinales, in ix. Prostates in xviii, one on each
side; laminar glandular portion with branching duets, all discharging into a
shuxt, stout, strongly muscular prostatic duct (Vig. 4). St>ermathecae in viii,

one pair, each discharging through a thick, muscular duct at the anterior margin
of the segment; the sac is cylindrical, a little wider than the duct, projecting

backwards into the segment and set off from the line of the duet; a cluster of

small diverticula opens into the duct close to its junctiun with die sac (Fig. 5).
Micronephridia arc small and numerous in each segment, irregularly scattered

over the peritoneum.

DISCUSSION
P, tumulifaciens differs from most species of Phwctima m having well-

developed, strongly muscular septa in the segments adjacent to the gizzard, a
characteristic shared with many large megastolecid earthworms, especially

those which, Like P. tumultfactons, make extensive burrow systems going down to

considerable depths. In most species of Pheretima the anterior septa are not
thickened and septa vh'i/ix or ix/x or both of these are absent, or much reduced.
The absence of intestinal caeca also distinguishes P. tumidifuciew from many
other species of the genus. The only character that decisively places this species

in Pheretima is the position of the gizzard, in viii. If the gizzard were in v, vi,

or vii
t
it would he placed in the genus Megaseotex* There is need for a thorough

re-examination of the criteria on which generic distinctions in megascolccid
earthworms are based. Revised groupings of genpra have been proposed by
Gates (1959), Lee (1959) and Otnodeo (1958). The proposed new groupings
are based on slightly different bases, but none of the proposals has contributed

greatly to the improvement of the state of confusion that has developed over
the years since Michaelsen (1900) and Stephenson (1930) defined the genera

and grouped them into sub-families and families on the basis of a supposed
""family tree" of generic relationships, derived from a study of only a few
anatomical characters. Sims (1966) has attempted to clarify the relationships

between genera, using a computer to assess the affinities of 30 species, belonging
to 29 megaseolecid genera, nn the basis of 43 attributes nf each species. The
results of his study favoured the scheme ot classification proposed by Gates

(1959) for taxonomie categories above the level of genera. Computer tech-

niques may make a useful contribution to mcgascoleeid taxonomy, as they make
i! possible to assess relationships on the basis of a largpr number of attributes

than can he handled by traditional taxonomie methods. However, if computer
techniques arc to be used, it is at the level of definition of genera that they can
prolwbly contribute most, and Sims' study assumes that the genera are adequately
defined.
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P. ttimulifacicns shows closest affinities to P. sangiremis (Michaelsen), an
Indonesian species. Similarities and differences between the two species are

summarised below.

Spermathecal pores
Female pores

Septum viii/ix

First intestinal segment
Intestinal caeca

Vesiculae seminales
Spermathecal diverticula

P. tumulifaciens
1 pair, at 7/8
paired, close to Ventral

mid-line
present, muscular
XV
absent

1 pair, in ix

cluster of small diver-

ticula

P. sangirensis

1 pair, at 7/8
impaired, median

ventral
present, membranous
XV
sometimes present,

very short
2 pairs, in xi, xii

1 ellipsoidal

diverticulum
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PERMIAN DEPOSITS OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA AND THEIR FAUNA*

BYN. H. LUDBROOKf

Summary

Lower Permian sediments occur in all the main sedimentary basins of South Australia. The Cape

Jervis Beds are described, and the Lake Phillipson Beds and Stuart Range Beds formally named.

In general, the formations follow a sequence of boulder clay overlain by sands and clays mostly of

marine origin, with a widely distributed fauna of arenaceous foraminifera of which Hyperammina,

Ammodiscus, and Hemidiscus are the most common. Twenty-three species, of which four are new,

are recorded or described. The most varied fauna occurs in the Stuart Range Beds from which the

gastropod Peruvispira was recovered.
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SUMMARY
Lower Permian sediments occur in till the main sedimentary basins of

South Australia. The Cape Jervis Beds are described, and the Laky FhilHpson
Beds and Stuart Range Beds formally named. In general, the formations follow

a bequejiee of boulder clav overlain by sands and clays mostly of marine origin,

with a widely distributed fauna of arenaceous foranunifera of which Jlijper-

ammina, Ammodiftou.s, and llemidtieua are the most common. Twenty-three
species, of which four axe new, are recorded or described. The most varied

fauna occurs in the Stuart Range Beds from which the gastropod FerurAspira

was recovered.

INTRODUCTION
As recently as 1955, Permian sedimentation in South Australia was so im-

perfectly known as, on a map of Australia showing regions of Permian sedimen-

tation (Hill, 1955), to be restricted to glacial deposits in a southeast-northwest

trough south of Adelaide, extending from Encounter Bay to western Yorke

Peninsula. While this is still recognized as the main area of outcropping Permian

glacigcnc sediments, Lower Permian sands and clays have been proved by
exploratory drilling to occur widely in all the main sedimentary basins. More-
over, as reservoir beds for natural gas accumulation in the Great Artesian Basin,

Permian rocks have assumed an economic importance not foreseen a decade

ago (Sprigg, 1966).

Until foraminifera were discovered in the Permian section of Minlaton

Stratigrapluc Bore ( Ludbrook, 1956), the depositional environment of most of

the Permian sediments in South Australia was misunderstood. It was generally

believed that the sandy nature of most of the deposits indicated a fluvio-glacial

origin, and that "fluvio-glaeial depositions in ponded waters are but rarely met
with in oux Perrno-Carboniferous strata and marine depositions of this age are

entirely absent" (Mawson, 1926). The ubiquity of foraminifera in the Lower
Permian in all the main sedimentary basins, except that part of the Great Artesian

Basin, including the Coopers Creek Sub-basin, occurring in the northeast of

the State, disproves this belief,

After initial over-deepening bv ice, marine incursions in fjords or narrow
troughs took place in two main and widely-separated areas following (he general

southeast-northwest trend. The southeastern area includes the Murray and St,

Vincent Basins and the northwestern area the part of (he Great Artesian Basin

lying between the Peake and Denison Ranges, Stuart Range, and Margaret

Creek.

* Published with the permission of the Director of Mines.

} Senior Palaeontologist, Geological Survey of South Australia.

Trans. Uoy. Soc. S. Aust. (1967), VoL 91.
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Localities from which Permian marine sediments have been proved in
surface sections or by drilling are shown in Fig. 1.

All material and figured specimens are housed in the collections of the
Geological Survey of South Australia, except those lent by the Geology Depart-
ment, University of Western Australia (UWAGD).

Fig. I. Map showing localities with. Permian foraminifera.

ST. VINCENT BASIN AND ADJACENT AREAS
Since Selwyn's recognition in 1859 of glacial features in the valley of the

Inman River, there has accumulated a considerable volume of descriptive litera-

ture on the Permo-Carboniferous or Permian glaciation and glacial deposits in
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die St. Vincent Basin and adjoining areas to the east on Fleurieu Peninsula and

lo the west on Yorlcc Peninsula. The papers of Howchin (1926) and Campana
and Wilson (1955) may be consulted for historical reviews and comprehensive

Uste of references.

Without designating any standard section, Howchin described most if not

all of the known exposures of Permian deposits in the area between Adelaide

and Kangaroo Island. The sequence at Hallett Cove he referred to as the

"Haifctt's Cove beds" (1895,. p. 65), while the glacigenes of Inman Valley were
variously designated "Inman Valley Shale" (1895, p. 68) and the "Inman River

Beds" ("1926, p. 102). Unfortunately, neither of the names Hallett Cove nor

Inman is now available for stratigraphic purposes as they have been applied

to odier units.

The most complete outcropping sequences described by Howchin are those

at Hallett Cove, Cape Jervis (David and Howchin. 1897) and King's Point,

near Victor Harbor (1910a). Of these David and Howchin recognized the

section at Cape Jervis as "the most extensive development of glacial till that

has been up to the present observed in South Australia
w

(1897, p. 64). The
section was illustrated but not redescribed by Campana and Wilson (1953. 1955),

The Cape Jervis exposure is here described by R. B, Wilson and the writer

as the holostratotype section of the Permian deposits of St. Vincent Basin and
the adjoining areas:

Cape ]ewis Beds (Fig. 2).

Ttjf>e Seclion: Jervis 1-mile geological sheet.

On coast, extending for one mile (1-609 km.) northeast of Cape Jervis

Lighthouse, Hundred o/ Yankalilla, sections 212, 211, 3009, 3010.

Thickness; 98 feet (29*87 m.).

The Cape Jervis Beds are unconformable upon easterly dipping grcywackes

of the Cambrian Kanmantoo Croup. They are overlain by kunkar. The type

section is described as follows;

—

Thickness

Unit Lithology feet metres

6 Poor outcrop, grass covered slopes, probably tiny as below.
boulders on surface _ .. . .-, ... 23'5 7-2

5 Clay shale—grey-htown, fissile, gritty -with scattered boulders,

becoming red-grey mottled toward top _ _. .., 29-5 9-0

d Sandstone—yellow-white, cross-bedded, with scattered cal-

careous pebbles - ... .., ... 5 1*5

3 Sandstone—gritty sandstone and grit with boulders and thin

inteibeds of laminated fissile grey clay 13
2 Till—dark grey boulder till with elav-shaJe bands 5
1 Till—sandy till with boulders of all sf/es, principally Kan-

n

BASE

mantoo greywaeke and Victor TIarhor Granite. Thiu

(6 inches to 1 foot: 0*15— 0-3 m.) limestone bands ... 22 6*7

fata) measured thickness of Cape Jervis Beds unconformably
overlying Cambrian Kanmantoo Group _ ... ... 98 29*8

The fossil locality number is 5/837/2 (Jervis 2). The grey clay and over-

lying red and grey gritty clay of bed 5 are fossiliferous, arenaceous forainLnifera.

being present in samples CJ, 7 and CJ. 8. Abundant tests of Recurvoides

wilsoni Ludbrook sp. nov. accompanied in decreasing order of abundance by
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Hijprrarnmina cohtji Parr, Ammovertella howchini Ludbrook sp. nov,, Digitina
recurvata Crespin and Parr, Ammodtectts oonahenm Crespin and Hyperammina
aciwtla Parr.

The Cape Jervis Beds are extensively developed on Jervis and Yankalilla
1-mile sheets.

98Ft.
29*86 m.

\W\\\^\N\\\V\\0

SCALE 4-0

+
12 F

80 FEET

24-2 Metres

Fig. 2. Sketch of type suction of Cape Jervis Beds, Cape Jervis.

A southerly view of the Cape Jervis section showing the Cape Jervis Beds
(C.J.) overlying Kanmantoo greywacke (K) is shown on plate. 1. figure 1. Fit*.

2 illustrates the lower part of the section to the sandstone ledge at* 40 feet (12
m.) above the base: the interbedded nature of the sandstone and clay and the
tendency for the boulders to be bedded in some parts of the section is also
shown at the position of the hammer. Fig. % illustrates the dip (probably
depositiona!) and bedding of the same part of the section as figure 2. viewed
south. Fig. 4 is that of a striated boulder ou boulder clay at the "most northerly
end of the exposure.

The Cape Jervis Beds are very subject to gully erosion which is illustrated in
inate 2, figure 1 of the northern part of the exposure.

The section at Cape Jervis provides confirmatory evidence of marine incur-
sion in the Adelaide region following initial overdeepening by glaciation in (he
late Carboniferous to early Permian. Previously a few* broken fragments of
Hyperammina'-were recovered from clay collected by B. R Thomson from Second
Valley (locality Jervis 1, 5/837/1 ), but' no other foraminifera had been observed
in Permian glacigenes between Adelaide and Kangaroo Island.

Parastratolype sections of the Cape Jervis Beds are exposed at Hallett Cove
where the formation rests on striated pavements now declared a national reserve,
and at King's Point west of Rosetta Head, on Encounter Bay. where the sequence
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of moraine, glacial till, and sandstone described and illustrated by Howehin in

1910 is still undisturbed (plate 2, figure 3).

At Selwvn's Rock (relate 2, figure 2) the southern bank of the Inman River

has recently' been considerably eroded at frkr position of the large erratic in

Ixmldcr clay overlying the striated pavement.

Exposures, however, nowhere attain any .great thickness, and Permian sedi-

mentation in the Adelaide legion consists for the most part of infilling of over-

deepened glacial valleys anubasft^ as those of Fleurieu Peninsula (Campaua
and Wilson, 1953, ]9;>5) and Kangaroo Island where a bore at Kingscote in

1909-1910 intersected 950 feet (289 m.) of typical Permian sequence before

bottoming in slate. Leaf impressions were collected in 1953 by R. C. Sprigg,

then of the Geological Survey of South Australia, in Permian sediment* three

miles (4*S km.) southwest of' Penneshaw. Their fragmentary nature precluded

identification at tire Australian Museum other than that they were possibly

portions of cquisitaean stems.

In the Sf. Vincent Basin and adjoining areas only the lower part of the

Permian sequence appears to be represented- The absence of coals and of good

mitTofJora-bearing clays demonstrates that the Artimkian and upper part uf the

Sakmarian are missini* in this area. On the other hand, the occurrence of Per-

mian megaspnres in the lower Tertiary of the St. Vincent Basin suggests that the

absence of the upper part of the sequence may be due to erosion rather than to

nun-deposition.

The Permian is 776 feet (236 m,) thick on Yorke Peninsula where it provides

the clay pans for the salt lagoons which are exploited for commercial salt pro-

duction. The sequence was complete!)/ intersected in Minlaton and Stanxbnry

Cores (Ludbrook, 1966a). In Beach Petroleum Troubridge Shoal No. 1 Strati-

graphic Well, 750 feet (22S m.) of Permian sediments were cut between 850

feet and the total depth of tnc well Foraminifera occurring sporadically

between 1,010 and 1,5.50 feet (307-8 and 472 4 m.) permit close correlation with

the marine interval in Stansbury Bore. Here also the Tipper Sakrnarian-

Artinskian carbonaceous sediments are absent.

MURRAY BASIN

Presumed Permian glacigene sediments were proved by drilling in the

Murray Basin iu South Australia at Rcnmark, Monash and Clayton. A.O.C.

North Kenmark No. 1 entered at 3,245 feet (989 m.) blue-grey boulder clay

irregularly interbedded with calcareous sandstone in irregular lenticles and
laminae. Slump structures were common, while erratic pebbles and grains of

quartz, granite, grey metamorphic rocks and dark pink feldspar were variously

Mattered throughout the groundmass. Faceted pebbles were recovered at 3.4-31

feet (1,045 m.). At 3,788 feet (LI 54 m.) (Core 15) there was a calcareous

pyiitie quartz sandstone, and at 3,884 feet (1,184 m.) (Core 16) blue-grey shale

irregularly interbedded with lenses of calcareous sandstone containing pink

feldspar, biotite and pink garnet. The well bottomed in sandstone with scattered

coal fragments and conglomerate bands, small slump structures aud swirls of

fine clay. Foraminifera occurred ira almost all the cuttings between 3.410 and

4,000 feet (1,039 and 1,21ft m.), but as none were recovered from cores their

persistence does not necessarily indicate marine environment for the lower part

of the interval.
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.Similar sediments with a few foraminifera wetc intersected in Ueaeh Pelro
Mini Monash No. 1 Well between 2,930 and 3,320 feet (893 and 1,011 in.)- The
formation 'was conglomeratic at 3,283 feet (1,001 in.).

A considerable thickness of at least J ,600 feet (487 m. ) of Lower Permian
sands and shale was Intersected in W.G. Goyder Donna No. 1 Well drilled ai

Cfcytorl, 5$ miles south-southwest of Milan*:', near the southwestern margin of
the Murray Basin. At 500 feet (152 m.) trie well passed into brownish mud-
stone with fine muscovite and some carbonaceous matter. This was a thin bed
overlying pyritic sand with snbangular to subrounded quart/ and pink garnet
grains, grading to sandstone and sand with some interbeds of fine-grained cal-
careous sandstones. The quartz grains Were more or less rounded, with pitted
surfaces; pink garnet was common and pyrite usually present with accessories
of muscovite, feldspar and lithie grains. A few foraminifera, cither Ammodixcus
or Hvmidiscus, were present in most samples between 540 and 1,1150 feet (161
and 320 in.).

Without the evidence of foraminifera these sediments would be regarded
as "fluvio-glaeial". In Donna No. 1 Well there is less evidence of boulder elav.
while the sands for the most part are worn and of reasonably uniform size. The
section therefore corresponds to die Lower Sakmarian marine sediments in the
Vorfce Peninsula boTes. Owing to drilling difficulties good bottom cores were
not obtained to prove the base of the sequence.

Sediments of possible Permian a£e with a species of Twchammina nol
known from other Permian sediments in South Australia occur below 255 feet

(77 m.) in a water bore at Blackford on section .5(30, Hundred of Murrabinna.

GREAT ARTESIAN BASIN
Western Part— Lake Phillipson and BootfharmA Troughs

Following the recognition of 2,000 feet of Permian sediments in Lake
Phillipson Wore (Balme, 1957), the sequence of Lower Permian rocks under-
Ivlng the western part at Ihe Great Artesian Basin was described by Ludbruok
( 196J ), and the history of their deposition aud geological setting reviewed by
Wopfner (1964). The Lake Phillipson and Boorthanna Troughs between Lake
Phillipson and the Peakc and Denison Ranges eontain the most complete
succession identified by Balme as Sakmarian-Artinskiau. consisting in upward
sequence of a maximum of 2,974 feet of glacial till and boulder clay, maiine
mudsrones and siltstone.% overlain by Glossopteris* and GangamnpterisAK'ixrinz.
freshwater silts and clays with sandstone and coal interbeds now described
from the Arckaringa Sub-basin as the Mount Tooudiua Beds (Freytag, 19(55).

All but the uppermost coal beds were recently intersected between 490 feet
(149 m.) and the total depth of 2,043 feet (623 fn.) in Stuart Ranee No. 3 Horc.
drilled by the South Australian Mines Department in search of adrlilional under-
ground water supplies for Goober Pcdy Opalficld. The marine formation below
the Mount Toonclina Beds in this well provided the most significant fauna .so far

recovered from the South Australian Permian, Stratigraphie. Ittliogkxd, and
palacontological details of this well are in press (Ludbroukv 1967).

Except for the Mount Toondlna Beds, the Permian sedimenK in the Lake
Phillipson and Boorthanna Troughs have not been formally named. Balme
(1964) informally used the names "Lake Phillipson Coal"/ "Lake Phillipson
Glacials" in tabulating the straligraphie position of pre-Terliary micro-floras,

and the names %'oober Pcdy Beds" and "Stuart Kange BeuV on a locality map
of Permian localities from which paJynologieal data were available. Tt is here
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propped to formalize the names Lake Phillipson Bods for the glacigcnes at

the bags of the sequence and Stuart Range Beds for the muds tones and silt-

stones, marine in part at least, between the glaeigcnes and the Mount Toonilina

Beds, using I -ike rhillipson Bore (Ludbrook, 1961) as the standard subsurtaei*

section.

Tbe Lake Phillipson Beds are so named to avoid further duplication uf

stratigraphic names far the glacigene boulder clays nr till at the base of the

Permian sequence. It is recognized that the boulder beds occur in outcrops on

the Oodnadatta and Warrina 1:85^000 sheets from which a type section might

lie selected to complv with the Australian Code of Stratigraphic Nomenclature.

'Hie relationship of these outcrops to the Lake Phillipson Beds Or to the Crown
Point Formation of the Northern Territory is not, however, firmly established.

Scattered occurrences of Pei*rnian(?) tillire werr briefly described and mapped
in the Peake and Denisou Kangcs west of Mount Dutton, 415 miles (7*2 km.)

north-northeast of Warrina, three miles (4-8 km.) northeast of Duff Creek Siding

and three miles (4*8 kin.) northeast of Box Creek Siding (Keyner.. 1955).

In the standard section, the Lake Phillipson Beds occurring between 2,357

{eel (718 m.) and 3,140 feet (957 m.) overlie granite basement and consist of the

sequence alrca% described (Ludbrook, 1961 ) of 73-3 feet (238-7 in) of grey

bonlder clay with some limestone and calcareous sandslone,

The Lake Phillipson Beds were intersected in Stuart tfangc No. 3 Bore

between 1,660 feet (505 m.) and the total depth 2,043 feet (623 m.) in which

the formation consisted of 100 feet (30 4 m.) of pinkish sandstone with scat-

tered coarse quartz grains, red feldspar, pyrite, hiotite, pink garnet, granite

pebbles and 28-3 feet (86-2 m.) of boulder conglomerate with granite and other

boulders of heterogeneous rock types.

The formation was also intersected in Cooric Appa and Margaret Creek

Bores (Ludbrook, 1961),

The Stuart Range Beds overlie the Lake Phillipson Beds, So far they have

not been recognized in outcrop. They are 1,613 feet (491-6 m.) thick between

744 feet (226 7 m.) and 2,357 feet (718 m.) and were described (Ludbrook,

1961) as a sequence of 8H feet (26-8 in.) of blue-grey mudstones with iurnrairii-

fera, overlain by 1,525 feet (464-S m.) of sandstone*; and siltstones. Only tlie

lower unit in Lake Phillipson Bore appears to contain foraminifera.

The Stuart Range Beds are well distributed in the Coober Pedy-Stuart

Range area of the Lake Phillipson Trough and in the Boorthanna Trough, They
were intersected between 910 feet (277 m.) and 1,660 feet (505 m.) in E. & W.S.

Stuart Range No. 3 Bore where they contained an abundant and persistent

fauna of foraminifera with rare molluscs, ostracodes and vertebrate remains.

They arj& represented in samples of grey clay collected from spoil from three

bores on Balta Baltana Station on Bilk Kalina 1 : 250*000 sheet Balta and Ware
i-nriie sheets. The depths at which the Stuart Range Beds were intersected are

not known accurately, but they are known to underlie the Lower Cretaceous

Marree Formation. Localities of the bores Balta Baltana No. 1 (Ware 5,

5/641/5). No. 2 (Ware £ 5/6*1/3), No. 3 (Balta 6, 5/640/6) are shown on

Map S Billa Kalina (Ludbrook. 1966b) All contained foraminifera which were
abundant at locality 5/641/5. In the Boorthanna Trough the beds appear to

attain then greatest thickness of 1>903 feet (580 m. ) in Boorthanna (Duff

Creek) Bore, thinning out to the south to 240 feet (73 m.) in Coorie Appa
Bore and rapidly disappearing lo the east of a line between Boorthanna. Anna
Creek and Coorie Appa.



It may he anticipated from seismic data (MooreroJ'l, J964, Frevtag 19651
and r he Penman isopaeh map of Kapel (1966) that over 3,000 feet (914 m.*! of
similar sediments occur in the Arckaringa Sub-basin southwest of Ooduadutta
and north of the Boorthanna Trough.

Northern South Australia: Simpson Desert

Lower Permian sections were intersected in two wells, Witeherrie No 1
and Furni No. 1 of French Petroleum Company (Australia) Pty. Ltd., located
in the north of South Australia on die southern* margin of the Simpson Desert
The sequence consisted of an upper unit 41 feet (12 m.) thick of dark
shale with coal and a lower unit consisting of 290 feet (88 m.) of sandstone and
shale and 241 feet (80 m.) of siltstone and shale with quartzite pebbles (Canaple
and Smith, 1965). The upper imit which has been compared with the coal
sequence in Lake FhilHpson Bore presumably belongs to the Mount Toondina
Beds, while the lower unit is regarded by Canaple and Smith us equivalent to
the Crown Point Formation,

Northeastern South Australia: Coopers Creek Sub-lmsin
In the Permian of the Cooper's Creek Sub-basin to the northeast of South

Australia gas discoveries have been made on the Gidgealpa and Moomba stnie
turns. The sequence of three disconformably transgrcssivc units has beeu
named (Kapcl, 1966) the Gidgealpa Formation.

The Permian sediments were described by Greer (1965) as sandstones,
lignitic shales and coals which accumulated in alternating coastal swamps,
brackish lagoonal and shallow-water marine environments. In Gidgealpa N/». I

Well, the Permian is "underlain by 400 feet of Fermo-Carboniferous marine
shales and sands". Kapel (1966) subdivided the Gidgealpa Formation into
three suhunits; a lower of sandstone, shale and coal; a middle of shale, siltstone
and minor coal; a top subunit of sandstone minor shale and coal. Wopfner
(1966) divided the Formation into a lower Permian unit of couglomcrate and
sedimentary breccia in black or dark grey silty matrix, and carbonaceous shale
interbeds, and an upper Permian unit of light grey fine- to very coarse-graiucd
sandstone, dark grey carbonaceous shale and coal seams.

The Formation therefore has yet to lie formally defined. The highlv car-
bonaceous nature of most of the sequence is in contrast to the low carbon content
of the light grey clays-tones and sandstones containing foraminifera which occur
over the boulder clays elsewhere in Soutli Australia.

Upper Permian carbonaceous siltstone, silty sandstone, conglomerate and
arkosic crossbedded sandstone with coal and plant remains were intersected in
Dclhi-Frome-Santos Innamincka No, i Well in the northeast of the State.

EUCLA BASIN

Knowledge of Permian sediments in the Kuela Rasin is limited to the single
incurrence of Artinskian fossilfferous clay in Nullarbor No, 8 (Yangoonabie)
lioie. (Harris and Lutlbrook, 1966).

FAUNA AND AGE OF TIIL' PKRMTAN DEPOSITS

The fauna contained in the Cape Jervis Beds, the Stuart Range Beds, and
their equivalents, is sparse, indicative of a restricted environment of low tew
pcralures or low salinity. With two executions, the faunal assemblage consists
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only of 23 species of arenaceous foraminifera, of which species of Hyperarnmina >

Ammodhcus, and Hemidiscus are the most common and ubiquitous. Hippo-

crepinella biaperta Crespin and Reophax thomasi (Crespin) arc distributed in

small numbers in all the sedimentary basins; Lagenammiria ampulla (Crespin)

and Glomospirella nxjei Crespin are restricted to the Lake Phillipson trough;

Thttrammincrtdes sphaemidulis Plummer, Ammovertellina (?) glomospimides

Ludbrook sp. nov., Glomospira adhaerem Parr, Tohjpammina undulata Yurr

Recurvoides tvihorti Ludbrook sp, nov., are well distributed frequently in abund-

ance. As the foraminiferal fauna is almost entirely endemic it provides no

reliable basis for correlation. Thuramminoides sphaeroidalis described from the

American Pcnnsylvanian is known to have a range of Middle Silurian to Permian,

while (?)Hfjperammina expanm (Plummer) was described from the Middle

Pennsylvania!! Strawn Group of Texas.

The most significant fossil so far recovered is the gastropod Penwispira in

Stuart Ban^e Xo. 3 Well at 1,285-1,305 feet. This genus, known only from

Lower to Middle Permian marine rocks, confirms the Permian age of the Stuart

Range Beds determined by Balme (1957) from micrnfloral evidence. In

Stuart Range No. 3 Well the single specimen of Penwispira was associated with

a fragment of ? Comduria. Other sparse elements of the fauna include oslra-

codes and vertebrate remains which have not been identified.

SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS
Order FORAMINIFER1DA
Superfamily Ammodiscacka

Family ASTRORHIZ1DAE
Subfamily Rhizammininae

Genus Hippocrepinklla Heron-Allen and Earland, 1932

Hippocrepinella biaperta Crespin

pi. X fig. 1

J 958. Uippucreinnella biaparfn Crespin, 37, pi. L figs. 1-18.

Description, Test free, broadly elongate, consisting of a .single tube open at

both ends, sides parallel ends constricted, the greatest constriction towards the

aperture which is surrounded by a more or less thickened lip ;
aboral end open,

less thickened when it is preserved, but usually broken off; wall thick, wrinkled,

agglutinating, consisting of quartz grains in a siliceous matrix.

Uifnensions. Hypolype Ff379, length 1-05, width 0-25 mm.

Type Locality. Oonah, Tasmania; Quamby Mudstone.

Material Hypotype G.S.S.A. Ff379; 51 specimens.

Distribution. Minlaton Bore, Stuart Range No. 3 Bore, Fossil localities

Ware 5 (5/841/5) and Balta 6 (5/640/6), Nullarbor No. 8 Bore, A.O.C. North

Renmark No. 1 Bore.

Stratigrajihic Range- Lower Permian.

Subfamily Hippocrkfininae

Genus Hypkrammina Brady, 1.87S

Hyperarnmina acicula (Parr)

pl. 3, Jig. V

1942. Hypcwnmirwhte-x acicula Tun, 105, pl. 1, figs. 4, ft pl. 2, fi& 4,

1958. Hyperarnmina acicvla; Crespin, 445 pl. 5, fig. lis pl 6. fig. 7 (synonymy).
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Hyperammina acicula is a large tapering species with a thick smoothly
finished wall with much cement. Fragments only have been recovered in South
Australia, but they compare with paratype material.

Dimensions. Hololype length II mm., greatest diameter 1-3 mm., paratvpe
pn LWAGD slide £0767 length 11 mm., greatest diameter 1-2 mm.- the figured
hypotype GSSA Kf370 is only 1 mm. long.

Material. UWACD 20767 five paratvpes, 20770 three paratypes, 20771 one
paratype, 20772 four paratypes, 195 fragments in South Australian' samples.

Distribution. Stausbury and Minkton Bores; locahtv Balta 6 (5/640/6)
Boorthanna, Coorie Appa and Stuart Range No. 3 Bores; "Goyder Donna No 1
Bore; NuHarbor No. 8 Bore.

Stratifiraphic Range. Lower Pevmian.

Hyperammina coleyi Parr

1942. Htfpcramminu coleyi Parr. 104, pi. 2. Jig. 3; 195S. Crespin. 40. pi. 6 ftes 5 6- v>l 7
figs. 3-5; pL $&, fig£ 1-2. '

' ' * '

Hyperammina coleui is a large species with a subglobuiar proloculus and
a slender tubular chamber of lesser diameter lhan the proloculus. The wall is
thick, firmly but not smoothly cemented as in H, acicula; the surface is rough.

Dimensions. The type series ranges in length to 9 mm., the proloculus
diameter 0-5-1 iimi., tubular chamber diameter 0-5 mm. Figured hypotype
GSSA Ff371 proloculus diameter 0*55, diameter of tube 0-45 mm.

Material. UWAGD 20766 three paratypes, 20769 one paratvpe, 20770 two
paratypes, 20771 four paratypes, 20772 one paralvpe; 100 fragments in South
Australian samples.

Distribution. Cape Jervis; Stuart Range No. 3, Stansburv and Nullarbor
No. 8 Bores.

Stratigraphic Range. Lower Permian.

(?) Hyperammina expansa (Plummer)
pl. 3, fig, 10

1945. Ihjperamminoidcs expamm Plummer. 22:1, pl 16, ligs. 1-0.

1958. Ilytwrmnmina vxpawu: Crespin. 49j pl. 4, figs. 9-11,

Short flaring specimens with a thick wall and apparently wide aperture in
undamaged specimens belong to the species referred by Crespin (1958, p. 49)
to Hyperamminoidex expansus Plummer, As the genu's Hyperamminokles has
been synonymi/ed by Loeblieh and Tappan (1964) with" Hippocrepinu, and
Conkin (1961, p. 261) has noted similarities between H. expansa and the micro-
spheric form of Hyperammina casferi Conkin the specific identification and
affinities of the Australian species must remain in doubt.

Dimensions of Figured Specimen. Height 0-4, diameter 0-4 mm.
Type Locality. Algerita, Texas, U.S.A.; Strawn Gnmp

: Middle Peimsyl-
vanian.

Material Hypotype GSSA FI372; 11 specimens.

Distribution. Stansburv, Coorie Appa T Stuart Ran
nark No. 1 Bores.

Stratigraphic Range. Middle Pennsylvanian; ?Lower Permian.

Distribution. Stansburv, Coorie Appa T Stuart Range No, 3 and AOC North
Remnark No. 1 Bores.
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Hyperammina hebdenensis Crespin

pi. 3 :
figs. 2-C

1958. Iltfperarmiiina hcbdeneiuiis Crespiri, 52, p!. 6. figs. 8-12,

Description. Test free, small, broad, straight, consisting of a globular

proloculus followed by a nearly straight tubular second chamber; wall agglu-

tinating, moderatclv thin, with line quartz grains in much cement. The cement

is usually siliceous' but some specimens have calcareous cement. Aperture a

large circular opening at the end oi the tube.

Dimensions. Hvpotvpe GSSA Ff375 length 0*75, proloculus diameter 0-25;

hypotype CSSA Ff376 length 1-26, diameter 0-6 mm.

Type Locality. Hebden, N,S.W.> Mulbring Subgroup.

Material. 526 fragments.

Distribution. Ubiquitous in South Australian material.

Stratigraphic Range. Lower Permian.

Observations. It is not always easy to distinguish //. hebdenensis from

II. coleyi when they usually occur 'as tubular fragments. Tn this study the two

have been differentiated by the wall thickness with relatively little cement in

coleijU the smaller size, relative smoothness of the wall finish and the fact that

the tube diameter is only a little less than that of the proloculus in H. hebdenensis.

Family SACCAMMINIDAE
Subfamily Saccammikinae

Genus Lagenammina Rhumbler, 1011

Lagenammina ampulla (Crespin)

pi. 3, fig. 14

1958. Pelosina ampulla Crespm. 42, pi. &, lies. i-3.

Description. Test free, consisting of a single fiask-shaped globular chamber;

wall agglutinating, consisting of very line quartz grains in much siliceous cement;

aperture usually oval, terminal at the end of a short neck.

Dimensions. Hypotype length 1-00, width 0-8 mm.

Type Locality. Oonah, Tasmania; Quamby Mudstonc.

Material Hypotype GSSA Ff3S7; 7 specimens.

Distribution* Locality Ware 5 (5/641/5), Stuart Range No. 3 Bore.

Stratigraphic Range. Lower Permian.

Observations, Conkin (1961, p. 248) noted the. obscurity of the affinities of

Froteonina Williamson, 1858, Lagenammina Rhumblcr, 1911, and Saccammina

Sars, 1869. Pelosina ampulla Crespin possesses the diagnostic features of

Lagenammina rather than those of Pelosina as it has been redefined by Locblich

and Tappan (1964, p. C2G0).

Genus Saccammina M. Sars in Carpenter, 1869

Saccammina orca Lxidbrook sp. nov.

pi. 3, figs. 11-13

Description. Test free, large, solid, consisting of a single globular chamber

of somewhat variable shape; it is commonly barrel-shaped with irregular annular

constrictions but may be flatly spherical without apertural neck, or flask-shaped

with a broad neck; wall thick, consisting of an inner pseudochitinous layer and
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an outer layer of quartz grains held together by calcareous cement; exterior
roughly brushed; aperture oval, usually without neck, but may be at the end
ot a broad, short neck.

gMlttfMK Holotype Ff384 length 1-8.. diameter 11; paratvpe FR85
length 1-15, diameter 0-75; paratype Ff386 length 1-2, diameter 1-imin,

Type Locality. E, & W.S. Stuart Range No. 3 Bore, 1,305 feet 8 ins -1 327
leet

Material. 368 specimens,

Distribution. Stansbury Bore; locality Balta 6 (5/640/6). Boorthanna. Lake
PhilUpson, Stuart Range No. 3 and Nullarbor No. 8 Bores.

Stratigraphic Range. Lower Permian.

The specific name is taken from the Latin noun area, a jar or pot.

Genus Saccx'linella. Crespin, 1958
Saceulinclla australae Ciespin

One specimen doubtfully referable to this species was recovered from A O C
North Denmark No. 1, 3,110-3,415 feet. Sacculmella Crespin has been svnonyrn-
ized with Brachysiphon Chapman by Loeblich and Tappan, hut there seems to
be insufficient support for tliis view from the material available.

Genus Thurammingides Plummer, 1945
Thuramminoides sphaeroidalis Plummer

pl- 3
?
figs. 15, 16

1945. Thummminoidc-H sphoeroklaht Plummer, 218, pi. 15. fitfs 4. Jo- essoin 1958 40

.M; pl, 26, figs. 1-3.

Description. An amended description of the species has been given by
Conkin ( 1961). South Australian specimens are always preserved as deflated or
flattened discs, The wall is finely arenaceous with agglutinated quartz grains
cemented by siliceous material in some tests and calcareous material in others.
Oi 162 tests examined 38 had calcareous cement; these all eaine from Stuart
Range No. 3 Bore with the exception of one specimen from Ware 5, locality
5/641/5, and three from Stansbury Stratigraphic Bore. The development of
protuberances on some of the tests is similar to that on Texas specimens.

Dimensions, The species shows a considerable range in diameter as shown
by Conkin (1961, p. 247), with whose measurements (in mm.) those from the
difierent South Australian localities may be compared.

Locality 5/641 /§ 0-6 (1 specimen)
Stansbury Stratigraphic Bore 0-4-0-5 (14 specimens)
Minlaton Stratigraphic Bore 0-4-0-7 (8 specimens)'
Boorthanna Bore 0-4-0-75 (10 specimens)
Lake fhillipson Bore 0-25-0-65 (1 specimens)
Stuart Range No, 3 Bore 0-5-2-25 (69 specimens)
Nullarbor Nil. 8 Bore 0-5-1-0 (47 specimens)

The South Australian specimens are on the whole of medium size. The largest
specimens with diameter of 1-75 mrn. or more are smooth specimens with pro-
tuberances (pi. 3, fig. 16).

1_

Wall Structure. The problem of the cementing material and the possible
replacement by silica of original calcite is not resolved in the present study.
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Some tests of both Thuramminoides sphaeroidalis and Hyperammina hehdenenm

have calcareous ccm^t in certain samples. Both species occurring in Ware

locality 5/641/5 and at depths of 1,225 to L367 feet in Stuart Range No. 9 l5orc

have both calcareous and siliceous tests in the same .sample, Tests ot Ihuram-

minoides sphacroidali* have siliceous cement at depths of 740 to l,22,> feet and

calcareous cement below 1,367 feet in Stuart Range No. 3 Bore while all the

tests in Minlaton, Boorthanna, Lake Plullipson, Stansbury, and Nullarbor No. h

had siliceous cement- On the other hand, some tests of Hyperammina heh-

denensis from Nullarbor No, 8 hav« calcareous cement,

Australian Species of Thuramminoides. Conkin (1961, p. 243) has placed

CnthioniM teicherii Parr, winch was transferred by Crespin to Thummminoides.

in svnonymv with Thuramminoides sphaeroidaU*. The two species are. in the

opinion of the present writer specifically and generically distinct from each

other Seven slides containing some of Parrs original type material were kindly

lent bv the Department tiff Ceolosv. University of Western Australia. While the

Motypes so far cannot be located slides 20768 and 20772 contain topotypes or

Crifh'ianina teicherii from Parr's original material. Slide 20768 has seven

mounted specimens which, with one exception 1-8 mm. in diameter, range from

2-0 to 2-5 mm. in diameter. They arc spherical and uncrushed with a loosefv

cemented wall 0-2 mm. thick. The otherwise smooth i niter surface of the wall

is marked irregularly bv small openings of the irregular canals contained in

the thick wall. The inner surface is strongly and irregularly punctured with

larger openings.

From the limited amount ot material available the genus Oryriodetma Loe-

blich and Tappan. 1961 (type species Crithionma rotmulata Cushman) is to

be preferred for Crithionma teicherti. The test wall is relatively thinner than

that of either the type species or of O. palaeozoica (Conkin), but the spongy

Will! texture may be seen where there has been limonitic infilling, and the small

round or polvgbnal openings on the exterior surface are not characteristic of

Thuwmminoidcs. The wall texture differs also from that of South Australian

specimens of Thuramminoides sphaeroidaUs. Oi't/ctoderma teicherti has not so

far been recognized in the South Australian Permian.

Type Locality, Thuramminoides ^haewidalis was described from the

Middle Pennsylvaniau lower Strawn Shale, east of San Saba, Texas, U.S.A.

Material.' Hypotypes CSSA Ff377, Ff378; 162 specimens.

Distribution. The species is widely distributed in Sfansbury, Minlattui,

Boorthanna Lake Phillipson, Sluart Range Nu. 3 and Nullarbor No. H Bores

and locality Ware 5 (5/641/5).

Stratigraphic Range, Middle Silurian to Permian.

Family AMMODiSClDAE
Subfamily Ammodi$<:inae

Genus Ammodisojs Reuss, 1862

Ammodiscus oonahensis Crespin

pi. a, fig*, it, is

1M5J9. Ammodiscus oonahemU Crespin, 69, pi. 12, figs. 10 11.

Description* Test free, depressed in the centre, consisting of a small pro-

loculus and lonu undivided second chamber closely planispirally wound in about

6 volutions with occasional growth constrictions, sutures distinct slightly de-

preyed; chamber in last volution broad: aperture at end of second chamber,

slightly arched.
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Dimensions. Hypotype, greatest diameter 0-825, thickness 0-20 mm.
Typ$ locality. Oonah, Tasmania; Quamby Mudstone.
Material Hvpolypes GSSA Ff-102, 403; 215 specimens.
Distribution. W.C. Goyder Donna No. 1, A.O.C. North Rcnmark No 1

Stansbuxy, Minlaton, Beach Petroleum Troubridge Shoal No. 1, Boorthanna'
Coone Appa, Stuart Range No. 3 and Nullarbor No. 8 Bores; localities Balta 6
(5/640/6) and Ware 5 (5/641/5),

Stratgraphic Range. Lower Permian,

Genus Hem-discus Schellwien, 1898
Hemidiscus balmei Ludbrook sp. nov.

pl. ft figs. 19-21

Description. Test fairly large, irregularly diseoidal, depressed in the centre.
consisting of a proloculus and an undivided tubular second chamber at first
plan-spirally wound like Ainmodiscus then coiling unevenly so that later whorls
lap over the earlier whorls on one side; there are about five volutions in a
specimen of diameter 2 -J mm.; growth constrictions may occur at the former
positions of the aperture; diameter of second chamber increasing very gmdnally-
sntures distinct slightly depressed; aperture at the open end of 'the tubular
chamber.

Dimtmsiom. Holotype Ff399 diameter 13 mm.; paratvpe FF400 diameter
0-7 mm.; paratype F1401 diameter 2-4 mm.

Type Locality. Stuart Range No. 3 Bore, 1.225 feet 3 ins.-l,246 feet depth.
Material. Holotype GSSA Ff399; paratypes GSSA Ff 100, 401; 212 speci-

mens, including 61 topotypes.

Distribution. Common in W.G. Govder Donna No. 1 Well between 600 and
2,073 feel; Stansbury, Beach Petroleum Troubridge Shoal No. L Boorthanna,
Coorie Appa, Stuart Range No. 3 and Nullarbor No. 8 Bores.

Stratigraphic Range. Lower Permian.

The specific name acknowledges the contribution made by Mr. B. E. Ralmc
to understanding the South Australian Permian.

Genus Amkkntertkllina Suleymanov, 1959
ArninovertelHna(?) glornospiroides Ludbrook sp. nov.

pl. 3, figs. 22-26
19N8. Ammoterlelkt indma Cresnin, 72, pl. 18, fig. § (non Cu.shm;m and Waters).

Description. Test free, fairly small, consisting of a proloculus followed
without any distinct separation by an undivided tubular second chamber of
uniform diameter throughout; flatly streptospirally coiled in the initial stages
Ihen more or less planispiral; in the final stages the tube swings over and em-
braces the earlier coils at right angles to its previous plane of coiling. Wall ihick,
agglutinating!;, consisting of quartz grains well cemented in siliceous cement-
aperture arched, at the end of the final coil.

Dimensions. Holotype greatest diameter 1*0 mm., diameter of chamber
0-25 mm.

Type Locality. Stuart Range No. 3 Bore, 1/265-1,285 feet.

Material Holotype GSSA Ff396\ paratypes GSSA Ff397, 398, 2-30 specimens.
Distribution. Locality Ware 5 (5/641/5), Stansbury, Minlaton, Boorth-

anna, Lake Phillipson, Stuart Range No, 3 and Nullarbor No. 8 Bores.
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Straligrapkk Range. Lower Pemnian.

Observations. This is the species identified by Crespin with Ammomrtella

inclusa (Cushman and Waters). Unlike A. incluso the species is not attached

nor when sectioned dries it show the planispirally coiled early portion figured

by Conkin (1961, pi. 23, fig, 8) or the planispiral zig-zag type of coiling illus-

trated by Ireland (1956, text fig. 5, 8-14). The type of coiling differs from that

of Ammovertellina in that in the final stage the tubular chamber does not uncoil.

The mode of coiling, however, is irregular when compared with that ot Glomo-

spira or Glomospirella. It appears to represent a style of coiling intermediate

between Glomospira and Ammocerfellina. In many respects the species is close

to Glomospira articulosa Plummer, which coils in a haphazard, but compact

fashion.
Genus Glomospuu Rzehak, 1885

Glornospira adhacrens Parr
pi. 4. figs. 1-4

1942. Chmosviru udhaerem Parr, p. 103, pi. 1, fig, 2; 1958, Crespin. 70, pi. 13, fifis. 6
:
7.

The South Australian specimens are attached to quartz grains, coiled in

Glomospira fashion, the wall is thick, with agglutinated quartz grains in a

siliceous matrix.

Dimensions. Hypotype Ff391 diameter 0*75, diameter of tube 0*15 mm.
near the end.

Type Locality. "Lingula beds", south side of Minilya River, near Coolkilya

Pool Wandagee Station; Quinnanie Shale.

Material. Hypotypes GSSA Ff391, Ff392, Ff393; 64 specimens.

Distribution, Stuart Range No. 3 and Boorthanna Bores.

Stratigraphic Range. Lower Permian.

Genus Gi.OMOsrrHELLA Plummer, 1945

Glomospirella nyei Crespin

pi 4, fig. 13

1958. Giomospirellu nyei Crespin, 70, pi. 13, figs. .1-5,

Only the specimens from Lake Phillipson Bore are small and within the

range of the type series described by Crespin. There seems to be no criterion

but size to distinguish the specimens from Stuart Range No. 3 Bore from G. nyei.

Dimensions. Hypotype diameter 1 mm., diameter of tube 0-15 mm.

Type Locality. Cundlego Crossing, Minilya River, Western Australia,

Cundlego Formation.

Material Hypotype GSSA Ff394j 100 srpecirnens.

Distribution. Locality Ware 5 (5/641/5), Lake Phillipson and Stuart

Range No. 3 Bores.

Stratigraphic Range. Lower Permian.

Subfamily Tolypammininae

Genus Tolvpammina Rhumbler, 1895

Tulypammina undulata Parr

pi 4, iigs. ft 9

1942. Toltjpammtna undulata Pair, 104, pi. 2. fig. 2; 1958, Crespin, 72, pi. 19, figs. 7, a.

The South Australian specimens are all small, about 0-5 mm. diameter

overall, commonly adherent to quartz grains or to tubes of Hyperammina

hebdenerms, as noted by Crespin.
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0calittJ- Singula beds", south side of Minilva River, near Coolkilva

root, Wandagee Station, Western Australia; Quinnanie Shale.
Material Hypotypcs GS.SA FI380, Ff381; 134 specimens.
Distribution. Locality Balta 6 (5/640/6), Stansbury, Minlatnn, Boorthanna,

Stuart Range No. 3 and Nullarbor No. S Bores,

Strutigraphic Range, Lower Permian.

Genus Ammovektella Cushman, 1928
Aminovertella howchini Ludbrook sp. nov.

pi. % figs. 6-S

Description. Test attached, consisting of a small proloculus followed bv a
long narrow tubular second chamber which at first winds back and forth in zic
zag fashion and later winds irregularly over the surface of attachment; wall aggjif
tinated with fine angular quartz grains in a small amount of siliceous cement-
aperture at the open end of the tubular second chamber.

Dimensions, Holotype Ff-114 diameter 1 mm. x 0-8 mm.; hypotype Ff415
diameter G.-65 x 0-625; hypotype Ff416 diameter 0-9x0-8 mm. Size of the
tests is variable. The initial portion is usually about 0*5 mm. in diameter, but
the total area covered by a single specimen may be as much as 2 mm. or more-
diameter of tube 075 mm.

Type Locality. Cape Jervis; Cape Jervis Beds.
Material The holotype Ff4J4, paratypes Ff415> 416, and 52 other specimens.
Distribution, Stuart Range No. 3 and Stansbury Bores- a pebble 36 mm. in

diameter from Stansbury Bore is extensively covered with manv encrusting
individuals.

Superfamily LnvotACEA,
Family HORMOSTNIDAE
Subfamily IIormosininae

Genus Reopiiax Montforcl, 1808

Reophax subasper Parr

pl. 4, fig. 15

1U42. Reophax suhaaper Patt. 108, pl. 1, fig. 12; 1958, Crcspin. 64, pl. 1L figs-. LO, 11,

South Australian specimens have calcareous cement.
DimenMons. Hypotype length 0-8, width 0-4 mm.
Type Locality. "Lingula beds", east of Coolkilya Paddock, Wandagee Sta-

tion, Quinnanie Shale.

Material A single paratype on UWACD slide 20770; hvpotvpe GSSA Ff3S8,
and 4 other specimens.

Distribution. Stansbury and Stuart Range No. 3 Bores.

Stratigrapliic Range, Lower Permian.

Reophax (?) thomasi (Crespin)

pi- 4. Jigs. 16, 19. 20
1958. Ltigtonia thoviad Cxespin, 65* pl. 7, figs. 6. 7.

Description. Test free, straight, Daring slightly, consisting of as many as
six chambers in a rectilinear series; sutures distinct, straight depressed; wall very
thick agglutinating, with close set fine quartz grains in a small amount of cal-
careous cement, leaving very reduced chamber cavities connected by necks;
aperture circular, terminal, surrounded by a thickened lip,
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Dimensions, Ilypotype (incomplete) length 1*2, width 0-5 mm.

Type Locality. ' VA miles southwest of Nalbia Dam, Wandagee Station,

Western Australia; Bulgadoo Shale.

Material llypotypes Ff389, Ff440- 30 specimens.

Distribution. A.O.C. North Renmark No. i, Stansbury, Minlaton, Coorie

Appa. Stuart Range No. 3, Nullarbor No. 8 Bores.

Observations: Conkin (1961, p. 276) has discussed the anomalous position

of this reophaeid species in the genus Lugtonia Cummings, which was placed

by its author in the Earlandiidac. Crcspin (1958, p. 35) states that the Western

Australian specimens of R. thomasi have siliceous cement; Soulh Australian

specimens have calcareous cement. In thin section no evidence can be seen ot

the domed chamber form of Lugtonia. although most of the tests are poorly pre-

served and distorted. The thin section figured (pi. 2, fig. 20) shows the unusually

thick wall and reduced chamber cavity, while the nature of the initial part or the

test is somewhat doubtful. For these reasons the genus Reophax is used with

caution until sections can be made of a wider range of undistorted specimens,

Reophax tricameratus Parr

pi. 4, fig. 14

Five specimens, some complete, occur in Nullarbor No. 8 Bore, 1,280-1.290

feet. The species is large; the wall of South Australian specimens consists of

coarse quart/ grains in calcareous cement,

Dimensions, Hypotypc length 2 ?
diameter 1-4 mm.

Type Locality. "Lingula beds", south side of Minilya River, near Coolkilya

PuoL Wandagee Station, Western Australia;, Quinnanie Shale.

Material Paratype on UWAGD Slide 20772, hypotypc CSSA Ff390; five

specimens.

Distribution. Nullarbor No. 8 Bore, 1,280-1,290 feet,

Stratigraphic Range. Lower Permian (Artinskian).

Family L1TUOLIDAE
Subfamily IIap^ofiiragmoidjxae

Genus Recurvoiuks Earland, 1934

Recurvoides wilsuni Ludbrook sp. now
pi. 5, figs. 1-10, 15

Description. Test free, subovate to flatly globose, asymmetrical strcpto-

spiial; first whorl is planispiral but later whorls in different planes; periphery

more or less oval, lobulate, chambers numerous, about seven in the final whorl

increasing verv gradually in size as added, inflated unless flattened during

fossilizarion, with pseudochitinous lining; sutures distinct, depressed, nearly

straight; wall coarsely arenaceous with coarse angular quartz grains in a siliceous

matrix; aperture interio-areal apparently a small low arch, with a lip.

Dimensions, llolotvpc KI405, greatest diameter 0*60, thickness 0-4 mm.-

paratype F1407 greatest diameter 1 -25, thickness 10 mm.; paratypes are in

the range of greatest diameter 0-75-1-25 mm.

Type Locality. Cape Jervis, Cape Jervis Beds.

Material. The bolotype Ff405, paratypes Ff406-Ff413, Ff441; 348 speci-

mens.
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Distribution, Cape {eryi? Balta 6 (5/640/6); Sransbury, Minlaton, Bead)lctrolcum Troubndgc Shoal No. 1, Boorthanna, Stuart Kange No. 3 Bores.
OfeerLY;/for(.v The semis Recurvoides has not previously been recordedfrom rocks older than Oligoeene. The streptospiral test of Recmcoides wihoni

is very variable m shape and when fully developed is most closely related to the

r ?^ "hm
r/,"^ r« Brady, fl. efcttforfes Earland and fl. irochamminiformeHoglund, Ihc axis of coiling in fl. wihoni as in & trochamminiforme continues

to change throughout the development of the test Immature specimens are
plamspiral and similarly coiled to the genus Adercotnjma,

Both R vontortus and fl. trochamminiforme inhabit cold waters or fjords.
Ihc relatively abundant numbers of R. tvihoni at Cape Jervis in beds depositedm an over-deepened valley or fjord appear to parallel the occurrence of fl
troclwmmmifonni! in CulLnar Fjord fl. contorlus occurs off South Georgia and
in Antarctic waters.

Species of both Adcrcotryma glomeraUtm (Bradv) and Recurvoides turbi-
uatus have been described from Arctic waters. Both species occur together at
several tt^Bd^of Greenland, at depths of between 31 and 91 metres "and also
oft Humboldt Glacier at 201-2 metres- ( Locblicb and Tappan, 1953).

Sectioning of the test shows (pL 5, fig. 15) the interior of the chambers to
he conspicuously lined with pseudochitmous material R, obsolctttm (Goes) and
fl, hteg?n$ Bronnimann from the Cruse and Lengua Formations of Trinidad
have been described (Bronnimann, 1953, p. 98) as having the interior of the
chambers coated with a brown or thin ?chitinous film.

Specific Name The species is named for Mr. R. B. Wilson of Gcosurveys
or Australia Ltd. who collaborated with the writer in selecting and describing
the type section of the Cape Jervis Beds,

rt

Subfamily Lttuotjnai:

Genus Ammodaculi'iks Cushman, 1910
Ammobaculiles woolnoughi Crespin and Pan-

pi 4, % 17

15)41. Amutohnculiies woohiouiihi Crispin and Purr. 304. pi. 12 fi^ 2a h it h- VSafc
Cr^pin. 73, pi. 14, figs. 10. 11 ( synonymy )

.

The three specimens from South Australia are poorly preserved and identi-
fication is doubtful. One specimen was recovered from Mtnlaton Bore 554-560
feet, and one from Stuart Range No. 3 Bore at depths of 1,205 feet 5 ins - 1 225
feet 5 ins. and 1,265-1,285 feet.

"

'

Family TEXTULARTTDAE
Subfam fly Tkxtulakii.n ak

Genus Textulaiua Defranee in de Blamville, 1821
Textularia boolceri Crespin

pi. £ fipr. 18

1941. Texluhrkt- t-xiihia Crespin and Parr. 305, pi. 13, figs. 7u-c Sa-c- 1047 Crospfn nl S
£ks. 23, 24 (new Eiehwald). ' * '

1956. Texiularta "exima Eiehwald" of Crespin and Parr, CWmiotfs, 214.
1058. Tcthdana bookeri Crespin, 77, pi, 15, figs. 1-7.

South Australian specimens are usually distorted during fossilization and the
arrangement of the early chambers is difficult to determine.

Dimensions. Hypotype Ff3<83
?
length 1-1, width 0-8 mm.
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type Locality. Four chains west of Farley Railway Station, Hunter Kivcr

District, New South Wales; Dahvood Group.

Material. 40 specimens.

Distribution. Locality Ware 5 (5/041/5), Stansbury, Boorthanua and Stuart

Range No. 3 Bores.

Slratigraphie Range. Lower Permian.

Family ATAXOFHRAGMIIDAE
Subfamily GLoiiOTEXTULARiiNAb:

Genus Digitina Crespin and Parr, 1941

Digitina recurvata Crespin and Parr

pi. 4, figs. 10-12

jKli D'wtina revuTvala Cmspin and Parr, 306, pi. 13] figs- 9a, b, 10a b; 195& Crespin, 79,

pi. 15, figs. 10, 11.

Description, Test free, moderately elongate, flaring, of moderate size, con-

sisting of a minute trochospiral stage with about 4 chambers in the initial whorl,

followed by a triserial portion with about 9 inflated globular chambers increasing

fairly rapidly in size, then becoming irregularly biserial and finally unis-erial.

Sutures distinct, depressed; wall coarsely agglutinated with coarse angular quartz

grains in a thin matrix; aperture interio-areal, a very small arched slit near the

base of the apcrtural face. In the figured hypotype (Ff418) and two Other

specimens from Stuart Range No. 3 Bore, in which the uniserial stage has de-

veloped, the aperture is subterminal, as it appears to be in the holotype (Crespin

and Parr, pi. 13, figs, 9a-b).

Dimejmnns. South Australian specimens arc relatively short and broad,

adult specimens from Stuart Range No. 3 Bore attaining a length of 1-0, width

0*7 mm, most Cape Jervis specimens come within the range length 0-4-0-6-5,

width 0-325-0-45 mm,
Ti/pe LocaliUj. Foot of Victoria Pass, Mitchell Highway; Capertee Group.

Material 29 specimens.

Distribution. Cape Jervis, Stuart Range No. 3 Bore, 1,285-1,367 feet.

Observations. The genus Digitina has been retained here only because no

specimens of Mooreinella Cushman and Waters, 1928, are available for com-

parison. Cummings (1956, p. 214) suggested the possibility of the synonymy

of Digitina with Mooreinella which was rejected by Crespin (1958, p. .36) on the

basis
1

of apertural differences. Although the aperture is usually, as Crcspm

emphasizes, at the base of the final chamber, in fully adult specimens with a

uniserial final chamber, the aperture is ?
like that of Mooreinella, subterminal.

However, no description of Mooreinella mentions the triserial stage, through

which Digitina passes so conspicuously that the immature specimens from Cape

Jervis with poorly preserved initial portions appear to belong to Eggerellu (pi.

4, figs. 11, 12).

Phylum MOLLUSCA
Class GASTROPODA

Genus Peruvispira Chronic, 1949

The single minute incomplete specimen 1 mm. diameter (pi. 5, fig. 13) is not

.sufficientlv well preserved for its specific identity to be established, but with its

generic ran^e of Lower to Middle Permian, it is an important element iii iWs

fauna, The specimen was recovered from 1,285-1,305 feet in Stuart Bange

No. 3 Bore.
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Gastropod indet. A minute steinkcm of ;t protocojjch also occurred in
Stuart Range No. 3 Bore at 1,327-1.349 feet.

Phylum COELENTERAI A
Class SCYPIIOZO\

Genus ? Conxxaiua Sowerby, 1821
The fragment figured (pi, 5, fig. 14) of a pvritued east appears to be thatota Lonulana, horn Stuart Range No. 8 Bore, 1,327-1,319 feet

OTHER ORGANIC REMAINS
Two species of ostraeodes (pi. 5, figs. 11, 12) were recovered from Stuart

Itar-ge No. 3 Bore, 1,32/ -1,349 feet, together with vertebrate teeth and bows,
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES
Plate 1

Fig. 1. Cape Jervis Beds (C.J ) overlying Kanmantoo grevwackc (K) at south end of
type section, view southerly.

Fig. 2. View upwards through units 2 and 3 of Gape Jervis tuxk to sandstone ledge of
unit 4, showing mter-bedded sandstone and clay of unit 2. and boulders in
layers.

Fig. 3. Southerly vtow of same part of section as Pig. 2, .showing dip m lower part of
section ai\d bedding of boulders.

Pig. 4_ Striated boulder on tillitic clay at. northern end of type section.

Plate 2

Fig. 1. Cully erosion in Cape Jervis Beds, north end of type section.

f-!g* f Erratic m boulder cky overlying Selwyn's rock (lower left), Inman Riven
fig. o. Kjngs Pomt, Encounter Bay; boulders ou shore at foot of point overlain by

houlder till, with sandstone at top right.
Fig, 4, Borrowings in sandstone at top of section, King's Point. This part of the sequence

is doubtfully of Penniau age.

Flate 3

AH Figures X 30

l'
1r * h n

^nn^crepinella biaperta Crespia Ff379. Minlaton 500-530 feet
figs. --6. Hyperammina Iwbdcnemix Cre.spin. 2, Fl*374a. with siliceous cement 3 Ft374b

with calcareous cement, both locality 5/641/5; 4, Ff373. with siliceous cement'

%Sr^JK fm
'. °

,

Ff375
* with calcareous cement. Nullarbur No. ft 1290-

„. _ tfwj o, FK3/6
t with siliceous cement North Rcnmark No. 1 3755-3760 feet.

t?^ 'o n
HVPcntmmina ucfcula (Parr). Ff370, Stuart Range \u. 3 1205 5-IO05 5 fect

Figs. 8, 9. Hyperammina coleyi Parr. Ff371a ; b. Cape Jervis CJ8.

L--
2 ' ,1 ,n

Hywrammina expama Plummer. Ff372. .North Renmark No. 1 37S5-3790 feet
figs. 11-13. Saccammmu area Ludbrook. U. holotvpc Ff384: 12. Ff3S6 paratvne both

Bs^ilfe^ff ** 8 ias
'

** *•* 13
-
****** Ff3^ *«*

Pig. 14. Lagenammmu ampulla (Cretin). F13S7, Stuart Range No. 3. 1305 feet 8 ins -
lo27 feet.

Figs. 15-10. Thurammmoid™ xphaeroidalis Plummer. la Ff377, with siliceous cement
?-&2?Vlxyn™ *cct; W

?
Ff*W wita calcareous cement, Stuart Range No. 3

130.-5 tcct 8 ins. - 1327 feet,
Figs. 17-18. Ainmodiscus oonahensis Crespin. 17. Ff402, North Reomnrk No 1 3900-3901

feet; 18, Ff403, Stuart Range No, 3. 1020-1040 feet.
figs. 19-21. Hemidisctts balmei Ludbrook. 19, holotype. Ff399 Stuart Range No > 122S

fSPJ&JSP-Z 1246 feetj 20
' B**&W WTO Nuilarhor No, 8. 1320-1335 feet-

21. F1401. Donna No. L 870-880 feet.
Figs. 22-26. Ammovertellina glomospiroides Ludbrook. 22, holotype, Fi'396, Stuart Range

No. 3. 1265-1285 feet, the aperture can be seen at the top of th«- Figure- 23
holotype, reverse side; 24. puratype. Ff397. Stausburv. 210-215 feet 25 2fi'

two views of paratype Ff39«, Sraosbury, 775 feet.

Platf 4

All Figures X 30

Figs. 1-4 Ghmospira adhaerem Parr. 1, 2, two views of Ff391. Stuart Range No, 3
1225-1246 feet, the quart? grain to which the specimen is adhering occupies
the central half of Fig. 2; 3, Ff392, Stuart Range No. 3. 1182-1205 5 feet-

*. * o % 1

3
"
Stuart ¥1Ige No

* * h167-1400 feet, wound around quart? gram.
Figs. 5, 9. Tohjpammina undulata Parr, 5, Ff381, Minlaton, 500-530 feet, adncring to

Hijperammma hebdenenaU; 9, Ff380, Stansbury, 775 feet, adhering to iiuartz
grain. *

Figs. 6-S. Ammovertdlu hoivchini Ludbrook. 6, holotype, F14I4, Cape Jervis; 7. para-
type Ff415, Cape Jervis, showing aperture at the end of the tuSe on 'the right-
hand side ot the Figure; b\ paratype, Ff41G. Stuart Range No. 3, 1020-1040 feet.
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Figs-

Fig.

Fig.

Fig,

F igs

Fig.

Fig.

10-12 DigitbM rerurvata Crespin and Parr. 10, Ff418, Stuart Range No. 3, 130o feet

8 ins- 1327 feet; 11, 12, Ff417a, b. Cape Jervis.

Glomospirelhi unci Crespin. Ff394, Stuart Range No 3 }}®£f& *eet *

Reophax tricaweratus Parr. Ff390. Nullarbor No. 8, 1280-290 feet.

Rvophox subasper Parr. Ff388, Stuart Range No. 3, 1349-1367 feet

19.20. /Wm.v fliom«.yi (Crespin). 16, 19 FI389ab, StuartJboflaNa. 3 1040-

1060 feet- 20 Ff440, thin section. North Remnark No. 1, 3785-3790 iect.

Ammohaculites woolnoughi Crespin and Parr. Ff395. Stuart Range No. .3,

Teltularia booked Crespin. Ff3S3
5

Stuart Range No. 3. 1060-1120 feet.

13.

! !.

15.

16,

17.

18.

Plate 5

All Figures X 30

Figs. 1-10, 1 ivihoni Ludbrook. 1, holotype. Ff405, Cape Jervis; 2, paratype

Ranffe No. 3, 1182-1205.5 feet, spiral view: 4. Ff407. apertural

grain on apertural face; 4. Ff409; 7, Ff412; 9,

change in plane of coiling; 5. Ff406. showing

Ff413. showing position of aperture; 15. Ff441,

1225.5 feet, thin section, showing pseudochitinous

Figs. 11.12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

5. RerurvoUlcs
Ff407, Stuart

view, showing large quartz

Ff410; 10. Ff4ll, showing
apertural lip; 6, Ff408; 8,

Stuart Range No. 3, 1205.5

lining of early chambers.
Ostracodes, Stuart Range No
Peruvispira sp.. M3180, Stuart Range No.

? Conularia sp. Cr.3, Stuart Range No. 3 ?

1327-1349 feet.

3. 1285-1305 feet.

1327-1349 feet.
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FORAMINIFERA AND STRATIGRAPHY OF THE TYPE SECTION OF
PORT WILLUNGA BEDS, ALDINGA BAY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA*

BY J. M. LlNDSAYf

Summary

The type section 20 miles (32 km) south of Adelaide has been reexamined. Comprising about 107

feet (32V2 m.) of bryozoal calcarenitic impure limestones, sands, silts, and clays, it is informally

subdivided into three apparently conformable successions of beds, the middle interval characterized

by horizons with spicular cherty nodules. Equivalents of these three intervals are present in the

Willunga Bore W.B.I, and in bores in the Adelaide Plains Sub basin. The top of the

Eocene Aldingan Stage is represented by the top of a hard grey marker bed at the base of the

siliceous interval about 45 feet (14 m.) above the base of the formation.

Planktonic and benthonic foraminifera indicate that the age of the section ranges from

Upper Eocene to Oligocene. Four informal planktonic zones are recognized, using successive

extinctions of Turborotalia aculeata (Jenkins), Globigerina linaperta (Finlay), Chiloguembelina

cubensis (Palmer) and Guembelitria stavensis Bandy. These zones span Aldingan to lower

Janjukian Stages, and can be related to a planktonic zonal scheme recently proposed for

New Zealand,



FORAM1MFERA AND STRATIGRAPHY OF THE TYPE SECTION OF
PORT WILLUNGA BEDS, ALDINGA BAY, SOUTH AUSTRALIA*

by J. M. Lindsay)

[Read 13 July 1967]

SUMMARY

The type section 20 miles (32 km.) .south of Adelaide has been re-

examined. Comprising about 107 feet (32J4 m. ) of bryozoal culcarenitic impure
limestones, sands, silts, and clays, it is informally subdivided into three ap-
parently conformable successions of beds, the middle interval characterized by
horizons with spicular cherty nodules. Equivalents of these three intervals are
present in the Willunca Bore W.B.I, and in bores in die Adelaide Plains Sub-
basin. The top of the Eocene Aldingan Stage is represented by the top of a
hard grey marker bed at the base of the siliceous interval about 45 feet ( 14 m.)
above the base of the formation,

Planktonic and benthonic forammifera indicate that the age of the section
ranges from Upper Eocene to Oligocene. Four informal planktonic zones are
recognized, using successive extinctions of Turborotalia tiCulcata

(
Jenkins )

.

Globigenna linaperta (Finlay). Chiloguembelina cubensis (Palmer) and
Guembelitria siacensis Bandy. These zones span Aldingan to lower Janjukian
Stages, and can be related to a planktonic zonal scheme recently proposed for

New Zealand.

INTRODUCTION

Rocks referred to Port Willunga Beds comprise a significant part of the

Tertiary sequence in the St, Vincent Basin and its sub-basins. Investigation

of the type exposure of Port Willunga Beds has therefore been a necessary step

towards an understanding of the place of the formation in sequences elsewhere,

especially in the Adelaide Plains Sub-basin,

The type section of the formation at xMdinga Bay, 20 miles (32 km.) south

of Adelaide (Fig. 1L forms part of the coastal exposure of the Cainozoic rocks

in the Willunga Sub-basin of the St. Vincent Basin. Following interest in the

sequence over a period of at least 75 years by geologists and palaeontologists,

it was mapped, described, and formally subdivided and named by Reynolds

(1953). The Port Willunga Beds consist of a bryozoal calcarcnitic series of

variable hard and soft rocks including impure limestones, sands, silts, and clays,

with an interval characterized by horizons of siliceous nodules. The beds,

which are well exposed in low coastal cliffs around the central part of Aldinga
Bay, have gentle southerly dips of up to 3° but are in part slightly folded and
faulted (see Fig. 2). They are now estimated to be about 107 feet (32£ m.)
thick which is close to Reynolds's figure. Following Ludbrook (1956, p. 17). the

basal bed is taken to be the thin gravelly sand (sample 119-66 of the present

series) which overlies with minor discontinuity the green fossiliferous clay

* Published with the permission of the Director of Mines.

1 Palaeontologist, Geological Survey of South Australia.

Ti-ans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust. (I9f>7), Vol. 91.
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bed (118-66) included by Reynolds in Port Willunga Beds, but now regarded
as the top unit of Chinaman's Cully Reels. The Port "Willunga Beds are overlain
by Pliueene Hallett Cove Sandstone? with mild angular unconformity.

aEFFREUGE

tfclMlfc _ . - .
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Fig. 1, Locality map and plan showing position nf samples taken from stratorype Port
Willunga Beds.

METHODS
Fig. 1 shows the localities at which samples were taken and Fig. 2 their

stratigraphic positions. Included are samples from a pit dug at the site of
129-66. and also tube samples from a "Wucker" hammer hole sunk from the
bottom of the pit until stopped in hard sandstone. Washed and unwashed
samples and microfaunal preparations, are held in the Palaeontology Section of
the Geological Survey of South Australia.

The photographs of planktonic foramiriifera in Plate 1 were taken with a
Leitz Laborlux microscope, using a Lcitz Ultropak lighting unit in combination
with a 6.5X objective and relief condenser, Adox KB 12 film was used, and
prints were made on Agfa Rrovera paper.

CORRELATION ACROSS ALDINCA CREEK
The exposed Port Willunga Beds are divided into a northern and a southern

portion by the sand-covered and alluvium-filled entrance to Aldinga Creek, as
shown in Fig. 1. In order to consider the sequence as a whole, it is therefore
necessary to determine the stratigraphic relationship between the northern and
southern sections across the distance of more than 800 feet (244 m.) which
separates them. There are several reasons why this is not a simple matter.
Firstly, some of the beds arc observed to vary laterally in thickness and litho-
logy. As early as 1878, Tate noted their "most diversified character— clays,
limestones, and sands rapidly replacing one another in horizontal and vertical
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Fig, 2- Foraminiferal log, lithology. and stratigraphy of stnitotypc Port Willunga Beds,
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extension". Secondly, minor folding and faulting arc apparent in parts of the
sequence as shown in Fig. i It is likely that the conceded section lias been
affected by one or more of these factors. In addition, matching of the sections
Immediately north and south of Aiding Creek is rendered more difficult hv the
limited thicknesses available for examination,

Glaessner (1951, r). 275), recording tht- measurement by Dolling in 1949
of 25 feet (732 in.) of "polyzoal sands and clays" north of Aldinga Creek, and
#7 feet (30 m.) of "polyzoal sandy marls" south of it, listed these thicknesses
as consecutive and did not discuss the relationship between the two sections,
Reynolds did not explicitly state the thickness of beds common to both exposed
sections. In his Fig. 1, this thickness is apparently drawn as nine feet (2-7 m,).
fn his more detailed and definitive F& 2 it is shown to be little more than two
feet (0*6 m.). However, in both of these representations the total thickness of
the formation is 1118 feet (34 m.). Glaessner and Wade (1958) produced
from these data a composite section with the same total thickness.

At the time that Ludbrook and Lindsay (1966) recorded their preliminary
notes on the range of Gtobigerina limtperta and die extent of the Aldingan Stage
within the formation, the writer accepted Reynolds's correlation of beds either
side of Aldinga Creek as shown in hi.s Fig. 2. However, the ranges of Turbora-
talkt aculeate in the northern and southern sections suggested that more of the
beds than he indicated in Fig. 2 are common to the two sections.

Later in 1966, during a discussion with Mr. W. Stewart of the Geology
Department, University of Adelaide, it became apparent that further measure-
ments should be made to check the thickness common to both sections. In a
brief stadia survey, several marker beds near Aldinga Creek were traced by
the writer, and the results are presented slightly diagrammatical]v in Fig. 2.

The green clay with white limy nodules, which was used as a marker bed by
Reynolds and from which his sample A.21I and the writer's sample 132-66 were
taken, is matched with one of the green clays north of the creek as shown.
Both beds contain the uppermost occurrence of TwharofaUo aculeata in their
respective sections. This correlation is considered to be reasonably consistent
with the lithological, structural, and microfauna] data, but it is certainly desir-
able that the depth to Chinaman's Cully Beds should be proved south of Aldinga
Creek by drilling.

The type section of Port Willunga Beds as now re-measurcd, is therefore
approximately 26 feet (8 m.) thick north of Aldinga Creek, and & feet (27 m.)
thick south or it, with nearly 8 feet (33a m.) of overlap between the sections,
yielding a total thickness of about 107 feet (32'-S m.)>

LITIIOLOC1CAL UNITS

Reynolds, in his Fig. 2, distinguished 29 lithologieal units in the type section.
His basal bed, a green fossiliferous Hay, is now considered to be the top uuit
of Chinamans Cully Beds, The remaining 28 units may be grouped into three
lithologieal subdivisions which are recognizable elsewhere in" the Willunga and
Adelaide Plains Sub-basins. For the present, these three subdivisions are simply
referred to as the lower, middle, and upper sequences, but future work way
shmv that they merit formal stratigraphic status.

Numbering Heynolds's 28 units from the bottom up, the lower sequence
contains units 1 to 12 and is by present measurement and correlation about 43
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tea (13 in.) thick. It consists of a thin basal gravelly sand followed by

cream eross-bedded bryozoal calcarenitic sandy limestones, calcareous sand-

stones and sands, grcctvgrey clays (often with white limy nodules) and fawn,

brown, or pale grew impure calcarenitic limestones, silts and marls, This

variable succession extends up to the base of the first hard bed which has some

siliceous cementation— the "bard consolidated grey marly bed to be seen In the

caves below Fort Willunga" ( Reynolds. Fig. 2),

The middle sequence consists of most of the remainder of the type section,

up to and including the lower part of unit 28. It is about 52 feet (16 m.) thick,

and is characterized by the Aporudie development of a hard spieular cherfy

phase typically occurring as bands of fawn and grey [ossiferous cherry nodules

in softer lawn* to pale grty impure limestones, silts, and marls, all calcarenitic

and sandv. At the base of this interval is the Hard marker bed n^tcd above,

which has some siliceous phase but is mostly limestone to calcareous* siltstone

and sandstone The lui.se of the lowest bed' with prominent siliceous nodules

is fn.nu 4 to J> feet (1*2 to 1*5 ™) above the top of the marker hed. This

middle, siliceous, interval in Port Willunga Beds is distinct from the older

sjlneous beds developed in Blanche Point Banded Marls. The two axe separated

by about 107 feet (32K m.) of Blanche Point Suit Marls, Chinaman's Gully Beds

nnrt Aldhnran Port Wilh.mgu Reds in the exposures at Maslin and Aldinga Bays.

The upper sequence comprises the upper part of unit 28 to the top ot the

exposed section. It is about 12 feet t&H m) thick, consisting of yellow-brown,

fnwii, and pale grey byrozoal beds including hard limestone bands, softer imoure

limestones, silly sands', and at the top of the exposure cross-bedded calcarenitic

.sandstones.

Reynolds did not define the top of Fort Wilhmga Beds but simply noted

I hat lire top of the formation is not revealed in the type section. Three and a

half miles \$fc km.) inland- the Willunga Bore W.B.I, (daessner and Wnudard,
1956: Ludbrook, 195(5; Lindsay, 1966) penetrated, above the stratigraphic level

of the top of the type section, more than 160 feet (4 (J m.) of calcareous sandv,

sandstones, and sandy limestones, which are evidently also Port Wilhmga Beds.

Thry extend up beyond the level of Janjukian (Oligocene) beds at the top of

the "type section into beds which are Longfordian (Lower Miocene). The time
lithological subdivisions or the type section can also be recognized in broad
outline in the bore, despite changes there in lithofacics due to deposition under
more marginal anil restricted conditions.

Calcarenitic limestones, sands, and clay, which may be included within the

SCOfiC of Port Willunga Bed.s, are widespread in die St. Vincent Basin ( Glaessiier"

and Wade, H15&). In the Adelaide Plains Sub-basin Miocene beds up to Bal-

cornbian Stage, including the Munuu Para Clay Memher, «re known from horns

(Lindsay and Shepherd, 1968), and in one locality the presence of Heterolcpa

virtoricmis (Chapman, Parr and Collins) suggests Bairnsdaliau Sta^e (Lindsay,

1965). It has been recently demonstrated (Lindsay, 19(>7) that equivalents of

the three lithologic&l subdivisions uf tlie type section are recognizable in deeper
bores in the Adelaide Plains. The middle, siliceous, interval in well-developed

at least as far north as Hundred of Dublin, but the lower interval is difficult tu

separate I'mm Blanche Point Soft Marls, and Chinaman's Gully Beds usually

cannot be distinguished. The whole succession of Port Williugu Beds attains

a maximum known thickness of 874 feet (267 m.^ in the Croydon Bore, where,
in the lower part uf tins succession, equivalents of the type section ate 440 feet

(126 xn.) thick.
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CORRELATION WITH AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND STAGES
After tracing the usage of the stage name Aldingan, Ludbrook and Lindsay

redefined die term "in the restricted time-rock sense as representing the time
interval required lor the deposition at Aldinga and Maslin Bavs of the Torta-
chilla Limestone, the Blanche Point Marls, the Chinaman's Cully Beds, and the
lower half of the Port Willunga Beds". The upper boundary of the stag*- was
drawn at a level of natural subdivision, involving both an important micru-
Juunal event— the top of the range of Globigerma Tinaperta — and an important
lithologieal development— the commencement of (he middle, siliceous, interval
of Port Willunga Beds. The end of the Aldingan Stage is now further defined
&s being represented by the top of the hard grey marker bed which is the hasal
unit of the middle interval as described above' By present measurement and
correlation the boundary is at approximately 45 feet (14 in.) above the base of
the formation.

Baggatt and Crespin (1955), followed more recently by Carter (1964),
have restricted the Janjukian Stage in a time-rock sense to represent the lime
interval required for the deposition of the Jan Juc Formation in the Bell's Head-
land-Torquay area of southern Victoria, The most diagnostic planktonie event
at present available lo link the type sections of Jan Juc Formation and Port
Willunga Beds, is the extinction of Chiloguemhelina ctibcnm- which takes place
near the base of the former and near the top of the latter, This event is a feature
of Cartel's Faunal Unit 4, in the lower episode of the Janjukian. From available
data on the range of the species in both sequences it may be inferred that less

than 20 feet (6 m.) of Port Willunga Beds, at the top of 'their type section, art-

early Janjukian. Most of the middle, siliceous, interval appears to be strictly

prc-Janjukian and it is post-Aldingan as at present defined. Further description
>f the Jan Juc Formation and its planktonie fornminifcra will be necessary to
further clarify the relation between Aldingan and Janjukian Stages.

Comparison of the ranges of several planktonie species in Port Willunga
Beds with their ranges as recorded by Jenkins for New Zealand, suggests cor-
relation with the kaiatan, Rnnangan. and Whaingaroaii Stages as shown in
Fig. 2.

AGE OF THE TYPE SECTION*

Eocene a^c was recently ascribed to the lower, Aldingan, part of the type
section by Ludbrook and Lindsay, the writer having recognized in it a foramini-
feral succession, apparently unaffected by reworking, containing Qlobii^ci'ma
llnoperta and associated Eocene species. Although in earlier years considered
all of Eocene age by Tate (1879, 1899) and Tate and Dormant (1896), the type
section was more recently considered to be of Oligocene to Lower Miocene age.

The foramini feral evidence now available1 suggests an Oligocene age for the
post-Aldingan part of the section.

PLANKTOXIC ZONES

Lilhologies and microfaunas suggest thai stratorype Fort Willunga Beds, as
indeed most of the marine Tertiary of the St. Vincent Basin, were deposited
under conditions of somewhat restricted access from the open ocean. This en-
vironment does not favour the presence of the tropical or temperate planktonie
toiaminifera which have been chosen to diagnose planktonie zones in standard
sc-qiicnee-s of comparable age elsewhere. For example, of the zonal species of
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BlOW and Banner (1962), onlv Globigerina ampliapcrtwa Bolli has been found.

Zonal species of Jenkins (1965) not yet encountered include Globorotalia in-

twnspicua Howe> and Globigerina br'evis Jenkins. Globi^crapsis iniUrx index

(Fiijlny), key species of the Index zone or zone 2 of Carter (1964, p. 46) fol-

lowed by Wade (1964), occurs only very rarely and as immature specimens.

Globigerina angipormdes angiporoides Hornibrook, another of Jenkins's zonal

species, although very rare, is typical and persistent within the range of G.

linaperta s.str. Above this, however, only occasional doubtful specimens are

present at the level of the ongiporoides angipuroides zone in New Zealand, and

the zone is thus nnr suitable for local use. G. eiiayerturo Jenkins is present,

but not well -developed in the type section. Jenkins, however, defined the lower

boundary of his euapertura zone by the evtinction of G. angiporoides angi-

puroft&ft, and as noted above this Is not a suitable criterion at Aldinga Bay.

The linaperta zone of Carter (1964) followed by Wade (1964), was equated

bv them with Carter's Faunal Unit 3. which is characterized by the microfauna

ol the upper part of the Casdc Cove Limestone, and the "Lower Glen Aire

Clays", containing "a form of Ghbigerimt linaperta with swollen chambers

(Carter, 195S. p. 21). Examination of available material leaves little doubt that

this is C angiporoi/ies an^iporokieff, and not G. linaperta s.str, Jenkins records

similar upward rar^c* for both G. linaperta and Glubigerapsk index it\def in

New Zealand. Faunal Unit i, or the linaperta zone" in this sense, has not been

used in the present study due tu some uncertainty as to the planktonic content

and strut ittfaphic position of the beds used to define it

Jenkins defined a different zone of G. Unopcrta in the Upper Eocene of

New Zealand, between the. extinction of Globorolalia incontpicito and the initial

appearance of Globigerina brevis. Neither of these species is known from Port

Wilkmga Beds but His zone is adapted fur local use as described below.

Ilie most useful characteristic of Carter's Faunal Unit 4, the final appear-

ance of Chilognetnbelma atbeti^ i.s utilized as the upper limit oF a zone of C.

cultensts which follows the zone of C. linaperta. GuembcUtria ttavensis is asso-

ciated with C. cubemis at the level of Faunal Unit 4 and ranges a little higher.

This relationship is used to define a zone of G. ztaDensis, which occurs at the

lop of the type section.

Despite their usefulness at a certain \tage in the development of Australian

Teitlary stxatii^raphy. Carters Faunal Units or Zones are for various reasons

proving unsautable or difficult to use (at least in the Eocene and Ohgoeene)

as a framework for planktonic zonation. The recent work of Jenkins in New
Zealand has provided the basis for an alternative approach and it is therefore

proposed to define from stratotype Fort Willuuga Beds, informal local planlc-

tonic zones which mav be useful within the St. Vincent Basin, and may also

be related to zones elsewhere via more diverse planktonic sequences from

southern Australia and New Zealand.

The lowest such zone in the type section is that of Turborcfialia aculcata

(- Globorotalia inconspicua uvukdta Jenkins) which extends below Purf Wil-

lunua Beds, and whose upper limit is marked by the top of the ran^e of the

species. | enkins recorded the same extinction level for both of the forms he

regarded as subspecies of G. mconspicua. If 1\ aculmta has a similar ran^c

in South Australia, the basal 22 feet (6-7 m.) of PorL Wilhmga Beds containing

the species, correlate with part of the Kaiatan Stage of New Zealand at the

top of the zone of G. inconxfricua. Species associated with T. acideaia in the

actdeata zone at Aldinga Bay include Globigerupsis index index, Globigerina
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linaperta, G Qn^iporoidcs an&porotdcs, G. awplkipcrlura, TurlarnfaHa incrv-
hrscens (Bandy), Chito^uemhclina cubensh\ and Gas^ennelta sp. cf C. t-fuptf-

lensis (Cushman and Ponton). Below Port Willunqa Beds, the sequence at
Aldinga and Masliii Bays is not at present known to have other plauktnmc
events suitable as a basis of zonation until llantkenhut ahibame>isis comprexm
Parr is encountered in the lower part of Blanche Point Transitional Mark

A zone of Globi^crina linaperta has its tower boundary defined by the top
of Ihe local range of fwhowtalia aadmta and its upper by the top of the range
oi r>

r

, linaperta s.str. This is comparable with the G. linaperta zone of Jenkins, in
the upper Kaiatan and Kunangan of New Zealand, but there he shows the final
appearance of G. linaperta to be contained within the basal part of his bnvis
7Jine which is not yet recognized in Australia, Species aAsoeiated with G, Una-
p<>r(o m this adapted linaperta zone include Chih>»nemhi:lwa cukemis, Ca.sxi-
iltiindla sp. cf. C. chipulemis, Turborotaba iurrebescen^ Globinerttui ampha-
ptritoa, G. an&poroides an&poroidcs. and, at the top, GncmbrlUria tlauensh
and Glohi^erina cuapertara, The zone of C, linaperta is present in the upper-
most part of the Aldingaii-

The zone of Chihgitembcltna cubvnm has its lower boundary defined by
the lop of the local range of G. linaperta and its upper boundary bv the final
appearance of C\ cubenm. Species associated with the zonal species include
Gucmbelitria Havemris-

f CnssirierinelLi chipolemh\ Globi&mna euaperlnra, and
very rare and doubtful specimens of G. angipuwides an^iporoidrs. Also occur-
ring towards the top ot the zone in the type section art Ghbi&erina btdhvdtm
d'Orbi^ny, G, sp. cf. G. eiperoensis eiperoensis Bolli, G. labiacrussata Jenkins,
and Gfoborotaloides testaru&osa (Jenkins). A specimen of Gtobanoynutina sp. cf,

G, mi&uewichwmis (Myatliuk) was recovered from the top of the zone. The
zone oi C. cnbt'nsis is posl-Aldingau, and its uppermost part, at least, is early
Janjukian. The zone is likely to be synchronous with most of the brcvis zone,
the whole of the ungipwokli's angipowides /one, and the basal part of the
euaperiura zone of Jenkins.

The zone of Gtwmbelitria stavemis has its lower boundary defined by the
top of the local range of Chilofiucmbclina cidiemis. and its upper boundary bv
the final appearance, of the zonal species, the latter event almost certainlv
occurring strati^raphically higher than the top of the type section of Port Wil-
lunga Beds, In the Willunga Bore W.B.I, and generally in the Adelaide Plains
Sub-basin. G. sfavenMs ranges up above C. cidmms (Lindsay, 1968, 1 967, cited
above). At the top of the type section the zonal species is associated with
Cassigcrinella cftipoUiish aud Glubigaina btdloidcs. The zone would no doubt
occupy an inlcrval in the Inwrr part of Jenkins's euafterlura zone (though Jenkins
does not record G. staoc/tsiv), in uppermost Whawgaroan and perhaps basal
Dniitroojiian.

FORAM1N1FERA
Planktontc Spkqes

Throughout the type section, planktonic species are mostly smalt and re-
stricted in variety, although at tames abundant. No reworking is apparent. The
lueal ranges of more significant species are plotted in Fig. 2,

Globiiierina pmabulloides (many comparable with subsp. ieroijl Blow and
Banner), G. an^ttstiunibdir.aia Bolli, G. officinalis Subbotiua, and G. onnchitoemls
Howe and Wallace, range through the sequence, comprising an association of

srnalk apparently tolerant, species related to the Globigcrina bultaides Unease
which was discussed by Wade. They often form the most obvious and abundant
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planktonic component of the samples examined and appear to be typically

present in Uppei Eocene and Oligocene sequences elsewhere. Because of their

long ranges, however, they are omitted from Fig. 2.

Guembelitria stavensis Bandy
PI. 1, Fig. 1

1949. CnembelitTia stavensis Bandv, Hull Am. l'aleont., 32 (131), Pi>. 124-125, pi. 24, figlh

5a-b.

1904. CuembelilTui sp.; Wade. Mu-ropaleontology 10 (3). pp. 380-387, pi. 1, figs. 32a-b-

Tlie South Australian species of Guembelitria which occurs in the upper-

mONt Eocene and Oligoeene, has been compared will) the types of C. stavensis

kindly loaned by the University of Indiana, At Port Willunga, the species com-

mences its range about 7 feet (2 m. ) below the extinction of Gtobiiierhia Vmapeiia

and continues up to the top of the section beyond the highest occurrence of

Chifoguemhelina cubensis, this latter part of its range comprising the basal part

of the zone of G. stavensis, The species has a wide distribution in the St. Vincent,

Murray and Otway Basins,

Chiloguembelina cubensis (Palmer)

PL 1. ftft 2-3

1934. Cnmbclina vuhvmis fttotafi Mem. Soo. Ciibanu Jlist. Nut,. 8 (J& PP- 14-75, text fig*.

1-6 (fide Kllis aufl Messina. 19-10 et »«&>.

1057. Chtftw't'mhdhiti rttbemh; Heek-vnrmn, null. U.S. Nillti. Mils,. 215, pp. 84, «0, pi. 21.

fig. $a*fcjid; K«. 14 (5-H).

1964. ChtfopiiGmbfiliiM mfpm% W»l&, MicropaUiwitoloKy, 10 (3). pp. 28ft-2S7, pi. 1, fie.. 2.

Beckmarui (1957) commented on the stratigraphic usefulness of Chihgueui-

belina, particularly in samples containing mainly a benthonic fauna, and his

remarks arc supported by the writer's experience of both Chiloguembelimt- and

(kiemheliiria in the Upper Eocene and Oligocene of the Murray and St. Vincent

Basins in South Australia.

Reynolds (p. 129) was the first to note the presence of
uGumbelhm

yt

in type

Purt Willunga Beds, from sample A.114, IS feet above the base of the formation

(Carter, 1958, p. 25). it is now known that C. cubensis ranges almost through-

out the section, appearing to approach extinction towards the top in basal

Janjukian equivalents, where it becomes very rare and sporadic. The last-

appearing specimen is figured.

Besides Carter's record of the last appearance of the species in Fauna!

Unit 4 low in the Jan Jue Formation at Bells Headland (Carter, 1964, p. 42,

Cg. 14), Tavior ( 1 9fi6 ) /records C, cubensis above G. linapeiia from Esso Gipps-

land Shelf No. 1 Well in his Zonule J which he compares with Fauna 1 Utut 4.

Jenkins puts the. extinction of C\ cubensis within the basal part of his euaperiura

zone, high in the Whaingaroan of New Zealand, lie has recently ( 1966) made
this extinction the eleventh in a series of twenty-nine homotaxial datum planes

chosen by him for the Pacific and Trinidad Tertiary. In Trinidad, Ci cul?ensis

maVes its final appearance in the opinut opima zone. The occurrence of this

datum plane near the top of stratotype Port Willunga Beds is thus of consider-

able importance. Although the planes are described by Jenkins a,s homotaxial

and not necessarily isochronous, no accepts the extinction of C cuhensis as an

Oligocenc event

Globanomalina sp. ef. G. natfiicwichiensis (Myatliuk)

PL U &Ss: ^5
1950 Ghbiperitu'lLti nawtcwirhienvis Myutliuk Trudy Vfiat. ncft. naucrmo -issled. ^eol -rfzy.

Inst. (VMGIU). Mflurrfa.uo« SS.fclU sb, 4, \yp, 51, 2&\, pi, 4. Jigs. 4n-b {$&$ Elba

ami Messina. 1040, el acq.).
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19ft2. Pseudohaxtiwrlm mgutwichUmsts; Blow and Banner (University Press, Cambridge).

Loeblich and Tappan (1964, p. C665) are followed in regarding Faeudo-
hasti$ernw as a synonym ot Ghbanomalina. A solitary small pianispiral speci-
men with six chambers m the final whorl was recovered from the top of the
cttbensis zone. It is Glahanomalma, apparently less akin to Q. micra

(
(Sk] than

to C. naguewichiensis (fide Ellis and Messina, 1940, r?f .««/,). The extinction
of Myatlmk^s species, as the last-surviving species of Glohanomatiw* mark? the
lower boundary of the basal Ncogene zone N.l of Banner and Blow (196.5),
Too much importance cannot be. attached to a single specimen, but the Occur*
rem*- does provide some support for the widely-held view that the extinction
of C. citbenm occurred in the Palaeogene and Oligocene.

Cassigerinclla chipolensis (Cushman and FmUon)
PI. 1, Fit. 6

19.12- Cassidtilifia chipohmsis Oushrnan and Ponton, Bulb Fin, St. geol. Sim'. No 9 p 98
pi. lo

t
figs. 2a-c (fide Kllis and Messina, 1940 et 6vq.).

l&KJ Ctmigcrinella chipolemis; Blow find Tinner (University Pr«w, CnmbriuVel. m Hi 83
pi. XV (Mj N) (synonymy)*

lWH. Cassigerinclla chipolensis; Wade, MirmpaleoiiU>lofi>\ 10 (3), pp. 2&6-i287, of, 1
fig. 22.

Specimens with well-developed biserial enrolling and prominent aperture,
ixeur through the cubtmm and stavvmis zones. The species ranges as high as
the Balcombian Muono Para Clay in the Adelaide Plains Sub-basin, and up to
Bairasdalian Pata Limestone in the Murray Basin of South Australia.

CassigcWndla sp. c£ C chipolensis

PL 1, fifsst. 7-8

Blow and Banner did not find any forms referable to the genus Cassigerinelh
in die Eocene of life Lindi area, Tanganyika. However/ in slratotype Port
Willuuga Beds, forms from the upper part of the aculeata zone, and the linaperta
zone, are referable to Ca&ai^rinclla and are compared with C. chipolensis,
Eleven such specimens have been recovered. Thcv usually have a distinct
pianispiral early stage, but also display the biserial enrolling of CasrtgeHnelfu.
In some examples the aperture tends to be more restricted and slit-like thai) is

the case with C. chipolenm\ but the earliest form (pi. 1, figs. 7-8) has a dis-
tinctly open oval aperture. The lowest sample south of Aldinga Creek with C.
sp. cfi C. chipoknsis (155-66) also contains immature but characteristic Gfobi*
gerapsis index ind^x besides Turborotalia aculeata. The earliest C. sp. cf. C.
chipoiemis in the type section is froin sample 123-66 north of Aldinga Creek!
and is associated with the latest MaxtineUa chapmani Glacssner and Wade!
Todd (1966, p. 14) has recently discussed the possibility that Cassigerhwlla
occurs in die Eocene. The evidence from Port Willunga Beds seems to confirm
that it does.

Turborotalia aculeata (Jenkins)
PI. L Figs. 10-11

1905. GlobowUilia irwompivua aculeata Jenkins, N.Z. J. gr-ol, gfophys., 8 (6) Dp, 1118, 1120
fift. 13, nos. 119-125.

In the present study, nou-keeled Globorotaliinae are assigned to Turboro-
talia following Loeblich and Tappan (1964, p. C668). This distinctive finely
Npinose species described from the Bortonian and Kaiatan Stages of New
Zealand, is present; at times abundantly, in the basal 22 feet (6)i m.) of the
type section, in the aculeata zone, Its differences from Globorotalia inconxpicua
ilowc, noted by Jenkins, appear to suffice fur its transfer from a subspecies or
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G. inconspicua to a distiuet species in Turborotalia- Both north and south of

Aldinga Creek, the highest occurrence of T. aculeaia is in a green clay with

white limy nodules, supporting the equivalence of these two beds as shown in

Fig, 2. The species is known from the Eocene of the St. Vincent, Murray, and
Otway Basins of southern Australia.

Turborotalia inerebescens (Bandy)
PI 1, Fig. 12

1040. Glohigerina increbexcem Bandy, Bull Am, Faknnr., 32 (131), pp. 120-121, pi. 21>

figs. 3a-c.

1962. Glohorolaliu (Turborotalia) increhr>sr<m.<<\ Blow and Banner (University Press, Cam-
bridge), pp. 118-119, ph. XIII <TW). XVII (D, K) : 9$ 9 (xu'i-xv).

1965. Turborotalia inerebescens; Reed, Bull. Am. Paleoul., 49 (220), pp. 86-87. pi. 14,

figs, n-ia
The species has been found only in two samples straddling the top of the

aculcata zone north of Aldinga Creek. This is somewhat higher than the range

recorded by Jenkins from New Zealand, but is within the lower part of the

range recorded by Blow and Banner from Lindi (op- cit, Fig. 20).

Turborotalia opima continuosa (Blow)
PL 1, Figs. .13-14

i9$?, Gfoborotalui opima amtiniiosa Blow. Bull. Am. Paleont., 39 (ITS), pp. 2L8-219, pi,

l& figs. 125a c.

1%"5. Chborotalia cnntinuosai Jenkins, N.Z. J. geol geophys.. 8 (6), fig. 2 (range cfrttrfy

Only two examples have been recognized, both from sample 145-66 lit the

top of the cubenxis /one, from a level near the bottom of the range of the species

as recorded for New Zealand by Jenkins. The specimen figured agrees closely

with Blow's diagnosis of the subspecies, which by the criteria of Loeblich and
Tappan belongs to Turborotalia rather than to Clnboiotalia,

Globigerina ampliapertura Belli

PI. 1, Fig. 17

1057. Glohigerina ampliapertura Bolh Bulk U.S. Nunx Mus. 215, p. 108 r pi. 22. figs. 4u-7b.

1(J62, Glohigerina ampliuperiura ampliapertura: .Blow anrl Banner (University Press, Cain-

Bridge), pp. S3-S4. pis. XI (A-D), XVII (G). fig. 12b.

The species has been seen only in the Aldingan portion of the type section,

mostly in the Hnaperta zone, where it is small with a relatively high arched

aperture. This is comparable with the basal part of the range of the species in

New Zealand as recorded by Jenkins.

Glohigerina angiporoides angiporoides Hornibrook
PL 1, Fig. 25

19fi5. Glohigerina angiporoides Hornibrook N.Z. J. gcol. gcaphys.
;
S (3). pp. S31-S38. figs.

1 (ai), 2 ( synonymy).

1UC5. Ghhifxrrina angiporoides awiiporoideti: Jenkins. N~,Z. J. gcoL ceoptiys.. S (G), pp.
1092, 10U6, fit?; 2 ( range chart).

Through the aculcata zone this form occurs typically and consistently but

mostly very rarely. Tt ranges into the Unuperta zone and occasional doublful

examples are present nearly to Ihe lop of the eubensin 7one. Taylor (op. eit.

)

recorded this species (as G. angipora Stuehe) only from his Zonule K of upper-

most Eocene age in Esso Gippsland Shelf No. 1 Well, associated with C linn-

pcrttf. G. angiporoides angiporoides is abundant in the "Lower Glen Aire Clays**,

and as was noted above, there is little doubt that it is the form referred lo by
Cotter as "C; Hnaperta with swollen chambers^, the characteristic species of

his Fauna! Unit 3 or "hnaperta zone".
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Globigerina bulloidcs d'Orbigny
PI 1, Fig. 16

1941. Globifierina huthidvs cTOrhigny; Cushroan. Conir, Oishman I.ah. foramin Res J 7
(2). pp. 38-39, pi. 1(1 figs. 1-13 (synonymy).

1959. Glohif-ifirlna bulluidvs; Blow, Bull. Am. PaJeont., 3i» {jtf&i, pp. 173-17(5 v) 9
nfis, o.Sa-c.

There has been some disagreement anions; micropalaeontologists over the
age of earliest G, bulloidcs, varying for example from middle Miocene (Blow
1959, p. 175) to Upper Eocene (Wade, op. cit, p. 278), Jenkins recorded
earliest G. buUoulcs in New Zealand from middle Whaingaroan Statue (Oligo-
ccne), and comparable with this, in tvpe Port Willunga Reds, forms attributable
to GL bulloides enter high in the cubensis zone and are prominent within the
Janjukian interval,

Globigerina sp. ef. G, ciperoeusis eipcroeiisis Bolli

PI. L Fig, .18

1954. Gbhizethiu mperotmxis Bolli. Coulr. Cuslmuin Fein, foramiii, Kcs.. 5 (I) np 1-2 text
H&. 3., 3a? 4. 4a-b. 5, 5a-b. G.

1957. Globigerina cipcrornsis ciperoen.sU Bolli, Bull. U.S. Natn. Mas.. 215 p 109 pi. 22
lia,s. lOa-h.

At a similar level to (hat recorded by Jenkins for New Zealand, the cipewen-
sis form is emerging as an offshoot From the G. anzustiumhiUcata population at
the top of the cubensis zone in Port Willunga Beds, as it develops a metre highly
trochospiral, five-chambered whorl, a slightly hispid test, and a more open
centrally-situated umbilical aperture tending to lose its lip. The specimen most
similar to C. ciperoemk- ciperoenm- is figured, but its umbilicus is still relatively
smalt and an apcrtural lip is still slightly developed.

Globigerina euapertura Jenkins
PI. 1, FiK. tg

1960. Globigerina vuapertura Jenkins- Mic-ropalooutnlogy, 6 (4). p. 35L pi. 1, figs. 8a-c\
19G2- Globiiserina uwpliapcrtura emipcrUira\ Blow and Banner hSniversity Press. C*uu-

brulyf*)- p. 84, pi. XI (K-G).

Commencing its range near the top of the Aldingan, G euapertura occurs
most frequently in the Janjukian interval. The rather low, rimmed, widely-
arched aperture and depressed final chamber, are distinctive features. Blow
and Banner discussed euaperf.ura as a subspecies of G. ampliapcrtura, and
showed its emergence from that lineage near the top of their turritihna*1urri-
lilina zone (uppermost Eocene) at Lindi. Similarly in New Zealand, Jenkins
records the commencement of the range of G. euapertura near the Bunangan-
Whaingaroan boundary. At Port Willunga, sample 147-66 from just below the
top of the Aldingan Stage contained the specimens figured of the earliest definite
G. euapetitira and the latest G. ampliapertura seen.

Globigerina Jabiacrassata Jenkins
PI. 1, Figs, 20-22

1905. Globigerijiu hhiairas^aio Jenkins, N.Z. J. geol. geophys,, S (b). pp. 1102. J 104 1106
tig. S

f
nos. 64-71.

A few examples of the species have been recovered from samples 9-67 and
13-67 in the upper part of the cubenMs zone, at a level equivalent to die middle
of its range in New Zealand. The forms have moderately thickened apcrtural
rims., and variable size and height of aperture, as compared with the more
typical figured specimen from the Otway Basin,
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Globigeriua linapcrta Finlay

PI t. Figs. 53-2-1

V.m. Chbixerina Imaperta Finlay. Trans. H. Soo N.Z, T 69 (1), p. l2o. pi. 13, figs. £4-57.

1962. Ghhi^erina Imaperta Imavcrta; Blow and* Biinnrr (University Kress. Cmnbtidge),

pp. 85-87, pi. XI (II) (synonymy).

1 he apparent environmental tolerance of fllfe species mates it stratigrayliic-

ally important in Eocene correlation, Blow and Banner demonstrated its

extinction at Lindi at the top of their iurritilina Iurritilina 7,one : in beds still

Eocene on the evidence of diagnostic larger foramhnfera such as Discocijdina sp,

For New Zealand, Jenkins recorded both G\ linapcrta and Globigerapsis index

index as having become extinct at the top of die Runangan, and accepted this

as the Eocenc-OIigocene boundary. McTavish (1966, p. 16) maintained that

G. linapcrta "persisted into the Oligoeene in Australia", while acknowledging

its general extinction at the close of the Eocene, However, it seems likely from

present studies that Australian records of C. linapcrta from the Oligoeene refer

cither to G. anglpnroidcs anpipomiiles or to tonus not eonspecific with G,

Hnaperta but comparable with it in some aspects. The specimens figured from

Pint Willun^a Beds show the diagnostic features of the species, and iu particular

the specimen from sample 14S-6rX the uppermost recovered, is very comparable

with New Zealand material examined.

Globorotah>ides testarugosa (Jenkins)

VI 1, Fig. 26

19G0. CloborotaJia testarttzona Jenkins, Mieropalpontologv. fi (4), p. 368. pi. $. B^s. 8h-l\

1965. Clobamahritk'x tcalaTugom\ Jenkins. N.Z. J, geol. gcophys., S (6), p. 1092, fig. 2

(range chart).

Good examples are present very rarely at the top of the cubemis zone,

equivalent to the middle of the range recorded by Jenkins from New Zealand.

He described the species from the base of the Lakes Entrance Oil Shaft in

Victoria at the top of its range. The form has also been recorded by Taylor

(op. cit.) from Esso Gippsland Shelf No. 1 Well. The figured specimen shows

the characteristic coarsely pitted wall and relatively straight tangential sutures

on the spiral side.

GJobigerapsis index index (Finlay)

PL 1. Fig. 19

1039. Globijiem<>t<k>>i index Finlay- Trans. R. Soc. N.Z.. OH ( 1>. p. 125. pi. 14- Gg*. So-88.

1037. Ghhmerapsis imhx; BollL Bull. VS. Natn. Mus,. 2.15. p, 165. pi. 3G, figs. 14a-],8b,

1965. Glohigerapsis index judex; Jenkins, K.Z. J. geol. genphys., 8 (6), pp. 1091 ,
1091. fi*r. 2

(range chart).

Immature examples with wide single apertures, as shown in the figured

specimen, occur very rarely within the aculeata zone. Jenkins does not record

Gtohigcrapsis tropicalis Blow and Banner from New Zealand and ranges both

G. inciex index and Glohiiierinu limpcrta to the top of the Runangan. G. index

index is evidently more affected by adverse environment than is G. Hnaperta

and its usability as a zonal indicator is thereby lessened. However, its occa-

sional presence' within the bottom 16 feet (5 m.) of the type section of Port

Willunga Beds confirms the Upper Eocene age of this interval

Bkntuoxic SrECns

The benthonie foraminiferu have not been studied in detail and many of the

species are as yet unclescribed. A few of more immediate stratigraphic signific-

ance will be noted here.
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An interesting assemblage is present as a numerically minor constituent ofme microfauna in the basal 20 feet (6 m.) of the. tvpc section, within the Upper
Eocene aculeata zone. The members of this assemblage an?; Cre^Hnina kin«s~
cotentis Wade, Linderina sp., Halhjardia sp, t£ 11. iattrumi Fuji, Maslintfla
chapmani Glaessncr and Wade, Rtnmdh finlayi Dorrecn, and a genus close to
Bafhinella. Their ranges within the type .section are plotted in Fig, 2.

All South Australian specimens of Crespinina hin^coiensis recorded by
Wade in her description nf (he species (1955). came from Eocene beds. It has
in addition been recorded by Ludbrook from Buccleuch A and B in the Murray
Basin (1961, 'table X), and at Aldinga Bay (1956, p. 17) from as high as basal
Port Wilhmga Beds. In South Australia it is thus only known as an Eocene
species.

Linderina sp., and Halkyardia sp. ef. H, bartrumi* have been recorded by
Ludbrook, and Bid latter figured, from Buccleuch A (1961), She has also noted
them (1963, pp. o\ 9) from other calcareous sediments in the Upper Eocene of
South Australia.

MasUnclla chapmani is only known from the Eocene, Glaessner and Wade
(1959) described South Australian occurrences from Upper Eocene beds at
Nfaslin Bay, Port Noarhmga, Kingscote (Kangaroo Tsland), and Moorlands.
Ludbrook noted the species from Buccleuch A in the Murray Basin (1961), and
in 1963, in Middle and Upper Eocene microfaunas from South Australia, includ-
ing the Eucla Basin. A few examples have now been recovered from the
OCUkata zone in type Port Wilhmga Beds north of Aldinga Creek

A genus closely related to Bolivhiclta was recorded and figured by Lucl-
brook (1961) From Upper Eocene Bueelenrh A in the Murray Basin, and noted
bv her (p. 86) to occur associated with Iluntkcnina aluhamenm compvtwwa in
Blanche Point Transitional Marls at Ma.slin Bay. A few glaneonitie internal
casts of the form have now also been found at the top of Chinaman's Chilly
Beds in sample 118-C6, and typical examples occur low in Port Wffltraga Beds.
In a few of the specimens some coiling of the initial chambers has been ob-
.served. This species is only known from the Eocene of South Australia.

As with the plankUmics, these benthonics do not appear to have been
reworked from older beds, Occasional specimens show slight wear, inter-
preted as due to (he kind of contemporaneous abrasion which might be expected
in beds such as the basal cross-bedded bryozoal sands.

The assemblage noted above thus supports the planktome evidence for an
assignment of Upper Eocene age fo the aculeata zone in I ypc Port Wilhmga Bed,v

Cihicldes- pseitdoconvexm Parr, 193S, range* throughout the .section but
wuurs only occasionally above the arufcala zone, the uppermost example being
found at the lop of the cuhensh zone. The species was reported by Carter to
be present as high as Faunal Unit 1 (1958, Table 3; 1964, TalnV 3).

*

Although milioluls are scarce in the type section, a .single good example
QtMasxiHuutorqmujcnm (Chapman, 1922) , was found at the (op of the cuhemis
20ue. within the Janjuldan interval. A comparable finch striate siliceous internal
cast vvas recovered from low in the c\dwns\s /otic,

*

This is a characteristic
species of the Jan Juc Formation and its South Australian correlatives. A
.specimen from the Ettriek formation has been figured bv Lndbmok (1061
Pi. 11. Pig. 3).

*

Placed for the piesent Jn Nvforotalia,. a species which is probablv new
appears in the Janjukian near the top of the <'tdwnm zone. It ranges up into
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the stacensis zone, and elsewhere into tin- basal Miocene of the Murray and St.

Vincent Basins. More robost> and somewhat forger than Notorotaliu hov;chbu

(Chapman, Parr and Collins), it hax a more, or less prominent but flush um-

bilical ping. It is rjuitc distinct from Porosoroiulbi crassimura (Carter), which

is present throughout the type section.

Pseuclopohjmorphhm rutila parri Cushman and Ozawa, 1330, has only been

seen trom the top of the cttbensix zone. It was described from the Jan Juc

Formation and occurs sparsely in Janjukian correlatives in the Murray and St.

Vincent Basins.

SJwrbornhw atkinsoni Chapman occurs throughout the type section, pre-

ferring calcareous sandy faeies, but S. atneiviai'gtmfa W;<de u not present.

Notably absent from even tie Upper Eocene part of Fort Willi 111 ga Beds

are Asteri&'rinelb adehldeiisis (Howclun) arid a distinctive, striate, P.teudo-

pohpnorphina sp. (of Ludbxootc, 1961, PI. 1, Fig. 1). Jn the St. Vincent Basin

the" former is not known From above Blanche Point Marls and the latter ran^e*

no higher than the Blanche Point Transitional Marls Member.

VictoHella conoidea (Hutten) has not been seen in the type section, and

in any case use of the Vktoriclla conoidea zone (Carter, op. cit.; "V. plecte*

zone of Glaessuer, op. cit.) would be inappropriate for a scheme of planktonic

zonation. The cubensh and stavensis zones of the present scheme are used

instead for all but the uppermost part of the zone of Vicioriella conoidea. The

species has been found by the writer recently for the first time in the Adelaide

Plain* in the Croydon Bore where it occurs in Port Willunga Beds at 1.040-

1,045 feet (317-319 m.) in pale brownish-tfrey limestone, 25 feet (7-6 m.) above

the top of the stavensis zone, and associated in an upper Janjukian microfauna

with Cibicidev psuedoconvexus, Chbigerhut sp. cf. il. anguhsuttiralis Bolli.

Massilina torquayensis, Sherbomina atkinsoni and Sherbomhut ctmeimarginata.

This is above tlie level of the tvpe section of Port Wdlunga Beds, and must be

close to the Oligoccne-Miocene boundary.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE

Plate 1 (all figures X 110)

All from type section of Port Wilhmga Beds except F>£. 22.
Fig. 1. Guemheliiriu Sfavewis Bandy. Hypotype Ff4l9, sample 115-66, top of rnhi'n,\i\

zone, Oligoeene.
Fig, 2-3. ChilQ&U&mbsliw enhrnsis {Palmer). linotype Ff420. sample 145-66, as above.

2. Side view. 3. OhHuue view showing aperture.
I'iu. 4-5. Globanutnalina sp. el. G. naguetOJckiensk (Mvatliuk), Hypotype Fl 121. sample

145-66. as above. 4. Side View. 5. Apertural view.
Fig. 6. C<mixcri)ulla chipolcnsis ( Cusbmaji and Ponton ) . I ly putype Ff422, sample

144-66. high in cubetisis zone, Olieoeene. Side view, showing aperture.

Fig, 7-9. CiLHsi^triuclla sp. cf. C chipalcnsts (Cushman and Ponton). 7, 8. Hypotype
Ff423. sample 123-66. acttleala zone. Upper Eocene. 7. Apertural side view.
H> Oblique apertural view. 9. Hypotype F1424. sample 126-66. top of avuleata
/one. Upper Eocene. Side view.

Fig. 10- 1 1. TurborutaUa aculeata (Jenkins). Hypotype Ff425. sample 163-66, aCul&ata
zone. Upper Eocene. 10. Umbilical view. 11. Spiral view.

Rg, 12. Turborotalia increbesrens (Bandy). Hypotype Ff'426, sample 127-66. basal
linaperta zone. Upper Eocene. Umbilical view.

Fig. 13-14. Tttrborotulia opima contimwtxt (Blow). Hypotype Ff427, sample 145-66, top oi

euhe-nsis zone. Oligncene. 13. Side view showing tlie "comma-shaped aperture"
noted by Blow. 14. Umbilical view.

Fig, 15. Globixerina cuapertura Jenkins. Hypotype FI42S. sample 147-66. near lop of
linaperta zone, uppermost Eocene. Umbilical view.

Fig. 16. Gtahigcritw bidloides d'Orbigny. Hypotype IT429, sample 145-66, top of

cubemis zone, Olignecne. Umbilical view.
Fii;. 17. Qlobigerina umpliaprrtnra Bolli, Hypotype Ff430. sample 147-66, near top of

linaperta zone, uppermost Eocene. Umbilical view,

Figi IS. Glohigcrina sp. el . G. cipemensis viveroensis Bolli. 1 IvpoApe PT43 1 . sample
145-66. top of eubcn.si.s zone. Oligoeene. Umbilical view.

Fie. 19. Globiwrapsi?, i)tdex index (Finlav). Hypotype Ff432, sample 161-66. actdeuta
zone. Upper Focene. Umbilical view showing single aperture of immature
specimen.

PCgi 20-22. Globi£c)ina labiaorassaia Jenkins. 20. Hypotype Ff433, sample 9-67, high in

cubvmia zone. Oligoeene. Umbilical view showing relatively small aperture
with thick rim. 21. Hypotype Ff434, sample 13-67. cuben&is zone. Oligoeene.
Umbilical view showing laruer aperture and thick rim. 22. Hvpotvpc Ff435,
Oil Development N.L. Mount Salt Structure Hole No. 3, 560-570 feet. Gambier
lamestone, Oligoeene. Otwuy Basin, 10 miles (16 km.) south-west of Mount
Gambier. Umbilical view showing typical apertural features.

Fig- 23-24. Gmhig&rina Unapcrta Finlay. 23. Hypotype F1436, sample 120-66, acnljuta
inbilical view, 24. Hypotyne

top of linaperta zone, uppermost Eocene. Umbilical view.

zone. Upper Eocene. Umbilical view, 24. Hypotype Ff437. sample 148-66,

Fig. 25. Ghbii:erihu au^iporoides an^iporoides Hornibrook. Hypotype Ff43S, sample
211.-64, higb in aeulvata zone. Upper Eocene, Umbilical view

Fig. 26. Globorotahndes testarugom (Jenkins). Hypotype Ff439, sample 145-66, top of

fubt'n.sis zone, Oligoeene. Spiral \ icw.
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A NEW SPECIES OF EREMOPHILA FROM SOUTH AUSTRALIA

by ElizabethA. Shaw*

Summary

In this paper is described Eremophila hillii, a species so far known only from two collections made
near Ooldea, South Australia. It belongs to the section Stenochilus (R.Br.) Benth., but differs

markedly from the other species placed herein by its small obovate to suborbicular crenate leaves.
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SUMMARY

In tliis paper is described Eremophih hillii, a species so far known only
from two collections made near Ooldea. Sooth Australia. It belongs to the
section Stenochihth (R.Br. )Benth., but differs markedly trorn the other species

placed herein by its small obovate to suhorbicular creoate leaves.

Eremophila hillii E. A, Shaw, sp. nov.

Section Stcnochilm {R.Br.)BeDtb., Fl.Auxtr.5( 1870)27.

Frutex usque ad 70 cm altus, intricate ramosus, habitu eumulatus, pilis

creeds, albidis vel griseis, multiramosis vel steJlatis vel ± phimosis vestitus.

Rami plerumque cicatricibus foliorum delapsorum praediti; iuniores dense
tauten fosi sed vestutiorcs' glabrc.sccntcs. Folia malara ca. 7-10 mm x 4-8 mm,
dense tomentosa, spiraliter disposita ut videlur, versus apices ramorum dense
confcrla.. obovata ad obtrullara vel suborbicularis, sessilia vel in pelioluni

brevissimum angustata, plerumque ad apicem rotundata vel suharutata raro

acuta La, raro integra plerumque crenata. Flares smgulaLim in axillis foliorum
surnmorum disposili; pedieem ca. 2-3 mm longi dense tomentosi. Scpala 5
imbricata, post anthesin probabiliter uon aucta; exterlora 3 ca, 5 -2-7-0 mm
louga x 2*5-3-4 mm lata, ovata ad deltata ad apicem rotundata vel subaeutata,

in superficiebus amhabus dense tomentosa; interiora 2, ea. 4-5-5-5 mm longa x

l-S-2-6 mm lata* plerumque ovato-lanceolata subaeutata, extus dense tomentosa
sed intus basem versus glabreseentia. Corolla ca. 3-0-3-5 cm longa in vivo
rubra, in sicco einnabarina ad lateritia vel inlerdum flavida, m statibus ambabus
intus pallidior; extus pilis brevibus glandulosis sparsis aequaliter praedita,

intrinsccus pilis glandulosis irrcgulalim sparsis. utrinquc basem versus (sub
segmenlis caiycis) glabrescens- supra ovarium corolla subglobosa cxpansa deinde
pannn contracta el supra denuo ampliata et levfter axenata; lobi labii superioris

4 consulates longitudine, ea. 2 '0-3*5 mm longi, triangolares (ei lateralcs mterdum
oblique triangulares) acuti- labium inferius ca. 12-16 mm longum, Joralum
refle\umque, plerumque subaeutum. Stamina 4, inter so non valde diversa, ca.

3-0-4-5 mm, longe exserta, filamet.Us complanatis et pilis glandulosis aspcrsis

praecipue ad basem vestitis, Ovarium ca. 2»B*§*8 mm longum. glabrum
ovoideom, biloculare ovulis 2 in quoque loculo; stylus ca. 3-8-4-5 cm Jongus

gracilis ct glaber. Frucfus iguotus. Smniiia ignota,

Tior.o-m-us: ca. 3 km north of Ooldea; 20.9.1960; P.Wilson 1795. Sandhills. Rounded
bush 2 11. high, flower red. Leaves whitish. - AD 96131130!

Shrub to ca, 70 cm in height, intricately branched and mounded in habit,

covered with white, or pale grey many-branched, stellate or ± plumose erect

a State Herbarium of South Australia, Adelaide.

Trans. Roy, Soc. S. Aust (1967), Vol. SI.
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Fig. 1. Eremopliih hillii E. A. Shaw. A, flowering branch; B. flower with corolla removed;
C, entire flower— (all ex Wilson 1795).
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haiis. Branches usually with rather conspkions leaf scars, the younger ones

densely tomentose, but the older ones glabresccnt. Leaves ca. 7-10 mm x 4-8

mm when mature, densely turnentose, apparently in a spiral sequence, very

densely crowded towards the branch tips, obovate to obtrullate to suborbicubur,

apex usually rounded to subacute, rarely acute, sessile or tapering into a very

short petiole, rarely entire usually erenate; midrib not visible above, slightly

raised abaxially. Flowers single, in the axils of upper leaves; pedicels ca. 2-3

mm long, densely tomentose: Cahjx segments 5?
quincuncial. probably not en-

larged after flowering; 3 outer sepals ca. 5*2-7*0 mm long x 2-5-3-4 mm wide,

ovate to dcltate, at upex rounded to subacute, densely pubescent on both sur-

faces; 2 inner sepals shorter and narrower, ca. 4*5-5-5 mm lon^ x 1 -8-2-6 mm
wide, usually ovate-lanceolate, subacute, abftxially densely pubescent, but on

the inside glabresccnt toward* the base. Corolla ca. 3-0-3-5 cm long, in tivo

bright red, in sicco deep pink to brick-red or sometimes yellowish, in both states

Kaler on the interior; exterior with sparsely and evenly scattered .short glandular

airs, glabrescent towards the base (under calvx.), interior with scattered glan-

dular hairs, glabrescent towards die base; corolla expanded over the ovary, then

contracted and again expanded and slightly flared and curved above, 5-lobed;

the 4 lobes of the upper lip all =t the same length, ca, 20-3-5 mm long, triangular

(the lateral ones sometimes obliquely so) and acute: the lower hp ca. 12-16 mm
long, deeply cut into die tube. ligulate and usually subacute, rcflexed. Stamens

4, all ± the same length, ca. 3*0-4-5 mm, much exserted. slightly flattened and

bearing scattered glandular hairs, especially near the base. Otxtry ca. 2-5-3'

S

mm long, glabrous, ± ovoid, bilocular with 2 ovules per locule; style ca. 3*8-4-5

em long, slender and glabrous. Fruit and seeds unknown.

South Australia; ca. 5 km north of Ooklea; 20,9.1060; P-Wlhon 1795. Sandhills Roumled
busti 2 ft. high, tewot red. Loaves whitish. - AU 96131130 {hnlott/puti): 2 km toiith ©1

Ootdeh; 21.9.1960; & J. E. Whibtey 753 - AD 96104227.

Distribution: E. hiUH is so htr known only from these two cnllections made
at Ooldea ou the Transcontinental rail line, When these specimens were found

during a routine sorting of Myoporaceae I thought it possible that they had
somehow been introduced from Western Ausrialia. but they belong to none nf

tlic described species from that State. It is likely that E. hillii may be found

to the north of the rail line; this is an area in which very few collectors have

worked.

.sm;i

Discussion: E. hillii belongs to Sect. Stenochilus of Eremophila, a rather

.all group; Kranzlin (192ci) who treated it as a genus, Slenoehilus R.Br., dis-

tinct from Eremophila, included only 15 species. They arc well distinguished

from other species of Eremaphila (s.l.) by having the lowest segment of the

54obed perianth cut much more deeply into the tube (4-6 times) than do the

uthcrs so as to form a narrow tongue which is usually reflexed- K. hillii differs

most markedlv from all these 15 species cited by Kranzlin by having small obo-

vate to subornicular crenatc leaves.

So far as I know, there has been described since 1929 only one species of

Eremophila belonging to this sectinn. Tlus species, E, virens C- A. Gardner

(1942) from Western Australia, differs from E. hillii in several respects, for

example, height (3-5 till leaf shape and size (generally lanceolate and up to

7«2 cm long), and corolla colour and size (green, 1-3 cm long), E. macgtlliv-

rani J.M.Black (192t>). included under section StenochiJm in trie key to Eremo-

ntUla in Black's Flora or South Australia (1957), was not known to Kranzlin,.

but differs from E. hillii in having much longer (1-5-6 cm) narrow-lanceolate

leaves, smaller floral organs, and calyx segments valvatc rather than quincuncial.
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E, hillii seems to be most closely related to E. glabra (R.Br.) Ostenf.; in its
usually accepted delimitation E. glabra includes quite a wide range of 'forms
many of which have a tomentum like that of E. hillii and flowers practically
indistinguishable from those of the Ooldea plants. However, plants of E. glabra
generally have leaves which are ± lanceolate and 1*5-5 cm long; I have seen
none which approach the crenate, obovate to suborbicular leaves of E, hillii and
I believe that the recognition of the latter as a distinct species is warranted.

This species is named in honour of Mr. Ronald Hill of the Botanic Garden,
Adelaide, who has a wide knowledge of this genus and a keen interest in it.
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A CONTRIBUTION TO OUR KNOWLEDGE OF SOME MAMMALS FROM
INLAND AUSTRALIA

byC. M. Philpott* and D. R. SmythH

Summary

We record the positive results of 24 weeks of field work on the mammals of northern

South Australia and adjoining areas. Localities, notes on the natural history and some discussion of

the taxonomy of the species located are given.

We found the rare rabbit bandicoot, Macrotis lagotis Reid, in two areas. The marsupial mouse,

Sminthopsis crassicaudata (Gould), was moderately common near Birdsville and Oodnadatta.

There is evidence that it is more active in the early part of nights without moonlight. Two other

rarer species of Sminthopsis and Antechinomys spenceri Thomas were taken as solitary specimens.

We located the two rock wallabies Petrogale lateralis Gould and P. xanthopus Gray.

Near Oodnadatta, we found a native rodent, either Pseudomys (Pseudomys) minnie Troughton or

Ps. (Ps,) rawlinnae Troughton. Two groups of specimens of Pseudomys (sub-genus Leggadina)

were obtained, but not specifically identified. Ps. (Leggadina) hermannsburgensis Waite and the

northern hopping mouse, Notomys alexis Thomas, were moderately plentiful in and near

northwestern South Australia. N. cervinus (Gould) and a solitary specimen of N. fuscus

(Wood-Jones) from in and near south-west Queensland, were recorded.
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SUMMARY
We record the positive results of 24 weeks of field work on the mammals

of northern South Australia and adjoining areas. Idealities, notes on the natural
history ;md some discussion of the taxonomy of the species located are given.

We found the rare rabbit bandicoot, Macrotis fagotis Reid. in two areas.

The marsupial mouse, Sminthopsus crassicaudttta (Gould), was moderately
common near Birdsville and Oodnadatta. There is evidence that it is more-
active in the early pint of nights without moonlight. Two other rarer species
of Smiftthojfsvs and Antechinomya spenceri Thomas were taken as solitary speci-

mens. We located the two rock wallabies Peiwyiale lateralis Gould and P.

xanthopus Cray,
Near Oodnadatta. We found a native rodent, either Psaudonitjs (Pseudomys)

rninnie Troughton or Fa. (Ps:) rawlinnae Troughton. Two groups of specimens
of Pseudomyf! (sub-genus Lvggudinu) were obtained, but not specifically identi-

fied. Ps. (Lc.tiiiodina) hermanmhnrgensis Waite and the northern hopping
mouse. Notatm/s alexis Thomas, were moderately plentiful in and near north-
western South Australia. AT

. cervmtis (Gould) and a solitary specimen of
N. fuscu.s (Wood-Jones) from in and near south-west Queensland, were recorded.

INTRODUCTION
As early as 1925, Wood-Jones documented the alarming decline of popula-

tions of many South Australian mammals (Wood-Jones, 1923-5). Finlayson

(1961) surveyed the Central Australian mammal fauna, and his conclusions

showed that this decline was continuing. Calabv (19G3) suggested that six

marsupials and several native rodents from Australia were already extinct, and
that as many as fifty species were either close to extinction, or so little known
that no definite statement could be made.

It is generally agreed that if many of Australia's mammals are to be kept
from extinction, urgent measures to conserve them must be undertaken. It is

also agreed that knowledge of their distribution and natural history is a pre-

requisite to their conservation.

With the aim of contributing to this knowledge, we surveyed the mammal
fauna of parts of arid Australia. In particular, we sought information on the

following seven rare marsupials: Murmecohius fasciutux rufus Wood-Jones,
Macrotis lagatxs Reid, M. leucura (Thomas), Chueropus ecaudafu$ (Ogilby),

Bettongia pencilkita Cray, Caloprymmts campestris ( Gould )> and Onychogatea
hmaia (Gould). We also obtained information about other mammals during
the search for these seven rare species.

* Royal Zoological Society of South Australia, Frome Road, Adelaide, South Australia,

f Present address: P.O. Box l t
Aldgatc, South Australia.

t Present address: Department of Genetics, Australian National University, Canberra.
Australian Capital Territory.

Trans. Roy. Soc, S> Aust. (1967), Vol. 01.
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METHODS
The areas involved in this survey are vast, and our time was limited. This

forced up to rely particularly on information fnim Intel people. The aboriginal
people and m particular the older men from the large reserves in the north westof South Australia and Central Western Australia, gave ns valuable information.

Several rodents, and the fat-tailed marsupial mouse, Sminthopsis crassi-caudala (Gould) were readily found and caught at night. The procedure Weadopted was to drive along roads or over other accessible country at about 25mics per hour with the lights of our truck on low beam. Small mammals
Within about 30 yards (2, metres) of the truck could often be seen Thev
usually ran away from the lights, but when followed with a spotlight trained on
them, they often sought refuge in depressions or behind grass tussocks Here
they would crouch motionless, and could middy be approached on foot' Thcv
were then caught with a net or by hand. Thus method was particularly effect*ve
tor b. a'u.ssicauduta, which cannot run quickly.

Observation of sign in the form of burrows, tracks and droppings is anolmous method of locating some species, The form of a burrow is ' often a
clue to the species which made it. ••Runs" of the northern hopping mou.se
hoiomtjs alexis Thomas, and the sandy inland mouse, Pseudamys (Lekmdtoa)
ticrmanmhurgensis Waite, often led to burrows. Aboriginals are particularly
adept at digging these out. This is a practical method for obtaining alive such
bin-rowing species as the rabbit bandicoot, Maavtis lagotis Reid. Several species
ut Nolomys, Pseudomys, and Sminthopsis were taken in this way, We did not
use traps. However, it is possible that the setting of a large number of traps
an many mgfits may have revealed the presence of rarer, more cryptic species

. .J1

w°
,der abori
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,?

ls of t},c Pitjantjatjara tribe (from the Blackstonc Range
to the Musgravv and Everard Ranges), and the Nga:nvatjara tribe (from the
vicinity or the Wurburton Ranges), have specific names for the mammals of
tnc.r country. We found that the use of these names amongst them created
immediate interest, and helped us obtain information on localities and the natural
history of many species. The aboriginal names of some of the species considered
below are recorded. They are spelt phonetically following Douglas (196-n
Measurements ot lengths of head and body, tail, hind-foot (pes) and ear of all
specimens were taken using the methods described in Wood-Jones (1923) All
dead specimens secured on diis siuvey are preserved in the South AustralianMuseum under the registered numbers used below.

RESULTS
Between April and December. I'J66, we spent 24 weeks in the field, Fig 1

shows the route we followed. Special attention was given to the following
areas: near Birdsville (3 weeks), south of the Blaekstone, Mann and Musetavc
Ranges (5 weeks), anrl near the Warburton Range (3 weeks).

We obtained information on the distribution and natural history of the
following species of mammals. Where no mention is made of a species pre-
viously recorded from inland Australia, it mav he assumed that no positive
records Of it were obtained

Order Obnttiiodelpwia

Tachyghmvs acidemias (Shaw and Nodder), Echidna
Atwriginal Names: tjMlya—Pitjantjatjara, tjilkamatu—Xgamyatjara.
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Field Notes. We made no serious effort to locate the moderately plentiful

echidna. Aboriginals at four settlements (Fregon, Ernabella, Musgrave Park

and Warburton), reported that it was common in nearby rocky hills. Residents

of two stations east and west of Lake Eyre reported seeing indisputable signs of

Tachyglossus recently. We observed tracks and faeces at Mt. Lindsay,

129
C54'E, 27°02'S.

Fig. L Map of South Australia and adjoining areas, showing the survey route followed by the

authors, and the principal place names mentioned in the text.

Order DidelphiA

Family DASYUBIDAE
Sminthopsis crassicaudata (Gould), fat-tailed marsupial mouse

(Plate 1, Figure 1)

Aboriginal 'Name: Papalakuntalkuntalpa—Pitjantjatjara (probably a com-

pound name).

Localities, (i) Within 15 miles (24 km) of Birdsville, SW. Queensland;

139
C21'E, 25°54'S; June 6-23, 1966; 7 females ( 2 ) and 12 males ( $ ); 1 9 now

South Australian Museum registered number M 6398. (ii) Within 5 miles (8
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km) of Glcngyle Homestead, SW. Queensland; 139°36'E 24 n
47'S- June 11-19

1966; 3 9 and 4$. (iu) Wire Creek Bore, 20 miles (32 km) N. of Oodnadatta'
N. South Australia; 135°28'E, 27°16'S; July 9-August 16: 8 9 and 4M/now M 6399.

Field Notes. Most of the marsupial mice were caught at night using a spot-
light At Birdsville and Glengylc, they were found on open gibber plains and
on sand-ridges and the flats between these ridges. A sand ridge where many
individuals were caught is shown in Plate 1, Fig. 2. At Oodnadatta, we caught
them on a gibber-strewn and deeply cracked flat shown in Plate 3, Fig. 2. Occa-
sionally a marsupial mouse, seen in the spotlight, would seek refuge in a well-
used burrow less than 12 inches (30 cm) long and 4 inches (10 cm) deep.

We obtained some indication of the most active period of S. crassicaudnta
Fig. 2 is a histogram showing the number of marsupial mice caught per hour
of searching, against the number of hours elapsed since sunset. To draw this
graph, we considered only those nights when one or more mice were caught
The accurate time of sunset in astronomical tables for all these dates was deter-
mined, and all times were converted to local time. We did not search earlier
than one hour after sunset or later than nine hours.
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Fig. 2. Histogram of the number of fat-tailed marsupial mice (Sminthopsis
crassicaudata) caught per hour of searching with a spotlight, against the
number of hours elapsed since sunset. No searches were made earlier than
one hour after sunset and later than nine hours. Each interval includes at

least three and a half hours of searching.
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Fie 2 shows a trend t£ decreasing numbers of mice being caught per hour

of searching with increasing hmns attcr sunset. This suggests that marsupial

mice were most active in tho early evening. The end of astronomical twilight,

and the beginning of complete darkness was about 1 hour 25 minutes alter

sunset. Although"we searched on several occasions before this time, we saw xio

active marsupial mice,

We caught S. craxsicaudata on calm and on windy nights, and on clear and

on cloudy nights, Some association of success in locating mice and the presence

of moonfight is suggested by the following figures. Only twenty-two per cent

of our successful searching time was carried out under mooiihght (7 out oi Wk
hours). Also, during these moonlight searches, we only caught eleven per cent

of the total mice secured by this method (4 out of 37).

All mice were weighed alive within 24 hours of capture. There were no

Significant weight differences between localities. The mean weight ol 19 males

was 13-2 ± 0-18 gm. with a range of K18 to 17 gm, For 18 females, the mean

was 13*9 ± 0-34 gm r
and the range from 10# to 19 gin. There was no signifi-

cant difference between the weights of the sexes (tg 5 — 1 '02, 30!? < P < 40%).

Nunc of the females had pouch-young.

A photograph of the tracks left by a live captive is, given on Plate 1, Fig. 3.

The mouse was running quicklv for cover. The prints left by ihe two front

feet are the last two in each series in the photograph. The left and right front

feet do not regularly alternate as the leading foot, although this does occur

in Fig. 3.

Sminthopsis larapinta Spencer, stripe head marsupial mouse

Locality. Wire Creek Bore, 20 miles (32 km) N. of Oodnadalta, N. South

Italia; i35°28'F:, 27°16'S; July 7, 1966; 1*.

Field Notes. This marsupial mouse was caught under similar rircum*tenccs

tu lln? S. cra^icaudoKi individuals from locality (ni) shown on Plate 3 Fig. 2,

and considered above. It lived sympatrically with them, and a male and lemale

S\ rtasmmidalti were caught close by within &5 minutes of the time of capture

of tilts specimen. Irs weight on capture was 21 gm.

Sminthopvis species, unidentifico
1

Localiftf. Freuon, NW- South Australia; 132
e
02'E, 28°47'S; July 10, 1^66;

1 g ; M 636ft

Ridel Nnles. We dug this animal from a shallow burrow on a sand-ridgc.

The burrow resembled those of Pseudomys (Leggadina) henuanftsbttrgensis

Wailc> a small rodent which was common in the area, Aboriginals horn the

settlement at Fregon did not have a specific name for this species. They gave

us onlv Ihe worcf "mingldri'; a word used generally for all small mice. This

suggested that the animal was rare or particularly cryptic.

Taxonomy. This marsupial mouse was .smaller and more delicately built

than S. ansttcaudata and S. huipinta. The flesh dimensions (given in mm)
were: Head and bodv 70, tail 85, hind-toot 13, and car 16. Its weight ou capture

was lOVt gm. The skull dimensions (given in mm) were: greatest length 20*9,

basal length 20-4. zygomatic breadth 11-5, intcrorhUal 4-2, braixicase breadth

8-9, palate 110, nasals 7-4 x 20, bulla 5-7, anterior palatal foramina 1-5, P4

approx. 2 x Pi and P3 .

Careful examination of the pes and manus showed that the sole-pads had

an obvious longitudinal row of enlarged granules at their apex- Troughton

(1964) claimed that this was a diagnostic feature of the murinn "complex". He

Aust
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stated. however, "The fact remains that because of the acknowledged lack oF
differential cranial characters it is impossible to provide objective diagnoses
of the typical and allied forms ol rnurina at present." Positive identification of
this interesting specimen will have to await further collections and comparisons.

Antechinonnjs spemeri Thomas, western hopping marsupial mouse

1^ZC£Ut£o<lV™}e* <
26 k") W of GlenRyle Homestead, SW. Queensland;

139*22'E, 24°48'S; June 14, 1966; 1 <?
; M 6387.

Field Notes. We caught this marsupial mouse while spotlighting at night
on an undulating .gibber plain. It did not have pouch-young, and weighed
19-5 gm on capture. The native rodent Notomys cervinw (Could) was caught
dose by using the same method and it is probable that these two superficially
similar species are sympatrie.

Family NOTORYCTIDAE
Notoryctes typhlops Stirling, marsupial mole

Aboriginal Names: itjarirjari—Pitjantjatjara; yitarutju—Nga:nyatjara.
Field Notes. We were told that specimens of this distinctive species have

been obtained within the last five vears in saud-ridge areas on Everard Park
Station, Musgrave Park Station (No. 16 bore), Curtain Springs Station (where
it may be more common) and west of Warburton Mission.

"
Aboriginals from

Fregon and Warburton said that it is not seen in winter. However, others dis-
puted this claim. Most suggested that this burrowing species comes to the
surface after rain. It is not eaten by aboriginals. It seems likely that the mar-
supial mole, by reason of its small size and cryptic behaviour, is more common
than is indicated by a general survey.

Family PERAMELIDAE
Macrotis lagotis lleid, rabbit bandicoot

(Plate 2, Figure 1)

Aboriginal Names: talkti, ninu—Pitjantjatjara, iiinu, matura—Nga:nyatjara.

Range, Central Western Australia; 126 U
34'E, 26°02'S; December 7 and 8 1966-

2$;1 ? now M 6897.

Field Notes. The results of a field study of a population from locality (ii)
will be reported elsewhere.

Tins species was collected near Birdsville during 1957-59 (Mack, 1961).
We were told that it had not been seen there for about five years. However,
we obtained reports of sightings of a mammal which was probably M. lagotis
within the List two years from localities west of Glengyle Homestead. The only-
area we visited where it seemed tu be rnodcratclv plentiful was near Warburton
Mission. None of the females had pouch-young.

Taxonomy. The measurements made on five specimens as soon as prac-
ticable after capture are given in Table 1. Ceneral appearance and the above
measurements suggest that these specimens belong to the type subspecies M.
lagott? lagotis Reid.
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TABLE 1

Flesh measurements of four female rabbit bandicoots, Macrotis layoliji,

from Central Western Australia

121

Juvenile y, Adult ?*, Adult ?, Adult $t
Blackstonu Ra. Blaeksfcone Ra. Warburton Ra. Warburton Ra.

Dale of capture 9.XUJG H.XT.G6 7.XIT.66 8.XII.W

Wt. on capture (gm) 400 700 960 850

Head and body {mm} *J10 320 330 320

Tail (mm) 180 190 230 220

Ear (mm) 70 85 90 85

Hind-foot (mm) 78 E$ 96 92

* M 6340

f M 6397

Family MACROPODIDAE
Petrogale lateralis Gould, black-flanked rock wallaby

(Plate 2, Figure 2)

Aboriginal Nome: waru—Pitjantjatjara, Nga:nyatjara.

Locality. Alkara, 90 miles (145 km) SW. of Mt. Woodrofie, Musgrave

Ranges, NW. South Australia; 130°30'E, 27 D
04'S; July 27, 1966; 1 £ M 638S

(sladl only).

Field Notes. We observed two or more rock wallabies on a rocky hill of

tumbled, granite-like boulders shown on Plate 2, Fig. 3. They emerged from

their lairs at about mid-afternoon. The testimony of aboriginals that this wallaby

does not drink regularly was borne out by the absence of permanent water

nearby. Herbs and shrubs growing on the slopes, and which were possible

food species, included buckbush (Salsola kali), wild geranium (Erodhimcyg-
norum), several perennial grasses, and the shrubs Sida virgata and Ptilatus

obovatus.

Occasionally, aboriginals living on settlements from Fregon to Warburton

Mission catch and eat rock wallabies, and suggest that it is one of the more
plentiful mammals of the area.

The wallaby weighed 4-590 kg on capture, and its body dimensions (in

mm) were: head and body 525, tail .540, hind-foot 142 and ear 66.

Petrogtde xanthoptts Gray, yellow-footed rock wallaby

Field Notes. We observed these wallabies on April 10 to 16, 1966, at three

localities in the Northern Flinders Ranges between 138
c 40' and 139°20'E longi-

tude, and 30°20'S and 30°40'S latitude. In two areas, we watched them feeding

on the green herbs in creek beds at dusk and at dawn. One female had a large

joey.

Order Monodelphia
Family MURIDAE

Pseudomys (P&cudomys) species, unidentified native rodent

(Plate 3, Figure 1)

Locality, Wire Creek Bore, 20 miles (32 km) N. of Oodnadatta, N. South

Australia; 135°28'E, 27°16'S; July 9 and August 16, 1966; 4 9 , 3 $ and 3

juveniles (J); 1 9 now M 6341.
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Ffcta Notes. These native rodents were living on an open gibber flat, with
.silver saltbush (Atriptex rhagodioides) being the only perennial plant The
habitat is shown on Plate 3

V
Fig. 2. Wo dug eight of them from burrows built

under or near the saltbushes. These burrows were less than 2 feet (60 cm)
long, and one is shown on Plate 8, Fig. 3, A male, a female and three juveniles
were dug from one burrow; another eontained a male and a female, whilst a
third eontained a solitary female. A male and a female were caught with a
spotlight about 4% hours after sunset on different nights. One of the females
captured on Julv 9 produced a litter of 3 on about July 12. She was paired on
October 21, and produced another litter of 3 on December 2. On January 3

7

1967, she again produced young; this time there were 4 offspring.

Taxonomy. Tables 2 and 3 present flesh and skull dimensions of three of
these native rodents, and of types of Ps. nrinnie Troughton and Ps. rawlinnae
Troughlon taken from Troughton (1932),

TATU.K 2

Flesh dimensions of three adult females of an unidentified Pscudomyx (Pfter/domt/ja) species from
near Oodnadatta, N. South Australia, and of type specimens of Ps. mimtie and Pa.rtntHmiae.

Wt. on capture (gin)

Head and body (mm)
Tail (ram)
Ear (mm)
Hind-foot (mm)

$, WHl

33
u9

H
2tf

g, MB34a*

98
85
21
24

g M6343* Q, allot ype
P#. minnie

3, hololypo
Pa. rawlinvtte

101

93
22
27

117

in
23
27

113

ffrl

* Born in captivity, and measured when (i months old,

TABLK 3

Skull dimensions fin mm x 10) of three adult females of an unidentified Pseurlomyx {Pxeudomys)
species from near OodnadalWi, N, South Australia, and of fcWsfl specimens of &*, minnifi and

iV rawlinnae^

£, M6341 9, M6342* £; M6543* 2 allotype
Vs. minfiie

^ holotvpo
iJ

a. rawhnvae

Greatest length 29-5 28-4 21)-

4

30-7 30-8
Basal length 36*6 •25-1 25-8 23-
Zygomatic breadth 15-4 14-fi- 11-5 16-3 Ju-1
Braincase breadUt HI 1^-9 13-7 14-3 13-7
Interorhital bread I h 4-6 H-M 4*3 4-0 3-8
Nasals length U-9 10-H 11-2 11-1 12
Nasals broadth 3-3 3-0 3-5 H-ll 2-9
Palatal length 10-8 15-4 J5-S lo-0 14-5
Anterior palatal foramina «•& B-7 t>-7 7-3 7-0
Bulla $*2 4-3 5-0 —
XTppcr molar scries 5-3 5*3 5-3 5-8 5 -a
Breadth Ml ... 1-9 1-S — 1-8

i$om m captivity, and measured when 6 month* old.

We have used Tate (1951) lo assist in the following deductions.
The absence of accessory cusps anterior to the first loph of ml, and the

large size of the species indicate that it may he assigned to the sub-genus
Paeudomys Gray.
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The above tables show that the dimensions of our series are similar, to those

given by Troughton (1932) for Ps. minnie and Ps. mwUnnae. The coat also

appears'to be similar. Finlayson (1939b) noted that these species were similar

in some features, but that the upper molar row, anterior palatal foramina, and

palatal lcntfh were shorter in P# ratclinwe. These differences are slight in

Table 3. but they may indicate that our scries are closer to Ps. rawlinnae. Trough-

ton (1932), in his description of Ps. rawlinnae, made no mention of a black

calcaneal patch which is well marked on our specimens. However, Finlayson

(1939b) reported that the patch was present in the specimens he called Pft

rawlinnae.

J, A. Mahoney of Sydney has examined these specimens, and has indicated

that he considered the. sum total of characters to be closer to descriptions of

Ps. minnie. However, he also noted that recorded descriptions of the two species

arc little different, and that they may perhaps be shown after further study to

he oonspeeific.

Psrvdomys (Le»£(idhw) species (group 1), unidentified native rodent
(l%te 4, Figure 1)

Localities, (i) 30 miles (48 km) N. of Birdsville, SW. Queensland;

139°2S'£ 25 23'S; June 12, 1966, 2 3 ; M 6350-1. (ii) Wire Creek Bore, 20 miles

(.32 km) N. of Oodnadatta, N. South Australia; 18SWE, 27°16'S; July 9, 1968,

I 6;M 6352.

Field Notes. The two specimens from locality (ij were obtained by spot-

lighting about 7 hours after sunset. The single specimen from locality (ii) was

taken from a shallow burrow, which was without a nest, and which had been

freshly dug after rain. The habitat at locality (ii) is shown on Plate 3, Fig. 2.

A series oftracks of a live captive from Birdsville are shown cm Plate 4, Fig, 2.

The mouse was rumiing for cover.

Taxonomy. Tables 4 and 5 contain skull dimensions of these three native

rodents, and also of types of Ps. forresti Thomas, P$. waitei Troughton and Ps.

rneswria Thomas taken from the original descriptions,

TABLE 4

Flesh dimensions of three adult rnalos of an unfctentiSiMi Psmdomys
(
Leygadirta) spwieK (group 1),

and of typo specimens of Ps. fartxtti, Ps, wntf.i and Pa. mCNSor-ia.

$, MA350* (J, MG351* £, ttttMf $, type
P$.forresti

£l holot5*po

P^t. itxtitei

& type

Head und body (mm)
Tail (nun)
Kar (mm)
Hind-fooL (mm)

SO
56
12
IS

75
60
11

17

80
Gl

14
18

104
72
15
19

83

12

67
33
13
17

* From 30 miles X. Birdsville, S.W, Queensland.

J From noar Oodnadatta, N South Australia; weighed 18-5 gm on capture.

The general characteristics of the skulls of these specimens fit Thomas'

(1910) definition of the subgenus Leggadina. The specimens readily fit into

the forresti'Waitei-messoria group of Tate (1951), who provides a key to the

groups of Leggadina. The measurements above indicate that our specimens are

considerably smaller than P$. jorvesti, but larger than Ps, messoria. Flesh dimen-

sions match those of Ps. waitei.. but there are a number of differences, notably

ehe palatal and nasal lengths of the skulls. Coat colours of all three species in
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Slnill dimensions of thr*e adult oiftloa of sn
ami of typo spociruena of Ps

TABLE o

i imidejifcifiud Pseudomya (Lcggatlina) .spnciVa (group 1),
.JarrenU. Ps.waitci, and /V measona.

& M63ao* & M6351* \ MG352J £. type
Pd.Jorrexti /\t. tmitci

6** typo
Pti.mc&aoria

Qrti&tggt lrmgth 231 8+«3 2.W 25 22-tf 23«5
Basal length 20-tf 21-7 21 5
Zygomatic breadth — ia-a i;m 13-5 120 13-0
T3rawca$a breadth. il-a 11-7 11 ILL 11-2
Interorbital breadth 8-H 3-0 :*-7 3-6 3 5 3-0
Nasals length tf'3 8-2 M 8-5 7-0 a*0
Nusuls breadth 2-5 2S 2-6 : '2-3

Pulotal length 12-0 )3 4 131 13-0 It'S 11-5
Anterior palatal foramina. 5*1 5-a 4-9 5-5 5-3 fi-0
Bulla — 4-2 4^2 4-1
Upper molar aeries 4-5 4 5 4-4 4-4 1-1 •1-5
Breadth All ] .5 I-e 1*4 —

From 30 miles K. Birdsville, S.W. Queensland.
* From near Oodnudatta, N. South Australia.

the group, and of our specimens arc apparently similar. However, Thomas
(1910) said that the hairs on the MJv of Ps, meswria were slaty .grey, whereas
those of the above series are pure white to the base.

Pseudomtjs (Leggadina) species (group 2), unidentified native rodent
Aboriginal Name: ilpalya—Pitpantjatjara.

Localities.—(i) 20 miles (82 km) SSE. of Mt. Aloysius, Blackstone Range,
Central Western Australia; 128°44'E. 26 D

17'S; November 15, 1986; 1 ? and BIj
M 6344. (ii) 26 miles (42 km) SE. of Mt Aloysius, Blackstone Ran^e, Central
Western Australia; 128 U

52'E, 26'18'S; November 15, 1966; 4 $ , 1 6 and 111:

M 6345-9.

Field Notes. We dug these mice from burrows in two loamy plains near
rocky lulls shown on Plate 5, Figs. 3 and 4, There were many small saltbushes,
grasses and ephemeral herbs on both plains, but no other perennial plants. The
burrows were about 6 inches (15 em) deep and 15 inches (37 cm) long. A
nest of grass and flowers of an everlasting daisy was found in the deepest part.
One or more blind tunnels led from the nest. Unlike the unidentified Pscndomys
(Pseadomys) species, adult males and females were not found in the same
burrow. Two burrows contained solitary mice; one a male, the other a pregnant
female. Four burrows each contained a laetating female and her young. There
were two litters of three and two of four mice.

Living sympatiically with these rodents was the house mouse, Mus jtwscuIm
Linne. We dug out two pregnant house mice from burrows near to and closely
resembling those of the native mouse.

Pitjantjatjara elders from Musgravc Park unhesitatingly called the native
mice upalya". Finlayson (1961) reported that this was a Pitjantjatjara name
for a Notamys species "close to alexis but not specifically identified".

Taxonomy. Tables 6 and 7 give measurements of individuals in the flesh

and of skulls of this series.

We have considered this group of specimens separately from the preceding
group of Pseudomys. Closer study may show them to be conspeeifie. As with
Pseudomys (Legzadina) species (group 1 ), they fall readily into Thomas* (1910)
subgenus Leggadina, and Tate's (1951) forresii-waitei-messoria group.
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TABLK (J

Flesh dimensions of -six adult Rpacimt*u» of an unidentified P$e.udomii& {Lzgrjadina) species

(group 2), from SE. of 1 he, Rlackstone Itaage, Central Western Australia, AU females were lactating.

Wt. on capture (gm)
Head and body (mm)
Tail (mm)
Ear (mm)
Hind-foot (mm)

J, M6344 9, .\10345

25 29
as 100
59 69
Lfi 14
17 17

A M6346

IS
80

14
16

g, M8347

85
59
14

16

o
t M6348*

29
90
09
14
1H

9, M6349

2H
M
56
12
10

* Pregnant.

TAB1.K 7

Skull dimensions of five adult female specimens of an unidentified Pseudam-ps (Lefff/adina) species

(group 2) from SE. of the Blackstone Kaiigua, Central Western Australia..

?, M6344 o, M6345 c, M6347 $,M6348 $, 116349

Greatest length 23-3 24-3 23 1 23-8 22-4

Basal length 10-9 21 • S 211 20*3 19*2

Zygomatic breadth 12-0 13-

4

12-2 12-5 IW
Brainoase breadth 11-1 11*7 11 110 10 -H

Into.rorbiUil Breadth 3-6 3-3 3-9 3-5 3-2

Xasab? length 7-9 S-3 7-9 8-0 7-9

Xasala breadth. 2-2 2-4 2-2 2-4 2-3

Palatal length 12-0 12-8 12-0 12-5 11-5

Anterior palatal foramina 5-1 5-4 5-1 fi-1 4-7

Bulla 4-2 4-1 41 3-9 40
Upper molar series 4-7 4-8 4-5 4-<5 4-4

Breadth of Ml 1-6 1-6 1-6 l'O 1-5

J.
A. Mahoney has examined a sample of the two preceding unidentified

groups. He placed both of them in the forresti-xvaitei-messvria group, and,

believing that its members are conspecific, tentatively called all our specimens

Pseudomys (Leggadina) forresti Thomas.

The relationships of what wc have called Pseudomys (Lcggadina) species

(group 1) and (group 2), and other native rodents will have to await further

collections, and study of new specimens and the types before any definite state-

ment can be made.

Pseudomys (Lcggadina) hermannsburgemis Waitc, sandy inland mouse.
(Plate 4, Figure 4)

Aboriginal Name: iningkiri— Pitjantjatjara, Nga:nyatjara (now used for all

small mice).

Localities, (i) 15 miles (24 km) E. of Mt. IllbiJlee, Everard Ranges, NW.
South Australia; 132 C

43'E, 27°01'S; July 13, 1966; 3 9 and 3 6\ (u) Fregon,

NW. South Australia; 132 n
02'E, 26°47'S; July 16, 1966; 7 2 and 7S. OK)

Bowden Hill, 80 miles (129 km) SW. of Mt. Woodroffe, Musgrave Ranges, NW.
South Australia, 130°41'E, 26°58'S; Julv 23, 1966; 1 9 and 1 g - 1 9 now
M6354. (iv) Alkara, 90 miles (145 km) SW. of Mt. Woodroffe, Musgrave
Ranges, NW. Soulh Australia; 130

U30'E, 27°04'S; |ulv 27 ? 1966; 3 9 and 3 6 ;

1 $ now M 6353. (v) 42 miles (68 km) SW. of Mt. Aloysius, Blackstone Ranges,

Central Western Australia; 128°06'E, 26 U
28'S; November 12, 1966; 2 9 ; 1 8

now M 6355,
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F/l-W xVoft'5. This species was one of the commonest mammals between
128° and 132" E longitude and 26c

to 27°S latitude. All specimens were taken
h'orn burrows in sandy-loam soil, often in rmilga (Acacia aneura) scrub. The
burrows were characterised by the absence of a large mound of soil near the
mouth as illustrated by Plate 4 t Fig. 3. From one to four mice, with sex ratios
amongst them variable, were taken from single burrows. One female from
Fregon and two from locality (v) were pregnant, and a litter of four juveniles
M'as seen at Fregon.

The mean weight of 17 adult males which were weighed less than 24 hours
after capture was 11 1 ± 0-4 gm with a railge f ^ to 13 gm. For 9 adult non-
pregnant females, the mean weight was 10 ;3 + 1*4 gm, with a range of & to
ISli gm.

Taxonomy. Flesh and skull dimensions of the three specimens in the South
Australian Museum (M 635-3-5) all fall within the limits given by Finlavson
(1941) for a largo series of P$ t henuannshurgeiisis. Habits and coat colour
which he described for this species are closely similar to those of our series.

Notomys ccrvinus (Could), fawn hopping mouse.
(Plate 5, Figure 1)

Localities, (i) From IS miles (29 km) S. to 70 miles (113 km) N. of Birds-
ville, SW. Queensland; J39°21'E, 25°54'S; June 11-23. 1966; 3 * and 7 £.
(ii) 5 miles (S km) S. of Glengyle Homestead, SW. Queensland; lSQ^'E,
24 CI

48'S; 9 2 and 9 $; 10 specimens from both localities now M 6357-65 and
M640U

Field Notes. Tins species was moderately plentiful, and all specimens were
taken while spotlighting at night on bare claypans and flats illustrated on Plate 1,
Fig. 2. It was seen on the same nights and in the same areas as Sminthopsis
craxsicaudata and Antechinomys spencerL All specimens were taken between
3 and S hours after sunset.

Taxonomy. There was no gular pouch iu any of the specimens but a marked
groove was present on the anterior surface of' the upper incisors of 9 skulls
examined from individuals from both localities (M 6357-65), Finlavson (1959)
stated that these arc characteristics of N. ccrvinus, and tiat they distinguish i*

from N. fuscits (Wood-Jones).

Noiomys fitscus (Wood-Jones), Wood-Jones' hopping mouse.
Locality. Pandie Pandie Homestead, Diamantina R., NE. South Australia-

i(»;23'E 26*07'S; summer of 1964-65, 1 9 \ M 6-356.

Field Notes, This specimen was obtained by Mrs, L. Morton, who reported
thai similar hopping mice were often seen during the summer of 1964-65; we
found no live specimens while in the area.

Notomys alexis Thomas, northern hopping mouse.
(Plate S

7
Figure 2)

Alwriginal Name; tarkawara—Pitfantjatjara, Nga:nyatjara.

Localities, (i) Turner's Well, 22 miles (35 km) NE, of Mt. Woodroffe,
Musgrave Range

:
NW. South Australia; 132C

00'E, 26°Q7'S, July 19, 29, 1966*
3 .?..£ i and 6J; 1 S and 4j now M 6367. (ii) 14 miles (28'km) WSW. of
Mr. Aloysius, Blackstone Range, Central Western Australia; i28°21'E 26°10*S;
November % 1966; 2 9 and 15] (including 8 2 and 7 jh M 6369-85.
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Field Notes, This species was common over much of the area where we
found that: Pseudomys (Leggadim) hermannshttrgemis wu.s plentiful. However

we obtained most N. tdexis 'from more sandy areas, with less inulga scrub. All

specimens were dug from burrows, Ftom two to five juveniles were taken from

six single burrows; in four of these burrows lactating females were also taken.

The burrows had a vertical entrance shaft, about 6 to 18 inches (15 to 45 cm)

deep, and with no soil at the mouth. Horizontal "drives", with occasional

branches extended from the base of the shaft to a maximum of about 6 feet

(1-8 m). At the end of the "drive'\ a vertical escape shaft was often dug

stopping about an inch (25 cm) below the surface.

At locality (ii), empty shells of the quandong, Santahwi acuminatum, were

found near the entrance and along the "drive" oi oue N. ctlexis burrow. The

shells had been opened by removal of a small circular segment of the hard

outer coat.

DISCUSSION

Of the seven rare marsupials searched for specifically, we located only

Macrotis h^oth. Because of the large fluctuations in numbers which occur in

many desert-living species, and because we searched only a small proportion

of suitable habitats, it js by no means certain that any of the others are extinct.

However, only elderly aboriginal meu had any knowledge of some of the species,

and this knowledge was obtained when they were young men. For example,

Miftmecobius fasciatus is spoken of as having gone for many years from the

Everard and Bedford Ranges. However, wc should note that aboriginal people

everywhere are much less mobile and dependent on native mammals for food

now than they were in the past.

None of the 18 female Styunthopm crassieaudulu caught during June, July

and August had pouch-young though some of them were too young for breeding.

Conditions during this period were excellent, widi recent rains having increased

plant, and insect life. Martin (1965) recorded breeding of this species from

filly to Aprd under optimal conditions in the laboratory. It is therefore possible

"that breeding in the wild is to some extent regular and seasonal, unlike the fairly

regular breeding noted under laboratory conditions.

Nearly all of the females of the unidentified Psctulomys (Pseurlmwjs)

species, Psrttdomys (Leggadina) species (group 1), and of Nototwj* alexin were

lactating, or were pregnant. Recent rains had resulted in good gro%vth of herbs,

which had maimed and shed their seed,

This large-scale, synchronous breeding of native rodents and consequent

population increase, can perhaps explain to some extent the taxouomic difficulty

ot this group. That there are large fluctuations in numbers of many native

rodents has often been noted, especially in arid regions such as the Lake Eyre

Basin (e.g. Finiayson, 1939a). A large increase in variability has been observed

when a large increase in the numbers of several animals ha.s occurred. Ford

and lord (1930), working with the butterfly Mditaca aurinia, were one nf the

first to draw attention to tliis large increase in variability. The presence of much
variation in rapidly increasing populations of rodents would tend to decrease

the number of differential characters which could be used to separate closely

related species. Also, variability of the one species from different areas would

probably be large. This is because populations from different localities would

perhaps be derived from isolated small numbers of individuals present before

the large increase.
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Fiiilayson (1961) considered that pastoral exploitation, and the introduced
rabbit, iox and domestic cat were important factors influencing the abundance
and range of Central Australian species. In nrder to conserve at least some of
these species, they must first be located. Then, the influence of the above factors
should be analysed. Finally, suitable areas should be proclaimed as reserves and
Aome control of the environment attempted in order to minimise these deleterious
factors. We hope our study has contributed to the first step in such a programme
pi urgent conservation.
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Fig. 1. Male Sminthopsis crassicaudata from near Birdsville. approx. life-size.

Fig. 2. Looking along a stabilized sand-ridge 3 miles east of Birdsville where we caught 6

S. crassicaudata. Notomys cervinns was also living nearby.

Fig. 3. Tracks of a captive male S. crassicaudata Irom Glengyle. Direction of travel is from

bottom to top, and the scale is in inches and centimetres (see text).
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Fig. 1. Immature female rabbit bandicoot [Macrotis lagotis) from south of the Blaekstone
Ranges, approx. XA life-size.

taken in the wild at Alkara.Fig. 2. A male black-flanked rock wallaby (Petrogale lateralis

south of the Musgrave Ranges,

Fiji. 3. Alkara, 90 miles south-west of Mt. Woodroffe. We observed P. lateralis cm the
darker rock on the left of the hill. We caught Pseurfomys hennann.shurgensis on the
sand ridge in the foreground.
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I

1

:-- :'::.::^
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y

Fig. 1. An adult female P.seudomyy (P». ) tninnic or rtnvlimuw, obtained as a juvenile from

Wire Creek Bore, appro*. 0-65 x life-size. Each division of the scale is 1 centimetre.

Fig. 2. Habitat at Wire Creek Bore 20 miles north of Oodnadatta. The shrub in the fore-

ground is the silver saltbush, Atriplex rhugodioides* On this plain we caught

Sminthopsis cmsxictiudata, S. larapinta, Ps. mhmic or rawlirmae, and an unidentified

species of Ps. (sub-genus Leggadina).

Fig. 3. A burrow of Ps. minme or rawlinnae under a silver sallbu.sh at Wire Creek Bore.

The mound at the entrance is approx. 9 inches wide.
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Fig. 1. An unidentified male Pscudomys (Leggaclina) species from 30 miles north of Birds-
ville, approx. 0-6 x life-size.

Fig. 2. Tracks of the Ps. (Leggadina) species shown in Fig. I. Direction of travel is from
bottom to top, and the scale is in inches and centimetres (see text).

Fig. 3. Entrance to a Pseudomy.s hermanmbtirgensis burrow near Fregon.

Fig. 4. A male Pseudomys (Leggadina) hcrmannsburgensis from Alkara. south of the
Musgrave Ranges.
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Fig. 1. A male Notomys cervinus from near Birdsville, approx. 0-6 x life-size.

Fig. 2. A male Notomys alexis from Turners Well, near Ernabella, approx. 0-6 x life-size.

Fig. 3. Habitat of an unidentified Ps. (Leggadina) species (group 2). 20 miles south-
south-east of Mt. Aloysius.

Fig. 4. Entrance to a burrow of Ps. (Leggadina) species (group 2), at the locality shown
in Fig. 6. The burrow contained an adult male.
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Summary

Several hundred fossil elasmobranch teeth, collected from Tertiary formations in South Australia,

have been identified to species level in most cases. Twenty-five species have been recognized,

including the new species Carcharias maslinensis Pledge, and three forms are identifiable only to

genus level. The majority of species belong in the Infra-class Osteodonta, and some absentees are

noted. Diagnoses for the various genera and species are given, and a guide to their salient features.

When the occurrences are arranged stratigraphically, they fall into two main time spans, in

Middle to Upper Eocene and Lower to Middle Miocene, when conditions were most suitable for

preservation. It is concluded that the establishment of zones in Australia, based on assemblages of

elasmobranch teeth, is not yet possible.
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SUMMARY

Several hundred fossil elasmobranch teeth, collected from Tertiary forma-

tions in South Australia, have been identified to species level in most cases.

Twenty-five species have beer* recognized, including the new species Carcb.arias

maxlinensis Pledge, and three forms are identifiable only to genus level, The
majority of species belong in the Infra-class Osteodonta, and some absentees

are noted. Diagnoses for the various genera and species are given, and a guide

to their salient features. When the occurrences are arrauged stratisraphically.

they fall into two main time spans, in Middle to Upper Eocene and Lower to

Middle Miocene, when conditions were most suitable for preservation. It is

concluded that the establishment of zones in Australia, based on assemblages

of elasmobranch teeth, is not yet possible.

INTRODUCTION
The Elasmobranchii have a history reaching back to the Devonian Period,

but many major groups became extinct before or during the Mesozoic. Although

marine sequences of Cretaceous age are known in South Australia, no shark

remains have been recorded from them yet. All the teeth described herein arc

from Tcrtiarv deposits.

Apart from a brief note by McCoy (1875), Chapman (1913, 1914, 1917),

Chapman and Pritchard (1904, 1907), and Chapman and Cudmore (1924)

have been the only ones to write on the Tertiary fishes of Australia, Most of

their material was from Victoria; only rarely were South Australian specimens

mentioned.

The first work of any importance concerning fossil fishes was by Louis

Agassi/, whose "Rccherehcs sur les Poissons fossiles'* was published at Neu-
chatel between 1834 and 1843. Other papers soon followed in Europe and
America, and a few workers studied the fossil fishes of Indo-Pacific region. Very
recently, L. S. Glikman (1964), of the Academy of Science of the U-S-S.R.,

published a volume wherein assemblages of sharks' teeth arc used to define

twelve zones in the Russian Paleogene, The present work was undertaken to

determine whether similar zones could be established for the Australian

Tcrtiaries.

MATERIAL
The paleontologtcal coUection of the Department of Geology, University of

Adelaide, includes several hundred fossil elasmobranch teeth, mostly from local

Tertiary formations. A large number of teeth in the collection of the Geological

Survey of South Australia, and several small private collections, were also

studied.

* University of Adelaide. Present address; Geology Dept, University of Wyoming, U.S.A.

Trans- Roy, Soc, S. Aust (1967), Vol. 91.
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uepositories

Teeth held in the Department of Geology, University of Adelaide, are
catalogued with the prefix

<lFv

\

Those in the collection of the Geological Survey are recorded in the Verte-
brate Catalogue, and have numbers with the prefix

;

'V", e.g. V35.

NOMENCLATURE
Many elasmobranch genus names were established bv naturalists of the

Oarly^lStb century, such as Rafinesque (1810), de BlainvUlc (1816) and Ciivfcr
(1817). Cuvier is best known, but many of the genera he established were
synonyms. Agassiz propagated these synonyms in the literature, and it is only
in recent years that the original names have come into more general usage for
the fossil species. Some authors, such as Glikman (196*1), have split these
"classical" genera, but it is difficult to see their reasons for so doing.

As genera and species of fossil sharks are established only on the character
of the teeth, it is obvious that both "splitting" and "lumping may occur. Com-
parison with the teeth nf living sharks can reduce this risk somewhat, according
to the particular genus of shark, but not remove it. Many species are therefore
only morpho-species, and may represent several different biospecies, or con-
versely one biospecies may be represented by several morpho-species. As far as
possible, the teeth described herein are compared with species originally de-
scribed from Europe or America, on the grounds that most species of larger
sharks have very wide distributions, and the number of parameters by which
sharks' teeth are identified are not sufficient to establish geographic species fr>r

similar forms from different parts of the world,

CLASSIFICATION
Several classifications of sharks have been proposed and these vary widely.

Most have a strictly zoological approach, using characters, rarely, if ever, pre-
served in fossils. Nicholson and I.ydekker (1889) used a majordivision based
on the structure of the vertebrae, Tcctospondyli and Astcrospondyli, while
Bcrtin and Arambourg (1958) had major divisions, Pleurotremata and Hypo-
tremata, based on gill position, i.e. more or less on body form. Smaller divisions
are based on morphological and physiological criteria in which tooth form is

rarely included. Families and orders of fossil sharks' teeth are therefore based
on living forms. However, the major division in fossil sharks is one of the basic
tooth structure, and this lias been utilised by Glikman (1964) in his classifica-

tion of extinct and living clasmobranchs, which is marked by a distinction
between orthodont aud osteodont dentition,

Orthodont teeth (Text-fig. la) have a pulp cavity surrounded by ortho-
dentine, and such teeth are found in the majority of living and fossil elasmo-
branchs, including one order of "true" sharks, the Giroharhinidae (whalers^
topes, tigers and hammerhead sharks), also the dogfishes, rays and skates, and
those primitive sharks; the hexanchids (notidanids) and heterodontids.

The Osteodonta have teeth (Text-fig. lb) whose composition, including
the root, is a vascular bone-like form of apatite called ostcodenline. Only "true*
sharks are included in the group; nurse arcd sand sharks, bulldog sharks, por-
beagles, makos and blue pointers, threshers, and white pointers.

This division raises the question; which feature is of greater phyJogcnetic
importance— a basic tooth structure, a basic vertebral structure, or overall body
shape and anatomical layout?
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Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

1. a. Orthodont tooth (Carcharhinm), b. Osteodont touth (Carcfiarias), e; Enamel
(vitrodentine), or: orthodentine, ox: osteodentine, ps: pseudodentine, p: pulp cavity

(diagrammatic sections, after Bertin and Arambourg, 1958).

2. a. Profile, Carcharias macrolus. b. Inner face, ditto, c. Lamna apiculata, inner face.

d: lateral denticles, c: entire margin, /: root lobc : m: median boss, n: nutritive pit,

s: striations.

3. a. Serrated margins, e.g. Gahocerch. b. Serrated margins, e.g. Hemipristis, c. Den-
tate margins, e.g. Carcharodon.

4. Carchartas arenarius Ogilby. a. Upper jaw. b. Lower jaw. Anterior at left.

5. Isuropsis moko (Whitley), a. Upper jaw. b. Lower jaw. Anterior at right.
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However, the fossil word furnishes mainly the teeth, and the vertebrae
found are difficult to ascribe to families. The use of the divisions Tcctospondyli
and Asterospondyli hax hecu generally discontinued,, and it is therefore felt
that the use of basic tooth structure as a criterion for classification is defensible.

TOOTH MORPHOLOGY AND VARIABILITY
(Text-figs. 1-5)

Sharks' teeth consist of two main parts— the crown or biting surface, and
the root. The crown may be solid (i.e. osteodont) or hollow (orthodont).

The crown consists of the main cusp or cutting blade, which may possess
some accessor^' cusps. In osteodont sharks, these are paired lateral denticles or
cusps; but in some orthodont sharks the teeth are asymmetrical, and accessory
cusps occur only or mainly one the posterior side, e.g. "Nntidanus* and Goteo-
cento. The crown is often compressed into a blade, with the labia! (outer)
face being more planar than the lingual (inner) face.

The margins may be sharp cutting edges or quite blunt. Unless they arc
interrupted by dentes or serrac, they are termed "entire". Dcntcs are squarish
"teeth" produced by invaginations of the edge, and serrae arc saw-like points;
intermediate shapes also occur.

Paired lateral denticles may take a variety of forms, even within the one
species: sharp-pointed cones or barely discernible tubercles, straight or curved,
broud sharp-edged compressed cones* or wedge-shaped blades. They may also
bear serrae or dentes.

Ornamentation of the enamel is often present: plications of the enamel of
the outer face, and longitudinal striatums on the inner face.

The root is of bone-like material, and is usually bifurcated into two more
or less distinct lobes which can take a varielv of forms, according to position in
(he jaw. At the middle of the inner side of the root there is often a "median
boss

1

which bears a vertical groove containing the "nutritive foramen". This
is mainly seen in osteodont teeth, but some carcharhinids also have a nutritive
pore. Within any one species of shark, variation in tooth form is seen; it may
be slight, involving only an increasing obliquity in the more distal teeth, or
radical, as in the hexanchids, where the diUerence between teeth of upper and
lower jaws is extreme. Some generalisations may be made, although exceptions
can be found.

1. Teeth from the upper jaw arc broader than their lower jaw equivalents.
2. Upper teeth show more inclination than the equivalent lower teeth.

which are normally erect.

3. There is a gradual decrease in the length-breadth ratio of the crowns
as one proceeds backwards in the jaw.

'I. Tn sharks having "eye" teeth (which are considerably smaller than their
immediate neighbours ) , the anterior teeth are considerably more elongate
than those lateral teeth immediately following the eye teeth.

5, There may be an increase in the number of lateral cusps on teeth in the
distal parts of the jaws; the cusps also become broader and relatively
coarser.

0. Small symphysfal teeth may occur at the symphysis of either jaw.

"Hie living sharks, Carcharias arenorius and Itmropsiv mako (Text-figs. 4. 5)
found in South Australian waters, show many nf these features, Others, such as
Ckileoccrdo and Carchawdon, show Utile variation within the jaw, save inclina-
tion and crown proportions.
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Measurements are taken along three approximately perpendicular directions.

Generally, crown height only can be measured due to damage to the root, and

this is taken in the plane of the outer face, from apex to base, in a line per-

pendicular to the base. Width is measured at the base of the crown, where it

naturally separates from the root. Thickness is often difficult to measure be-

cause of the configuration of the tooth; it is taken in a line normal to the outer

face, as close to the base as possible.

TAXONOMIC CHARACTERS

The characters that define genera of sharks' teeth are in some respects quite

vague, yet in conjunction they serve to separate the groups fairly well.

Features used are:

1. Overall shape and proportions.

2. Presence or absence of serrated margins.

3. Presence or absence of lateral cusps.

4. Shape and number of lateral cusps, if present.

5. Shape of the roots.

Specific characters are the same as those listed above, with the addition of:

6. Presence or absence of striations on the lingual face.

7. Presence or absence of plicae in the enamel of the labial face.

8. Contortion or inclination of the crown.

In addition to just the presence or absence of these features, specific deter-

minations also derpend considerably on the degree to which a character is pre-

sent. This can, and undoubtedly does, lead to some confusion in identification

from inadequately illustrated descriptions,

SYSTEMATICS

The classification used herein is given below, and is adapted from those

of Glikman (1964) and Bertin and Arambourg (1958).
Superclass Pisces

Class Chondrichthycs
Subclass Elasmobranchii

Jnfraclass Orthodonta
Order Hexanchida
Family "Notidanidac" (Hexanehidae)

Order Hetcrodontida
Family Heterodontidae

Order Squatmida
Suborder Rajoidei

Families including Pristidae, Rajidae, Myliobatidae, Dasyatidae
Suborder Squatinoidei

Pristiophoroidei

Orectoloboidei
Squaloidei

Order Carcharhinida
Family Carcharhinidae

Sphyrnidae

Infraclass Ostcodonta
Order Carchariida

Family Carchariidae (= Odontaspidae)
Isuridae
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DESCRIPTION OF SPECIES

Infraclass Orthodonta

Family "Notidanidae"

Genus "Notidanus" Cuvier, 1817

Diagnosis. Teelh of upper jaw with prominent prime cusp and one or more
small secondary cusps on distal side. Lower teeth very wide with numerous
secondary cusps giving a saw-like form.

"Nolidantts" Cuvier includes Ilcxanchus and Heplranchias Raiinesquc,
1810, and Notorhyrwhus Ayres, 1S55, as there is no apparent generic difference
between the teeth of these living genera.

"Notidanus" serratissimus Agassiz

(Plate 1 3 Figs. 3-3)

Notidanufi serratmhnufi Agassiz, 1843, p, 222, pi. 36 s
figs. 4, 5.

Woodward, 1886, p. 216, pi. 6, figs. 23-26.

Diagnosis. Teeth small, five to ten cones with blunt apices; principal cone
only slightly larger than immediate neighbour, but more robust. Anterior ecU<e

produced downwards and denticulated on lower half

Observations. Woodwards figures 24 and 25 (1886) most closely agree
with two teeth at hand, although one of these has eleven cones—more than pre-

scribed by the diagnosis. In all other respects, including geologic age, they
agree with the figured material.

Another specimen, however, from the Naracoorte Bore, exhibits a somewhat
different form. The principal cusp is very broad and less acute, and about
twice as high as die following cusps which are about the same height. It also

has eleven cusps.

Four fragments (PL L Fig. 3) found in close proximity at Blanche Point

arc tentatively assigned to this species, although they show some variation in

the coarseness and style of serration.

Occurrence. Blanche Point Marl, at Port Noarlunga and Blanche Point.

Knight Formation equivalents, Naracoorte Bore. 426 ft.

Age. Middle and Upper Eocene.

Material Examined. Three teeth and several fragments.

Family PK1ST1DAE
Genus PniSTts Latham, 1794

Diagnosis. Rostrum of slcull long smooth blade with rounded end and
parallel sides. Rostral teeth triangular, eompressed dorsoventrally, faintly

striated lengthwise, occur regularly along rostrum.

Pristis cudmorei Chapman
(i'late 1, Fig. 6)

Prtetis cudynorei Chapman, 1917, p. 139, pi. 9, fig, 7.

Diagnosis. Rostral teeth small, elongate, triangular, slightly inclined. An-

terior margin sharp, finely denticulated to apex. Posterior edge thick and blunt.

Both faces very finely and irregularly striated for half of height,
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Observations. The three specimens at hand agree closely with Chapman's

description of material of Upper Miocene age, but full equivalence of this

neritic form is doubted because of the large time gap between the Victorian and

South Australian occurrences.

Occurrence. Blanche Point Marl, Maslin Bay.

Age, Upper Eocene. Carter's Unit 2.

Material Examined. Three specimens.

Family MYLIOBAT1DAE
Genus Myliobatis Cuvicr, 1817

Diagnosis. Dental pavement formed by regular interlocking of hexagonal

tooth plates. Tooth plates with comb-like base—numerous transverse parallel

blades on articulating surface. Median plates very broad, lateral plates regular

hexagons.
Myliobatis spp.

(Hate 1, Figs. 4, 5)

Observations* Two pieces from the Blanche Point Marl, and six pieces of

different species from Naracoorte are the only South Australian specimens seen

by the author. A fragment of caudal spine (PL 1, fig. 5) is also referred to

fhis genus, but none of the material has been identified to species level.

Occurrence. Blanche Point Marl, Maslin Bay; Naracoorte E. & W,S. Bore

No. 5, 426 ft, Knight Group equivalents.

Age. Middle and Upper Eocene.

Material Examined. Spiue fragment from Blanche Point, 6 tooth plate

fragments from Naracoorte bore, 2 from Blanche Point.

Family CARCHARH1N1DAE
Genus Cahcharhinus Blainville, 1816

Diagnosis. Teeth small, stout; lower teeth narrow, erect; upper teeth

broader, inclined. No lateral denticles. Base widely expanded. Cutting margins

often finely serrated. Root nearly straight, with central notch,

Carcharhinus cf. collatus Eastman, 1904

(Plate 1. Fig. 7)

Carchanm colhta Eastman, 1904. £, 85, pi. 32, fig. 3.

Chapman and Cudmore, 1924, p. 118, pi. 0, fi^s, 13-16,

Diagnosis. Robust Carcharhinus teeth with cutting edges finely serrated

on basal prolongations, very finely on cusp, entire apex. Inner face strongly

convex. Enamel of outer face extends much lower man on inner face. Root
elongated, large, symmetrical.

Observations. The four specimens at hand agree with the figure of C
collatus given by Chapman and Cudmore (1924), and also with Eastman's

figures of his types from the Miocene deposits in Chesapeake Bay, Maryland,

although one specimen is more oblique, and another more robust.

Occurrence. The teeth all came from 255 ft, depth in the Marion No. 2
Bore, Sturt River Valley, Adelaide Plains. This depth is in or near the Munno
Para Clay member of the Port Willunga Beds, as defined by Lindsav and
Shepherd (1966).

Age. Lower to Middle Miocene: Batcsfordian-Balconibian.

Material Examined, Four specimens.
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Carcharhinus (Prionodon) aculeatus (Davis)

(Plate 1, Fig. 8)
Galcocerdo aculeatus Davis, 1888, p, 8, pi. I, figs. 1-3,
Carcharias (Prionodon) aculeatus Woodward, 18S9. p, 440.

Chapman and Cudmore, 1924, p. 119, pi. 9, figs. 19, 20.

Diagnosis: Carcliarhintis teeth with whole cutting margin serrated, rather
coarsely on lateral prolongations, finely on cusp, coarsest in notch; apex almost
entire.

Observations, Tins species is represented by a solitary tooth from the River
Murray Cliffs. It is similar to specimens of C. collatus at hand, hut the serra-
tions are considerably coarser and the tooth is slightly larger. The cusp shows
a distinct inclination and the anterior notch is shallow. The tooth compares
favourably with the figures of Chapman and Cudmore (1924).

Occurrence. River Murray Cliffs, locality uncertain, preservation suggests
Cadell Marl Lens. Davis' material came from the Oarnaru area (?L. Miocene)
and from the L. Pliocene "Awaterc Series

5
*.

Age, Lower Miocene.

Material Examined. One specimen.

Genus Hicmiphisxis Agassiz, 1843

Diagnosis, Principal teeth large, triangular, compressed; cutting edges
coarsely serrated almost to apex. Lower anterior teeth slender, subulate, in-
wardly curved, only a few minute serrae at base.

Hemipristis serra Agassiz

(Plate 1, Fig. 9)

Hemiprhti? serra Asassiz. 1843, p, 337, p]. 27, figs. 18-30.
Woodwaid, 1S89. p. 449.
Chapman and Ciulmore, 1924, p, 115. pi. 9, fig. 12.

Diagnosis. Marginal serrations in broad upper teeth large, extending
almost to apex. Margins of anterior lower teeth very sharp distally. Inner
face of root with deeply cleft median boss.

Observations. This species, while common in the Tertiaries of Europe,
America and Indonesia, is quite rare in Australia, and only two specimens arc
known, to the author, one found by Cudmore (Chapman and Cudmore, 1924)
and the other very recently by Mr. R. J. F. Jenkins. The latter specimen is

slightly smaller, but broader than that figured by Chapman and Cudmore. The
marginal serrations are coarse, vciy sharp, and stop about 5 mm below the apex.
The crown is inflated, but the external face is depressed at the base; the margins
are twisted, convex outwards. Most of the root is missing.

Occurrence. Cliff, left bank of River Murray, one mile below Pelican
Point, near Morgan, South Australia. Cadell Marl Lens in the Morgan Lime-
stone.

Age. Lower Miocene - Batesfordian,

Material Examined. One specimen (F17288).

Genus Carcharoides Ameghino, 1901

Diagnosis. Teedi similar to Lanma, but with denticulated margin as in
Carcharodon. Lateral denticles compressed, dentate. Orthodont.
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Carcharoides cf. totuserratns Ameghino
(Plate 1

? Fig. 11)

Carcharoides totwerratwi Amcghino, 1006, p. 1S3 (footnote), fig. 50.

Chapman and Cudmore, 1924, p. 121.

Diagnosis. Teeth large; inclined crowns. Large pointed lateral cusps, all

margins denticulated.

Description of Specimen- Crown elongate triangular, acute, slightly oblique.

Margin irregularly dentate, dentes wide and separated by shallow grooves.

Outer face almost flat, smooth, inner face convex, smooth.

Observations. The sole specimen at hand consists only of the enamel shell

of the crown, and no root or lateral denticles arc present. It is somewhat
smaller than Amegliino s type, and less oblique, and shows a flaring oF the base

that is difficult to visualize in C. totusermtus. It is also similar to C. temndens
Chapman; Chapman records both forms from Janjufcian deposits at Waurn
Ponds, Victoria; Ameghino's material, from the Patagonian Scries, is now re-

garded as being of Lower Miocene age.

Occurrence. Road cutting near Strathalbyn cemetery, Mannum Formation
equivalents.

Age. Lower Miocene.

Material Examined, One specimen.

Genus Galeocerdo Mullcr and Henle. 183S

Diagnosis. Teeth serrated on both edges. Apex sharply inclined, deep
notch posteriorly, coarse serrations below notch.

Galeocerdo cf. aduncus Agassiz

(Plate LFig. 10)

Galeocerdo aduncus Agassiz, 1843, p. 231, pi. 26, figs. 24-28.

Woodward, 1880, p. 444.
Chapman and Cudmore., L924, p. 117.

Leriche, 1957, p, 38, pi. 45, figs. 18-21.

Diagnosis. Anterior margin arched; apex short, broad, sharply inclined,

very similar to existing Galeocerdo cuvieri but smaller.

Observations. There is only one South Australian specimen of this species

at hand. At first glance it seems referable to G. iatidens because of its rela-

tively great width and low crown. However, the anterior margin is distinctly

arched, and finely denticulate On reference to a jaw of the living G. cuvieri,

it would appear that the tooth came from a posterior position, where the crown
is relatively low.

Another tooth (Plate 1, Fig. 10b), of presumed Miocene age, and from
an uncertain locality, is at hand. It differs from the above in having an elon-

gated apex reaching almost to the posterior extremity of the tooth. The anterior

edge shows a sharp bend about halfway along its length, and the two halves

are straight. As such, it does not fit any species known to the author, but no
attempt has been made to erect a new species on it at this stage.

Occurrence. Exact locality unknown, but from the River Murray cliffs,

probably at Morgan.

Age. Lower Miocene.

Material Examined. Two teeth.
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Family TRIAKIDAE
Genus Mustelus Linck, 1790

Diagnosis. Teeth small, similar, rhomboidal occlusal surface, arranged in

oblique rows to form wide curved dental pavement on jaws; many in function
at same time.

Fig. 6

Fig. 6. Comparison of Mustelus antarcticus and ?Mmidus sp.

a- M. antarctwiiA\ occlusal surface. Recent.
b. ?Mustelu* sp., ditto (F17287), U. Eocene,
c. M, antarcticus. postero-occJnsal aspect showing length.
d. ?Mustclus sp., ditto. (x 5 approx.

)

cf. Mustelus sp.

(Text-fTg, 6)

Description. A single, small, subrhomboidal tooth was found by Mr. R. J, F.

Jenkins at Blanche Point, It is similar in form to a tooth from the living gummy
shark Mustelus antarcticus Giirtther, but differs in that the posterior corner of

the rhomb is truncated, while the anterior truncation is wider.

The gently arched occlusal surface of the tooth is granulate, but there is

a distinct smooth triangular area at the posterior corner (in the living M, antarc-

ticus the whole surface is granulate, more coarsely on the posterior half). The
tooth is not as deep as M, antarcticus, and its articulating process is obscured or

missing.

Observations. This is the first report of any tooth of this form from Aus-
tralian Tertiaries, although the Triakidae have a history reaching back to die
Cretaceous, and Mustelus itself has been recorded from Oligocene deposits
(Arambourg and Bertin, 1958, p. 2036).

If the present determination is correct, the genus will thus have its strati-

graphic range extended back to the Upper Eocene.

Occurrence. Blanche Point Marl, Maslin Bay.

Age. Upper Eocene, Aldingan Stage, Carter's Unit 2.

Material Examined. Oue specimen, plus example from Jiving gummy shark.

Infraclass Osteodonta

Family CARCHARIIDAE (
= ODONTASPIDAE)

Genus Carchauias Rafinesque, 1810

(syn. Odoxtaspis Agassiz, 1843)

Diagnosis. Teeth with high, narrow, compressed crown; wTith one or two
pairs of lateral denticles, generally sharp pointed. Anterior teeth very high
crowned, large and slender, with much produced bifurcated root. Similar to

Cretaceous Scapanorhynchus and some forms of Lamna. Cutting edges entire,

beginning several millimetres above base of crown.
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Carcharias macrotus (Agassiz)

(Plate 3, Figs. 1-«)

Lamruz elemrui Agassiz, 1843. p. 289, pi. 381, $& 1-7, pi 57a, fitp,. 58, 5<L
Otrxius macrotus Agassi*, 1843, p, 273, pi. 32, tigs. 29-S1
Qdimtaspis cl&gans Woodward, 1889. p. 361.
O. macrota Woodward, 1899, p. 9. pi 1. fi*s. 19, 20.

O. iTntcrofa rfWrfd White- 1931. p. 58
:
figs. 45-74.

Diagnosis: High narrow crown, slightly curved; outer face smooth,
slightly convex; inner face convex but medially flattened, longitudinally striated,

striae rather irregular. Single pair of lateral denticles. Prominent median boss

with nutritive pore. Root lobes long, generally pointed.

Observations. Teeth of this species show a variety of forms, depending on
position in the jaw, and also, to some extent, on age. The denticles show a

number of different forms, from fine curved cones to broad compressed cones,

to chisel-like blades. Striations vary in continuity and degree, from strongly

incised grooves to barely discernible narrow facets. Many specimens lack tnc

root and/or lateral cusps, making identification rather uncertain. Several bio-

species may be represented. According to White (1931, p. 62) the forms
"Qdantapsis elegant (Ag) and O, macrota are the same species. "O, elegans"
being juvenile to O. macrota.

Two other forms have been separated in the South Australian material. One
is represented by six teeth (V49) from the Naracoorte bore assemblage (Plate

3, Fig. 7), They differ from most specimens in having a quite robust habit

with short narrow crowns and strong, thick, widely bifurcated roots, AH sliow

the typical C, macrotus striations, Three of them are from the tipper jaw,

haviug shorter, inclined crowns. All bear short lateral cusps, and two of the

lower teeth also have a second, minute, inner pair.

The other aberrant form (Plate 3, Fig. 8) is represented by three teeth

(V53) from the Peel's Bore assemblage, which differ in size, preservation and
root form from the numerous specimens of C. macrotus also present. All three

bear strong striatums, arid lack lateral cusps. One is a compressed symphystal
tooth, and the other two have roots with widely divergent, flattened, round*
ended lobes,

Not enough is known of these two forms to ptet them in other species.

Occurrence. Basal member of the Tortaehilla Limestone, upwards to the
lower part of the Port Willunga Beds—Maslin and Aldinga Bays. Peel's Bore
near Robe (390 ft.), and an aberrant form from the E. fir W.S. Bore No- 5, at

Naracoorte (426 ft). Also from the Strathalbyn cemetery ioad cutting, Morgan
typo section, and Dry Creek Sands (Tennants Bore, Salisbury).

Age. Common in Middle and Upper Eocene, and sporadically to Pliocene,

in South Australia.

Material Examined. Approximately 50 specimens from Maslin and Aldinga
Bays m A.U. catalogue; about 100 from Peels Bore and other places, held in

the Geological Survey collection, including the aberrant forms (V49 and V53).

Carcharias contortidens (Agassi?)

(Plate 3, Fig. It)

Lamna (Odontaxpis) contortiderui Agassis, 1843, p. 291, pi. 37a, figs. 17-23.
Odontusptii cantortidam Woodward, 1889, p, 366.

Chapman and Cudmore, 1924,, p. 122.

Diagnosis, Teeth slender; delicate longitudinal striae on inner face. Sig-

moidal curvature of anterior teeth and median boss of root more pronounced
than in C. macrotus.
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Ohservutums. A large number of teeth from Peel's Bore were separated
from C. macrotus by their greater slcnderness and sinuosity. The striations arc
often finer and more numerous than in C. macrolns and extend nearer to the
apex. Miocene specimens from the Marion No. 2 Bore are similar to, But
considerably smaller than those from Peel's Bore.

Occurrence. Pecfs Bore (390 ft), near Robe; Marion No. 2 Bore (255 ft.),

Sturt River Valley; Blanche Point Marl Aldinga Bay; and Dry Creek Sands in

the Abattoirs Bore.

Age* Middle to Upper Eocene, Miocene, Pliocene,

Material. Examined. About 50 specimens, mainly from Peel's Bore ( V14,
V17

)

,

Carchan'as maslincnsis sp. nov.

(Plate 2, Figs. 1-8)

Diagnosis. Teeth with very slender crown, circular cross-section at base.
Anterior teeth with very sinuous elongate crowns, twisted. Anterior cutting edge
more prominent. Regular, deeply-incised, longitudinal striations on inner face,

almost to apex. Pair of minute, conical lateral denticles, well separated from
Crown. Root of anterior teeth with strong median boss. Lateral and distal

teeth slaughter, erect, having roots with widely divergent flattened lobes.

Description of Types

llololype (F17260) (PL 2, Figs. 1, 2). A typical anterior tooth of Car-
charias, but distinguished by extreme slenderness, prominent sinuosity and
axial twist, it is almost circular in section at the base, where the cutting"edges
arc nonexistent, but becomes semicircular towards the apex, with tbe outer face
being almost flat. Anterior cutting edge begins about two millimetres' above
base and is q\ntc sharp; posterior cutting edge begins about 5 aim above base
but is less prominent and rather blunt. The outer face is smooth except for a
small sub-median plica, the inner face is strongly convex and longitudinally
striated to within 3 mm of the apex. Striae are fine, regular, almost parallel
bifurcating towards the apex. A very small, curved-conical lateral cusp js

preserved on the anterior side of the crown, some distance below the base.

The root is strongly bifid with narrow lobes at about 10" sep;i rated b> a
prominent median boss with a deep nutritive pit at the apex*.

Dimensions. Total height 20-8 mm; crown height (along outer fact;) Ifi g
mm, inward displacement of apex e. JO mm; base width 4*3 mm; base lliis-k

ness 4*0 mm.

Para types

(a) Anterior teeth (\
7

35) (PI. % fig-3). Similar to hololype, bul mosl. have.

lost Hie lateral cusps.

rjJUvu iuulis J. WM gJ'mp tan lie ;*c|Jrti •ucu,, wiie, inwing itriuiLvcay wim; iii.-mi

cusps, presumably represents teelh from (he upper jaw. the other, lower jaw
teeth. This conclusion is based on observations on the variation of teeth in the

jaws of the living Curchwius arenarws Ogilby, whieli observations also explain

the differences in root form and the shortness of the crown in the lateral leeth.
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Judging hy the gradation in size and fonn o£ both lateral and anterior teeth

and the preservation, it is considered that they might represent one individual,

Occurrence, E, & W.S, Rorc No. 5, Naraooortc (426 ft.).

Depositories of Types. Holotype- Dept. of Geology, University of Adelaide,

F17260. Pararypes; Geological Survey of South Australia. VIS, V35*

Observations. The teetli differ from Lamna attenuata Davis, wlrieh Chap-
man reported (1918) from the Lower Aldingan Beds, by possessing striatums

on the inner face, and a twisted sigmoidal shape of the crown. Chapman and
Pritchard (1904) describe Odontaspis attenuata (Davis) as having a striated

inner face, but none of the material seen in the Victorian National Musenm
agrees with the specimens of C. maslincnsis, The. lateral teeth of C. maslinensis

arc similar to very small specimens of C. macrotus.

TABLE 1.

DBIKXSIONS OF TYPES

Autpriors Upfifir Laterals Lower Laterals

height width tluckliObti height uulth thickness height triath thiokriRss

hotalupe pamttfpes paratypes
16*8 4-5 4-0 s-;{ 4-8 2-4 7-7 3-a 2*3

7-2 4*1 2-0 7-ti 3*0 2-5
panitifpts

L'Q'J 4-0 4-1 6*1 a-

5

2-0 7-0 2-4 2-2
12-1 3-5 2-5 6*8 3-4 2*0 5-8 1*0 1-7
12-1 a*fl 2'9 7-0 a-7 2-2 7*3 2-8 21
i:t-o 3-4 2-5 «-5 2-8 2- ! 5-K 2-

J

1-7
9-9 31 2-fl fi HI 2-7 1-8 7-5 30 2-3
12-0 3-0 2-5 01 2-9 1*7 7-2 30 20
&«4 2*H 2*4 5-4

0*0
3-3
2-9
2-2

1-5
1-6
1-7

7 Hi 4-5 23

C. ynaslincnsis is commonly found in the Eocene deposits of South Australia,

and appears to have undergone some evolutionary change, as specimens from
the Blanche Point Marl ancf Port Willunga Beds (lower part) are stouter than
those from the older Tortachilla Limestone and Knight Formation. It is a
common constituent of the assemblage of crowns in the Basal grit member of the
Tortachilla Limestone, but most identified specimens are of anterior teeth, for

it is difficult to distinguish the lateral teeth on crowns alone. Three poorlv pre-
served specimens from the Strathalbyn assemblage could conceivably be
reworked from underlying Eocene strata during the Miocene transgression.

Occurrence. Peel's Bore, 390 ft, Co. Bohe, Hd. Ross, Sec, 19; E & W.S.
Bore No. 5, Naracoorte, 426 ft; a farm bore near Lucindale, 200 ft; a farm bore
near Kingston, 715 ft*; basal grit of Tortachilla Limestone at Maslin Bay, basal
part of Muloowurtie Formation, Yorkc Peninsula, Blanche Point Marl; lower
part of Port Willunga Reds; and Strathalbyn (cemetery road cutting) Mannum
Formation equivalent.

Age. As recorded so far, C. maslinemis ranges from Middle to Upper
Eocene, and possibly to Lower Miocene, unless reworked.

Material Examined. About 50 specimens from south-eastern bores, includ-
ing the types F17260, V35, and V18. Another 50 crown enamels from the
Tortachilla Limestone, and several teeth from other levels.
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Carcharias cL cuspidatus (Agassiz)

(Plate 3; Figs. 9, 12, 13)

Lamna cuspidata Agassiz, 1843. p. 290, pi. 37a. figs. 43-30.
Odontmpis empidtrta Woodward, 1889, p. 125.

White, 1831, p. 52, figs. 13-44,

Diagnosis. Teeth very similar to C. maewttts except for absence of striae

on inner face. Sometimes more robust tban corresponding teeth of C. ntacrotus,

but smaller. One pair of small, pointed, lateral cusps. Nulrilive foramen in
deep cleft.

Observations. A large number of teeth, many from Peel's Bore, fit in this

diagnosis, but most are wanting roots and/or lateral cusps. Those which are
complete come within the range of variation for the species as illustrated in
Whitens figures, but altogether they make i,ip a rather heterogeneous collection

which may represent several species. It has not been possible to separate them
into jnore satisfactory groups.

Occurrence. Peel's Bore, 390 ft. (Knight Formation); basal part of Tor-
tachilla Limestone, Blanche Point Marl, Port Willunga Beds in the Willunga
Basin; and Strathalbyn (Marmum Formation equivalent).

Age. Middle Eocene to Lower Miocene, in South Australia.

Material Examined. Almost 100 specimens, including about 50 from Peel's

Bore, aud many crown enamels from the Tortachilla Limestone, and Strathalbyn.

Carcharias cf. rutoti (Winkler)

(Plate 3, Fi*. 14)

Otodus rutoti Winkler, 1876. p. 6. pi. 1. figs. 3, 4.

Odonlaspis rutofi Woodward, 1889, p. 361.
Chapman and Cudmore. 1924^ p, 125, i>l 10, fit;, 27,

"White, 1931, p. 40, $& 4-12."

Diagnosis. Teeth small; robust but not very high, with faces smooth, but
there maybe vertical plications on outer face. At least two pairs of sharp lateral

cusps—outer ones insignificant. Root with prominent median boss. Outer
base-line of crown re-entrant.

Observations. Small specimens similar to C. rutoti have been recovered
from the Blanche Point Marl, where the apparently easily detached lateral cusps
are preserved. No specimens have been seen having three pairs of lateral cusps
as in Winkler's description, but from White's figures, such oeeurrenccs are un-
common—only one of his nine figures shows three pairs of cusps. One specimen
ascribable to the species was found in the Peel's Bore assemblage.

On the specimens available, the main cusp is more or less inclined, fairly

broad, and relatively thin. The denticles are conical, sometimes compressed, and
sometimes inciuved towards the main cusp.

Chapman and Pritchard (1904) recorded similar teeth from Victoria as

"Lamna bronni'\ which is a Cretaceous form, and it has been suggested that

C. rutoti is the correct determination.

Occurrence, Blanche Point Marl, Blanche Point, Maslin Bav, Knight
Formation, PceFs Bore (390 ft.).

Age. Middle and Upper Eocene.

Material Examined. Two teeth from Blanche Point, one from Peel's Bore.
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Carcharias dubius (Agassiz)

(Flute 3
r
Fig. 10)

Lamna duhia Agassiz, 1843. p. 295. pi. 37a, figs. 24-26.

Orfonfaspix duhia Clikman/ 1964, pi. 25, tigs. 12 r 13. 16, 17
:
19; pi 27, figs. 18-23.

Diagnosis. Teeth very similar to C. contortklens, but Lick striatums on
inner face. Crown rounded, subcylindrical at base, not flattened towards apex.

Single pair of lateral cusps; cylindrical, elongate, very acute. Root and lateral

cusps rarely preserved.

Observations. A number of teeth having similar characters to this form

were found in the Peel's Bore Assemblage. The crowns are elongate and acu-

minate, with little or no cutting edge on die lower part. Width is only slightly

greater than thickness. Root large, prominent median boss, lobes at about-90°.

The teeth show signs of being polished, but not of excessive wear. They are

similar to those figured by Glikman (1964) except that the root is not as broad.

Occurrence. Peel's Bore (390 ft.), County Robe, Hd. Ross, Sec. 19.

Age. Middle Eocene.

Material Examined. Five teeth from Peel's Rote.

Careliarias sp. indet*

Observations. Five entirely unworn teeth, having some resemblance to

C. dubius and C, cuspidatus, but differing in detail, were found in the Naracoorte
Bore Assemblage.

The teeth are small, having narrow erect crowns and a pair of large conical

lateral cusps. They differ from C. dtdxius in having sharp cutting edges, also

on the denticles, and widely divergent root lobes. The median boss is pro-

minent. One tooth is from an anterior central position, while another is

posterior and is developing a second pair of denticles.

Occurrence. E. & W.S. Bore No. 5. Naracoorte (426 ft). Knight Formation
equivalent.

Age. Middle Eocene.

Material Examined. Five teeth from the Naracoorte Bore.

Carcharias cf. ensiculatus (Davis)

(Plate 3, Fig. 15)

Lamna vnsicwhia Davis, 1888, p. 18, pi. 3, figs. 6, 7.

Diagnosis. Teeth small, strong, erect, Crown enamel divides just above
base, at point marked by constriction, aud extends over tipper part of root

lobes. Faint indication of lateral cusps.

Observations. This form is represented here by a single specimen which
well illustrates the peculiar flaring and bifurcation of the lower part of the

enamel. No lateral cusps can be seen. The. root is strong and deeply bifurcated

at about 90°; the inner side is flattened and bears a prominent nutritive pit
However, the root is not as large as in the figures of Davis. His material came
from the "Oamaru Formation" (Oligocene) of New Zealand, which is consider-

ably younger than this specimen.

Occurrence. E. & W.S. Bore No. 5, Naracoorte (426 ft.).

Age, Middle Eocene.

Material Examined: One specimen.
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Genus Caucjiaiuolamna Hora, 1939

Diagnosis, Teeth having form of Lamna and bearing close resemblance to
Carchuroides, but being distinguished by ostcodont structure, less developed
lateral cusps, finely denticulated margin, and blunt apex.

Carchariolamna cf. heroni Hora
(Plate 3, Fig. 16)

Carchariolamna heroni Hom
: 1939, p. 203-205. pi. 13, figs. 1-4.

Diagnosis. Teeth similar to Carchahas or narrow specimens of Lamna sp.,

erect, broad base, apex blunt; margins finely denticulate, from apex almost to
base. Lateral denticles small, blunt, incipient. Root broad.

Observations. The specimen at hand consists only of die crown of a tooth.

It agrees with Horns description and figures, except that the apex is more
acuminate, and no flaring is seen at the base. The margin is well preserved,
and differs from that of Carcharoides in the fineness of the dentes.

Occurrence. Marion No. 2 Bore, 225 ft., Sturt River Valley. Another tooth
of this form was found by Ilowchin in a quarry at Mt. Gambicr.

Age. Lower to Middle Miocene (Batesfordian-Balcombian).

Material Examined. Two specimens.

Family ISURIDAE
Genus Lamna Cuvier, 1817

Diagnosis. Teeth as for Carcharias Rafinesque, but principal cusps broader,
and lateral cusps larger and stouter* Cutting edges do not extend to base of
crown.

Lamna obliqua (Agassiz)

(Plate 4, Fig. 1)

Oiodm ohliquus Agassu, 1843, p. 267. pi. 31, 36, figs. 22-27
Lamna obliqua Woodward, 1S89, p. 404.

White, 1931, p. 46, fig. 3.

Diagnosis. Teeth robust, large; crown moderately compressed, acuminate,
oue pair of broad lateral cusps, sometimes a second smaller pair in distal teeth.

Both faces smooth, Rarely, cutting edges faintly denticulated. Prominent
median boss, nutritive foramen not in groove.

Observations. This species is rare in Australian Tertiaries, and only two
specimens have been available. The larger specimen is a distal tooth having
a short crown and two pairs of stout lateral cusps. The root is stout and widely
bifurcated with pointed lobes. The other specimen, from Feel's Bore, is small,

more oblique, with one pair of small denticles.

Occurrence. The larger specimen is part of an old collection and is labelled

"Miocene,? Deepwell, Murray Scrub". However, the preservation is similar to

that of teeth from the Knight Formation of the Murray Basin. The smaller

specimen is from Peel's Bore, near Robe.

Age, Middle or Upper Eocene.

Material Examined* Two specimens.
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Lamna cf. apiculata (Agassiz)
(Plate 4, Fi«. 3)

Otodux apiculatu.t Agnssiz* 18-13, p. 275, pi. 37, ft«^ 32-35.

Lamna apicuhita Chapman, 19.18. p. 13, pi S, fi(|fr 17-20. pi. 6. fig. 4,

Chapman unci Cndmore, 1924, p. j3B8
pi, 10. 6$% 28, 29.

Diagjiosis. Moderate size, triangular, relatively thin, more or less oblique;

outer face with some .small vertieal plieae at base; pair of short, blunt biconvex

lateral cusps. Boot strong; widely divergent, pointed lobes. Detached crowns

very .similar to hums hasialis, but have greater median thickness.

Observations. Only a few of the .specimens at hand still retain the lateral

cusps; identification of others is uncertain. Many specimens are small, and may
represent a different species, as they occur in only one horizon—the basal part

of the Tortachilla Limestone. The form occurs sporadically through the Tertiary.

Occurrence. Basal member of Tortachilla Limestone, Maslin Bay; Blanche

Point Marl at Aldinga Bay, Port Noarhmga and Moana; Strathalbyn; Morgan
Limestone type section (Cadell Marl Lens); Morgan township: base of Loxton

Sands, Waikcrie.

Age. Upper Eocene to Pliocene.

Material Examined Fourteen specimens.

Lamna cf. crassidens Agassiz
(Plate 4, Fig. 4)

Lonma crassuk'm Aggutsfo 1843, p. 292. pi. 35, figs, 8-2L
Odoutaspis (?) crassidefts Woodward, 1880. p. 373.

Lamna cra&iden.s Chapman and Cndmore, 1021, p, 128,

Diagnosis. Teeth robust, large, rather spatulate outline; outer face gently

convex; inner face strongly convex, medially depressed. Root strong, long widely

divergent lobes. Crowns very similar to Lmrus desorii,

Observation. A single tooth fits this description. The crown is erect, and

spatulate, with the inner face strongly convex but medially depressed. It is

placed iu Lamna because the cutting edges do not extend to the base, and it

is too robust to be put in Carcltarias. There is no sign of lateral cusps. The root

has widely divergent lobes.

Occurrence. River Murray cliffs, probably near Morgan.
Age, "Lower Murravian" i.e. Lower Miocene.
Material Examined. One specimen.

Lamna vinccnti (Winkler)
(Plate A, £%. 3)

Lamna compressa Agassiz (pars). Aeassiz. 1843. p. 200, pi. 37a, BgS 41-42.

Icmnd vincenti (Winkler), Woodward. 1899. p. 10 pi, 1, figs, 21, 22.

Lerahe 1005, p. 125-127, pL 6, B#fc. 30-51.

Leriehe. 1936. p. 390, pi. 20 titfs. X4 :
15.

Diagnosis. Teeth strongly compressed, crown expanded at base, inner

face smooth: upper teeth oblique, lowers erect; one pair of lateral cusps,

moderate size, well separated from crown, divergent; small outer pair of cusps

in more distal teeth.

Observations. Two undoubted specimens of this species were found in the

Blanche Point Marl by Mr. R. J, F, Jenkins, and several incomplete teeth mav
also be referable to the species. It is distinguished from the form C. cf. rutoth

which is also present, by tie compressed crown and straight outer base-line.

Occurrence. Blanche Point Marl, Blanche Point-

Age. Upper Eocene, Carter's Unit 2.

Material Examined, Two complete teeth and several crowns.
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Genus Lsurus Rafinesque, 1810

Diagnosis. Teeth generally large; crown compressed, triangular, acute,
erect or slightly oblique; margins entire, extend right to base; no lateral cusps.
Root thick; short, rounded lobes.

lsurus ci has talis (Agassiz)

(Plate 4, Fig. 5)

Oxyrhma hastalis Agassiz, 1843, p, 227, pi. 34. figs. 3-13, 15-17.
Woodward. 1889. p. 385.

hunts hastalis Ishiwara, 1921, p, 62. pi 10. Jigs. 1-32.
Chapman and Gudrnore, 1924, p. 129 plT 10, fef. 30.

Oxt/rhina hustalis Leriche, 1957, p. 27, pi. 2, figs. 1-8.

Diagnosis. Teeth large, broad, compressed; outer face flat or concave,
sometimes with plicae; root short, almost straight, blunt-ended, Anterior teeth
very large, triangular, thin erect; upper laterial teeth inclined. Lower teeth
thicker, more erect.

Observations. This species has been the subject of much "splitting" and
"lumping". Agassiz's species Oxyrhina hastalis, O. irigonodon, and O. plicatitis

are now commonly included in the synonymy, and Ishiwara (1921), for instance,
has included a number of Jordan's Califomian species. As a result, lsurus
hastalis consists of a number of forms, and allocation to the species is sometimes
uncertain. Reference to the teeth of the living Isvropsis mako (Whitley)
(= lsurus glaucus (Muller and Henle) ) shows that such a wide range of forms
is to be expected.

Few undoubted specimens of I. hastalis arc at hand from South Australia,
although they axe abundant in the Victorian Miocene. The teeth show a similar
range in form to those figured by Ishiwara (1921), but they are often con-
siderably smaller. They also have a long time range, and may therefore represent
several species. Some specimens assigned here may be incomplete teeth of
Lamna apiculata.

Occurrence. Blanche Point Marl, and lower Port Willunga Beds in Aldinga
Bay (uncertain identification); Strathalbyn cemetery road cutting; Cadell Marl
Lens, Morgan type section; Morgan township; Mannum; Mt. Gambier.

Age. (?) Upper Eocene to Middle Miocene.

Material Examined, Eight good specimens and numerous enamel fragments
from Strathalbyn.

lsurus desorii (Agassiz)

(Plate 4, Fig. 7)

Qxitrhina desorii Agassiz, 1843. p. 202, pi. ,37, figs, 8-13.
Woodward, 1889, p. 382.

frtiftft tiesvTii Chapman and Cudmore, 1924, p. 132, pi, 10. fitf. 32.
Oxyrhina dvsori Leriche, 1957,. p. 20, pi. 44, fl^s. 18-23.

Diagnosis, Teeth with crowns narrower than I. hastalis, broader than 1.

retroflextts, sigmoidal curvature in upper anterior teeth. Outer face nearly flat,

inner very convex, but medially depressed.

Observations. The few specimens available are generally in a poor state
of preservation, consisting of detached crowns only. There are few really
distinctive characters, but the teeth fit roughly between the limits set. However,,
diere appears to be a tendency for the forms hastalis, desorii aud rcttiflcxw to
intergrade, and these determinations must therefore be regarded cautiously.
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Occurrence. The better preserved teeth are of uncertain origin, but appear

to have been collected from the Murray Cliffs—-possibly from the Cadcll Marl

Lens near Morgan. Others, consisting of enamel only, were collected from the

road cutting near the Strathalbyn cemetery, i.c. Mannum Formation equivalent.

A tooth aseribable to I, desorii was also found in the Peel's Bore Assemblage.

Age. Middle Eocene (?), Lower Miocene.

Material Examined- Eight specimens.

Isurus retroflexus (Agassiz)

(Plate 4, Figs. 8, 9)

Oxyrhina retroftexa Agassi/, 1843. p. 281, pL 33, fig. 10.

Woodward, 1889, p. 389.
hunts relroflexua Chapman and Cudmoie, 1924, p, 130, pi- 10, fig. 31.

Oxyrhina retrafkxa Leriehe, 1957, p. 30, pi. 45, figs. 9-11.

Diagnosis. Isurus teeth, rather short, robust, narrower than I, desorii An-
terior crowns strongly incurved. Inner face very convex, not depressed; outer

face slightly convex in lower teeth, fiat in upper teeth. Lateral teeth curved

backwards to angle of jaws.

Observations. Teeth of this form arc very similar to those of J, desorii, but

are marked by greater incurvature, and by convex outer faces. One specimen
of an upper anterior tooth is almost complete, and shows a basal expansion of

the crown enamel onto the root.

Occurrence. One specimen, a lower anterior, was found in limestone at

Myponga in a posthole at the Myponga cheese factory. The others are from
less well defined localities: Aldinga Cliffs, Murray Cliffs, according to thcir

labels.

Age. Upper Eocene (?)—Oligocene, Lower Miocene.

Material Examined. Seven specimens.

? Isurus sp.

(Plate 4, Fig. 10)

Description. A number of similar teeth, represented only by the enamel of

their crowns, have been found in two different formations.

The crowns are elongate, narrow, relatively thin, and slightly inclined. The
apex is blunt The margins are entire, reaching right to the base, but are blunt;

although worn, they show little sign of having been sharp. The outer face is

slightly convex, medially depressed at the base, and extends below the normal
base-line in a wide "tongue". The inner face is more convex, smooth,

The slendemess and the character of the outer face make its allocation to

Isurus rather uncertain.

Occurrence. Basal grit member of the Tortachilla Limestone, Maslin Bay;

and Strathalbyn cemetery road cutting—Mannum Formation equivalent.

Age. Upper Eocene, and Lower Miocene.

Material Examined. Fifteen specimens.

Genus Cahcharodon A. Smith (in Miiller and Henle, 1838)

Diagnosis. Teeth large to very large, triangular, serrate or dentate margin;

outer face flat, inner face convex; sometimes with serrate lateral cusps.
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Carcharodon megalodon (Charlesworth)

(Hate 4 Fig. 12)

Carcharias mvgalodon Charles-worth, 1837, p. 225, fig. £4.
Carcharodon megalodon Agassiz, 1843, p. 247, pL 29,

McCov, 187o. Dec, 2. pi. 11. fig, 4, p. 9.
Woodward, 1889, p. 415.
Ishiwarn, 102 1, p. 65, pi 10. gg, 3% pi. 11. figs. 1-8. pi. 12, figs. l

h

2.

Chapman and Cudmore. 1924. p. 135.

Leriche, 1957- p. 32, pi. 3, figs. 1-13.

Diagnosis, Very large, broad triangular, robust; outer face flat; apex slightly

everted; no distinct lateral cusps. Margin with rounded dentcs.

Observations, This is one of the best known of fossil sharks teeth, mainly
because of its large site. The sharks growing these teeth have been estimated
to have reached 30 metres in length, with a jaw gape of two metres. Although
found in large numbers in some parts of the world, only relatively few teeth

have been found in South Australia. An upper right lateral tooth, in the Depart-
ment of Geology collection, has a crown about 45 mm high, and shows marked
inclination towards the posterior, A fragment of enamel from the Strathalbyn
locality may also belong to C. megalodon. The teetli are marked by a spatulate

outline, the margins being convex towards the apex, and concave towards the
base.

Occurrence, The specimens at hand come from Barber's Quarry, Mount
Csunbier, and also from Strathalbyn. Others have been found at Pt, MacDonnell,
Lake Bouney (S.E.), Morgan, and Blanchetown, and elsewhere in the Murray
Bash).

Age. Lower to Middle Miocene.

Material Examined. Seven specimens, including five in the South Australian

Museum.
Carcharodon auriculatus (Blamvilte)

(Plate 4, Fig. 11,)

Siftmlw; aurictdatux de Blainville, 1818- p, 384 t

Carcharodon auriculatus Agassi/. 1843, p. 254. pi. 28. figs. 17-19.

C an&n.stidu.s Agassi^ 1&43, p. 255,' pi 28, flits. 20-25. pi. 30, figs. 2, 3,

McCoy. 1875. Dec. 2. pi 11, figs. 2, 3. p. g,

C. aurictdatua Woodward, t8S9. p. 411.
Chapman and Cudmore. 1924. p. 131.

C. angusiidcux Leriche, 3957, y. 32. pt. 3, fig. 14.

Diagnosis. Teeth robust, smaller and narrower than C. megalodon; single

pair of serrated lateral cusps, especially large in lateral teeth, which have very

narrow, rather oblique crowns.

Observations. The specimen at hand is almost complete* lacking only ihe

apex of the crown. The crown in erect, and narrow in its upper part, but Hares

suddenly about 1 em above the base. The inner face is convev but medially

depressed. The lateral cusps are, compound, i.e. their outer edges have two
or more major points, all of which are serrated. The scrrae are quite pointed,

whereas the specimens of C, nusgatoelon at hand have rounded dentes. The root

is strong, with widely divergent, flattened lobes.

Occurrence, Port Wilhmga Beds, Aldinga Bay. Others have been found

at Mount Gambicr and Tailem Bend,

Age. Oligocenc to Lower Miocene.

Material Examined. Seven specimens, including six in the South Aus-

tralian Museum.
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Carcharodon carcharias (Linnaeus)

(Plate 4, Fig. 13)

Srjitalus carcharias Linnaeus. 1758. p. 235.

Carcharodon ronddttii Midler and Henk\ 1841, p. 70.

Woodward, 1889, p. 420.

Carcharodon carcharias Ishiwara, 1921. p. 68. pi. 17, fig, 5.

Chapman and Cudrnore. 1924, p. 135.

Diagnosis. Carcharodon teeth, but relatively small, reaching 40 mm height;

broad triangular, thin, straight margins, nu lateral cusps.

Observations. The specimen at hand consists of the main part of the crown.

The margins flare only slightly at the base, and are irregularly denticulated with

well-separated rounded dentes. The outer face is slightly convex, but medially

depressed. This species is still found in South Australian waters, and has world-

wide distribution.

Occurrence. Dry Creek Sands, Abattoirs Bore, Hd. Yatala.

Age. Upper Miocene, Recent*

Material Examined. One specimen, plus jaw of living shark.

Carcharodon sp. indet.

(Plate 4, Fig. 14)

Observations. A small tooth, obviously belonging to Carcharodon sp., has

been found in the Blanche Point Marl. The apex and much of the root are

missing, and the total height of the remainder is about 15 mm. The crown is

quite thick (6 mm), and almost complete, except for apex and extremities of

tnc base, and is inclined to the posterior. Only one of the cutting edges is

preserved intact and shows moderate-sized round-ended dentes. The tooth

evidently comes from the posterior part of the jaw. Of the root only the central

portion remains, preserving a median boss with a shallow groove.

Occurrence. Blanche Point Marl, Blanche Point.

Age. LTppcr Eocene—Carter's Unit 2.

Material Examined. One tooth. Jenkins' collection.

STRATIGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

It is seen that, although sediments covering most of the Tertiary are present

in South Australia, the known distribution of fossil sharks
>

teeth within them is

discontinuous. This is mainly a collecting bias, due to favourable lithology for

preservation and subsequent discovery, although assemblages from bores come
from discrete levels.

A number of assemblages from units in which fossil sharks^ teedi are rela-

tively plentiful are listed below. They are treated in stratigrar>hic order.

a. Knight Formation (lower part): Peel's Bore, Co- Robe, Hd. Ross, Sec.

19, 390 ft., E. & W.S, Bore No. 5, Naracoorte. 426 ft.

Age. Middle Eocene,

Species. "Notidaniis" serratis&imus, Myliobatis spp., Galeocerdo sp. indet.,

Carcharias macrotus, C. contortidens, C. masltneyisis sp. nov., C. cus-pirfalus
s C.

rutoti, C. duhius, C. ensiculatus, Lamna obliqua, Imrits cf. desoriL

bv Tortachilla Limestone (basal grit), Maslin Bay.

Age. Aldingan (Upper Eocene), Carter's Unit 1.
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Species. Carcharias macrotus, C. cuspidatm, C. maslinensis sp. nov..
Lamna cf. apicxdata, Isurus (?) hastihs, Isurus (?) sp.

These arc all preserved as only Ihe enamel shells of the crowns.

c. Blanche Paint Marl. Blanche Point and other places.

Age. Aldiugan, darter's Unit 2.

Species. "Notidanm'
1

serratissimus, Pristis cf. cudmorei, Myliobatis spM
Carcharias macrotm, C. contortidem\ C. cf. cuspidatus, C. vi. rutoti, C. masli-
nensis, Lamna apiculata, L. vincenii, Isurus cf. hastalis, Carcharodon sp. indet.

d. Strathalbyn, cemetery road cutting (Hd. Bremer, Sec. 2548).

Formation. Sublitroral equivalents of Manmim Formation.

Age. Lower Miocene.

Species. "Notichnus" sp. indet. (fragmeiital), Carcharoides cf. to(userrattis
f

Carcharias macrotus, C. cf. cuspidatus, C. (?) maslinensis, Lamna apiculata,
Isurus hastalis, I. desorii Isurus (?) sp. (same as in Tortachilla Limestone),
Carcharodon megalodon.

e. Marian No. 2 Bore, Sturt River Valley, Hd. Adelaide (depth 255 ft,),

Formation. In or near Munno Para Clay member. Port Willunga Beds.

Age. BatesfordiarvBaleombiaii (Lower Miocene), Carter's Units 9-10.

Species. "Notidanus
77

sp, indet. ( fragment), Carcharhinus cf. eollatus,

Carchariolamna cf. heroni, Carcharias contortidens, C, cus-jndatus.

f. Cadell Marl Lens, Morgan Limestone (type section, 4 miles downstream
from Morgan).

Age. Lower Middle Miocene. Carter's Unit 10.

Species. Carcharhinus acidcatus, Galeoecrdo a<htncus
}
Hemipristis serra,

Carcharias macrotus, C. cf. cuspidatus, Lamna apiculata, L. crassidens, Isurus
hastalis, I. desrii, L retroflcxus} Carcharodon megalodon.

g. Dry Creek Sands, as in Abattoirs Borc
?
Tennant's Bore.

Age. Upper Pliocene (Yatalan).

Species. Myliobatis moorabbinensis* Carcharhinus (Prionodon) acuteotus*
Carcharias cf. macroius, C, coniortidens* Lamna sp., Carcharodon carcharias.

As the accompanying Table 2 shows, some species are restricted to rela-

tively short -time ranges. This is partly an artificial zonation, caused by differen-

tial preservation and paucity of specimens. Some species have short time ranges
on a world scale, and the specimens at hand fall into them; others have long
time ranges and may be represented by only a few specimens. In several cases,

teeth apparently fall outside the accepted time ranges for the species with which
they are compared.

The following species are apparently restricted to ihe Middle Eocene in

South Australia: Carcharias dubius, C. ensiculatus, Lamna uhliqua.

Apparently restricted to Upper Eocene: Pristis cf. cudmorei, Lamna vinccnti,

Found in both Middle and Upper Eocene: "Notidtmus* serratissimus, Car-
charias madinensis, C. cf. rutoti.

* These species were reported by Crespin and Cotton (in Miles, 1952) from the Abattoirs
Bore, but the material has not been seen by the author.
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Pristis d. a/ctoorv/'

Mytiabatis ipp.

Carchorhinus coliains

C, acuftatus

Carcfxjrotdts fctoserrvtua

Htmipristis se/rtr

Gaftocerdo aduncus

Corcharios mccrotus
C. contort/dens

C . maslinensis sp.nov.

C cusp/dctus

C. cf. rwWf/
C dubfus

C. erts/cofotvs

Carchariotamna cf, htrorv-

Lomna obfftjua

L ct apioJata
L vincentJ
L, ct, cruss/dtns

fsurus ntysta/f's i

I dasorii
A retrcffexvs '

/iurus <?) ip. •

Ccrchorodon fntgcfadon

C. aur/'ct/fatus •

C ccrchcr/as •

Ccrchorocton »p. indit. »

xo
X X
XX

x strallqrophic position known
o aoution uncirlain

s dillo- Strothalbyn locality

u idcntif icilion uncertain



Found only in Olignirne; Carcharodon anrtculatus.

Apparently restricted to Low«r and Middle Miocene: Carcharhinus colfatus,
Carcltaroidcs totmcrmtns, Henriprivtis' scrra, Galeocerdo uduncm\ Carchario-
lamu(( cf, heroni, Lamna cf. emsaidens, Carcharodon megalodon.

Apparently restricted to Pliocene (and later): Carcharodon careharUxw

Miocene to Pliocene: Carcharhimts aarfeatvs.

The other species occur during both Eocene and Miocene, and some ranfcc
into the 1 Pliocene. They raise the presently insoluble problem of whether such
forms indeed represent single species.

In comparison with the list of species given bv Chapman and Cudmorc
(1984), some notable absentees are seen for South Australia. Hetcrodontu^
represented in Victoria by four species, has not been recorded* and there are
fewer myliobatids. There arc also fewer Carcharhinid sharks represented, and
such species as Galeocerdo htidens and Sphyrna prison have not been recog-
nized. These omissions are apparently the result of unfavourable sedimentary
environments combined with inadequate collecting in the requisite stratigi'aphie
levels.

The time is not yet ripe to establish /oittxt based on sharks' teeth assem-
blages as Glikman has done, although a large collection from any one locality
would indicate the appropriate Cainozoic epoch. Although many sharks arc
pelagic, it is doubtful whether their teeth could be accurately used for wider
than regional correlation.
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EXPLANATION OF Pl.ATKS

(All figures of inner faces except where btoted

J

Plate 1

Infra Class Ortiiodonta (all 2 \ natural size).

Fig. 1. "Natidamts" serrat ismuux Ag.. Blaucbe Point Marl ( F17262),
Fig. 2, 'TV," cf, sen attest mir.v Ag.» Naracoortc No. 5 Bore. 426 ft. (Vol).

VfjfiM 3. ^Notidunw**? xerratmlmus A& s
Blanche Point Marl (FI72K4 and Jenkins colloi-tiori).

Fig. 4. Mtjliohatis spp., toothplates. articulating surfaces, .Naraeooilo .No. 5 Bore (V41).
Fiii- S- Mifliobatis sp.. caudal spiur. Blam-hc Point Marl (V56).
Wg, G. Pn'stis- cf. cudmorel Chap., rostral teeth, Blanche PointMarl ( F172S5. FI73I-S).

Fitfi 7, Carcharhinus cf, collates ( Eastman). Marion \o. 2 Bore. Srurt River Wdlev ( P17279,
F17312-F17314).

Fig. H. C. oc\thuitusi (Davis), Kivcr Murray Chrts. probably Morgan (F17270).
Fig. 9. Hetnipristh serra Ag.. Cadcll Mail Fens, 4 miles S. oi Morgan (t'AV^88).
Fig. 10. ft, Cnleoeerdo aihrncus Ai-j Morgan {F17275). b. tMcoeerdo sp.. locality unknown.

po^siI>ly ucar Morgan (F 1 7271),
Fig. 11. Can-haroidt.'x cf. tuUixcrruttu, Ameghmo. Stralhalbyn f F17281).
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Plate 2

Carchanas i7wslinen$is sp. nov. ( all 2 x natural size

)

Figs, 1-4. E. & W.S. bore No. 5.. Naracoorte (426 ft.), Knight formation.
Fig, L Holotypc, inner face (F17260).
Fig, 2. Uolotype, posterior profile.

Fig, 3, Paratypes—anteriors (V35).

Fig. 4 Paratypos (VltJ): a. upper laterals; b. lower Literals.

Pig. 5. Maslin Bay, basal Tortaohilla Limestone—crown enamels only: a, upper laterals
(F17295-F 17300); b. lower laterals ( F17301-F173O7); & anteriors (F17289-F17294).

Figs. 6, 7. Anterior teeth, Blanche Point Marl (Carter's Unit 2), Maslin Bay (Brooke and
Jenkins collections).

Fig. 8, Anterior tooth, lower Port Willunga Beds (Carter's Unit 3), Akh'nga Bay (F17267).

Elatb 3

( Natural size except where stated

)

Figs, 1. 2, 3. Carchttrjm nmetotus ( Ag ( ), large specimens, upper and lower anteriors. Blanche
Point Marl, Maslin Bay < F17308-F17311, and Jenkins collection).

Figs. 4, 5, 6. C. macrotm (Ag. ), Peel's Bore (390 ft.) near Robe^ Knight Formation
(V16, J0).

Fig. 7. C. cf. macrotus (Ag.)
r
Naracoorte Bore No, S (426 ft.) (V4*>).

Fig. 8. C. cf. macrotw (Ag.), Peel's Bore (390 ft.) (V53).
Fig. 9. Carchatias sp. tndet.. Naracoorte Bore No, 5 (V32)-
Fig. 10. C. duhim (Ag.), Feel's Bora near Robe (V27)>
Fig. 11. C, contortidem (Ag.). Peel's Bore (VM).
Fig, 12, C. cf. eu&pidatus (Ag,). (?) Blanche Point Marl (F17264).
Fig. 13, C. cf, cifspidatm (Ag.), Blanche Point Marl. Maslin Bav (Jenkins collection

L

Fig. 14. C. cf. rutoli (Winkler), Blanche Point Marl Maslin Bay (F17263 and F17265).
Fig. 15, G\ ensiarfutw (Davis). Naracoorte Bore No_ 5, x 2 ( V36); a. inner face; b. outer face.

Fig. 16, Carchariolamnu cf. hertmi Hora, Marion No, 2 Bore. Sturt River Valley, x 2
(F17280).

Plate 4

Family Isuridae (all natural size).

Fig, 1. Lamna obliqua (Ag.). "Deep Well, Murray Scrub", probably from Eocene Knight
Formation equivalents (F17269).

Fig. 2. L. apiculata (Ag. ). Blanche Point Marl. Maslin Bay and Witton Bluff, Pt. Noarlunga
Fi72tfl, F17266. and Jenkins collection).

Fig, 3. L. tdnventi (Winkler), Blanche Point Marl, Maslin Bay (F17286 and Jenkins col-

lection )

.

Fig. 4. L. cf. crassijens Ag., Murray Cliffs, probably near Morgan (F17272),

Fig. 5. Imrus hastalii ( Ag. ) , Murray Cliffs, probablv Cadell Marl Lens near Morgan
(F17273).

Fig, R. 7. cf. hastate (Ag.), basal Port Willunga Beds, Aldinga Bay (F17268).

Fig. 7. J, desorii (Ag.) s
Struthulbyn. crown enamels only (F17282, F17315).

Fig. 8. I, retmflexw (Ag.), upper right lateral tooth, Port Willunga Beds, Redding Bore,
Gawler River (270 ft.). (Photo by courlesy of J. M« Reddin.)

Fig. 9. J retwflexiis (Ag. ), anterior teeth, Murray Cliffs, ?near Morgan (F17274): a. inner
face; b. profile.

Fig. 10. Imrus (?) sp., basal Tortaehilla Limestone, Maslin Bay (F172&1 F17316.. F17317).

Fig. 11. Carcharodtm auricufotus Ag. ; Port Willunga Beds, Aldinga Bay (FI7276).

Fig. 12. C. megalodtm Charlesworth, Barbers Quarry, Mt Gambler (F17277).

Fig. 13. C\ tMTchariaa (Linn.), Dry Creek Sands, Abattoirs Bore, Pooraka (F17278).

Fig. 14. Carcharodon sp. wdel., outer face. Blanche PuinL Marl. Witton Bluff, Port Noarlunga
(Jenkins collection).
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STRATIGRAPHY OF LATE CAINOZOIC DEPOSITS IN
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 1

by J. B. Firman
2

Summary

The stratigraphy of late Cainozoic deposits in southern South Australia is set out for sedimentary

basins and adjoining uplands in terms of environment and time.

Middle Tertiary tectonic movements initiated late Cainozoic sedimentation. Tectonic movements at

the end of the Pliocene produced a pattern of lineaments, which set limits to the inland penetration

of rising seas, and controlled trends of stream courses and lake and continental margins.

The Pliocene-Pleistocene boundary is well defined locally by faunal evidence, and regionally by an

erosional break, which separates strongly ferruginized estuarine and fluvio-lacustrine sands from

fluvio-lacustrine clays.

The sequence of Pleistocene shallow marine and littoral deposits on the continental margin is

subdivided into lower, middle and upper beds. Correlation with inland continental deposits is

facilitated by through going soil stratigraphic units containing silcrete, ferricrete and calcrete.

The shift from a cooler, wetter climate of the Pleistocene to a warmer and drier climate in the

Recent is recorded inland by extensive dune sheets.
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SUMMARY

The stratigraphy of late Cainuzoie deposits in southern South Australia
is set out for sedimentary basins and adjoining uplands in terms of environment
and time.

Middle Tertiary tectonic movements initiated late Cainozoic sedimentation.
Tectonic movements at the end of the Pliocene produced a pattern of liueameuts
whieh set limits to the inland penetration of rising seas, and controlled trends

of stream courses and lake and continental margins.

The Pliocene-Pleistocene boundary is well-defined locally by faunal evi-

dence, and regionally by an erosional break which separates strongly ferru-

ginized estuarine and fluvio-lacustrme sands from fluvin-lacustriue clays.

The sequence of Pleistocene shallow marine and littoral deposits on the
continental margin is subdivided into lower, middle and upper beds. Correla-

tion with inland continental deposits is facilitated by throughgoing soil strati-

graphic units containing silcrcta, ferricrete and calcrcte.

The shift from a cooler, wetter climate of the Pleistocene to a wanner and
drier climate in the Recent is recorded iuland by extensive dime sheets.

INTRODUCTION

Tliis paper sets out the stratigraphy of late Cainozoic deposits in the

southern part of South Australia. The study includes the Murray, St. Vincent

and Spencer Gulf, West Coast and Eucla Basins and the adjoining uplands.

Work has been concentrated on the southern margin of the continent where
marine, transitional and continental deposits and related land surfaces occur

together. The paper is essentially a study of physical sequences, and is a
necessary preliminary to systematic radiometric dating and the study of changes

in climate, flora and fauna dining the late Cainozoic.

On the straligraphic table, rock units are organised according to environ-

ment and time. The reader seeking detailed information on the identification

and description of stratigraphie units and their relationships, is referred to the

writers' papers quoted herein. Tabulations iu these papers summarize much
of the evidence used as a basis for correlation in this reaper. Environments
shown on the table depend upon different models; gcomorphic, sedimentary,

geological and palaeontological concepts have been employed at various places.

A uniform treatment of environments must await a unified system of classifica-

tion. Those deposits which show the influence of climatic zonality are empha-
sized on the table and in the text

1 Published by permission of the Director of Mines, South Australia.
2 Geological Survey of South Australia,

Trans. Roy. Soe. S. Auj»t. (1967), Vol. 91,
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LOCALITY MAP -MINOR LOCALITIES
Place names referred to in text and shown on Locality Map by numbers.

1. Avondalc Homestead 20. Lake Torrens Craben 39.. Molineauv, Hundred oi
2, Barossa Valley |2 Loxton 40. Point Labnct
3. Blanche Point 23, Lipson Beach 41. Port Augusta
4. Blanche-town M. Lyndhurst 43. Port Wakefield
5. Rookpurnong 25. Maree 44. Hcumark
6, Boston Bay 26, Xlarmon Jabuk 45. Ripon, Hundred of
7. Bungunnia Homestead 27. Millewa 46. Sir Joseph Banks Croup
8. ChowiHa 28. Parilla 47. Spencer OuH Graben

30. Coomandook at, Monoman Creek 48. Swan Reach
1 1 . Coorong Lagoon 30. Moorlands 49. Tarturitja Island
1*2. Fulhara 31, JSaTaeoorte 50. Telford Railway Station
13. EtadumiH 32. Nildottie 51, yalluiida
14. Dry Creek 33. Ndpena 52. Cidlana
15. Hall Bay 34, Maslin Bay 53. Coffin Bay
1(>, Hnllett Cove. 35. Noarlunga-YVillunga Bash:\ 54. I.nckleys

17. Hinduiar&h 36, Padthaway 55. Marino
18. Karoonda 37. Pinnaroo 56. Smart Blurt
10. Kimbd 38. Peebinga 57, Coomnnga

The study is based on examination of rock sequences revealed by drilling.,

regional stratigraphy and terrain analysis, and by investigations in support of
mineral exploration, hydrology and soft-ground engineering. Although the

paper lias been prepared with the views of other workers in adjoining areas
in mind, no attempt has been made to review their work in detail.

STRATICRAPHY AND GEOI.OCHCAL EVENTS
Tertiary

Tectonics and Sedimentation

The nature and extent of Jate Cainozoic sediments in South Australia
reflects earlier tectonic movements which caused the retreat of the Miocene
seas and initiated dominantlv clastic deposition throughout the remainder of the*

Cainozoie. For a summarv of early Tertiary tectonic events the reader is referred

to Webb (1958).

Sedimentary basins In South Australia contain about L000 feet of Tertiary

sediments, overlying Permian and Cretaceous rocks resting on a Preeambn'an
basement. Tertiarv biostratigraphv has been described for the basins generally

by Ludbrook (1958, 1959, 1961 and 1963). The basins, as they occur now,
were shaped dmiug the Cainozoic. Within each basin, a very strong trend from
Miocene marine through transitional to continental sediments is apparent.
Quaternary stratigraphic uiuts are remarkably extensive, and the most important
occur in basins on the seaward margin of the State where transitional sequences
link the stratigraphic record of the ocean basins and the continents.

Upland Ferricrete and Sedimentary Equivalents-

Although this paper deals mainly with late Cainozoic stratigraphy, the

processes responsible for some of the silcrete and ferricrete so prominently
displayed in the late Caiuozoie landscape were in operation much carrier. One
of the more important events during the Lower Tertiary was the formation of

n Massive vesicular, cellular "r eoneretiomuy ironstone overlying mottled and pallid zonev
is termed "laterite". Detailed slialigraphic srudirs reveal that tins classic profile ronmius
layers that have hern formed iu dUTerent ways at different times, the profile biunir as old a*
the first weathering of the parent rock, These considerations lead to the use of ferrierrte

as a non-genetic term for the ironstone in this and other profiles.
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ironstone in "laterite"3 profiles on old land surlaccs in the upland areas marginal
(0 the basins. Lower Tertiary ferricrele is recorded by Harris and Oliver ( 1965)
above and below Lower Tertiary .sediments in the Barossa Valley, Ferricretis

associated with the remnants of a high-level "peneplain" Surface in the Mt.
Lofty area have been described bv \\\\ and Mutton (1053), Thomson and
liorwit/. (1061), and by others quoted in Webb (lot: QU<) and Wells (1966)
The Yallunda Ferrierete of the Lincoln Uplands (Johns, 1961; Finnan, 1967)
occurs in a similar Kcomoiphie situation to the "peneplain" lerricare of the VI

t

Lofty-Olary and Flinders Hanges.
The sedimentary succession in the Murray Basin has been examined foi

equivalents of the ferrierete in upland areas: oolitic siderite and 'laterite" have
been recorded in the Lower Pliocene Bookpnrnomj; Beds; ferruginous beds and
CappingS are lonud in the Upper Pliocene Lo\ton Sands; "ironstone" is recorded
wdhin the Upper Pliocene Parilla Sand and ortstein has been mapped al its

surface: upper beds of Parilla Sand in the South Australia-Victoria border region

are ferruginous and contrast with the non-ferruginous lower beds cropping on!

in Hiver Murray cliffs. Fenuginisation in Lower Pliocene basin sediments may
correlate with the massive ironstone described by Gill (195$) in the Black Bock
Member of the Lower Plioeene Sandrin^ham Sands in Victoria. Ferrierete

(including ortstein) in Upper Plioeene basin sediments is correlated with

ortstein on the eastern slopes of the Mt. Lofty Ranges. Ceomorphic evidence
shows that these deposits rest upon slopes incised through the "peneplain" lerri-

cretcs, and are therefore younger, and sedimentary evidence—notably similar

lithology and close proximity to the Parilla Sand of the basin margin—suggests a

correlation between ortsrein-hearing beds on the eastern slopes of the ranges

and the Parilla Sand of the type area in the Murray Basin.

Silcrete has been described mahil\ from inland areas of South .Australia

by VVopiuer (1960, 1964), Wopfner and Twidale (1967). Stephens (106*1
Stewart (.1958), and oUiers, but it has also been recorded on Yorke Peninsula

notl:s accompwyim: Till*: straticrapiiic: tam.k
Si'dimcntary Has'ms

A, Mnrrnv Basin. B. Mt. Loftv Olarv and Flirulers Ranges. C. St. Vineent and Spem<i
BftXfrtft. D. VV'*sl Coast Basins. E. T'aala Basin

Notes

1, For 1'leisloreMe-Heeent deposits "Wntu" is H»nJM to shallow -ualei maiine <-m\ iron

intuits identified from sedimentary and ^eoniorphic evidence, and ratMjj'iiK from high-

energy neai-lieaeh situations fronting the open ocean to low-energy near-hea<h sana-
tions within ihfl OnlFa. Foi Pltaccnu deposits, "\eriire" Includes cuinurftiu shallow
water Dry Creek Sands (Claessner. M. K„ and Wade. Marv. 195-S) ana marine shallow
water Hoot.pumni.tf Beds (Lndhrook, N. II., 1958 and 1961).

2, Soils are superimposed Oil the mm its with which they are associated xtratnjaplnealk

Symbols in vrrtieal bars show the time ran.uc, horizontal liars show the unit relationship

X CaqraOQ lagoon area
i

I hmo Bay area.

5. D&pGBitB im the River Murrav-
<1. Port WaUhVld.
7. UppCT member contains several layers ol moderately hard ealei.tr

S. Sediments ol the St. Vincent r.rahcn.

<> I.unestoMe at (tie lop <>l llallett Cove Sandstone at Marino, liatleU Cove. Riant tie Poml
Id Sand l.etow limestone (B) at Ualletl Cove and Mashn Hay.

11. Sediuit'Mlaiv equivalents of the upland leuieielcx OH hasin man'ii.s ,,,<• \l,nwo below
this line.

12. Deposits m the Baruxva Valley (Example, from Rowlands Flat In Ifauus \V K a.-.

I

Olliver i <; IM
I

|
. C.illana and Smart Bhill example* in Forbes, B. G, [lv09[}i

14. Lincoln Cplandx.
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(Crawford, ]«6S) and near Kapunda (Dickinson and Cnaies, 1!)") and A3c-

[airte (Stewart, /or. r/7\). Peecnt invest iualions on islands of the Sir Joseph

Hanks CrOOp bj the Geological Survey ot South Australia and on £yrc Peiiin

snla from Kimba lo Boston Bay (Finnan, lor. rit.) have denionslrated its occur

ttttOU over a wide area in the southern pari of dw Stale. Fluvial prC« esses have

been more active on the southern margin ol tlu continent, and I his may account

for tlie erosion ol all but a Few lemnants of silcrele in upland areas and lor

burial of silcrete-beartng sediments on Hit* basin margins, The Occurrence •

>

Silcrete south ol the arid /one demonstrates that silcrelc lormation is not

Striated to that /one. Other considerations, notably geologic agB, the need ha

a hit>h water table favouring silica accumulation, and the presence ol e\tcnsi\«

Icrr.unnoiis mottling fa associated beds, favour a wetter climate than tlie pros- n!

I he app.oMiuate stratigraphic positioti of a ?L0WOT Tertiarv silciete has

been shown at the base of the stratigraphic table following Koibes ( 1966). '1 he

shatigraphie position of the Boston Bav Silcrele is uncertain, bill ihe unit IS

placed lo the late Tertiary because of its position in the landscape and its rela

h'Mislup to younger deposits (Firman, lor, ril
.

)

.

Tlie siliciflcd capon the eroded surface of PariUu Sand in the Murray Basin

is placed in Ihe Pliocene on the fable, but it could equally well be a Pleistocene

feature, The land surface at the time of silieifieation is termed the karoonda

Surface ( Firman, 1066a).

lu Soutb Australia, elastic continental equivalents of lale Tertiary marine

sediments have a distinctive tithology and configuration, Their most eharac-

teristic features are ferrugimsalion and the presence ol cvt.-nsue d( -\clftnmcOta

of fcrrierete. These features are not found in younger deposits of known

Oualernary age.

Ql.'ATERNAflY

Lata Pliocenr-Plcisioccnr Tectonics

Faulting occurred throughout the Tertiary and, by the close of the late

Pliocene a well-defined pattern of lineaments, including (aults and major |omts,

hid been developed. Some lineaments parallel older faults and have throws lip

to 200 feet, others are probably major joints. On photo-mo/.aies of the basin

areas the fractures usually occur as lineaments trending roughly northwest and

northeast The fractures occur in several sets and their intersection forms

ihombnid blocks. At this Lime, the inland side of the basins was npwarped and

the seaward margin downwarped; the \ft. Lofty, Olarv and Minders Kanges

were further uplifted and the extent of the sedimentary basins was reduced;

limits were set lo the inland penetration of rising seas and the trend of nver

courses and of lake and continental margins was established, ihe pattern thus

controls the tectonic and geomorphic framework ol (Quaternary sedunentatiou.

ricistocetw*

PlJOCLNl -PlJ ISMlCtNK Boi'NOARY

A Ion" period of erosion and sub-aerial weathering at the end of the L
tiarv and the beginning of the Quaternary Intervene* between a time of extensive

quart/, sand deposition in the Pliocene and a time of extensive clay deposition

IThfl South Australian sequence has been sulnlividr.1 so that the Middle PMrtOOflW

contain* the. Bridgewatei Fwnration and associate ealmtes. Sedimentary evitonw siu^

1 short tm..-spi«. tor tlu- Upper lMei*l.*vi,o. and Q loufl time-spa., for tttt W*V iMeiMuiv.,..

when eomPBTed to tint Middle PfefctOCMOJ.
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in the Pleistocene. The period was interrupted locally by tectonic movements
(see Twldale et «/., 1967).

The sands at Loekleys in the St. Vincents Basin that underlie the Hindmarsh
Clay are placed in the Calahxian Stage at the base of the Pleistocene by Lud-
brobk (1963). The Phoceue-PIeistoeene boundary has therefore been placed

between the sands at Loekleys and the underlying Pliocene Dry Creek Sand*.

This same break in the sequence has been found in the Hallett Cove Sandstone,

south of Adelaide, where Pleistocene fossilifcrous limestone overlies a lower

bed of sand whicn, according to Ludbrook (pers. comm. ), contains a fauna

equivalent to the Pliocene Yatalan fauna in the type section (see Twidale,

Daily and Finnan, 1967). In other sedimentary basins the Pliocene-Pleistocene

boundary has been supposed to lie directly below the Pleistocene mottled clay

sequence (Hindmarsh Clay and equivalents), but the evidence from Loekleys
in St Vincents Basin suggests that the boundary may lie deeper in the sequence
in other basins also (Firman, 1965a).

On the south side of the Murray Basin on the Padthaway Archipelago, the

Coomandook Formation overlies the Parilla Sand which is equivalent to the Dry
Creek Sands, and is in turn overlain by the wedge of aeolian Bridgewatcr
Formation. The seas in which this unit was deposited, penetrated inland as

far as the Marmon-Jabuk scarp and the extension of a southeast trend to

Narueoortc. No sedimentary evidence exists for greater inland penetration of

any later Pleistocene high sea.

Although Tate (1877) refers to debris at Third Creek near Adelaide
**.

. . attributed to the action of glaciers", South Australia appears to lie outside

the area of Pleistocene glaciation. Periglaeud conditions may be indicated by
late Pleistocene Gilgai soils, which resemble patterned ground and have shrink-

and-swell structures that appear to be fo&il, and by other structures in gravels

near Peebinga and in cemented loess near Moorlands that may be due to

frost-heave.

Continental Aqueous Sia>iMiiNTAxiON

Fluvial and lacustrine deposition now occurred over a wide area in (he

southern Australian lowlands. In tectonic depressions flanking the Mt. Lofty-

Olary and Flinders Ranges, such as the St. Vincents Craben, Spencers Culf and
Late Torrens Graben, sequences up to 400 feet thick of irregularly bedded
sandy clay with abundant sand and gravel lenses were laid down. The Hind-
marsh Clay in the St. Vincents Graben is typical of the thick sequences and
is comparable to the Shepparton Formation described by Lawrence (1966) in
the Riverine Plains of Victuria. In shallow basins, sequences about 50 fret

thick of rcgularlv bedded sandy clay with a few thin beds of sand were de-

posited. The Bfanchetown Clay in the Murray Basin, the Avondale Clay in

basins adjoining the northern Flinders Ranges and the Ochre Cove Beds in

the Noarlunga-Wilhmga Basin (Ward, 1905) are representative of the tliiu

sequences. Dipwlodon (Howe! tin, 1918) and Macwpub- have been recorded
bom these deposits.

'the widespread occurrence of the units suggests the transportation of large

amounts of fine elastics during a pluvial climate. Formation of gypsiferniis

cvapnrites and termination of clastic deposition mark* a drier climate phase at

the end of this Lime.

Thin dolomitie mierites ( Bnngunnia Limestone of (he Murray Basin, Nil-

pena Limestone east of the Torrens Crabeu and on the west flank of the
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Flinders Ranges) were Jaid down. The Bungunnia Limestone was mentioned
in Tate, Prof, Ralph (1S85), who described 'Travertine cover of thin-bedded
saudy limestone (over) red and blue clay" ( Bland uptown Clay) as long ago as
3cS85. A '"Cypridiferous limestone" was collected from the Victorian Mallee in

2912 and matched with other limestones, notably a Diprotodnn-hearing lime-

stone from near Geelong* by Chapman (Chapman, Frederick, 1936). (n the
Murray Basin, the extent of the Bungurmia Limestone market' defines the lake
.system, called Lake Bungunnia in Firman ( 1965b ) > which contains the Blanche-
town Clay. The position of the limestone high in the Murray River cliffs 50
to JOtt feet above a river graded to a modern higher sea-level, suggests a terrain

with less local relief and a lower seaward gradient than at present.

The position of the Bungunnia Limestone in the rock stratigraphic sequence
outlined on the table is reliably established Other similar limestones have not

yet been placed in sequence. Reconnaissance traverses suggest that a sequential

arrangement of Pleistocene freshwater limestones" exists; tins would begin inland

with the Bungunnia Limestone and extend south through younger freshwater

limestones of the south-east (Blackburn, Bond, and Clarke 196?) to modern
carbonate sediments described by Mawson (1929) and by Alderman (1964)
in the Cnorong lagoon adjoining die Southern Ocean. The Bungunnia Lime-
stone-Blanehetown Clay sequence is correlated with limestone** -clay sequence
(Forbes, loc. <Hi.) in the Marcc-Lakc Callabonna area which includes (he

Avoudale Clay of Firman (1967). The similarity of deposits suggests that the

climate during deposition of Bungunnia Limestone hundreds of miles inland

at the modern coast may have been similar, in some respects, to that prevailing

totlay in the lower south-east adjoining the Southern Ocean.

Aeolian Deposition rx ttif Coastal Zonk

After the withdrawal of the sea in which the Goomandook Formation was
laid down, the lower member of the Bridgeware!* Formation was deposited along
the southern euustal margin. Biidgewater Formation was defined in Victoria

and contains "Calcareous dunes and dune limestones" (Boutakoff, 1963). On
the southern edge of the Eucla Basin the lower acohan member abuts directly

against a lossil cliff cut in Nullabor Limestone; on the west coast the lower
member lies on a steeply rising shoreline; in the south-cast, the few known
occurrences of the lower member are scattered across the Fadthaway Archi-

pelago; in the St. Vincent and Spencer Basins the formation lies across the
entrance to Spencer Gulf and Gulf St. Vincent. Within the Gulfs continental

aqueous sedimentation appears to dominate throughout the Pleistocene: Tindale

(HJftl)" refers to
u

. . . Late Pleistocene time, when St. Vincent Gulf was a great

alluvial plain, extending down towards Kangaroo Island". A similar situation

thioughout the Pleistocene implies a delicate balance between tectonics and
sedimentation and sets a low limit to Pleistocene high sea-levels.

Pt*:t.stocene Gravels

Within the sedimentary basins a period of erosion is inferred from calcreted

deposits on fault-line scarps and erosion surfaces. In the Murray Basin, -the

most prominent markers are prc-cale-rete stream patterns in the Pinnaron-

' Mot to be confused with limestone of the Ohvoceng Etadunua Formation (Stlrton,

R. A . Todrnrd, H. H., and Miller, A. H. s 1961).
c-Tindalo, N, B, (1961,): Ailveot of Man in Australia. Symposium on GeoclirouolotfV

and J and Surfaces in relation to Suits in Australia. Organised by the Australian Academy
ol Science.
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Karoonda area (Firman, 1966b )„ and calcreted granule conglomerate derived

hum Buugunnia Limestone; in the St. Vincent-Spencer Gulfs area deep incision

is indicated bv prc-ealerete erosion surfaces cut into Pleistocene mottled clays

(Firman, 1965a).

Extensive deposits of gravel occur in ontwash fans flanking the Mt. Lolty-

Olary and Flinders Ranges. The main unit within the deposits was named
Telford Gravel ia Firman (19b7) t The unit appears to form a significant part

of the debris mantle described by Twidale (1967). Deposition of the gravel

began prior to formation of calercte. The unit overlies the Nilpena Limestone,

which is probably the Bunguunia Limestone equivalent in the Beltana area

(Leeson, 1966

)

7
. The gravel is better preserved and better developed inland on

the flanks of the Northern Flinders Ranges than it is on the flanks of the Mt.

Lofty -Olary Ranges to the south. The increased thickness and extent may be

explained by increased run-off due to greater tectonic uplift in the Northern

FJindeis Ranges in a wet phase of the climatic regime prevailing at the time.

The coarse grain of the elastics and their spatial relations suggest a change

in base level as a cause of increased erosion- a major withdrawal of the Pleistocene

sea is therefore postulated. Confirmaton* evidence is found in younger deposits

described later.

Ripon Calcrkte and the Rifox Suhfacl.

The Ripon Calcrete is an unusual deposit which is very well developed near

Hall Bay on the West Coast. Its formation requires the. following events; Move-

ment by wind of calcareous silt released from weathering profiles, drying lakes

and the exposed continental shelf to form a thin but cxtensivo blanket of loess

on the landscape; development of soil carbonate horizons followed by erosion,

brecciation of the carbonate horizons and recementation; repitition of the process

and formation of nodular carbonate accumulations interbedded with cemented

clastic material. This mixed deposit of thoroughly cemented soil and sedimentary

material has been named the Ripon Calcrete. It is up to thirty feet thick in places,

and forms an extensive but thinner cuirass inland and on the southern continental

margin. The surface below which carbonate accumulation occurred prior to

renewal of aeolian sedimentation is termed the Ripon Surface.

Bhidcewater Formation— Upper Member

A return of the sea led to renewal of aelian sedimentation in the zone where

the lower member of the Bridgevvatcr Formation had previously been deposited.

As a consequence, the Ripon Calcrete separates the upper and lower members of

the Bridgewatex Formation and has some of the characteristics of an intraforma-

taona! breccia.

The upper member contains horizons of moderately hard calcrete separated

by lenses of weakly cemented aelion ealcarcnito or non-cemented aeolian shell

s-ind The random arrangement of the carbonate layers suggests that conditions

favourable for the formation of the layers prevailed throughout the time of

formation of the upper member in the Bridgewater Formation, and that the

process was interrupted near the coast by irregular aeolian sedimentation. Dime
shapes in the upper member are well preserved.

^ Leeson. B. (1966). Kxplanntoiy Note*: The Genuity uf the Beltana 1-mile Military

Sheet. GeoL Survey of S.A. Rept Book.
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The Bakara Soil

Inland, beyond the limits of marine ingresxions, the Bridgewater Formation
sediments are absent and the calcrete layers coalesce to form a vertically con-
tinuos zone of soil carbonate accumulation, in many places with Ripon Calcrete
at the base. Soil profiles that include this calcrete zone are called the Bakara Soil
(Finnan, 1963a and 1964). The surface below which carbonate accumulation
occurred in the Murray Basin is called the Nildottie Surface This surface is

ro-named the Bakara Surface herein to cover both inland and coastal situations
in southern Australia.

The original A horizons of the Bakara Soil were later stripped and the
exposed calcrete was strongly indurated. Solution channels were then developed
and these were infillod with sands and sandy clays. This sequence of events
suggests that the sands and sandy cluys in solution channels was formed much
later than the calcrete. In some places a red-brown sand is found above the
calcrete and in solution channels. This forms the upper part of a soil profile
described as "terra rossa" in Stephens, et <?/, (1941) and is comparable with
"fossil soils, mostly of the terra rossa typo" in Fairbridge R. W. and Tcichert,
Carl, (1952). The red-brown sands are comparable to reddened fossil soils

within the Bridgewater Formation. This, and the proximity of the sand to the
upper calcrete in Pleistocene Bakara Soil, suggests that the Pleistocene-Recent
boundary could be placed above the sandL There are good reasons, howver, for
placing the boundary even higher in the sequence.

Glawille Formation'

A marine ingression during the last interglacial inundated the coaslal xonc
/Firman, 1963b and 1966c). Marls with a fauna including Anadara trapezia
(Sprtgg, 1954) were deposited within the gulfs and in low areas between dunes
of the Bridgewater Formation8

. The sea penetrated as far up Spencer Gulf as Port
Augusta—the first marine ingression recorded in the Tertiary-Quaternary sequence
in that area (Firman, 1965a). Within Gulf St. Vincent, the high sea eroded the
Rtpon Calcrete near Port Wakefield to form a beach gravel that lies about 20 feet
above modern sea-level.

A lime-cemeuted crust was formed on the GLinvillc Formation (Ilowchin,
1888). A similar lime-cemented crust occurs on the floor of Gulf St, Vincent,
which suggests a major regression of the sea in which Glanville Formation was
deposited. The Ihnc-remented crust is correlated with calcrete ia Bakara Soil

(Firman, 1963b and 1965a).

Lovfoay Sort

The low sea at the end of Bakara Soil time led to accelerated erosion: Near
the modern coast, aeolianite was re-worked, Inland, Bakara Soil profiles wer*
crorled. Carbonate silt released from the loess was incorporated in dune sheets
near the coast, in quart* sand of the Woormen Formation* inland and in colluvial

* By courtesy of G. van Andel of Scripps hu;titufion of Oceanography, slw?ll from the
Glaiiville FovmnUori nt Port Adelaide hns been C-14 dated at Writer than 45.000 years*.
The absolute uge is said to he within ten of thousands of years ol the age given (Heath,
G. R,

(

per*, eomm.),

•' Wooriuen Formation wan defined Jfl Victoria l>v Lawrence, C. R. ( lOfVj). Only the
lower three of the. five units recognised by Lawrence me mapped M Woorinen Formation iu
South Australia.
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and alluvial formations such as the Pooraka Clay, The soil developed by accumu-
lation of platy and nodular carbonate accretions in these deposits is termed
Loveday Soil (Firman, 1966a). Reconnaissance traverses suggest tliat the Wfd-
gellic Parna of the Hiverine Plains (Butler, 1956) may correlate with LoveJay
Soil. This accession of carbonate silt is the last in the record and is comparable
to loess in earlier Pleistocene deposits. The extensive sheet of shell sand mixed
with this carbonate silt on the West Coast most closely resembles earlier

Pleistocene aeolian deposits. For these reasons the deposits containing Loveduv
Soil are placed in the late Pleistocene.

Recent

Tiie Fla.ndiuaN Transgression

The post-glacial Flandrian transgression is recorded in deposits below modern
sea-lcvcl, such as the Lipson and St. Kilda formations (Firman. 1966c), in marine
cliffs and beach depusits now stranded (Firman and Chugg, 1963), ainl in

drowned topographic features marginal to the stable shield in the West Coast
area.

Beach ridges of coarse shelly sand form the youngest member of the St.

Kilda Formation10
. These deposits are now stranded inland up to about ten feet

above modern sea-level. Together with stranded marine cliffs, the position of the
deposits marks a regression of the sea. The formation of deep off-shore channels
marks a low stand of the sea, perhaps slightly below modern sea-level, These
features are well developed at various places along the South Australian coast,

»ear Lake Macdonnell for example, where they connect an older and higher
littoral environment with the modern coast.

Dunk Formation

Aeolian deposition began in the Pleistocene with the Woorinen Formation,
and continued into the Recent when the Fulham Molineaux and Recent forma-
tions were deposited.

Each stage of dune formation has a characteristic colour; Woorinen Forma-
tion is pale red-brown, Bunyip Sand is red-brown, Molineaux Sand is yellow and
Recent sand is pale grey. Except for Woorinen Formation, in which tiie paler
colour reflects the admixture of carbonate silt with quartz sand, the shift in colour
is due to successive removal of iron-oxide coatings on the quartz sand. This is

paralleled by a decrease in the amount of carbonate in alluvial horizons within
the dunes.

Although dune building was initiated at four separate times, minor re-working
of older deposits is apparent; Two phases of development occur within the
Molineaux Sand, and all the deposits are being actively re-worked at the prese*>t

time in some places. Despite this minor re-working, the dune sands retain their
colour. This leads to the conclusion that the initiation of each major stage of dune-
formation reflects an important change in environmental factors. Tiie widespread
distribution of each formation suggests that change in climate itself is involved.

1° Shell from the base of the beach ridges in the Porl Wakefield area has been C-M datctt
at 3,300 to 4.200 years B.F. by Scripps Oceaimgraphie Institute (Heath,, G_ R.

:
pers. coram.).
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IbvijnxF: Deposits 1
' and otiieii Ri:cii\j Sediments

Keccnt sediments in the Murray River tract near Chowilla include deposits
of an older meander belt, a youuger meander belt and bed deposits ot present
river channels, which are now about 50 feet above modem sea-level. These to-

gether Form a younger valley fill overlying the Mono-man Formation. The Tar-
tarean Beds of Hale and Tindale (1930) near Swan Reach are tentatively

correlated with sediments of the older meander belt. The "Upper Beds" of Hale
and Tindale (loc. eit. ) are tentatively correlated with sediments of the younger
meander belt in the Chowilla area.

During the time of dune building marked by Woorfncn Formation, tributary

.streams were incised through thin surficial deposits into the gypsiferous beds at

the top of the Blanclietown Clay. When the tributary streams dried, gypsum
precipitated on the floors of valley lakes was blown by the wind to form lunettes

and dune sands that interfinger with Woorinen Formation. Gypsiferous sediments
were also deposited at the top of the upper valley fill.

Modern deposits are shelly calcareous silts of the neritic zone, carbonate
sediments in the Coorong lagoon, quartz and shell sand of the coastal aeolian

tract, peat of the swamps, saline crusts of the ephemeral lakes, sands and gravels

of the present stream channels and thin light grey sand sheets on hill slopes and
veneering inland dunes.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE

Place 1

Fig. 1. Murray Basin. Boundary Point near Millewa: (1) Loveday Soil. (2) Bimgunma
Limestone, (3) Hlaochelown Clay, upper and lower members. (4) Silieified ferru-
ginous sandstone at top of Parilla Sand. (5) Talus. (6) Parilla Sand.

Fiji- 2. St. Vincent Basin. Blanche Point in the Willunga-Noarltinga sub-basin area: ( 1

)

Ochre Cove Beds equivalent to the Blanchetown Cky. (2) Hallett Cove Sandstone,
upper bed of PPleistocenc limestone overlying a lower bed of Pliocene sand. (3)
Blanche Point Marls.

Fig. 3. West Coast Basins Area: (1) Hipon Calerele. (2) Bridgewaler Formation, lower
member. (3) Reddened soil horizons. (4) Talus.

Eitf, 4. Murray Basin. Renmark: (1) Recent soil. (2) Ball and sheet ealeretc, (3) Bim-
trmmia Limestone. Hammer marks top.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENT ON TWO SPECIES OF
LAND-SNAILS IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

byD. E. Pomeroy*

Summary

Helicella virgata and H. neglecta are the most widespread of a number of species of exotic land-

snails in South Australia. An analysis of their distribution and abundance by multiple linear

regressions showed that the presence of organic matter in the soil was most important for H. virgata

(it could not be tested for H. neglecta), and that there was a strong correlation between the

availability of calcium and the numbers of both species. The availability of moisture was significant

too, but the number of hot days in summer was markedly not so. The effects of land use, proximity

to man. and type of vegetation were of relatively minor importance. The method gave satisfactory

results, and might well be applied to other studies of distribution and abundance of animals.
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SUMMARY
HeliceUa twgata and II. negtccla are the most widespread of a number of

species of erotic knd-siiatk in South Australia. An analysis of their distribution

and abundance by multiple linear regressions showed that the presence of

organic matter in the soil was most important for H, virgata (it could not he
tested for H. nettfceia), and that thtre was a .strong correlation between the

availability of calcium and the numbers of both species. The availability <if

moisture was significant too, but the number of hot clays in summer was markedly
not so. The effects of land use, proximity to man, and type of vegetation were
of relatively minor importance. The method gave satisfactory results and might

well be applied to other .studies of distribution and abundance of animals.

INTRODUCTION AND METHODS

The family Ilelieidae includes several species of snails which have become
established iu Australia since the end of the nineteenth century. Of these,

HeliceUa virgata (da Costa) is now widespread in South Australia, whilst H.

neglecta (Draparnaud), Cochlicclla acuta (Mriller), C. ventrosa (Ferussac),

Helix mpersa (Mullcr) and Theba pisana (M idler) are also abundant in some
localities, and several other species arc present in limited areas. Pomeroy and
Laws (1967) described the distribution of these snails in South Australia, and
pointed out that H. virgata and H. neglecta had ranges which were almost

mutually exclusive, and that most of the localities where they occurred were
inside the agricultural areas of the State. They were thus confined to places

having an average annual rainfall of 250 mm or more.

During the summers of 1963-4 and 1964-5, a detailed survey was made of

the. distribution of these two species of HeliceUa on the Adelaide Plains, Mount
Lofty Kauge.s, Lower and Mid North, Yorke Peninsula and Lower Murrav.

Some desert country of the Upper Murray was also included. Snails are easily

seen in summer, when they aestivatc conspicuously on fence-posts and similar

places. The margins of paddocks arc favourable areas for HeliceUa, because they

are undisturbed there by cultivation. As most roads are bounded by paddocks
on both sides, roadsides arc convenient as well as representative places for finding

snails. A route was planned which traversed the survey area in a series of

parallel courses at intervals of about eight kilometres. When following this

predetermined route, stops were made at places exactly eight kilometres apart

by road. However, because the. roads were not straight, the sampling-points

could he considered as random with respect to roadside colonies of snails; the

element of randomness is essential to the statistical analysis which follows.

Qualitative aspects of distribution were discussed by Pomeroy and Laws
(1967), wiiQ publish maps of the distribution of the snails introduced into South

Department of Zoology, University of Adelaide. Present address; Departm^C of

Forestry and Natural Resources, University of Edinburgh, Scotland.

Trant R £. Soc, S. Aust (1967),, Vol. 91.
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Australia* The present paper is concerned with a quantitative analysis of the
results, and their interpretation in terms of the snails' distribution <md abundance.
At each sampling-point, (he density of die population of snails was recorded on
an exponential scale, namely;

— it there were none
1 — if there were less than 2/m3

2 — if there were between 2 and 20/m"
3 — if there were between 20 and 2(K)/m-
4 — il there were more than 200/rrr

The decision as to which category was appropriate for a pellicular sampling-
point was made by inspecting at least 20 m ol roadside (the choice as to side of
rnud being made randomly). Vegetation, aspect, and land-use were recorded
at each of the 415 sampling-points, as well as (he numbers of smiils (however,
snails were absent from more than half of the places examined).

ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES
Snails were mostly absent from places wrhich had native vegetutiun alongside

the road, but elsewhere there seemed to be little or no correlation between the
numbers of snails and the type of vegetation or crop. However, six other com-
ponents of the snails* environment were thought likely to be important, and
each could be assessed quantitatively, These six components formed the six
independent varieties in a regression analysis; they were as follows.

(A) Calcium — Many snails are known to be calriphohes to a greater or
lesser degree, including H, virgata and H. ncglecta m their native ranges (Taylor,
189I-192L). The available calcium-content of the soil wast therefore one factor
to consider. No direct measurements were made, but the results of detailed
analyses made by the C.S.I. R.O. Division of Soils, and others, were available.
These were studied with respect to measurements of the surface layers of the
soil, the place from which calcium is most likely to be obtained by snails,
Numerical data were not available for all districts, hut the calcium-content of
soils tends to be fairly uniform over the whole of the area covered bv a particular
type of soil.

Using the map of the soils of South Australia published by Northcote (1960)
together with other analyses, it was possible to esLimate the amounts of calcium
in many of the forty or so soils which occur in the survey area. For the remain-
der. 1 was able to call upon Mr. Northcote's considerable experience, to estimate
the* probable calcium-eontent of those soils for which detailed information was
not available. The result was that for each observation point a rating of 0, 1, 2.
3 or <l could be given, indicating the probable level of exchangeable-calcium at
that point. (The approximate range of values covered by the ratings is from
0-2 to 40 millc-eqiitvalents of exchangeable-calcium, per TOOg of soih 3ie ratings
were intended to be linearly arranged within that range.)

(15) Organic mattet — H. vir&ata is primarily a grazing animal, and is

dependent on dead and decaying plant material as Hi major source of food
(Tomcroy, 1966). So far as is known> the food requirements of H. neglucUi arc
similar. The best measure relating to food, and available for the whole area
surveyed, was the amount of organic matter in the soil. The estimated values
for die surface layers of the soil (where snails feed) ranged from to 4-5$
as measured by the method of Walklcy and Black (1934) "for organic earbun.
Knr purposes of analysis, these values were reduced to ratings of 0, 1, 2 or 3.
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(C) Temperature — The native ranges of both species of IleUceUa include

southern Europe, and it seems likely that this was where they originated; but

there are parts of inland South Australia where the temperatures in summer
exceed those of Europe. To test the hypothesis that ]on& periods of high

temperatures might limit the distribution and abundance of Hchcetla, a variable

known ax "temperature" was defined as the average number uf days per year

when tl»e maximum shade temperature exceeded 35°C. Within the area covered

by the survey described here, the range was from five to forty days,

(D) Moisture — Snails fe^d only when tin* surface of the soil is moist.

Soil moisture is determined by a complex array of factors, but ecologists in

Australia have nften found that the ratio of precipitation to evaporation (P/E)
is a useful guide. Tire number of months for which this ratio exceeds 0-5 is

afso a measure of the growing season for plants. Davidson (1935) published a

series of maps, one for each month of the year, showing the places where this

value was exceeded. From these, the number of months when (P/E) was
greater than 0-5 could be calculated for each place visited. There was a range
of from four to nine.

(E) Land Use — llelicctla is rare in native scrub, and uncommon on
permanent pasture. The highest densities seem to be in the well cultivated

districts dominated by the growing of cereals. A hypothesis which would
explain such observations is tin's: cultivation tends to increase the amounts of

nutrients available at the surface, where they may be directly available to snails,

or may promote conditions favourable to the production of food for snails. As

many of the snails feed in the paddock rather than along ihc roadside, increasing

cultivation should lead to an increase in the numbers of snails. To test this, the.

amount of cultivation was estimated as the probable number of times when the

land would be cultivated in a ten-year period. For example, native scrub and
unimproved pastures both rate as zero, cereal paddocks as three to six (depending
on the area) and market gardens gained the highest rating, fifteen.

(F) Proximity-to~wan — Pomeroy and Laws (1967) found that man's
activities assisted the spread of HeliceUa in South Australia, in that the snails

were carried along main roads and railways, presumably mostly by agricultirral

traffic. Therefore it seemed desirable to' discover whether the abundance of

snails at a particular place was related to its distance from the nearest township,

railway siding, or main road. These distances were measured for each sampling-

point; they varied from to 130 km.

The names and most important properties of the varieties to be tested are

summarised in Table 1.

ANALYSIS OF DATA
Multiple linear regressions were chosen as suitable models for the analyses,

each species being treated separately. Not all of the variates were normally
distributed, and only variates C. E and F were continuous, but for H> virgata

(where n — 364) both of these departures are covered, in part at least, by the

central limit theorem. The same applies to II. negfacta (where n =51) but
to a lesser extent. The linearity of the independent variates is assumed in the

hypotheses which were being tested. None of the independent variates was
highly correlated with any of the others.

Analysis by multiple linear regression yields several useful statistics. Each
independent variate has a corresponding coefficient, whose departure from zero

provides a test of significance. The probability that the regression as a whole
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TABLE 1

Summary of the components of the environments of the snails Helicella virqata and 11. negfacta

which form the variates for the analysis shown in Table 2.

Variate Units of Measurement

Dependent variate; Ko, uf snads Arbitrary log-scale: 0.. 1, 2, 3, 4

"A: Calcium Arbitrary scale: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4

B: Organic matter Arbitrary scale: 0. 1. 2, 3

Indepeuduni-

variates
C: Temperature

I): Moisture

.Estimated no. of davR/yoar when abode temperature
above 35"U.

Estimated no. of months/year when P/E exceeded 0-5

E: Land-uso K*timated no. of times/10 years when land cultivated

t
F: Proximity to man Distance from nearest township, railway-siding, or main

road, in kin.

is significant—i.e. that the regression plane is not horizontal—can also be found.
The former test yields the statistic f, and the latter gives the variance ratio F,

The values of these statistics, and the likelihood of them having arisen by chance,
are given in Table 2, It will be noticed that not all of the variates were included
in the final analysis shown in the table. Inclusion of variatc B (organic matter)
for H. neglecta was impossible because its rating was constant throughout the
range. Other variates (C for both species, and E for H. virgata) were excluded
because when tested Ihey were clearly non-significant. Their omission increased
the value for the multiple correlation coefficient, R.

TABLE 2

The iniluence of severaL factors upon the distribution and abundance of//, virgata and U. ttf.rjlertn:

results of two multiple linear regressions.

Variate
//. virgata H. neglecta

Value of t P* Value of t P*

A. Calcium
B. Organic matter
D. Moisture
TC, Land-use
F. Proximity-to-man

261 <0-0l
4-71 <<0-001
2-30 <0-05

1-88 0-05<P<0-l

2-99 <0*0l

1-89 05<F«W
1-M 0-1 <P<0-2
0-93t °'3 <P<0-4

Test of regression as a whole
P<<0-001

F u,46) =3-46;
P<0-02

Probability of calculated value arising by chance alone.

fNegative coernniont.

DISCUSSION

There was a close relationship between the numbers of H. virgata and the
amount of organic matter in the soil. This agrees with the observation that
snails feed upon organic detritus, and probably upon the micro-organisms which
are themselves feeding upon the detritus (Pomeroy, 1966). The degree of
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statistical significance associated with tins factor is high, and it. was particularly

disappointing to be uuable to make a comparable test for //. neglecUh

For both species, density was highly correlated with the amount of calcium.

Tins is almost certainly because of its 'impujtance in the shell, which accounts

far about one quarter of the weight of a helicid snail; and about 98% of the weight

of the shell is calcium carbonate (Pelseneer, 1935). Inability to obtain sufficient

calcium affects the structure oi the shell, which may become extremely fragile

thus reducing its efficiency as a skeletal structure.

Next iu order of significance was soil moisture, It was emphasized pre-

viously that this is hard to measure, and the achievement of a significant result

could be explained in several ways. The amount of rain, number of wet days,

number of wet nights (including those with dew), and measures of the tendency

of the soil to dry, all will be correlated to some extent with measurements of

P/E; the exact extent of the correlation itself depending upon complex factors,

some general and some local, ft can only be concluded that some aspect or

aspects of soil moisture are important, and' are reflected in the measurement ol

P/E. HoMever it is known that availability of water limits the time when

snads can be active, in addition to its necessity to the organisms which constitute

their food,

Proximity-to-man seemed to be important in deteiTnining the abundance of

H, virgatti, thus supporting the hypothesis being tested. A more significant

result would probably have been obtained it* this factor had been tested only

for the more remote parts of the .survey area: closer to Adelaide, where the

species has been established for several decades, it has had longer to reach all

the suitable places. In anv case, this variate could not exceed a value of two

within 50 km of Adelaide, because of the relatively high density Qf human
occupation. By contrast, the much less significant result for this variate for

H. neglecta is rather interesting, Southern Yorke Peninsula, where it occurs,

is rather sparsely inhabited, and the mean value fur the variate was 7-S km
(as compared with 3 for //. ctrgala). There is some evidence lhat II. ne electa

has been established on Yorke Peninsula for many years (Pomeroy and Laws,

19Q7)-a so that it may have readied its maximum distribution, at least tor present

conditions, throughout ifc* range. Considered in this way, the variate "i*roximity-

to-man" becomes a measure of the present tendency to spread; a high score

indicates rather recent arrival, and suggests that future enlargement of the

range is likely.

Numbers appear to be weakly correlated with land-use in. the case of If,

tteglecta. For U. virgata there is no support for the hypothesis that increasing

land-use makes the environment more favourable. It is possible that further

investigation would yield a different result, as this variate (if it is important) te

the least likely to be linearly related to //: too much cultivation could he as

unfavourable as too little, in that snails would be physically damaged, or become
buried.

The absence of any correlation between the distribution and abundance of

snails and the number of hot days is also interesting. It is consistent with the

conclusion that Hehcelh b remarkably resistant to the effects of high tempera-

tures. It was found that when the screen temperature is 33°CS even for a short

time, the internal temperatures of snails often exceed 40 C (Pomeroy, 1966).

And," within the survey area, there were many places where the screen tempera-

hire*was estimated ti /exceed 35°C on more than thirty days a ycarj snails were

present at many of these places.
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In so far as comparisons between the two species arc possible, the results
for H. virgata and H. neglecta are closely similar, suggesting that their require-
ments are similar too. Perhaps this is to be expected for congeners, since closely
related species usually have similar feeding preferences. It might offer a partial
explanation of the observation that the d isVributions of the two species in South
Australia are mutually exclusive, or neatly so.

Whilst it is useful to have obtained some objective support for several
hypotheses about distribution and abundance, it must be stressed that the
analyses only accounted for a small proportion (less than a quarter) of the total
variance. This can mostly be explained by the poor quality of much of the
data, but a possibility that cannot be excluded is that one or more important
variates escaped notice altogether. The method seems to have been satisfactory
in other respects, and could probably be applied to many other situations. The
precision of the results obtained from such a survey would depend upon the
correct choice of variables'; and the accuracy of measurement.
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MICROHYLID FROGS OF NEW BRITAIN

byMichael J. Tyler*

Summary

The morphological characteristics of the two species of microhylid frogs occurring in New Britain

are reported. Oreophryne brachypus was last collected seventy years ago, whilst Sphenophryne

mehelyi represents an addition to the fauna of the island. The latter species was found in

aggregations estimated to reach 300 specimens, and the females sit on clumps of up to six eggs in

depressions beneath rotting vegetation.
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SUMMARY
The morphological characteristics of the two species of mierohylid frogs

occurring in New Britain are reported. Oreophn/ne hrachypus was last col-

lected seventy years ago, whilst Sphenophryne meheJyi represents an addition

to the fauna of the island. The latter species was found in aggregations esti-

mated to reach 300 specimens, and the females sit on clumps of up to six eggs

in depressions beneath rotting vegetation,

INTRODUCTION

The only mierohylid frogs reported from New Britain are the tliree syntypes

of Oreophryne bradtyptts (Werner) collected hi 1897. In the course of a visit

to the island in January-February, 1966, the writer collected a series of speci-

mens of this .species. Later in the same year Mr. D. Morgan of Keravat on the

Gazelle Peninsula collected further specimens and also large numbers of Spheno-

plmjne mehehjl Parker, a species previously known from the two types collected

in >Jevv Guinea,

The present contribution records morphological variation and field observa-

tions on the two species. The methods of measurement employed in the text

conform to the techniques of Zweifel (1962).

Qreophryne hrachypus (Werner)

Materia] Examined: 22 specimens—South Australia]! Museum, R.6910, 6912.

6944, 6948. 6964. 6989, 7025, 7065. Pomugu near Kandrian, South New Britain;

6992, 6997, 7(HKK 7002, 70(M-5? 7008, Aliwoh near Kandrian; 7719, 8123, S440

(5 specimens), Keravat, Gazelle Peninsula.

Variation: The series consists of sixteen adult males, three adult females and

three juveniles. The ranges and means of the snout to vent lengths of the adults

are as follows: males 19-2-22-3 mm (mean 19-9 mm), females 21-5-22-8 mm
(mean 22-0 mm). The syntypes are two adult males and a juvenile and each

male has a snout to vent length of 21-5 ram.

These specimens conform closely to Tyler's (1965) redescriptxon of the

species; the only additional information relates to the colour of the species. In

life hrachypus has a dusky brown ground colouration with indistinct and slightly-

darker markings upon it. Of these markings the most common are a narrow
trans-ocular bar and a W-shapcd patch immediately behind the head. There
has been no visible change after a period of fifteen months preservation.

* South Australian Museum. North Terrace, Adelaide, South Australia.

Trans. Boy. Soc. & Aust. (1967), Vol. 91.
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Field Note^: The males were located fit each locality calling born vegeta-
rian at heights of from three to eight feet from the level of the ground. The call

consisted of a single note, resembled a long squeak and had a duration of about
four seconds,

Spltoiophripw rnehehji Parker

When Parker ( 1934) described this species the only specimens available to
him were two on loan from the museum at Budapest which he designated type
unci paratype respectively. The specimens had been reported previously (as
Chaporina fmca) by Mchely (1901). The herpetologieal collection at Budapest
was destroyed in 1956 and there are no known lopotypic specimens in existence.

The specimens referred here to mehchji agree m almost all respects villi
Parker's description and there is perfeet agreement with the reported colouration
of ihe type which, to judge from comparisons with speeies. in the South Aus-
tralian Museum collection and descriptions in the literature, is quite unlike
that of arty other species of Sphanophnjnc.

It is pertinent to note I hat the type locality (Sattelberp.) U located on the
Huf>n Peninsula, the portion of New Guinea in closest proximity to New
Britain.

Material Examined: 357 specimens—South Australian Museum K.778!5-783ft.
7955-600^ 8136 (232 specimens), 843S (15 specimens), Keravat Corrective
Institution, Keravat, Gazelle Peninsula,

Variation and Comparison with Original Description; Of the above speci-
mens a series of 55 (It .778.3-7830) have been examined m detail and measured.
Nineteen proved to Ix adult males. 27 adult females (of which 21 were gra\id)
and 9 sexually immature specimens. The ranges and means of snout to vent
lengths of the a:!ulrs were as follows; males 15 -5-17-2 nun (mean 10*3 mm),
females 17*0-20-1 mm (mean 18 7 mm).

Parker's figure of 20 mm as the size of I he bolotype was not the snout to Vfrlt
length. He states in an account of his descriptive methods (1934, p. io), "The
length Of a frog is the maximum distance in a straight line between the tip of
the snout rind the hinder side of the thighs behind the vent,'* This ''total length"
wui.iV! e\r:eed the snout to vent length by about one millimetre, placing the size
of the hoioUpe very dose to the mean snout to vent length of the females ex-
amined. As noted by Zweifel (1962), Mehely (1901 ) cites a figure of 24-5 mm
for the same specimen and, since it h highly probable that his measurement
is the "total length" in vogue at that time, this would indicate a snout to vent
length of about 23 mm,

The specimens tally with Parkers original description in the following
re.siieets; the presence of a denticulated prepharyngeal ridge with an adjacent
median swelling; the distance between the eye and the tip of the snout is approxi-
mately equal to the horizontal diameter of the eye; the loreal region is oblique;
the nostrils are nearer the tip of the snout than the eve; the intcrorbital space
IS equivalent to twice the diameter of the upper eyelid; the fingers are short
and equipped with small discs; the toe discs are larger than the finger discs;
when the hindlimb is adprcssed along the side of the body tire kuee reaches
the eye. The colouration of the present specimens agrees in all respects with
lhat of the holotypc.

The canthus rostralis of meltekfi is said to be rounded but most of the
Kenivat specimens exhibit only the slightest curvature and in some it is definitely
straight. A further point of divergence concerns the length of the fourth finger.
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Parker reports that in the holotype it is equivalent to three-quarters of the inter-

narial span, whereas its length exceeds the intemarial span in the present

material. The tympanum is said to he distinct and, "rather less than half the

diameter of the eye". This is true of the majority "of specimens, but in those

in which the skin on the side of the head is at all loose, the site of the tympanum
cannot be detected externally. The skin appears smooth when superficially

examined, but minute tubercles are visible when it is examined beneath the

microscope.

In Parker's key to Sphenophryne the tibia of mehehji is said to equal about

half the distance from snout to vent, and to reach the couplet containing mehehji

involves agreement with, "tibio-taisal articulation reaching the eye"- As indi-

cated in a previous paragraph, the knee of the adpressed hind limb of the

f)jcsent material will reach the eye, but the tibia length is consistently Jess than

lalf of the snout to vent length.' A frog whose tibia length is exactly half the

snout to vent length has a TL/S-V ratio of 0-500, whereas the range Dl the

piescnt material is -354- -432.

The significance of these points of divergence from the original description

cannot be determined until adequate topotypic material is available. At the

present time it is considered that the interests of nomenclatnral stability are

best served by regarding the New Guinea and New Britain populations wni-

specific.

Comparison with Other Species: Of the thirteen species currently recognised

five have snout to vent lengths exceeding 34 mm (comuta, macrorhtjucha,

pafmipex, rhodadactyht and schlaginhaufeni) . The maximum recorded si7c Of

the present material (20-1 mm) therefore prevents any confusion with these

species.

Spftcnophnjnc hrecierus, brevipes, and nmsa tack dilated discs on the

fingers (present in mchelyi) whilst pohjM'wta has a blunter snout, shorter hind-

lirnbs and a different colouration.

Of the three Australian species reported by Zweifel (1962, 1965), S. flip

has shorter limbs (TL/S-V fr3£0-3$ mean <K346\ as opposed to 0*35-0-43,

mean 0-390) and attains a larger siz^ than mehehji (of more than 25 specimens

reported by Zweifel (1962), only one adult had a snout to vent length of Jess

than 20 mm, whereas 20-1 mm is the maximum for mehehji). Sphenophnjne

phivialis is evidently also a larger species than mohelyli and the specimens re-

ported by Zweifel were uniform in hearing, "ill-defined, and irregular dark hrmvn
spots", on the dorsal surface of the body. There is no trace of any dorsal mark-

ings on any of the 357 mehelyi

The size and TL/S-V ranges of rohusla are similar to those of mehehji but

the reported colouration of the former (although variable) is evidently quite

dis(incl from that of mcheltju

Field Notes: The specimens were fouud congregating beneath piles of

decomposing vegetation, consisting of rotting grass and reeds laid upon ground
covered with leaf mould. The piles covered areas of up to five square yards, As:

many as 250-300 mehehji were estimated to occur together but, when the vege-

tation was removed the frogs rapidly dispersed in all directions and rarely were

more than 50 or 60 captured at any one site.

Numerous females were found at the base of the piles sitting upon chimps
of eggs at the font of small depressions excavated to a depth of about two inches

in tuc leaf mould. Each egg clump consisted of five or six eggs connected to one
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another (in the form of a head necklace) by a very fine cord Subsequent
measurements of the eggs revealed a mean diameter of 3-3 mm for those at a
stage prior to gastrulation, and 4-8 mm for those containing well developed
juvenile froglets apparently near to emergence. Six eggs is virtually the maximum
number that a female of this diminutive species could cover with her body.

Three months prior to the collection of the frogs the area in which they
were found was virgin rain forest, but subsequent deforestation had completely
eliminated the natural environment of the species. It therefore remains un-
certain whether the aggregation of large numbers of frogs in breeding condition
is a natural phenomenon, or simply necessitated at Keravat by the reduction
in the amount of rotting vegetation occurring in the area.
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Summary

A new species of Nyctimystes is described. The maximum recorded snout to vent length of males is

more than 80 mm, and the species shows distinct affinities with N. humeralis (Boulenger).

However, it lacks the characteristic humeral spine exhibited by males of that species, and is also

distinguished by its undivided nuptial pad and by differences in colouration.
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SUMMARY
A new species of Nyctinit/sies is described. The maximum recorded snout

to vent length of males is more than 80 mm, and the species shows distinct

affinities with N. Jtumeralis (Boulenger). However, it lacks the characteristic

humeral spine exhibited by males of that species, and is also distinguished by its

undivided nuptial pad and by differences in colouration.

INTRODUCTION
In 1963 and 1964 Mr. Barry Craig donated to the South Australian Museum

several large collections of frogs obtained in the vicinity of Telefomen in the

Western Highlands of New Guinea. Amongst the specimens were eleven

representatives of an undescribed species of the hylid genus Nyctimystes. In
1965 Mr. Craig was a member of the Australian Star Mountains Expedition

and obtained 650 frogs in an area approximately 40 miles west of Telefomen.
Included in the collection were four additional specimens of the same species.

The methods of measurement employed in the description of the new
species conform to those used by Tyler (1963).

Nyctimystes zweifcli new species

Hototype; South Australian Museum R5426. An adult male collected at

Telefomen, Western Highlands, New Guinea, on November 24th, 1963, by
B. Craig.

Definition; A particularly large species of Nyctimystes in which males havc
a snout to vent length of up to 83 mm. The hindlegs are very long with a tibia

length to snout to vent length ratio (TL/S-V) of -588- -654. The veins of the
palpebral venation arc largely vertical in their orientation with a tendency to

form a reticulum.

Description of Holotype; The vomerine teeth are in two roughly oval and
prominently raised series between the oval choanae. The tongue is less than
half as wide as the mouth, oval in shape and with a very slight posterior inden-
tation. The head is broader than long (head length 26*8 mm, head width
29*4 mm) The snoul is bluntly rounded when viewed from above and strongly

rounded in profile. The canthus rostralis is slightly curved and the loreal region

oblique. The nostrils are inconspicuous and separated from one another by a
distance winch is slightly less than the distance between the naris and the eye

(eve to naris distance 7*2 mm, internarial span 7-0 mm). The eye is relatively

small and not prominent, its diameter (7*8 mm) only slightly greater than

* South Australian Museum, North Terrace, Adelaide, South Australia.

Trans. Roy. Sue. S. Aust. (1967), Vol. 91.
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the eye to naris distance. The pupil is completely dilated. The palpebral
venation forms a dense pattern of predominantly vertical lines. The tvuipanum
is small (diameter 3-7 mm) with only the inferior portion of its annulus visible.

The distance from the snout to the vent is 75-9 mm.
The fingers are long with large terminal discs, broad lateral flanges and

flattened jtubarticular tubercles (Fig. lu). The webbing between the trn'rd and
fourth fingers loaches the base of the subartioular tubercle beneath the penulti-
mate phalanx on the third, and midway up this tubercle on the fourth. Fingers
in decreasing order of length, 3, 4, 2, 1. The discs of the second, third and
fourth fingers are larger than the tympanum.

The toes are almost fully webbed, the webbing reaching the dises of all

toes except the fourth where it extends as far as the suharricul'ar tubercle at the
base of the penultimate phalanx, and continues to the disc as a broad lateral
flange (Fig. Jb). The toe discs are only slightly smaller than the finger discs,

and all arc larger than the diameter of the tympanum. There is a small kidney-
.shaped inner but no outer metatarsal tubercle. The legs are extremely long, the
tibia length is 47-4 mm and the tibia length to snout to vent length ratio
(TL/S-V) is 0-625. When the hindleg is adpressed the heel reaches well
beyond the tip of the snout: when the hindlegs are laid along the side of ihe
body the knee and elbow overlap considerably; when the hincllegs arc beat at
light angles to the axis of the body the heels overlap slightly,

The skin covering the dorsal surfaces of the head, body and limbs is smooth.
The lateral surfaces of the body are slightly granular, the throat and chest fJnelv
granular and the abdomen and undersurfaee of the thighs coarsely granular.
There is an extremely prominent supratyrnpanie fold, a sharp fold on the
posterior surface of the forearm, and a less conspicuous tarsal fold.

The dorsal surfaces of the head, body, forearms and tibia are a very dark
plum colour with a hint of a crimson suffusion on the dorso-latcral portion of
the body. On the thighs the plum occupies the median portion whilst the
anterior and posterior surfaces are white,, heavily suffused with large, irregular
spots of plum. The sides of the body, the tarsus and foot are similarly marked.
The abdomen is cream and the remainder of the ventral surfaces grey with
obscure brownish mottling.

There is a sub-guku vocal sac with pairerl openings in the floor of the IdOtlth
near the angles of Ihe jaws, and an extremely large, black nuptial pad at the.

base of the first finger.

Variation: There arc eight paratypes: South Australian Museum R.&S12
8810 collected at the type locality during the period November 14th 18th, 1963.
by B. Craig. All specimens are males (six adults and two juveniles). Six addi
tional male specimens from other localities are clearly representatives of A*.

zioeijeli'. South Australian Museum R.5275, 8811, Okfekaman, approximated 10
miles west-north-west of Telefomcn; R.6476, (Mftt, Kawolabib ( 1 4l°05' lonji,.

5*W' tat.), approximately 10 miles south-east of Capella, Star Mountains; H.6177.
Begibajen near Kawolabib and R.647S, Tabek Creek, Kawolabib. The complete
range of altitude of these localities is 4,700-5,500 it.

The range of snout to vent length of the adult males is 60-S-83-4 mm. but
the smallest specimen with a nuptial pad (H.S815) measures 73-6 mm.

There is very little variation in the proportions of the complete series In
one specimen the intcrnarial span is equal to die eye to naris distance, ami in

the remainder slightly less than it, the eye to naris to internaiial span ratio
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(E-N/1N) being 1000-M21 with a mean of 1-063. This is an cxceottonallv
long-legged species*, for die TL/S-V range is .588-654, with a mean of -625.

*

The .stipratympanic fold is conspicuous in all specimens, whilst the fold of
skin on the posterior surface of the forearm of two shows a tendency to form
tubercles. In the remainder it is a continuous fold as found in the holotype.
Finger webbing and the palpebral venation are features in winch there is scant
variation. (Four examples of the palpebral venation are depicted in Fig. lc,

)

The dorsal colouration varies from a very dark plum to pale violet. In the
darkest specimens patches of dark, slate are visible. In a few specimens there are
a few tiny, brilliant white rings scattered on the dorsal surface. Markings on
the thighs appear to increase in intensity with age. In die largest specimen.*
the pale background of the anterior and posterior surfaces is almost completely
obscured by irregular patches uf plum and slate. There appears to be a similar

correlation with markings on the ventral surface of the body, for in juvenile?

and small males it is an immaculate pale cream. In three specimens there arc
no islands of pigmentation on the lateral body surfaces or on the anterior and
posterior surfaces of the thighs.

The s\7f and number of the spines winch make up the nuptial pad vary with
the size of the individual. In the largest males the spines are larger and less

numerous than in the smaller specimens.

Comparison with Other Species: The large size of zwcifeti clearly distin-

guishes it from all species except grants humcralis* kuhori, montana, nariuoxtty

papua
>
perhnctH and pnlchra. (The species referred to here as N. montana

is montana (Peters and Doria) and not the species described by .Parker. 1936,

for which the substitute name cheesuuwi was proposed by Tyler, 1065.)

The only specimen of granti reported In the literature is the hololype female
with a length of 100 mm. A female specimen from Antares (Rijksmtisetun Van
Natumlijke Historic, Leiden, No. 12110) approximately 2.50 miles cast of the

type locality has been examined by the writer. It is a female with a snout to

vent length of 70 mm; it agrees with the original description of Boulengcr ( 1914

}

and perfectly reproduces the striking vermiculatcd pattern of the dorsal surface

seen in the illustration accompanying it. From a comparison of this specimen
with xweifcli, granti may be distinguished by its shorter legs (TL/S-V -537).

more widely spaced narcs (E-M/TN *790), less extensive finger webbing (not

reaching the suharticular tubercle at the base of the penultimate phalanx of the

fourth finger), and by its entirely different dorsal colouration.

The largest male hihori reported in the literature had a snout to vent length

of 53 aim which is less than that of the smallest zwuifefi (G0--S mm). Further-

more, the possession of a definitely reticulate and more heavily pigmented
palpebral venation, and shorter limbs (TL/S-V 0'ol-0-57, vide Zweifel, 1958)
enable kubori to be readily distinguished from zweifclL

In montana the eve to nans distance is considerably greater than the inter-

narial span (only slightly less than the internarial span in zweifeli), the finger

webbing is slightly more extensive and the palpebral venation is composed
solely of vertical lines. "Ntjctimystes narinosa has an internarial span exceeding
the eve to naris distance and only basalty webbed finders. In papuu the legs

me shorter than those of ZWeffeU (TL/S-V - 51-U • r*S ) , the fingers are leys

extensively webbed and the palpebral venation j* broken up info isolated

segments.
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Nyctimystes perimetri has a high E-N/IN ratio (1*20-1 -39 compared with

1-00-1 -12 in zweifeli) and short legs (TL/S-V 0*50-0-56), whilst pulchra

possesses a slightly crenate ridge on the forearm and tarsus and a long heel

tappet (zweifeli lacks these dermal appendages).

Nyctimystes humeralis has a similar size and similar proportions to those

of zweifeli and shares in preservative a violet dorsal colouration. The former

is distinguished in being immaculate and in the sexual characteristics of male
specimens. Male humeralis possess the unique humeral spine and there are

two separate nuptial pads at the base of the first finger. Male zweifeli lack a

humeral spine and the nuptial pad is undivided.

Colloquial Noi7ienclature: All of the specimens from Telefomcn and Okfe-

kaman were referred to as "ItuT.
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OBITUARY

Dr. P. S. Hossfeu>

Paul Samuel KossOM died ju Adelaide o;i tire 13th July, 1967, at the age of 71. His
education commenced at Dultou, where he was born, und wu.s continued at Print:** Alfred
College. He devoted some years to teaching before entering the University o(" Adelaide as

a science student. He graduated as B.Sc, in geologv and chemistry in 1924. and as M.Sc. in

192ft. He was then appointed assistant to Dr. VV. G. Woolnough, Geological Advisor to the
Commonwealth Government In New Guinea in 1929 he discovered, near Aitape. part of a

ktanftD skull to beds of apparently late Pleistocene age. In 1935 he was appointed Jeatlex

p| a section of the AeriaL Geological and Geophysical Survey or Northern Australia >ind this

gave, him a wide knowledge of thr geology of the Northern Territory. This work wflfi dis-

rupted by the war, during which Hossfeld worked as an industrial chemist. Later he
returned to the University and was awarded the degree of Ph.D. in 1953. He was appointed
Lecturer in the Department of Geology and Mineralogy in I.U34 and Senior Lecturer in Iy39.

Among Hossfeld*;* varied contributions to geology, throe arc particularly notable, Jn hU
early detailed work in the northern Mount Lofty Ranges lie advocated subdivision of the

t0tk3 of the Adelaide System into two scries, the lower of which, the Para Series, corresponds
closely with what, many years later, was named the Tonensinn Series, the priority of JTos^-

feld's wn*fc ftitf] term apparently being overlooked. Probably hi* best known work is thai
on the stratigraphy of the Northern Territory. This is an immense compilation and the result

of many years work. His contribution to the Cainozoic History of the South-east ol South
Australia overlapped two of Jus great interests. Quaternary geology and tbe study of aLoWginol
man which, in later years, received much of his interest.

All Hos&felrTs work was characterised by intensity of effort. It was typical of him that
in 1962, at the age of 66. he walked great distances through New Guinea jungle to obtain
materials which would give a radio-carbon dating of the skull fragments he had I on nil %it

AiLape thirty-seven years earlier. Paul Hossfeld was a dedicated teacher and for this earned
many tributes from bath colleagues* and students.

A.H.A.
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REPORT ON ACTIVITIES OF THE COUNCIL, 1966-67

Accommodation

The past year has seen several significant developments in both the accom-
modation and activities of the Society. Of particular importance has been tin?

move to the new rooms. The old rooms were severely limited in both meeting
space and library area and during the year several meetings were of necessity

held in the S.A, Museum lecture room, The State Library has the responsibility

to provide accommodation for the Society and fortunately it has been able to

make available two large rooms at the southern end of the State Library building.

Tin's area should provide suitable and comfortable space adequate for the

Society's library and meetings for at least some years ahead.

Meetings

Fight meetings were held during the year with an average attendance of

42> a considerable increase on that of previous years. A total of 13 papers were
read and 7 exhibits presented.

Subcommittees of Council

During the past two years the Council has appointed several subcommittees
to facilitate dealing with an increasing volume of business. The committees are

elected annually. Rules governing their responsibilities and charter have been
drawn up for incorporation in the By-laws.

Research and Endowment Fund

A change in the Rules of the Society in 1965 permitted investment of the

Endowment Fund in fixed interest and equity stock, so that both an adequate
income would be available and its value would not depreciate. Council has
decided that most of the income from the investments should be used for pro-

motion of research. The sum available at present is $500 per year and this is to

be awarded, at discretion of Council, as grants in support of research expeditions

and field projects undertaken by members of the Society,. The first awards will

be made in 1968. The Executive Committee reports to Council on the fund
and seeks approval for any transactions which need to be authorised by two-
thirds of the full Council.

Publications

The Society has been handicapped in publishing the Transactions by some
lack of funds. It has been necessary, with the apparently regular annual rise in

printing costs, to limit the volume size to 200 pp. approximately. The Publica-

tion Committee is responsible for decisions on acceptance, rejection or defer-

ment of submitted papers, all of which are first refereed, and for deciding the
size and composition of the volume. Unfortunately not all papers could, be
included this year. Attention is drawn to the instructions to authors at the back
of the volume which have been largely re-written. The Committee dealt with

23 submitted papers during the year of which 17 were accepted for publication

in the current volume. Vol. 90 was issued in December, 1966, and it is expected
the present Transactions will also be issued by the end of the year.
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Library

The Library, through tbe considerable effort of the Hon. Librarian, has

been re-organized and is now in its new, more spacious quarters. The Council
agreed that it should be confined to scientific periodicals and with this in view,
the small stock of 300 books and a quantity of maps have been offered to and
accepted by the State Library and The Flinders University. Ultimately, all books
and duplicate periodical material will be similarly transferred. The transfer of

the library to the new rooms took place in July under the direction of the Hon.
Librarian and assistants with the help of State Library staff. This very consider-

able undertaking was achieved smoothly and rapidly within two weeks. There
is now room for at least five years' expansion. The exchange list now numbers
340 Societies and Institutions; 8 new exchanges of journals not held elsewhere
in Adelaide were approved.

Revision of Rules and By-laws

It was decided last year that the Rules and By-laws should be thoroughly
revised. Unfortunately, this has been delayed by the Secretary's illness, but it

is hoped the revised set will be completed and placed before the Society during
the coming year.

Science Centre

The Council, through its representative Dr. H. B. S. Womersley, took part in

discussions with other bodies on die setting up of a Science Centre to serve all

scientific societies in Adelaide. The necessity for such a centre, once rather
acute, has diminished and as far as the Royal Society is concerned, could not
now be strongly supported. The proposal has been shelved for the present.

Verco Medal

The Council recommended aud the Society subsequently approved the
award of the Verco Medal for 1967 to Professor L. D. Pryor.

Membership

The membership of the Society now stands at 257; 16 new members were
elected during the year and one resigned. Four members of long-standing in

the Society—Mr. A. G. Edquist, Mr. P. Ifould, Mr. F. M. Angel and Dr. P. S.

Hossfcld—died during the year.
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LIST OF LECTURES GIVEN AT MEETINGS DURING
THE YEAR 1966-67

Sept., 1966 Mb. L. W. Pabkin: "A Local Perspective on Energy- from the
Earth".

Oct., 1966 Dr. K. Lee: "Animal Life in the SoiF.

Nov., 1966 Dr, R. F. Ewtcr, 'The Innate and Learnt in the Behaviour of

Mammals".
April, 1967 Dr. Daily delivered his 1966 Presidential Address entitled: "South

Australia in the Cambrian World".
May, 1967 Du. P. Milks: "Plant Bugs and Galls".

June, 1967 Da. N. M. Wacf: "The Southern Continents—Evolutionary Cul-de
sacs or a Fragmented Biotic Realm".

July, 1967 Prof. R. J. Wfjmeh: "Some Applications of Space Photography".
Aug, 1967 Dr. R. Cahbick: "The Wildlife of Macquarie Island".
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Mr. B. P. Thomson: Some Recent Maps Issued by the Geological Survey of S.A.

Dr. J. V. Possingham: Effects of Nutrient Deficiencies on Chloroplast Structure.

Dr. R. T. Lange and Mr. W. K. Harris: Eocene Leaf Cuticles and Spores and
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For distinguished studies on the ,u;eiuis Eucalyptus, including hvbrklisatiou,

controlled pollination and breeding, vegetative propagation and taxonomy,
and the relation of Eucalypts to nrycorrhiza. Other studies have dealt with
poplar growing in Australia.
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